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Abstract

Focalization in the Old Testament Narratives with Specific Examples from the Book of Ruth

by Konstantin Nazarov

The works in the field of general narratology that have been written since the first introduction of the concept by Genette in 1972 demonstrate a great dynamic in the development of this concept. Unfortunately, the refinements of Genette’s theory often suffer from inconsistency of definitions and remain heuristic, which does not allow the dissemination of the achievements to other types of texts (for example, Old Testament narratives). In the field of biblical narratology the concept of focalization (especially its recent development) was largely overlooked, and the attempts to study the Old Testament narratives in relation to the notion of focalization are generally not accompanied by careful examination of the subject.

The purpose of the present research is the consideration of the narratological concept of focalization with regard to the Book of Ruth. To this end, the research examines if recent narrative theories suggest a universal methodology of exploring focalization that can be equally applicable to any narrative texts (including Old Testament narratives) and what are the specifics of applying this methodology to the Old Testament narratives?

To answer the question above, the research considers Wolf Schmid’s ideal genetic model of narrative constitution and Valeri Tjupa’s theory of eventfulness and narrative world pictures as universal models for studying focalization. With some modifications and refinements these ideas are transformed into a methodology of studying focalization in the Old Testament narratives.

The application of the method to the Book of Ruth shows that on the level of selection of narrative information, the narrator selects sixteen episodes that constitute four narratological events that became the basis of the plot. Then, on the level of composition by the means of reported speech and the play of horizons, those episodes and events were placed in a certain order. Finally, on the level of presentation, these events were presented mainly in the scope of internal focalization, which as demonstrated in the work correlates with the use of the qatal form of the Hebrew verb.

Since Schmid’s ideal genetic model of narrative constitution claims to be universal, the method of studying focalization can be equally applied to other Old Testament narratives. Tjupa’s theory of eventfulness and narrative world pictures can help to emphasize narratological events and to blueprint the thread of the narrative and logic of selectivity for those Old Testament narratives that do not have clear division into episodes and events. A subject of special interest is the question if the hypothesis about correlation between constructions with the qatal form of the Hebrew verb and internal focalization remains true to other Old Testament narratives.
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS

The purpose of the research

The fact that the Old Testament narratives with all their seemingly simple structure are not so ordinary was expressed by many prominent biblical scholars. Subtlety of ancient authors was often emphasized and became a subject of consideration for a number of books and monographs in the field of so-called “literary approach to the Bible.” Yet most of the time analysis of the texts was exclusively empirical and conclusions had a heuristic nature, presenting a set of recommendations applicable only to certain situations.

The desire to find all-embracing typology leads to the need of employing existing theoretical concepts, terminology and models of general narratology and examining them on the subject of their appropriateness for describing Old Testament narratives. In the center of the present work is the notion of focalization that was introduced first by Gérard Genette in 1972 and then developed and revised over subsequent decades. The object of analysis is the Old Testament Book of Ruth. Consequently, the purpose of the present research is consideration of the narratological concept of focalization with regard to the Book of Ruth.

Why focalization?

Focalization was chosen among other narratological concepts because contemporary narratology considers it to be one of the major tools used by the narrator to convey information to the readers. The significance of the concept is repeatedly highlighted by many scholars. It would not be a mistake to say that in any contemporary introduction to narrative theory (or narratology), a chapter or at least a section about the notion of focalization is mandatory. For example, the contributor of *Cambridge Companion to Narrative*, Manfred Jahn, begins the chapter on focalization by stressing the central place the concept occupies in modern narrative theory:

> If narratology — the structural theory and analysis of narrative texts — were to be divided into just two major parts, then narration and focalization would be very suitable candidates. Narration is the telling of a story in a way that
simultaneously respects the needs and enlists the co-operation of its audience; focalization is the submission of (potentially limitless) narrative information to a perspectival filter.¹

Mieke Bal, the first critic of Genette’s theory, also underlines the importance of the concept itself arguing that focalization

… has an overarching position with respect to the other aspects [of narrative]. The significance of certain aspects cannot be viewed unless it is linked to focalization. Moreover, focalization is… the most important, most penetrating, and most subtle means of manipulation.²

Yet another famous scholar Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, to whose work many modern researchers refer and who also considerably amended Genette’s ideas, also explains the importance of Genette’s insight:

[M]ost studies of point of view… treat two related but different questions as if they were interchangeable. Briefly formulated, these questions are “who sees?” v. “who speaks?” Obviously, a person (and, by analogy, a narrative agent) is capable of both speaking and seeing, and even of doing both things at the same time — a state of affairs which facilitates the confusion between the two activities. Moreover, it is almost impossible to speak without betraying some personal “point of view,” if only through the very language used. But a person (and, by analogy, a narrative agent) is also capable of undertaking to tell what another person sees or has seen. Thus, speaking and seeing, narration and focalization, may, but need not, be attributed to the same agent. The distinction between the two activities is a theoretical necessity, and only on its basis can the interrelations between them be studied with precision.³

In one of the most recent studies on focalization, Manfred Jahn speaks about the progressivity of the notion of focalization in spite of all critiques of Genette’s theory:


Finally, according to H. Porter Abbot, focalization enriches our comprehension and aesthetic effect from reading:

[Focalizing can contribute richly to how we think and feel as we read. Just as we pick up various intensities of thought and feeling from the voice that we hear, so also do we pick up thought and feeling from the eyes we see through. And just as the voice we hear can be either a character in the narrative or a narrator positioned outside of it, so also our focalizer can be a character within or a narrator without.5

In short, today comprehensive analysis of a narrative text is almost impossible without consideration of the notion of focalization.

Old Testament scholars, while long overdue, are increasingly turning to the consideration of the concept of focalization. This becomes particularly evident since the issue of focalization started to appear on the pages of the books that are not intended for a specialized audience. Among those intended for a general audience is the book of Daniel Marguerat, Marcel Durrer, and Yvan Bourquin How to read Bible stories: an introduction to narrative criticism,6 which fairly accurately conveys the idea of Genette’s concept. The second is the book of Steven D. Mathewson The Art of Preaching Old Testament Narratives,7 which is intended for preachers. The author considers that the concept of focalization is well worthy of a separate section.


6 Daniel Marguerat, Marcel Durrer, and Yvan Bourquin, How to Read Bible Stories: An Introduction to Narrative Criticism (London: SCM, 1999).

7 Steven D. Mathewson, The Art of Preaching Old Testament Narrative (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Nevertheless, the research on the application of the concept to the Old Testament narratives is far from complete. This is evidenced, for example, by the fact that at the Special Session on Perspective Criticism featured by the Canadian Society of Biblical Studies in June 2014, the members of the Perspective Criticism Community compiled a list of aspects of point-of-view studies in need of further work. A separate paragraph in this list is devoted to the concept of focalization. List proposers admit that

[while considerable work has been done on the related concept of] “focalization”… a methodology of focalization analysis illuminating the interpretive significance of choosing one focalization strategy over another needs further development.8

This demonstrates the relevance of further study of the concept of focalization in the Old Testament narratives.

The review of the present research

In view of the importance of this concept I found it necessary to devote the first chapter of this work to understanding the essence of Genette’s concept by looking at different examples of externally, internally and zero focalized texts that are found in the works of Genette and other narratologists. This helped to see clearly strengths and limitations of the concept and understand the need for its further development.

The second chapter of this work is focused on the review of works that employ focalization or related concepts (like perspective or point-of-view) in the study of Old Testament narratives. Unfortunately, the research shows that in the field of biblical narratology the concept of focalization was highly overlooked. While biblical scholars also found the idea of perspective to be a useful tool to interpret biblical narratives, their attempts to study the Old Testament texts in relation to the notion of focalization are generally not accompanied by careful examination of the


8 See https://perspectivecriticism.com/2014/06/12/researchers-needed-the-vast-array-of-point-of-view-topics-crying-out-for-attention/
subject. For example, the majority of these works do not clearly distinguish between the terms “focalization” and “point-of-view.”9

The works that have been written during recent decades demonstrate great dynamic in the development of the concept of focalization. Therefore, the third chapter of my research is devoted to the evolution of the concept of focalization from 1972 until present. Unfortunately, the refinements of Genette’s theory were not always successful; most of the time the attempt ends up with formulation of a new concept of perspective in the narrative. It also shows that, generally speaking, any narratologist meets with two challenges when studying focalization. First, the works on focalization often suffer from inconsistency of definitions. Second, most of the time the research remains heuristic, which does not allow the dissemination of the achievements to other types of texts. The latter problems are addressed by the end of the third chapter where I propose to study focalization on the basis of Schmid’s ideal genetic model of narrative constitution.

The rest of the work is devoted to the study of focalization in the Book of Ruth according to Schmid’s model. Chapter four considers focalization on the level of selection of narrative information. Chapter five deals with composition of selected events. And chapter six examines one of the aspects of presentation of the narrative.

**The Book of Ruth**

The Book of Ruth was chosen as an object of narratological analysis partly because of size, which makes it suitable for illustrative purposes, and partly because of narrative excellence of the story. Containing only four chapters (totaling 85 verses), this book nevertheless is a complete short story that possesses all the necessary

---

attributes of good narrative, such as fascinating plot, developed characters and deep meaning.

Besides, in recent years the Book of Ruth has become the focus of attention among Old Testament scholars. For the period of 2015-2016 two commentaries on the Book of Ruth by Daniel Hawk\textsuperscript{10} and by Jeremy Schipper\textsuperscript{11} have been published. Both works have been consulted in carrying out this study. In the introduction to his commentary Schipper points out that “space does not allow for a full exploration of the poetics of Ruth’s narrative”\textsuperscript{12} and therefore confines himself only to limited observations on selective representation and narrative ambiguity in the Book of Ruth. The present study of focalization in some way starts from these issues and continues the discussion initiated by Schipper in his commentary.

Studying the Book of Ruth in respect to focalization has proven to be a challenge. Existing studies of focalization tend to consider mainly descriptive narrative passages where the point of view and spatial aspect of focalization is best exemplified. However, the Book of Ruth is organized as dialogic narratives, and some standard methods of studying focalization are not always applicable to it. But since most of the Old Testament narratives are composed the same way, this challenge turns into important tasks that may affect the study of focalization in all the corpus of the Old Testament narratives.

Concerning the text of the Book of Ruth, I used primarily the text of Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS).\textsuperscript{13} However, the Hebrew text in quotations is placed without cantillation marks in order to increase its readability. The primary translation used in

\footnotesize


\textsuperscript{12} Schipper, \textit{Ruth}, 23.

this work is the English Standard Version (ESV),\textsuperscript{14} although occasionally I point to inconsistencies of this translation with the original text of the book. I have also followed the numbering of chapters and verses in the ESV.

**Expected contributions**

As will be shown, this work attempts to make original contributions in three areas of study. First is the area of general narratology. This area considers subsequent transformations that Genette’s typology underwent during the last decades and through them to build methodology for studying focalization. The second is the area of biblical narratology, where I will attempt to apply highly theoretical concepts of general narratology to biblical text. Third is the area of Hebrew syntax: the last chapter of the work endeavors to demonstrate correlation between the form of the Hebrew verb and the type of focalization.
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CHAPTER 1. WHAT IS FOCALIZATION?

The notion of focalization was originally introduced by French narratologist Gérard Genette in the book *Figures III* in 1972 along with other concepts that together constitute an entirely new holistic approach to analysis of narrative text. Most studies of focalization mistakenly try to explain and use the concept without respecting the entire theory of narrative that is introduced by Genette in his book. As a result those studies too quickly come to the conclusion that focalization has very limited use for the analysis of narrative texts. Therefore, for an accurate understanding of the notion, I prefer to begin this study by setting out the notion of focalization among the other concepts of Genette’s work.

1.1. Overview of Genette’s book

Genette starts his book with several definitions. First, he differentiates between story, narrative text, and the act of narration. The relationship between these three aspects of narrative reality constitutes for Genette an analysis of narrative discourse. Then Genette proposes that every narrative, being a linguistic production, could be metaphorically interpreted as “the expansion of a verb.” This assumption permitted him to analyze narrative discourse “according to categories borrowed from the grammar of the verb.” In particular he chooses three categories or three determinations that determine the verb: tense, mood, and voice, and then metaphorically (with some expansion) applies them to the narrative text. These determinations characterize relationships between story and narrative, narrative and narration, narration and story.

---


According to Genette, the relationship between story and narrative can be adequately explained by studying such characteristics as order, duration, and frequency of narrative events in comparison to those of the real story. In other words, the relationship between story and narrative can be studied under the category of tense.

The category of voice explains the relationship between narration and story, and narration and narrative. It is connected with the so-called narrative agent, the one who actually gives an account of the facts of the narrative (or the one who speaks).

The narrative agent may hold a different temporal position and therefore can speak about past, present or future events (or to be, according to Genette, a subsequent, prior, simultaneous or interpolated narrator). One narrative agent can give his responsibility to the other so there could be different levels on narration (as Genette puts it, narrative agents staying on different narrative levels: extradiegetic, diegetic and metadiegetic).

The narrative agent may stay within the story as one of the characters or outside of the story, in other words, may have different degrees of presence (or to be heterodiegetic and homodiegetic). Finally, the narrative agent may play different functions (narrative, directing, communicating, emotive and ideological). Therefore, the category of voice covers the problems of point of view in the narrative and answers the question of how the process of narration is revealed in the narrative.

However, according to Genette, identification of the one who speaks (or narrative agent) has to be supplemented with two characteristics of narration: form and degree of representation. These two characteristics determine what Genette calls the mood of the narrative (which shows the relation between narrative and story). The degree of the representation depends on inclusion of details; representation can be more or less distanced, to use Genette’s metaphor. The form of representation is described by

---

perspective, which Genette calls focalization. Distance is quantitative modulation
(“how much?”) and focalization is qualitative modulation (“by what channel?”). Genette proposes then that different determinations within the scope of one narrative are not necessarily dependent upon each other, which permits the study of perspective (the one who sees) in isolation from voice (the one who speaks). Practically it means that in the narrative, the one who narrates does not implicitly express his/her perception, but can convey perception (for example, perspective) of someone else. This conclusion brings Genette to criticize the then prevailing concept of narrative point of view.

1.2. Regrettable confusion

Study of the subjectivity of narrative discourse had been one of the key issues in narratology for about a hundred years before the emergence of the concept of focalization. According to Wallace Martin, the “theoretical framework used by most English and American critics in discussing point of view was fully developed by 1960” and systematic study of point of view became “the most frequently discussed aspect of narrative method.” According to Scholes, who looks at the development of point of view in historical perspective,

> The period of the rise of the novel as a literary form has also been the period of really great experimentation with, and development of, techniques in the management of point of view… [T]his remarkable development is largely the result of the problems and opportunities presented to narrative artists seeking to achieve an effective combination of empirical and fictional techniques of narration.

---


23 Martin, Recent Theories, 133.

After indicating that his predecessors have already made considerable progress in the question of narrative perspective, Genette evaluates existing classifications of narrative point of view proposed by such scholars as Percy Lubbock, George Blin, Cleanth Brooks, Robert Penn Warren, F. K. Stanzel, Norman Friedman, Wayne Booth and Bertil Romberg. His study leads him to the conclusion that all these typologies “suffer from regrettable confusion.”

The reason for that confusion was that the concept of point of view was initially the product of nineteenth- and twentieth-century novelists (not literary critics) who attempted to “overcome the limitations of authorial and first-person narration” in order to make their stories as realistic as possible. It is no wonder that writers proposed to achieve this purpose as writers, not as critics, and used for it familiar terms. Accordingly, one can limit the influence of the author and make the story more realistic:

1. By suppressing narratorial use of the pronoun “I”.

2. By eliminating commentary and substituting it with dramatic presentation when possible.

3. By accessing the mind of only one character and using the visual perspective of that character.

Such were writing tools that the authors beginning from Henry James experimented with in order to bring their narrative closer to life experience. Therefore, classifications, which initially were conducted by the writers and for the writers, reflected the writer’s train of thought and were heuristic in their nature (e.g. first person narration vs. third person narration).

Genette approaches the problem of point of view theoretically (not as writer but as literary critic) and finds point 3 in the above list problematic. The problem of “point

25 Genette, Narrative Discourse, 186.

26 Martin, Recent Theories, 133.

27 See Martin, Recent Theories, 133.
of view” as a characteristic of narrative text lies in its definition. What do we mean by “point of view”? There are at least two different understandings of this term. When we speak about someone’s point of view, we may mean either perspective or opinion, which already creates confusion. Martin asserts that “access to consciousness” has two meanings: a third-person narrator can look into a character’s mind or look through it. In the first case, the narrator is the perceiver and the character’s mind is perceived. And Wolf Schmid adds to this question:

Access to a character’s interior and the taking on of the character’s perceptual perspective, no matter how often they are mixed in theories of perspective (as indicated above), are two entirely separate things. In the first case, the character or, more specifically, his or her consciousness, is the object of the narrator’s perception; in the second, it is the subject or the prism of perception through which the narrator sees the narrated world.

Any attempt to explain all the complexities of the narrative text with variation of one simple characteristic like point of view inevitably brings one to confusion. More than that, the fact that the narrating agent does not necessarily express his opinion or speak about his vision, makes the problem even more complicated. Initially Genette’s idea of focalization was directed toward the resolution of this particular confusion. First, he showed that earlier typologies of point of view would classify both situations as third person narration while obviously “speaking” (narration) and “seeing” (vision or opinion) belong to different categories. He then convincingly proved that the problem cannot be solved without the distinguishing of and separate analysis of the mood (who perceives) and voice (who speaks).

According to Genette, the fundamental principle underlying the analysis of narrative should not be the identity of the voice or perceiver, whether character, narrator, or hypothetical observer, but the purely visual/perceptual aspect: to what degree the information that the narrator shares with the reader is restricted. The range of

28 Martin, Recent Theories, 143.

information is measured according to the “ratio of knowledge between the narrator and the character.”

This restriction of information might be called in old-fashioned style “vision,” “field,” or “point of view,” but Genette uses the abstract term “focalization” in order “to avoid the too specifically visual connotations of the terms.”

1.3. Definition of the term

The above considerations are crystallized into the definition of focalization in Genette’s second book:

Focalization is “a restriction of field”—actually, that is, a selection of narrative information with respect to what was traditionally called omniscience… [or] …completeness of information… The instrument of this possible selection is a situated focus, a sort of information-conveying pipe that allows passage only of information that is authorized by the situation.

For practical purposes, I will substitute the term “field of knowledge” with the more appropriate term “horizon of knowledge” or simply “horizon” used by Bakhtin.

---

30 Scholes, Phelan, and Kellogg, *Nature*, 318. The knowledge of the narrator has nothing to do with the position of the narrator, as it is wrongly suggested by Prince, who says, “zero focalization obtains when the story is presented in terms of a nonlocatable, indeterminate position; internal focalization obtains when the story is presented in terms of the knowledge, feelings, or perceptions of a single character or several different ones; external focalization obtains when the story is presented in terms of a focal point in the world of the events recounted but outside any of the character.” See Gerald Prince, *Narratology: the form and functioning of narrative*, Janua linguarum Series maior (Berlin; New York: Mouton, 1982), 123.

31 Genette, *Narrative Discourse*, 189.


33 Russian word for “horizon” is “krugozor” (кругозор) is used extensively in M.M. Bakhtin, “Автор и герой в эстетической деятельности,” in *Философская этика 1920-х годов*, ed. Bocharov S.G. and N.I. Nikolaev, vol. 1 of *М.М. Бахтин. Собрание сочинений в семи томах* (Moscow: Russkie slovari; YAzyki slavyanskoj kul'tury, 2003), 104-174.
Accordingly, the narrator can choose one of three ways to restrict and convey information to the readers:

A. Zero focalization
Information can be channeled without any restriction — that is when the narrator knows and says more than any given character knows (Narrator > Character) and “exercises the privilege of moving freely about the story world to comment first on this scene and this character and then on that scene and that character.” In this case the reader obtains information about the narrative world that is not accessible to any character; the horizon of the narrator is wider than the horizon of the characters. The text in this instance is “zero focalized” or not focalized (not restricted).

B. Internal focalization
Information is restricted to the cognition of one of the characters. The narrator’s horizon equals the character’s horizon (Narrator = Character) because the narrator restricts himself to the character's perspective. In this case, the reader perceives the narrative world through the mind of this character. So, respectively, this type of focalization is called “internal” focalization and the text is considered to be internally focalized.

C. External focalization
Finally, the scene of the narrative can be presented to the reader just as it is, without any additional information about mind or motives of its inhabitants (Narrator < Character). Information is restricted to a behaviorist report and the reader “sees” the narrative world externally. “The narrator is restricted to reporting the character’s observable behavior.” Focalization is accordingly called “external” and the text is considered to be externally focalized.

In order to comprehend the notion of focalization as it was understood by Genette, one must consider, as appropriate, as many case studies as he and other scholars use in order to illustrate the concept. One meets here with the obvious difficulty that

---


because a lot of practical examples of focalization are given by Genette in passing, it is difficult to understand and apply the notion to the narratives beyond the scope of modern European literature. Therefore, in the next section I seek to discuss Genette’s examples in greater detail and consider additional examples from other scholars who, following the same rationale, were looking for examples to demonstrate Genette’s theory in practice.

1.4. Examples of zero focalization

According to Monika Fludernik’s understanding of the term, zero focalization is found in the narratives where the narrator is “above the action,” “unrestricted and unlimited.”\(^\text{36}\) Practically, this is evident when the narrator can freely shift between various locations and various time periods of the narrative world, as much as being able to look into the mind of any characters.

Since Genette does not give any particular examples of this type of focalization besides saying that zero focalization is the prerogative of “classical narrative,” literary scholars after him tried to bridge this gap and find concrete examples of nonfocalized narratives. An example given by Scholes shows how easy it is for an omniscient narrator to shift from the mind of one character to another, telling what each of them thinks about the marriage of Sir Casaubon:

One morning, some weeks after her arrival at Lowick, Dorothea — but why always Dorothea? Was her point of view the only possible one with regard to this marriage? Protest against all our interest, all our effort at understanding being given to the young skins that look blooming in spite of trouble; for these too will get faded, and will know the older and more eating griefs which we are helping to neglect. In spite of the blinking eyes and white moles objectionable to Celia, and the want of muscular curve which was morally painful to Sir James, Mr. Casaubon had an intense consciousness within him, and was spiritually a-hungered like the rest of us.\(^\text{37}\)


Herman gives an excerpt from James A. Michener’s modern novel *Hawaii* to illustrate the style of zero focalization as the ability of the narrator to make shifts in time and space:

> Across a million years, down more than ten million years [the island] existed silently in the unknown sea and then died, leaving only a fringe of coral where the birds rest and where gigantic seals of the changing ocean play. Ceaseless life and death, endless expenditure of beauty and capacity, tireless ebb and flow and rising and subsidence of the ocean. Night comes and the burning day, and the island waits, and no man arrives. The days perish and the nights, and the aching beauty of lush valleys and waterfalls vanishes, and no man will ever see them.38

The narrator had access to something that is not “accessible to ordinary humans”39 — the ability that is enhanced by the final phrase “no man will ever see….” In all the above examples, the perspective was unrestricted or unlimited, in contrast to the following examples with limitations of internal and external focalizations.

### 1.5. Examples of internal focalization

Internal focalization is probably one of the most interesting ways of manipulation of perspective in the narrative. It is also one of the most confusing ideas. Recalling Pouillon, Genette points to the paradox that,

> … in “vision with,” the character is seen not in his innerness, for then we would have to emerge from the innerness whereas instead we are absorbed into it, but is seen in the image he develops of others, and to some extent through that image. In sum, we apprehend him as we apprehend ourselves in our immediate awareness of things, our attitudes with respect to what surrounds us — what surrounds us and is not within us. Consequently we can say in conclusion: vision as an image of others is not a result of vision “with” the main character, it is itself that vision “with.”40

---


In the following examples, the text presents information that is accessible (limited, focalized) to one character of the story. Genette himself illustrates this type of focalization with two novels of Henry James: *The Ambassadors* and *What Maisie Knew*. He remarks in passing that the latter novel illustrates internal focalization better, which is an important point for the present research. Consider the following excerpt from *The Ambassadors*:

> The ordered English garden, in the freshness of the day, was delightful to Strether, who liked the sound, under his feet, of the tight fine gravel, packed with the chronic damp, and who had the idliest eye for the deep smoothness of turf and the clean curves of paths.  

Information in this passage is definitely focalized internally; the reader perceives the freshness of the day and sees the garden through Strether’s eyes. Though one can find a great number of such passages in the novel, the text is not always internally focalized. There are passages that report dialogues and are written from the perspective of a detached onlooker. But internally (in regard to Strether) focalized passages that are imbedded in the narrative here and there induce a general sense of fixed internal focalization and dialogues do not necessarily spoil this impression.

The novel *What Maisie Knew* by the same author, according to Genette, illustrates internal focalization better. The principal reason, I think, is that in this novel the reader can immediately identify internally focalized passages when the narrator restricts the field by imposing the language of a child to convey the point of view of Maisie. The same style of child’s vision is used in James Joyce’s novel *A Portrait of the Artist*. The following excerpt from the novel is used by Rimmon-Kenan to illustrate internally focalized passages:

> Once upon a time and a very good time it was there was a moocow coming down along the road and this moocow that was coming down along the road met a nicens little boy named baby tuckoo...  
> His father told him that story: his father looked at him through a glass: he had a hairy face. He was baby tuckoo.

---

The moocow came down the road where Betty Byrne lived: she sold lemon platt.\(^{42}\)

In order to describe the elements of the narrative world, Joyce operates by the ideas that are simple enough to be part of the child’s perception. For example, the word “glass” is used instead of the word “glasses,” “hairy face” is the way a child would probably describe the unshaven face of his father. In other words, the restriction here is linguistic in nature: it is the restriction of vocabulary. Very basic vocabulary testifies about the age of the character. This type of internal focalization can be found in the biblical narrative of Ruth, as will be shown later.

Another good example of internal focalization is provided by H. Porter Abbott. In the following excerpt from Flaubert’s *Madam Bovary*, the one who sees is not the narrator of the story, but Rodolphe, one of the characters, “who is at that moment walking beside Emma, planning his campaign of seduction.”\(^{43}\)

> She nudged him with her elbow.
> “What does that mean?” he wondered, glancing at her out of the corner of his eye as they moved on.
> Her face, seen in profile, was so calm that it gave him no hint. It stood out against the light, framed in the oval of her bonnet, whose pale ribbons were like streaming reeds. Her eyes with their long curving lashes looked straight ahead: they were fully open, but seemed a little narrowed because of the blood that was pulsing gently under the fine skin of her cheekbones. The rosy flesh between her nostrils was all but transparent in the light. She was inclining her head to one side, and the pearly tips of her white teeth showed between her lips.
> “Is she laughing at me?” Rodolphe wondered.
> But Emma's nudge had been no more than a warning, for Monsieur Lheureux was walking along beside them, now and then addressing them as though to begin conversation.

Compared with the previous example, here the restriction has more to do with the visual aspect. The reader is looking through Rodolphe’s eyes and sees anatomic


details of Emma. The specificity of details that are captured by Rodolphe testifies about the intensity of Rodolphe’s feeling. In other words, the details described by the narrator are the details that concern character. This conclusion also will be used when considering the Book of Ruth.

However, visual restriction is not the only type of focalization that is possible. In the book *Narrative Discourse Revisited*, Genette explains that focalization may not be unique to the vision of the character, but could well be applied to any type of the perception:

> There would have been no point in taking great pains to replace *point of view* with *focalization* if I was only going to fall right back into the same old rut; so obviously we must replace *who sees?* with the broader question of *who perceives?*.44

Non-visual perception is found in the excerpt from Ernest Hemingway’s *For Whom the Bell Tolls*, which is given as an example of internal focalization by Jahn:

> He lay flat on the brown, pine-needled floor of the forest, his chin on his folded arms, and high overhead the wind blew in the tops of the pine trees. The mountainside sloped gently where he lay; but below it was steep and he could see the dark of the oiled road winding through the pass. There was a stream alongside the road and far down he saw a mill beside the stream and the falling water of the dam, white in the summer sunlight.45

According to Jahn, the character not only sees, but also feels and hears. His perception modes are not only indicated by explicit phrases such as “he could see” but more subtly also by the “pine-needled floor”, the “gently” sloping ground, the wind blowing “high overhead.”46 This expands considerably the scope of application of the notion of focalization which is specifically important for the Old Testament narratives due to their rather modest list of visual methods of representation.

44 Genette, *Revisited*, 64.

45 Ernest Hemingway, *For Whom the Bell Tolls* (New York: Scribner's, 1943), 6, quoted in Jahn, “Focalization,” 98.

46 Jahn, “Focalization,” 98.
All the above examples illustrate what Genette calls “fixed internal focalization.” In addition, Genette distinguishes two other types of focalization which he calls variable and multiple focalizations. Fixed focalization is the restriction of information according to the perception of only one character of the story. However, when focalization in the narrative shifts from one focal character to another, it becomes “variable.” Genette mentions that this method is often used by Stendhal but does not offer any specific examples, mentioning only that in Stendhal’s books focalization tends to shift from one character to another “rapidly and subtly.”

The following extract from *The Red and the Black*, which describes the scene of the first meeting of Madame de Rênal and Julien and moves between their perspectives, seems to be a good example of what Genette means by variable focalization:

Madame de Rênal was silent, bewildered; they were standing very close, looking at each other. Julien had never seen anyone so beautifully dressed, especially a woman with such a dazzling complexion, speaking to him in so sweet a voice. Madame de Rênal looked at the heavy tears on the young peasant’s cheeks, which had been at first so exceedingly pale, and which were now so rosy.

Finally, by “multiple focalization” Genette means situations where “the same event may be evoked several times according to the point of view of several… characters.” Besides the illustration from the film *Rashomon* given by Genette, multiple examples from the Bible can be cited. One of them is the story of the death of Saul repeated twice, the first time by the narrator (1 Sam. 31:3-6) and second time by the Amalekite (2 Sam. 1:1-10). As will be shown in this work, the rudiments of multiple focalization can also be found in the Book of Ruth.

47 Genette, *Revisited*, 64.


49 Genette, *Narrative Discourse*, 190.
1.6. Examples of external focalization

Genette mentions Hammet, Hemingway and several other authors who presented their characters without displaying their thoughts or feelings, at least for a part of the story.\textsuperscript{50} Jahn introduces the example from Hemingway’s *The Killers* as “prototypical case”:\textsuperscript{51}

The door of Henry’s lunch-room opened and two men came in. They sat down at the counter.

“What’s yours?” George asked them.

“I don’t know,” one of the men said. “What do you want to eat, Al?” “I don’t know,” said Al. “I don’t know what I want to eat.”

Outside it was getting dark. The street-light came on outside the window. The two men at the counter read the menu.\textsuperscript{52}

According to Jahn, one can be certain that a passage is externally focalized, if information is presented as it would be recorded by a “virtual camera.” The books of Hammet and Hemingway are almost entirely written in such manner and mostly consist of dialogues, which are from time to time interrupted by a description of appearance of the characters, or details of the narrative world, or stage directions. The similarity of this technique with the Book of Ruth will allow me to come to the conclusion that on the whole, the narrative of Ruth is also externally focalized with several inserts of internal focalization.

1.7. Boundaries between different types of focalization

In the rest of the chapter on focalization, Genette makes additional notes concerning the boundary lines between different types of focalization. First, he points out that the entire narrative is not necessarily the subject of only one type of focalization and

\textsuperscript{50} Genette, *Narrative Discourse*, 190.

\textsuperscript{51} Jahn, “Focalization,” 98.

that shifts in focalization can be very short.\textsuperscript{53} This note is important for the present research, for, as we will see, the sections of internal focalization in the Book of Ruth are short indeed.

In addition, Genette admits that the borderline between different types of focalization is sometimes blurred. The same passage can be classified internally as well as externally focalized, depending on the chosen focal character. The narrator’s words can be regarded as nonfocalized and focalized, depending on the meaning of omniscience. The narrator’s words are nonfocalized just because the narrator knows everything. Yet the narrator does not have to say everything (“he who can do most can do least”) and it is actually impossible to say everything, which means that even the words of the narrator are focalized (restricted). Internal focalization is also “rarely applied in a totally rigorous way” with the exception of interior monologue or experimental narratives like Robbe-Grillet's \textit{La Jalousie}, where “the central character is limited absolutely to and strictly inferred from his focal position alone.”\textsuperscript{54}

Two examples from Stendhal illustrate this idea. In the first example as Genette suggests, only the last couple of words turn out to be really internally focalized — they describe what the hero sees.

\begin{quote}
Without hesitation, although ready to yield up his soul with disgust, Fabrizio flung himself from his horse and took the hand of the corpse which he shook vigorously; then he stood still as though paralysed. He felt that he had not the strength to mount again. What horrified him more than anything was that open eye.\textsuperscript{55}
\end{quote}

In the second example the whole passage is focalized internally:

\begin{quote}
A bullet, entering on one side of the nose, had gone out at the opposite temple, and disfigured the corpse in a hideous fashion. It lay with one eye still open.\textsuperscript{56}
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{53} Genette, \textit{Narrative Discourse}, 191.

\textsuperscript{54} Genette, \textit{Narrative Discourse}, 192.


\end{footnotes}
1.8. Shifts in focalization

Nevertheless, in many situations it is possible to identify the boundary (find shifts) of focalization. According to Genette, a specific example of such shift is found in Jules Verne’s *Around the World for Eighty Days*. Genette makes only passing reference to it, but for practical purposes I will repeat the example in more detail because later it will serve as a model for further implications while studying the Book of Ruth.

In chapter XII of the book, “Phileas Fogg is looked at first from the outside, through the puzzled gaze of his contemporaries, and how his inhuman mysteriousness will be maintained until the episode that will reveal his generosity.”

The chapter reports some details of the long and exhausting trip of three travellers — General Cromarty, Phileas Fogg and Passepartout — across the Indian forests on the elephant. Phileas Fogg and Sir Francis Cromarty are horribly jostled by the swift trotting of the elephant, but endure the discomfort with true British phlegm. However, when after two hours the guide stops the elephant, and gives him an hour for rest, Sir Francis Cromarty finds himself broken while “Mr. Fogg seemed as fresh as if straight out of bed.”

‘He’s made of iron!’ said the Brigadier-General, looking at him with admiration.

‘Wrought iron,’ answered Passepartout, as he prepared a simple lunch.

Later, the travellers meet with a procession of Brahmins who plan to sacrifice a woman. Fogg, who is greatly limited with time, decides to save the woman. According to Genette, the following dialogue with the General uncovers Fogg’s true nature:

“Save the woman, Mr. Fogg!”

“I have yet twelve hours to spare; I can devote them to that.”

“Why, you are a man of heart!”

“Sometimes,” replied Phileas Fogg, quietly; “when I have the time.”

---


Now, according to Genette, the first episode focalizes Fogg externally — two of his companions noticed that Fogg seems (to them) “fresh and straight.” They talk to each other and come to the conclusion that Fogg has a strong personality (this interpretation depends on our understanding of the metaphor). The author uses dialogue between two characters in order to picture the substance of the third man. Of course the conclusion of Cromarty happens to be just his personal opinion based on his own observations of Fogg’s behavior. This means that the reader then gets to know both the outer appearance of Fogg and the evaluative (ideological) conclusion from the point of view of the general. In the second scene, according to Genette, Fogg is focalized internally. Again (together with Cromarty and other people) the reader watches Fogg’s behavior. In this case he just verbally states his intentions that come to be the basis for Cromarty’s conclusion about Fogg’s inner character (namely, generosity).

From this example we can infer that characters’ behavior and words that are essentially externally focalized elements can constitute a sufficient ground for determining their inner selves. This means that in the course of the narrative, the opinions of one character about another verbalized in direct speech can be considered as internal focalization.

1.9. Conclusion

The examples given above seem to be quite enough to understand what Genette originally meant under the term “focalization.” They show that Genette provided only general trends and that each particular example requires further consideration and an intuitive approach. Inconsistency of the theory, its general and non-specific character and difficulties in applying its conclusions to other narratives had led to significant rethinking (though not always improvement) of the concept by other scholars. The critique of Genette’s concept of focalization and, accordingly, major developments of the concept in recent years will be considered in Chapter 3 of this work. But now I would like to turn to the works on the Old Testament narratology in order to demonstrate that such an established concept as focalization has not been properly reflected in those works.
CHAPTER 2. FOCALIZATION IN OLD TESTAMENT NARRATOLOGY

For several recent decades biblical narratology developed intensely. Usually this development had to do with adaptation of concepts of general narratology to biblical texts. However, the notion of focalization, for some reason, has been highly overlooked by OT scholars. This chapter analyzes key works on OT narratology, beginning from Robert Alter, and underscores the problems that derive from this significant omission.

2.1. Robert Alter

The rise of narrative criticism of the Bible is usually attributed to Robert Alter and to his book *The Art of Biblical Narrative*, which was published in 1981. Though the literary approach to the Bible was not originated by Alter and was widely used long before him, the “incredible, and continuing, success of Alter’s work” proliferated interest in biblical narratology, evinced in many subsequent publications on the same issue. Yet, considered fresh and new, Alter’s work overlooked the concept of focalization that emerged in literary theory almost a decade earlier. By saying this, I am not suggesting that Alter overlooked the whole idea of restriction of information in biblical narratives. For example, chapter 8 “Narration and Knowledge” is committed to the study of omniscience and ignorance (what he calls “fictional experiment in knowledge” and what I will call “horizons”) in the story of Joseph. In the process of interpretation of the story, he asserts that the biblical narrator, despite his omniscience, is “highly selective about sharing this omniscience with his
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According to Alter, the style of composition of biblical narrators is different from Victorian novels (which Genette considered to be zero focalized) because they do not want their readers to become like God.

His typically monotheistic decision is to lead us to know as flesh-and-blood knows: character is revealed primarily through speech, action, gesture, with all the ambiguities that entails; motive is frequently, though not invariably, left in a penumbra of doubt; often we are able to draw plausible inferences about the personages and their destinies, but much remains a matter of conjecture or even of teasing multiple possibilities.

In the same chapter we hear the echoes of the idea of purposeful ordering of narrative information in “meaningful pattern in the events through a variety of technical procedures” and the idea that significance of the event or the personage can be measured by distance from divine knowledge.

However, all these ideas remain on the level of heuristic discovery; rules of interpretation inherent in literary theory are not fully implemented in Alter’s work. It seems odd since one of the main theses of the book is the fictional character of biblical narratives, which Alter characterizes as “the beginning of prose fiction.” Obviously it is possible to take a heuristic approach even with apparent success. But the study of the text that does not take into account theorized and generalized methods will always be adhered to the particular narrative section and will always have difficulties in comparative studies.

It is not difficult to guess that Genette, with his concept of focalization, is also not mentioned in the book. The absence of any records of Genette’s work or references to his typology in Alter’s book can be attributed to the rather late English translation.
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of *Figures*. But, as I show in the following sections, the monographs on a literary approach to the Bible that were published in subsequent years continue to overlook the notion of focalization as well.

### 2.2. Shimon Bar-Efrat

Shimon Bar-Efrat, in his book *Narrative Art in the Bible*, asserts that the aim of the book is to present

...a way of reading which is based on the employment of tools and principles current in the study of literature, and it combines summary and methodical survey with the observation of new aspects.

Bar-Efrat claims that anyone who wants to study biblical narratives as they are (as opposed to historical critics who are interested in the way biblical narratives come into existence) must use

...the avenue of literary analysis, for it is impossible to appreciate the nature of biblical narrative fully, understand the network of its component elements or penetrate into its inner world without having recourse to the methods and tools of literary scholarship.

The goal of the author is to explore methods, structures and forms of biblical narratives that constitute firm ground upon which ensuing interpretation will rest. Therefore, the book examines the questions of narrator and modes of narration, shaping of the characters, the structure of the plot, time and space and details of style. But as typical for the works on literary criticism of the Bible of that time, the
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author does not pursue subordinating himself to any existing literary theory reiterating old heuristic approaches.

In the chapter on narrator, Bar-Efrat analyzes different narrative modes, by examining the viewpoint from which the narrator observes the events in the narrative world.\(^{72}\) He chooses five opposite modes that he considers to be the most important for biblical narratives:

1. Narrator with unlimited knowledge vs. Narrator with limited knowledge.
2. Narrator who intrudes into the story vs. Silent and self-effacing narrator.
3. Narrator with remote perspective vs. Narrator with minimum mediation.
4. Narrator with the view “from above” vs. Narrator with the viewpoint of a character.
5. Neutral or objective narrator vs. Narrator with definite attitude.

It can be definitely said that the above typology of point of view suffers from the inaccuracy that Genette highlighted in his book, for different modes of Bar-Efrat’s typology belong to different, unrelated, independent variables. The first point describes the mode of knowledge, the second describes the mode of presence, third is the mode of spatial distance, fourth is the mode of subjectivity and the fifth one — the mode of ideology. As for Genette, he offered a simpler but more inclusive model. Nevertheless, just the mere fact of occurrence of typology of point of view in the monograph on OT narratology should already be regarded as a remarkable step and merits our greater consideration.

Among the strengths of Bar-Efrat’s typology is an indication of different degree of awareness of the narrator from his total omniscience to a restricted view. Separation between a situation when the narrator is looking at the mind of the character and when the narrator takes a character’s point of view is also noteworthy. Thus the typology of Bar-Efrat consists of all three types of focalization that we find in Genette’s book except that they have different names and that they are not linked to
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each other by one single principle (like the ratio of narrator’s knowledge that he shares with the reader in relation to the horizon of characters). This turns typology into a chaotic and inconsistent set of oppositions that may look good separately, but are incompatible together. The first opposition is based on knowledge; the second is on the presence or absence of the narrator in the text. The third opposition reflects the distance between narrator and narrated events, and the fourth one distinguishes different spatial positions of the narrator. Finally, the fifth opposition is about presence or absence of an ideological point of view in the words of narrator. While all these narrative modes certainly appear in biblical narratives, Bar-Efrat’s typology (in contrast to the typology of Genette) lacks symmetry and theoretical justification.

Besides, Bar-Efrat is often confused over the meaning of point of view. For example, explaining the idea of omniscient narrator, he makes the following statement, from which it is unclear what he means by point of view:

> Language limits the author to describing events consecutively, thus creating the impression that the narrator is now here and then there, looking first into one man's heart and then into another's, constantly transferring the point of view from one place to another.⁷³

Literal reading of this passage leads to the conclusion that the point of view, according to Bar-Efrat, is everything that comes to the attention of the narrator. Therefore, if the story talks about the city of Bethlehem, then about a field and then about a threshing floor and then again about the city of Bethlehem, the point of view, according to Bar-Efrat, changes four times. Genette, in contrast, proposes to separate the one who speaks and the one who perceives and to define the type of focalization on the basis of perception. As we will see in this chapter, such significant theoretical limitations are typical of most works on biblical narratology.

The author considers that the awareness of the narrator in most secret conversations and intimate details of a character’s behavior and even his presence as a witness of meetings in Heaven betrays his omniscience. However, narratologically it is not always so: zero focalization, according to Genette, derives from different reasons.

That said, there are some conclusions of the author that I would totally agree with. For example, in the following section of the same chapter he talks about the narrator’s omniscience that is reflected in the narrator’s ability to penetrate the characters’ minds and display their knowledge, emotions and volition.74

To sum up, the book of Bar-Efrat has both excellent findings as well as some misconceptions. The major problem, as I see it, involves the absence of a coherent theory of point of view. Nevertheless, recognition of the need of that theory and the attempt to create typology of point of view should be commended.

2.3. Adele Berlin

The book of Adele Berlin Poetics and interpretation of Biblical Narratives,75 written in 1983, deserves our special attention. No, Berlin does not mention Genette’s contribution — it had been almost a decade since publication of Narrative discourse in French and two years after its publication in English, but Genette’s ideas remained ignored by biblical scholarship. Yet, the distinguishing feature of Berlin’s work is its high appreciation of theoretical poetics. According to Berlin,

> Poetics… is an inductive science that seeks to abstract the general principles of literature from many different manifestations of those principles as they occur in actual literary texts.76

Only after discovery of general principles can one move to interpretation of concrete texts for “[i]f we know how texts mean, we are in a better position to discover, what a particular text means.”77

As history of interpretation shows, Bible interpreters traditionally hold a different approach. Even those schools of interpretation that claimed to use a literary approach
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to the Bible (beginning from midrashic school of interpretation), tended to give to the passages or construction under consideration a semantic instead of poetic explanation by paying greater attention to its meaning instead of its function.

The search for meaning led to some observations that had poetic significance, but their significance qua poetics was not developed. This is true even in the relatively modern literary approaches, subsumed under terms such as rhetorical criticism, total-interpretation, etc., which study words, phrases, motifs, and various other patternings in a given text. At their best, these approaches represent fine literary criticism, explicating the surface patterning and the underlying meaning of specific passages. They have given us a new appreciation for the intricacy and integrity of the text. But they fall short of being poetics, for they neither aim for nor discover general rules of composition.78

In order to remedy some of these omissions, in chapter III Berlin recourses to the study of point of view, taking for the basis two current typologies of point of view proposed by Seymour Chatman and Boris Uspensky. After a brief review of these typologies, she applies them to the study of point of view in the biblical narrative of Ruth (which makes her work even more important to this present study). Her research, therefore, is less heuristic and more theoretically grounded.

Uspensky’s typology will be treated separately due to the great influence of this typology on the development of Genette’s concept of focalization.79 In the meantime, it should be noted that while Berlin calls the typology of Uspensky a “highly developed scheme”80 and “theoretical ground-work,”81 it should be admitted that while being respected among literary scholars, this typology represents a series of heuristic findings in the field of point of view. Therefore, Berlin’s treatment of point

78 Berlin, Poetics, 18.
79 For the purpose of present research I will look only to how Berlin utilizes Uspensky’s typology, because, as Berlin notes, it is more “suited for the identification of point of view” (see Berlin, Poetics, 44) while the typology of Chatman was used only for studying “interest point of view” which goes out of the boundaries of my consideration.
80 Berlin, Poetics, 47.
81 Berlin, Poetics, 55.
of view in the Book of Ruth is essentially a series of excellent findings grouped around five planes of point of view (according to Uspensky). In this present work I will certainly use and make the best of Berlin’s contribution while trying to systematize all her findings into a coherent typology of focalization.

Before engaging in the discussion of the contribution of the next OT scholar, I would like to give critical assessment of the metaphor of camera-eye, extensively used by Berlin and by other biblical scholars. Berlin compares biblical narratives with film narratives (due to its scenic nature) and the narrator in biblical narratives with camera-eye: “we see the story through what he presents.”82 Despite its apparent simplicity, this frequent comparison is not legitimate because of the fact that film and literary text are supposed to be perceived as two different kinds of narratives, each with its own specific ways of conveying information. Unless the narrative is purposefully written for visual perception, this collation seems to be mistaken. As Genette remarks, “Unlike the director of a movie, the novelist is not compelled to put his camera somewhere; he has no camera.”83

Most likely, with the metaphor of camera-eye Berlin and other scholars try to introduce the idea of restriction of information. But the term “camera-eye,” more than any other metaphor, suffers from strong visual connotation — something that Genette seeks to avoid by introducing the new term “focalization.”84 It may be one of the reasons why after the introduction of the ideological point of view, Berlin does not use it extensively in her study of the Book of Ruth, while at the same time she discusses shifts in spatial point of view in great detail.

Generally, the work of Berlin signifies a considerable step that biblical narratology made from heuristic to a theoretically grounded approach. However, Berlin could not completely move beyond traditional, purely semantic methods for biblical narratology, as she says:

82 Berlin, *Poetics*, 44.
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I do not seek a theory that can be applied to all narrative, but only a theory of biblical narrative. Before we can understand general poetics we must understand specific poetics. This specific poetics should be derived from the literature that it seeks to describe, not imported from some other, perhaps quite alien, literature. General theory can suggest what we are to look for, but it cannot tell us what we will find.85

While it is probably impossible to free oneself from all intuitive, heuristic findings, the approach adopted in this work will still be different from Berlin’s in this very matter — the biblical narrative of Ruth will be approached didactically, from general narratological axioms to specifics of biblical text.

2.4. Meir Sternberg

Meir Sternberg’s book Poetics of Biblical Narratives86 in sophisticated style relates essential ideas about the organization of perspectives in Old Testament narratives. From the very beginning of the book, the author admits the need for a theoretical framework suitable to study perspective in Old Testament narratives — something that he could not find in a so-called literary approach to the Bible:

Nor is it that the literary approach, whatever it may mean and however it may operate, has failed to yield good or at least stimulating results. On the contrary, the small and uneven corpus thus far produced has done more to illuminate the text (and enliven the field) than traditional research many times its size and duration. Rather, the practice suffers from the deficiencies of the underlying theoretical framework, so that both are exposed to serious and often gratuitous objections.87

In fact, Sternberg is so much dissatisfied with works on poetics of Old Testament narratives done to date that he, in his own words, constantly keeps quarreling with them on the pages of his book:
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That such a hodgepodge of vulgarized truisms and plain nonsense should masquerade as a theory of literature, indeed as the distillation and consensus of literary study, might suggest a parody in the manner of F. C. Crews’s *The Pooh Perplex*.88

For him the challenge of biblical narratology is inconsistency of theory, the absence of continuity between theory and practice.89 However, the theory that should be expected after such claims never emerges on the pages of his book. One can find only seeds of the concept which resembles very much the concept of Genette, even though Sternberg never mentions Genette in this book. He states, for example, that discourse “operates with three basic relationships that constitute the point of view: between narrator and characters, narrator and reader, reader and characters.”90 There is even a tendency to judge the measure of subjectivity of the character in relation to the omniscience of the narrator. The readers, according to Sternberg, can make judgments about characters’ perspectives only

…by making inferences about the different perspectives in relation to one another and above all to the supreme authority that figures as the contextual measure of their validity. A judgment cannot be located along a scale of reliability, nor a description pronounced objective or subjective, nor a character stamped as ignorant or knowing, nor a reading follow an ironic or straight line — except by reference to the contextual norm embodied in the all-authoritative narrator.91

Sternberg considers that biblical narratives have a lot of specific and unusual ways to express point of view, the most notable of which is the special position of God in relation to both narrator and characters. God is a character, but separated from other characters; God is not the narrator, but is endowed with the same omniscience.

88 Sternberg, *Poetics*, 4-5.
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According to Sternberg, all theoretical taxonomies fail to recognize these phenomena.92

Sternberg then proposes a kind of taxonomy — a fourfold structure of point of view — which is based on two oppositions: (1) God vs. Narrator and (2) Narrator and Reader vs. God and Characters:

The lines of demarcation are thus redrawn to establish a novel fourfold pattern, involving two assorted and roughly symmetrical couples: the elevated superhumans on the one hand and the erring humans on the other. God existentially inside while perspectively above the world, the reader wedded in some degree to his fellow men: this structure of point of view acts as a constant reminder of their respective positions in the scheme of things. From this unpromising premise, and not so much despite as because of its theological bearing, there also springs an intricate, flexible, and challenging art of perspective…93

According to Sternberg, God differs from narrator in three ways or “perspectival distinctions”: aesthetic interest, rhetorical complication, and expressive opposition. Aesthetic interest is “the whole aesthetic dimension of the narrative, that is, whatever might separate it from “pure” historico-theological discourse that straightforwardly presents the divine outlook and lays down the law” what he calls “degree-zero of writing.”94 Practically this includes “regulating principles” like indirect speech or conclusions; “major strategies” like gapping, repetition, external portrayal, dialogue chains; the form of point of view itself; and “occasional devices” like insertion in the form of poetry, parable, or epigram.

The difference between God and narrator in rhetoric is even more strict than in aesthetic. God operates more with deeds than with words, and when He speaks His words are few and they often include performatives, forecasts, commands, admonitions — things that have to be obeyed, fulfilled. Whereas the narrator
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operates with words only and “chooses to wield them as a net rather than as a stick: he persuades where God would and does prescribe.”

Expressive modes of the narrator are “rhetorical questions, figurative language, imperatives and other forms of command, vocatives, references to the first and second person, oaths, emotionalisms, verbal irony.” All these are human types of speech, while God is not speaking in human voice at all in order to avoid “the proverbial effects of familiarity.” He goes without vulgarism and uses prophetic language; his questions are always rhetorical and information-seeking.

Narrator and reader differ from God and characters in several ways. Narrator and the reader operate outside of the represented world while God and the characters operate within the represented world. Each one of them has his or her sphere of communication. While the narrator is expressive, God tends to be non-expressive. The narrator tends to be neutral in his judgment, while God’s words are always expressive and conspicuous. While God evaluates, the narrator tends to persuade.

The reader, according to Sternberg, is given more privileged position in relation to characters when he shares the knowledge of the narrator which corresponds with Genette’s zero focalization. Whether Sternberg explores figurally or externally focalized texts is not clear. Weak reference to that could be reasonings about plot, which, in Sternberg’s view, is built according to three basic strategies which may be called reader-elevating, character-elevating, and even-handed (neutral). Character’s divergence — “in interest, interpretation, world view, scenario, hope and fear — keeps the action going, just as their convergence makes for its resolution.”
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If the essence of Sternberg’s work were to be expressed conceptually (with the use of categories of general narratology), he regards the question of perspective mainly as cognitive phenomena. He sees the development of the plot in the Old Testament narratives as the way of characters from ignorance to knowledge — a poetical device that he considers “one of the great archetypes of literature… Hebraic innovation, for which the Greeks got all the credit.”

As examples above show, Sternberg has done significant work in clarification of roles and interrelations among narrator, characters, God and reader in the Old Testament narratives. His conclusions seem to correspond (although partially) to Genette’s idea of focalization which is based on comparative analysis of the information shared with the reader with restricted knowledge of characters. But the main weaknesses of Sternberg’s “taxonomy” is that lack of system or specificity. He obviously fails to propose simple and workable typology that can adequately explain all his heuristic observations. The book is rather a number of stated principles than workable typology operating by simple measurable values. The concept of focalization posed by Genette partly fills this gap. Moreover, as I will show in the next chapter, as the concept continued to evolve, Genette’s ideas were enhanced to a more holistic theory with additional types of perspective that eventually have much more to offer to the study of narrative.

Unfortunately, the special position of God in biblical narratives is not of interest to our discussion, simply because Ruth is one of those Old Testament narratives where God is not present as a character. Nevertheless, in the course of my research, Sternberg’s conclusions may be beneficial because of common consensus that God is still present in the Book of Ruth, though behind the scenes.
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2.5. Jean Louis Ska

The little book of Jean Louis Ska *Our Fathers Have Told Us: Introduction to the Analysis of Hebrew Narratives* written in 1990 and then reprinted in 2000 is the first work on biblical narratology that employs Genette’s concept to study focalization in OT narratives. Just the fact of using a highly theoretical literary concept to study biblical narrative marks a very important breakthrough in the history of biblical narratology. So, let us examine the work of Ska with more precision.

In the first part of the chapter on point of view, Ska describes the idea of focalization as Genette has proposed it. He also shows the points of connection between Genette and other narratologists, including Sternberg, whose book on poetics of biblical narratives I already assessed. Three comments should be made in regard to the theoretical reasoning of Ska. First, in his study of focalization he limits himself to Genette’s initial ideas, not taking into account the development of narratological thought since then. Second, he leaves all contentious issues of Genette’s model beyond the scope of discussion. Third, following Lubbock and Sternberg, he mistakenly links zero focalization with the narrator’s point of view, internal focalization with character’s point of view, and external focalization with reader’s point of view.

The next section is devoted to focalization in biblical narratives, specifically to the indicators of focalization. Ska mentions two stylistic indicators of point of view:

1. Expressions like רֶמֶּהְוָּו וֹבִּל־לֶא (“and he said in his heart”) that work as a signal to interior monologue. Here he adds two other words: הָּבְּרִיקְבּ (“to herself”) and רַמָּא (“to say”) which “can be translated ‘to think’, or ‘to say to oneself’, when the speaker is obviously alone.”
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(2) Particle הֵנִּהוּ ("and behold") which “often (but not always!)… indicates a shift from the omniscient narrator’s point of view to the perspective of one of the characters.”

Ska also adds that verbs of perception such as “to see,” “to hear,” and “to know” “can be important indicators of specific “focalizations.” But here, as elsewhere in biblical exegesis, the context is decisive.” With this observation Ska concludes the theoretical part, leaving beyond the scope of the discussion the most important issue — a definition of focalization. Indeed, like many scholars after Genette, Ska primarily focuses on classification of focalization instead of addressing the core of the phenomena. As a result in his presentation, focalization is no different than the traditional idea of point of view. According to Genette, focalization means restriction, and a passage is called focalized because it presents the circumstances of the story partially. All following inaccuracies in Ska’s conclusions come from this initial omission.

The first example is taken from Moses’ call narrative (Exod. 3:1-6). Even the analysis of the very first verse of the passage calls into question the decision of the author about type of focalization.

Now Moses was keeping the flock of his father-in-law, Jethro, the priest of Midian, and he led his flock to the west side of the wilderness and came to Horeb, the mountain of God. (Exod. 3:1)

According to Ska, verse 1 is externally focalized. This means (according to Genette’s typology) that the narrator in this verse says less than the character knows. But what exactly does this suggest? As I demonstrated in the first chapter, in the examples given by Genette and other scholars, externally focalized passages are akin to the
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record of the chronicle; they record the events as they go, continually and never indefinitely. So, the passage under consideration, be it externally focalized, would have more descriptive details in it focused more on the process of shepherding than on family relations and geography. Moreover, in a purely externally focalized passage, the narrator would probably refrain even from using the name of the character to create enigma, for such is the nature of external focalization.\textsuperscript{107} The given passage is closer to zero focalization because the narrator provides the reader with two specific details. First, he speaks about Moses’ family while for external representation of the scene, one does not need to know that Moses’ father-in-law was a Midian priest. Second, the narrator informs the readers that the mountain that Moses approached was the mountain of God — information that even Moses could not be aware of. Therefore, verses 1 should be considered as zero focalized in contrast to Ska’s conclusion.

At the same time Ska correctly captures zero focalization in verse 2a: “And the angel of the LORD appeared to him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush,” saying,

\begin{quote}
But v. 2a supposes an omniscient narrator who reveals beforehand to the reader the content of the following scene and especially the identity of the angel of the Lord (“zero focalization”).\textsuperscript{108}
\end{quote}

Ska is also absolutely right to define the following sentence as internally focalized:

\begin{quote}

\begin{Hebrew}
לָכֻּא וּנֶּניֵא הֶנְסַּהְו שֵׁאָבּ רֵﬠֹבּ הֶנְסַּה הֵנִּהְו אְרַיַּו
\end{Hebrew}

He looked, and behold, the bush was burning, yet it was not consumed. (Exod. 3:2b)
\end{quote}

The presence of particle הֵנִּהְו “behold” and perceptual verb אְרַיַּו “to look” together with understanding that Moses was not aware that the burning bush was theophany points to internal focalization.

\textsuperscript{107} Dialogues would be another example of external focalization. However, focalization in dialogue in many ways depends on the nature of the speeches.

\textsuperscript{108} Ska, Fathers, 69.
Correct interpretation of verse 3 as internally focalized interior monologue is followed by another questionable conclusion. The following sentence:

ַוְתֹאְרִל רָס יִכּ הוהי אְרַיּ

“When the LORD saw that he turned aside to see…” (Exod. 3:4)

is described as zero-focalized because

the camera moves to God’s side and from his perspective observes Moses coming… God’s “perspective” observed from the narrator’s “viewpoint,” since the narrator sees that God sees [“zero focalisation”]…

This explanation seems somewhat tangled and confusing. Every word of the narrative belongs to the narrator, but it does not mean that all the narrative is zero focalized. Besides, it does not appear that such interpretation brings any clarity to the subject. In this particular example it would be more beneficial to point out that the verb of perception הָאָר (“to see”) points to internal focalization as regard to God. Moreover the verb רוּס (“turn aside”) is rather unusual and reflects God’s perspective (God saw Moses going one direction and then deviated from that line). Particle יִכּ is also an important marker of internal focalization, as I will show later. But let’s put first things first.

It seems that Ska is trying to find points of connection between focalization theory and the traditional point of view approach. In fact, in the next chapter he even goes on and introduces Uspensky’s typology of point of view. His conclusions are not always correct, but it is completely legitimate to merge both concepts as it was done by Rimmon-Kenan. Why Ska, being aware of the work of Rimmon-Kenan, does not employ it in his book remains a mystery.
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2.6. Jerome Walsh

Jerome Walsh’s book *Old Testament Narrative: A Guide to Interpretation*\(^{111}\) was initially printed in 2009 almost 30 years since the publication of the English edition of *Narrative Discourse*. Yet, the following quotation from Walsh demonstrates an ongoing tendency to confuse the concept of point of view and the concept of focalization. Like many others, Walsh considers “focalization” to be just another term which has the same meaning as “point of view”:

> For several decades, point of view has been a topic of intense interest for theoreticians of narrative. Its nature and varieties have been explored in several different ways. For our purposes, however, this scholarly discussion is far too abstruse and technical; we are interested in a practical exploration of how point of view, in a simple and basic sense, works in narrative. Those who are interested in learning more about the theoretical complexities of point of view (or “focalization,” as it is called in some recent writing) will profit from the treatments of Adele Berlin and Jean Louis Ska.\(^{112}\)

Following Berlin and Ska, Walsh explains the idea of point of view in narrative with the dangerous metaphor of camera-eye. It is dangerous because it can cause the interpreter to slide to the optical understanding of point of view. This tendency becomes obvious as Walsh starts to unfold this metaphor. He says that a real camera has two aspects — angle and distance. Metaphorically, then, the point of view in narrative, according to Walsh, also has angle and distance as two of its aspects. From here on, Walsh, in essence, outlines his typology, while he never names it this way.

There are three “angles” or positions that the narrator can take. The first one is the angle of omniscience. If the narrator wants the readers to see the story from this angle, he shares all that information with the narratee. Risking to slide into optical connotations, Walsh provides the following illustration: “One might imagine this as a point of view ‘from above,’ where everything in the story world is visible and


\(^{112}\) Walsh, *Old Testament Narrative*, 44.
nothing is hidden.” But soon he leaves this slippery path of ocularization, by exemplifying angle as an introductory note of the narrator that sets the theme of the narrative section, thus helping the reader to take the right position in regard to unfolding events.\textsuperscript{114}

The second angle of the “camera” is the position of a neutral observer: “[t]he reader sees and hears only what any neutral observer would see and hear.”\textsuperscript{115} In this position of the “camera,” the reader is not aware of inner thoughts and feelings of the characters or distant events that happen simultaneously. This position “invites us to ask questions about the unspecified motives of characters.”\textsuperscript{116}

Finally, the third angle of the metaphoric “camera” is identical to one of the characters. Walsh calls it “involved point of view.”\textsuperscript{117} Discussing this type of “camera” position, Walsh makes a traditional mistake when he says, “In this case, the reader sees and hears things as that character does and may have some insight into that character’s inner life…”\textsuperscript{118} As has been said, this very mistake became a starting point of Genette’s concept of focalization. To see as the character sees and to explore the mind of the character are essentially two different activities. In fact, the tendency to confuse the one who sees and the one who speaks is the major problem of Walsh’s whole treatment on point of view.

From one side, it may seem that Walsh stands firmly on the cognitive position of Genette’s focalization concept. One can see the progress even in his description of camera metaphor, for unlike previous scholars, who used this metaphor, he speaks

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{113} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 45.
\item \textsuperscript{114} As an example of this type of angle Walsh uses the story of Abraham and Isaac in Gen 22, where “[t]he narrator tells us right from the start that ‘God tested Abraham.’ ” (22:1). See Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 45.
\item \textsuperscript{115} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 45.
\item \textsuperscript{116} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 46.
\item \textsuperscript{117} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 46.
\item \textsuperscript{118} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 46.
\end{itemize}
more about restriction and selection on narrative information, i.e. camera-eye in his work is indeed no more than a metaphor. A shift toward cognitive understanding of point of view is one of the characteristic features of Walsh’s work. In this tendency we can observe tentative convergence with Genette’s concepts. The omniscient narrator, according to Walsh, does not need “to share all of that information with the narratee (and the reader)…”\textsuperscript{119} (the case of either internal or external focalization). But occasionally the narrator opens his competence before the reader and “shares with us information that no character could have”\textsuperscript{120} (the case of zero focalization). Narrative situations, that Walsh names “neutral external,” are consistent with Genette’s external focalization. Finally, “involved point of view” in essence constitutes Genette’s concept of internal focalization. In fact, Genette’s impact on the work of Walsh is so significant that sometimes it almost comes to the point of absolute verbal resemblance like in the following excerpt:

One of the common features of an omniscient point of view is a sense of distance from the characters, because we know more than any of them [the characters] and, therefore, cannot share their limited perspectives.\textsuperscript{121}

However, when it comes to examples (case study passage is taken from 1 Kings 3:16-28), one can find a lot of noticeable differences between the methodology of Genette and Walsh. Start, for example, from the idea that in the conversation of two characters,\textsuperscript{122} the point of view always shifts to the listening/watching one. But as soon as the parties’ roles are reversed and the second character starts to speak or act, the point of view shifts to the first character, and the reader starts to share the point of view of the first character. This idea probably came to the mind of the author from the obvious fact taken, I suppose, from real life. But even in real life when one interlocutor is speaking or acting, the other one does not necessarily become a listener or a watcher. The intention of the author to describe the construction of point

\textsuperscript{119} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 44.

\textsuperscript{120} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 45.

\textsuperscript{121} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 45.

\textsuperscript{122} Walsh rightly observes that biblical scenes normally involve two characters (or at least two sides).
of view in dialogue is understandable — OT narratives use dialogues often. However, this anthropological observation has to find its place in the holistic theory of focalization; only then it can help to explore point of view or focalization in dialogic scenes. I doubt that approach is viable in the form it is amended to by Walsh, for the whole mechanism and the whole idea of point of view in narrative is of a different nature.

Another side of Walsh’s analysis which is common for the discussions of point of view is the descent of the interpreter to the level of the narrative world, while Genette’s approach presupposes that the interpreter of the text should stay above the narrative world, together with the narrator, on the level of discourse. This attitude completely changes the entire research process because the interpreter starts to work with text instead of imagining the place of metaphorical camera or even himself as an invisible spirit within the story world. Running ahead, I will demonstrate the practical difference between Walsh’s manner of interpretation and the cognitive approach to interpretation of the passage from 1 Kings 3:16-28.

Walsh considers that “the story begins with a neutral external point of view in 3:16”\(^{123}\) while in the footnote adds that “there may be an element of omniscience in the narrator’s information that these women were prostitutes” and that this depends on whether Solomon knew about their profession or not.\(^{124}\) But on what grounds does the author use Solomon as a measure of point of view? Unless there are firm evidences of external perspectival view (external focalization), the text is presented with omniscient perspective (zero focalized). I would rather argue that information about the profession of these two women comes from outside of the text and thus the passage has to be considered zero focalized. After all, information about the profession of these women is not essential for the story. What is essential is the reputation that goes together with prostitution. Pious readers normally relate to prostitutes with little or no respect; therefore, by naming this occupation the narrator immediately paints a word portrait. And the question of the story now is whether a

\(^{123}\) Walsh, *Old Testament Narrative*, 45.

\(^{124}\) Walsh, *Old Testament Narrative*, 45 n.49.
person with such reputation can be honest, practice true love and gain respect. The sentence is certainly zero focalized.\textsuperscript{125}

Further considering the passage Walsh comes to the conclusion that at one point of the story focalization shifts to internal:

But that changes immediately, as “first woman” tells her tale to Solomon and then becomes embroiled in an argument with “other woman.” The lengthy speech and subsequent altercation focus our attention directly on the women and the case they are presenting. In other words, we stand with Solomon, and our point of view approximates his. We see what he sees; we hear what he hears; and we, like him, are stymied by the problem. When he voices (internally?) the insolubility of the dilemma in 3:23, he voices our bafflement as well, and our point of view is almost completely identified with his.\textsuperscript{126}

However, Walsh’s reasoning seems unconvincing for he suggests a sort of psychological interpretation of the passage where identification of perspectives will always be a matter of opinion. Genette’s theory, on the other hand, suggests approaching narrative texts with a neutral scale. In the passage considered above, the “altercation” of the woman can be only externally focalized because the narrator does not reveal to the reader which of the women is saying the truth. The women know who is right; the readers do not. The horizon of women is wider than the horizon of the readers; therefore the passage is externally focalized.\textsuperscript{127}

We must now return to the overall assessment of the book and its method. The chapter on point of view consists of many wonderful observations, but it also consists of much cloudy speculation. The whole text cries out for one unambiguous typology, which would provide solid ground for interpretation.

\textsuperscript{125} As I said, my interpretation of the passage is running ahead, for I refer to the upgraded typology of Genette.

\textsuperscript{126} Walsh, \textit{Old Testament Narrative}, 46.

\textsuperscript{127} Walsh rightly considers that the narrator restricts information this way in order for the reader to understand the challenge King Solomon faced, but the passage is still externally focalized.
But Walsh himself admits the imperfection of his approach and as practical steps to explore point of view in biblical stories suggests *not* to approach the story analytically and *not* to look for techniques of the narrator. Instead he suggests first to read the story and get an impression of it and only then consider the point of view by asking the following questions: Where am I visualizing this from? What am I focusing my gaze on? How close am I to what I am looking at?

But what if the story (as most stories) is *not* written for us to visualize it (like most biblical stories)? To this question Walsh does not give a sufficient answer.

### 2.7. Gary Yamasaki

Gary Yamasaki is known as the founder, moderator and main contributor to a newly formed internet project named “Perspective criticism.” On the website, perspective criticism is introduced as “new methodology for analyzing the point-of-view crafting in biblical narratives.” The content of the website, however, far exceeds the scope of biblical narratives and the visitor can also find articles that describe shift in point of view in movies and non-biblical texts.


Yamasaki starts *Watching a Biblical Narrative* with the discussion of “a distinct evolution in the way that fiction writers conceived of the positioning of the narrator — or author — in relation to the story world.” In eighteenth-century novels, the author is always present in the text by using first person narration and “the reader cannot help but perceive the elements of the story as being filtered through the point

---

128 https://perspectivecriticism.com

of view of the [omniscient] author.” In the nineteenth century in the third person novel, the author supplies the commentary to the reader, which “contributes to a sense of the author’s presence in the story.”

However, in the novel *Emma* by Jane Austen, Yamasaki points to an apparent anomaly, for the book begins with the commentaries from the author’s point-of-view in the introductory part but then

…transfer[s] this task of providing introductory matters over to Emma, a character in the story. This means, of course, that this introductory material is no longer being presented only from the point of view of the author, but also being presented from the point of view of Emma.

The narrator takes the reader into the mind of the character by using the expressions like “she thought,” “she feared,” “she considers” and so engenders in the reader a sense of sympathy for the character.

Then Yamasaki mentions Henry James, who made one more step to make the author disappear from the novel. Here Yamasaki demonstrates that the purpose of James was not to dismiss the author but, according to Booth, “to achieve an intense illusion of reality.”

Discussion continues by examining the ideas of Booth, Lubbock, Uspensky, Genette, Chatman and Stanzel. With Genette, he does not consider his ideas as being helpful because “Genette sets very narrow parameters with regard to which narrative dynamics relate to point of view and which do not.” I would agree with this statement and, in fact, the next chapter of my research deals with the development (expanding) of the concept of focalization in recent decades.

---

130 Yamasaki, *Watching*, 12.


Further in this book, Yamasaki discusses monographs on biblical studies that in one way or another have had an impact on the study of point of view in biblical narratives and even provide the methodology of examining point of view in biblical narratives. Methodology includes three steps: (1) Selecting narrative text, (2) determination of the person of the narrator, and (3) verse-by-verse search for textual indicators of point of view.

On the third step, he proposes to look for indicators of point of view using Uspensky’s five planes of point of view. For example, to discern spatial point of view he suggests to examine spatial deixis, the degree to which a character is followed, degree of details, order in a noun phrase in a coordinate structure, possessive noun phrases and subject of a clause. To study the temporal plane of point of view, according to Yamasaki, one has to look for temporal deixis, the order and pacing of events, verb tenses and extended discourses. The psychological point of view is expressed by verba sentiendi, the particle “behold” and naming. The phraseological plane is reflected in individual speech characteristics of the characters. The ideological plane of point of view of the narrator or characters can be found in explicit statements, epistemic modality, narration of characters’ internal views, direct discourse and actions of the character. And, finally, Yamasaki expands Uspensky’s model to one more plane — informational — which is based on information accessible to the narrator, characters and the reader.

While theoretically this method looks very impressive, its practical application in the next book Perspective Criticism is less helpful. In this book Yamasaki suggests to start the study of point of view of the narrative from the spatial plane of point of view because he considers it “the most accessible entry into the complex world of point of view.” But what is spatial point of view from the point of view of Yamasaki? (pardon the pun) He defines it on the basis of cinematic storytelling as a picture of the story world that is presented before the reader. Therefore to identify the spatial point of view in a given passage, one has to explain how the picture of the story world is represented. According to Yamasaki, there are only two major ways to represent the story world: “drawing the reader into a position in proximity to a particular character, or pulling the reader back into a position at a distance from the
character.”¹³⁵ Yamasaki, then, argues that there are several literary techniques that help the reader to identify the distance between him and the character. However, the technique is more to do with movies than literary narratives. Yamasaki’s conclusions are true for movies, where the camera and its position is an obligatory element of representation. But in the literary work, as has been said by Genette, “[u]nlike the director of a movie, the novelist is not compelled to put his camera somewhere; he has no camera.”¹³⁶ But Yamasaki ignores this warning and examining the passage from 2 Kings 5:1-19a, he suggests to his readers to start “imagining the events of this passage being filmed.”¹³⁷ Therefore, he considers that in verses 2-3 “the camera is situated in the house of Naaman”:

Now the Syrians on one of their raids had carried off a little girl from the land of Israel, and she worked in the service of Naaman’s wife. She said to her mistress, “Would that my lord were with the prophet who is in Samaria! He would cure him of his leprosy.” (2 Kings 5:2-3)

Here Yamasaki, from what I can see, makes two mistakes. First, as has been stated already, the scenic nature of biblical narrative does not necessarily suggest that they have to be read as film scripts. Second, even if one imagines the scene as being filmed, there is no ground to assert that the camera is situated in the house of Naaman. There are no details in the passage that would say anything about the house. Indeed, as regards the spatial representation, the only certainty may be that the scene is presented from the point of view of a detached observer, as basically in most scenes of biblical narratives.

This example is not unique. According to Yamasaki, spatial location in verses 4-5a is the palace of the king of Aram, while the passage says nothing about the palace:

So Naaman went in and told his lord, “Thus and so spoke the girl from the land of Israel.” And the king of Syria said, “Go now, and I will send a letter to the king of Israel.” (2 Kings 5:4-5a)


¹³⁶ Genette, Revisited, 74.

¹³⁷ Yamasaki, Perspective Criticism, 21.
Thinking about spatial point of view in this manner, Yamasaki suggests that “the camera follows Naaman as he moves” from the king’s palace to another location, then situates at the entrance of Elisha’s house, then at the road from Elisha’s house and finally at the Jordan River. But first of all, as Genette pointed out, “narrator does not have a camera.” And yet, Yamasaki constantly involves this filmic device to describe narrative texts. His conclusions would be useful to write a screenplay but not to find the spatial point of view of the narrator or one of the characters.

Continuing on, talking about readers’ distance from characters, Yamasaki also considers the “empathy hierarchy” — the idea offered by Susumu Kuno.138 This is how Yamasaki explains “syntactic principle” of Kuno: “the readers are being led to empathize with the character that is being given syntactic prominence, [that is,] …being placed close to the head of a clause.”

139 In order to demonstrate this principle, Yamasaki examines the story of young Saul and a servant searching for lost donkeys (1 Sam 9:3-14) which ends with emphatic “behold”:

So they went up to the city. As they were entering the city, they saw Samuel coming out toward them on his way up to the high place. (1 Sam 9:14)

The construction הֵנִּהְו + Noun is very common for biblical Hebrew and it has long been argued that these types of contractions reflect the change in spatial point of view.140 In fact, the illustration above rather reflects the shift in spatial point of view, for it shows Samuel as he is seen by Saul. But whether it reflects the empathy is questionable.

Moreover, the change in spatial point of view is not the only result of using the construction הֵנִּהְו + Noun. Let us consider two examples from the book of Ruth where the construction הֵנִּהְו + Noun is used for other purposes.


139 Yamasaki, Perspective Criticism, 24.

140 See Berlin, Poetics, 62-63.
In the first example the construction is used in order to introduce new character:

Now Naomi had a relative of her husband’s, a worthy man of the clan of Elimelech, whose name was Boaz. (Ruth 2:1)

According to Wilch, when ג is attached to a noun rather than a verb in the beginning of a sentence,

the narrator is presenting parenthetical, explanatory information that is essential for full appreciation of the following new episode, namely, the proleptic introduction of a major new character.141

In the second example the placing of a noun at the beginning of the sentence introduces a new scene and refocuses the attention of the reader from one character to another:

Now Boaz had gone up to the gate and sat down there. And behold, the redeemer, of whom Boaz had spoken, came by. So Boaz said, “Turn aside, friend; sit down here.” And he turned aside and sat down. (Ruth 4:1)

With the phrase ובש נחלást רכזמה יש א invo the new scene at the city gate starts and the attention of the reader is refocused from Naomi and Ruth to Boaz,142 for the denouement of the story is now dependent on him. Obviously, in both cases the reason for placing a noun at the beginning of a sentence is not connected with empathy as Yamasaki suggests.143

---

141 John R. Wilch, Ruth, CC (St. Louis, Mo.: Concordia Pub. House, 2006), 188.

142 See Wilch, Ruth, 306.

143 As I will show later, this position of the noun can still be important for determining focalization, if focalization is understood as selection of narrative information.
Besides the place of a noun in Hebrew sentence, Yamasaki discusses the degree of details as another way of determining spatial point of view in the narrative. However, this marker of spatial point of view is not so helpful in studying Old Testament narratives because biblical narratives, as Yamasaki himself rightly observes, are “generally sparse when it comes to details.”144

Probably the only section of the chapter on spatial point of view that is relevant to the topic is the discussion of the narrator creating a big picture of the scene by sequential survey, bird’s-eye view, and silent scene. The only OT example Yamasaki provides in this section is Numbers 11:31 where the distance from the Israelites’ camp is designated by the mentioning of the area that was covered by the quails:

Then a wind from the Lord sprang up, and it brought quail from the sea and let them fall beside the camp, about a day’s journey on this side and a day’s journey on the other side, around the camp, and about two cubits above the ground.

(Numbers 11:31)

Unfortunately, the discussion of spatial point of view in biblical narrative in the work of Yamasaki is not the only one that shows methodological problems. Following Uspensky, he says that an inside view of the character in written narratives can be introduced by *verba sentiendi*. However, I wish to see not only illustration of psychological point of view but also the analysis of how this point of view affects comprehension of narrative.

For example, when Yamasaki illustrates psychological point of view in Esther 1:10-12, it seems important to underline that the feeling of characters can be presented from two positions: from the position of omniscient narrator (which is the case here) or from the position of the character themselves.145 It would be good to note that

144 Yamasaki, *Perspective Criticism*, 30. Even though Yamasaki considers that biblical narratives still provide enough examples of shifts in spatial perspective on the basis of different degrees of details, his own example of Acts 9:1-9 shows weaknesses and pointless of this conclusion.

145 As Uspensky asserts, “Generally speaking, human behavior may be described in two basically distinct ways. First, it may be described from the point of view of an outside observer whose position in the work may be either clearly defined or unspecified, and who describes only the behavior which is visible to an onlooker. Second, behavior may be described from the point of view of the person himself or from the point of view of an omniscient observer who is permitted to penetrate the
biblical narrators rarely present the inner world of the characters from the character’s position — usually the reader is presented with a mix of narrator’s view and characters’ views. The use of the particle הֵנִּה is probably one of those few instances of clear presentation of internal view of the character.

In general, it is better and more convenient to speak about the psychological point of view in terms of focalization than in terms of point of view theory because the psychological point of view is obviously a restricted point of view in respect to omniscience; it reflects horizon of the character in relation to horizon of the narrator and horizon of the reader. In order to speak about restriction, Yamasaki has to resort to “informational plane of point of view.”

The analysis of the example of 1 Kings 10, which Yamasaki uses, could be much more interesting and, in fact, more clear, if it is examined for focalization instead of planes of point of view. Yamasaki considers only the beginning of the story, where the omniscient narrator is talking about the horizon of the Queen of Sheba: “Now when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of Solomon concerning the name of the Lord, she came to test him with hard questions” (1 Kings 10:1). However, the context of the passage shows the constant growth of the horizon of Sheba.

And when the queen of Sheba had seen all the wisdom of Solomon, the house that he had built, the food of his table, the seating of his officials, and the attendance of his servants, their clothing, his cupbearers, and his burnt offerings that he offered at the house of the Lord, there was no more breath in her. And she said to the king, “The report was true that I heard in my own land of your words and of your wisdom, but I did not believe the reports until I came and my own eyes had seen it. (1 Kings 10:4-7a)

It is noteworthy that right after this passage in 1 Kings 10:7b, the narrator uses particle הֵנִּה in order to express an internal view of Sheba: “And behold, the half was not told me. Your wisdom and prosperity surpass the report that I heard” (1 Kings 10:7b). Therefore, the passage is given in scope of internal focalization, while in consciousness of that person.” See Boris A. Uspensky, _A Poetics of Composition: The Structure of the Artistic Text and Typology of a Compositional Form_, trans. Valentina Zavarin and Susan Wittig (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 83.
verses 2 and 3 focalization shifts to zero, for it presents narratorial evaluation of Sheba’s visit.

Therefore, the passage could be well described without the involvement of the informational plane of point of view which seems excessive when focalization is defined as selection of narrative information. Nevertheless, the chapter remains valuable because of its practical examples. According to Yamasaki, there are several means the narrator can use to manipulate the amount of the information given to the reader. He can use narratorial commentary (as we will see in Ruth 2:1) or fracture the chronology of the narrative (present in Ruth to some degree) or use “experiencing language” which proves to be the expression of Uspensky’s psychological point of view through phraseology. He also lists three narrative plots that use convergence and divergence of characters’ and readers’ knowledge: investigation, con (i.e. swindle or conspiracy), and irony. It seems, however, that Genette’s theory gives a more elegant treatment of changes in informational awareness of characters and of the reader because it uses fewer categories to explain the same narrative phenomena and is more dynamic in discerning various degrees of divergence. I will discuss this subject in chapter 5 of this work which deals with the play of horizons.

The chapter on temporal plane of point of view gives the impression that Yamasaki is not talking about point of view, but about different methods of representation of time in narrative. He himself admits this, saying in the conclusion that “temporal matters are very important in the analysis of a narrative passage, though not that important in the analysis of point of view in the passage.”

Close reading of the book shows that Yamasaki misunderstood Uspensky’s idea of temporal point of view. Uspensky defines temporal point of view as the position of the narrator in relation to his story, while Yamasaki explores the methods used by the narrator in order to manipulate the reader’s encounter of the events. Uspensky makes helpful reference to the research of Vladimir Vinogragdov, who shows that

---

146 Yamasaki, *Perspective Criticism*, 90.

147 See, for example, his interpretation of using historical present in the New Testament narratives in Yamasaki, *Perspective Criticism*, 72.
the account of time can be carried out differently from the position of different characters, for each one of them can have his/her own “concept of time”:

Thus, the narrator may change his positions, borrowing the time sense of first one character, then another — or he may assume his own temporal position and use his own authorial time, which may not coincide with the individual time sense of any of the characters. 148

Nevertheless, analysis of the matters of time made by Yamasaki is quite helpful for other areas of my research. For example, as Yamasaki points out himself, the study of the matter of time in narrative helps to understand how the narrator manipulates the amount of narrative information (which is the question of focalization or horizons of the narrator, characters and the reader). Ordering of the events in the narrative (which I, following Schmid, will call linearization), according to Yamasaki, makes significant impact on the reader 149 — I will call this impact by the traditional word “suspense.” Yamasaki does not overlook pacing of the events. He considers that the “willingness to sacrifice detail reflects the event has a low degree of importance in the development of the story.” 150 Importance points to ideology of the narrator but not always. Sometimes, fast pacing serves to bring the reader from one scene to another.

In the midst of all this reasoning, Yamasaki, however, fails to talk about temporal plane of point of view. In this work I will show that the analysis of temporal plane of point of view plays an important role in understanding how the text of the book of Ruth is focalized, what the intentions of the narrator are and what the narrative strategy of the book is.

Chapters six and seven are committed to phraseological and ideological planes of point of view, are much shorter, and have fewer examples than the other chapters of the book. With phraseological plane it is quite understandable, for as Yamasaki reasonably notes, speech characteristics of characters are “only occasionally coming


149 Yamasaki, *Perspective Criticism*, 76.

150 Yamasaki, *Perspective Criticism*, 78.
into play in biblical narrators’ crafting of their narratives.” Yamasaki does not provide any examples from the Old Testament where the narrator would use this plane of point of view. However, as I will show later, the narrator of the Book of Ruth does use phraseology if not as speech characteristic of the character (even though some think this is also a possibility), but to underline certain more important ideas.

As for the next chapter, Yamasaki considers ideology on the macro-level (for the whole narrative) and ideology on the micro-level (for just one passage or one character). He argues that ideology on the macro-level does not actually bring any helpful insights by itself but only in relation with ideology on the micro-level. I would agree with this argument. However, Yamasaki does not say anything about the method of defining the ideology of the narrative on the macro-level. I would suggest that careful examination of the beginning and the end (the last words) of the narrative often contains macro-level ideology. The evidence of this method will be submitted in the chapters dealing with the Book of Ruth.

It can be concluded that Yamasaki’s attempt to explore point of view in biblical narratives doubtless marks an important step in development of what he calls “perspective criticism” of the Bible. Some of his conclusions (like informational plane of point of view) are directly related to the topic of my dissertation, even though Yamasaki does not tie them with focalization. Most of the other conclusions, unfortunately, require further refining; this applies in particular to his reasoning on spatial and temporal points of view.

2.8. Conclusion

The review of works on the Old Testament narratology shows that for many years the idea of focalization was largely overlooked by most Old Testament scholars. The works that did name the concept used it without due research of the core of the concept. As a result, focalization in works on biblical narratology is often used as mere substitution of the older term point of view. Analysis of examples used by Old

151 Yamasaki, Perspective Criticism, 91.
Testament scholars shows that focalization often better explains relationships between narrator, character and reader and contributes to a better understanding of Old Testament stories. This is not to mention new approaches to focalization that have been developed since first publication of Genette’s book. In the outlined works on Old Testament narratology these refinements are not considered at all. This logically leads us to the next chapter on development of the concept during recent decades.
CHAPTER 3. TOWARDS A METHODOLOGY FOR EXAMINING FOCALIZATION IN BIBLICAL NARRATIVES

As may be observed, every time speaking about focalization I invariably supplement my words with additional “as it was proposed by Genette.” This suggests that in the field of narratology there are other understandings of the term as well. The notion of focalization from its very roots was the matter of collision of opinions. From the first publication of Genette’s book, almost every article about focalization or chapter on focalization in any book starts with a historical review of the development of the concept and often finishes either with refinements of the existing concepts or with a proposal of a whole new concept. Consequently, the number of definitions of the term “focalization” has been growing together with the number of works on the issue. The search for more appropriate typology continues until today. 152 This means that I too cannot avoid this path, while my desire is not to propose new and better typology or reformulate existing models. In this chapter I aim rather to look at the very heart of the idea. Out of the scope of different typologies I will then find the most practical and simplest systematic tools that could clearly describe the narrative strategy of the Book of Ruth and enrich understanding of biblical texts.


The first scholar who criticized and at the same time overhauled Genette’s idea of focalization was Mieke Bal. Well known is the written debate between Genette and Bal, which later even impelled Genette to write the second book 153 to clarify his theory. As for Bal, she unfolds her theory of focalization in a number of publications. The most notable of them are (1) her article “The Laughing Mice,” 154 which was

---

152 See, for example, Jan Christoph Meister and Jörg Schönert, “The DNS of Mediacy,” in Point of View, Perspective, and Focalization: Modeling Mediation in Narrative, ed. Peter Hühn, Wolf Schmid, and Jörg Schönert (Berlin; New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2009), 11-40.

153 Genette, Revisited, 44ff.

later included in her book on narratology\textsuperscript{155} and (2) the chapter on narration and focalization from the book on narrative theory.\textsuperscript{156}

In subsequent years Bal’s ideas were carefully scrutinized so that interpretations and refinements of her views sometimes seem even more elaborate then her own reasoning. Therefore, in this section I will speak about Bal’s reformulation of Genette’s concept using not only her own works but the works of other scholars who examined Bal’s ideas.

Bal shares the opinion that typologies of point of view existing at that time

\[\ldots\text{[did]}\not\text{make an explicit distinction between, on the one hand, the vision through which the elements are presented and, on the other, the identity of the voice that is verbalizing that vision.}\textsuperscript{157}\]

According to Bal, this distinction is important because

\[\ldots\text{when no distinction is made between these two different agents, it is difficult, if not impossible, to describe adequately the technique of a text in which something is seen — and that vision is narrated.}\textsuperscript{158}\]

At the same time, Bal points to an inconsistency of Genette's typology. She considers that in Genette’s model, the difference between zero and internal focalization is the difference in subjects of focalization. In zero focalized passages, the one who sees is the omniscient narrator, while in internally focalized passages the one who sees is the character. However, the difference between internal and external focalization is the difference in the object of vision. In internally focalized passages the character sees,

\textsuperscript{155} Mieke Bal, \textit{Narratology: Introduction to the Theory of Narrative} (Toronto; Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 1985). See also Bal and Boheemen, \textit{Narratology}.


\textsuperscript{157} Bal, \textit{Narratology}, 101.

\textsuperscript{158} Bal, \textit{Narratology}, 101.
while in externally focalized passages he is seen. The only coherent element in Genette’s typology, according to Bal, is the narrator’s knowledge, which decreases from zero to external focalization. Yet Bal considers that this variable does not concern point of view or focalization. Considering these confusions erroneous, Bal then introduces her own concept of focalization within the complex theory of narrative.

According to Edmiston’s careful analysis of Bal’s theory, the most important contribution of Bal’s typology is differentiation between the subject and object of focalization. The subject of focalization is called the focalizer and defined as the point from which the elements are viewed. This point can be placed inside or outside of the story world. If the focalizer is placed inside of the story world, it is called internal; if it is placed outside of the story, it is called external. Usually, the external focalizer is bound to the narrator of the story and accordingly called the narrator-focalizer (NF); the internal focalizer is usually associated with one of the characters and therefore called the character-focalizer (CF). If the object of focalization is a character (i.e., has consciousness), it can be perceptible and imperceptible and can be characterized from without or from within.

Bal considers that the narrative emerges as a result of three successive levels, (“instances”): action, focalization and narration. This is how Edmiston defines each of these instances:

1. narration — a text consists of linguistic signs produced by a subject, the narrator;
2. focalization — the vision is the content of the narrator’s words, presented in a certain order and from one or more points of view by a second subject, the focalizer, whose identity may or may not coincide with that of the narrator;
3. action — the story, object of the vision, consists of chronologically ordered actions performed by the actors or characters; an actor’s identity may


coincide with that of the other two subjects, which is usually the case in autobiography.\footnote{162}

The focalizer is the one who transforms the story into fabula and the narrator is the one who transforms the fabula into narration. Therefore, the focalizer as well as narrator is granted with linguistic-communicative powers — the point of Bal’s theory that was subsequently criticized by William F. Bronzwaer, who considers that “[t]he focalizer is not endowed with narrative powers but simply introduced in his role as focalizer by the narrator.”\footnote{163} He also disagrees with widening the process of focalization from spatio-temporal to psychological activity (such as thinking, deliberating, judging and remembering) for, he argues, these activities are of an entirely different nature.

Can Bal’s innovations be considered as an evolution of Genette’s concept? Rather not. By introducing these new, foreign to Genette, ideas, Bal in fact “redefines the very nature of focalization.”\footnote{164} While Genette’s typology was related to the restriction of the narrator’s knowledge, Bal defines focalization as the relationship between focalizer, focalized object and the vision (the picture which is actually seen by the focalizer). As has been stressed by Genette himself,

\begin{quote}
[T]he Balian theory of focalizations develops according to its own logic, based on her innovation (establishment of an instance of focalization composed of a focalizer, a focalized, and even, “recipients of the focalizing”), whose usefulness escapes me and whose effects perplex me.\footnote{165}
\end{quote}

In fact, some scholars even consider that Bal’s model instead of developing Genette’s theory constitutes a return to the traditional idea of external and internal point of view.\footnote{166} However, after examining Bal’s theory and even more so after

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Bronzwaer, “Critical Note,” 194-196.
\item Edmiston, \textit{Hindsight}, 150.
\item Genette, \textit{Revisited}, 76.
\item Schmid, \textit{Narratology}, 95.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
reading critical notes to her theory, I came to the conclusion that point of view and focalization are not two links in the chain of evolution, but two different concepts that complement each other. As I will show later, the development of the concept was primarily directed toward convergence and interaction of two concepts within narrative text. This prompted me to continue my search for a model that would allow combining concepts of Genette and Bal into one holistic typology.


With the book of Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, the concept of focalization takes a new turn. Rimmon-Kenan takes the concept of focalization as it is stated by Bal and combines it with the ideas of five planes of point of view, the typology that was proposed by Russian philologist and semiotician Boris Uspensky. Since Uspensky’s work, which Schmid calls “a decisive contribution to the modeling of point of view,”167 heavily impacted the study of biblical narratology as much as general narratology, I want to take time to briefly introduce his concept before turning to the analysis of Rimmon-Kenan’s typology.

3.2.1. Uspensky (1970)

The Russian edition of Uspensky’s book Поэтика Композиции was published in 1970, two years prior to Genette’s work.168 Soon it was translated into French, English169 and German so Genette had opportunity to read and even cite Uspensky.170 Therefore, for the purposes of the present work it seems absolutely necessary to look at Uspensky’s typology of five planes of point of view.

167 Schmid, Narratology, 95.

168 Boris A. Uspensky, Поэтика композиции (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1970).

169 Uspensky, Poetics.

170 Genette, Narrative Discourse, 189.
According to Uspensky, poetics is designed to find compositional structure of the artistic text. This compositional structure can be discerned by examination of points of view that are embedded in the text by its author:

The structure of the artistic text may be described by investigating various points of view (different authorial positions from which the narration or description is conducted) and by investigating the relations between these points of view (their concurrence and non-concurrence) and the possible shifts from one point of view to another, which in turn are connected with the study of the function of the different points of view in the text.\textsuperscript{171}

Thus Uspensky proposes to take holistic text and identify its structure by studying five planes of point of view that are named after five major semantic fields: ideological, phraseological, spatial, temporal and psychological.

The ideological or appraisal plane becomes apparent when the narrator or characters evaluate what they like or dislike in themselves, in other characters or in the outer world. It helps to build a basic system of worldview in the narrative universe. This system of ideas shapes the “deep compositional structure” of the narrative and as such should be opposed to its “surface compositional structure,” which may be traced on the psychological, spatio-temporal, or phraseological levels.

Examination of the ideological plane of point of view should be isolated from so-called characterization. Characterization helps to discover what character is in the world of the narrative, what are the features of his/her personality. A character’s ideological point of view being uncovered shows “what the world is to the character and what the character is to himself.”\textsuperscript{172} It helps to understand the self-consciousness of the character.

The ideological plane of point of view can be revealed to the reader explicitly as, for example, in this biblical passage: “But the thing that David had done displeased the LORD” (2 Sam 11:27). In such cases God is pictured as the highest authority, whose ideological appraisal the narrator conveys. As I will show later, the ideological point

\textsuperscript{171} Uspensky, \textit{Poetics}, 5.

\textsuperscript{172} Uspensky, \textit{Poetics}, 10.
of view can be equally conveyed by major and even minor characters or group of characters.

The ideological point of view is usually developed along with the course of the plot by specific linguistic means like fixed epithets and naming, logic of sentence, and correlation between author’s and character’s speech, naming, modal auxiliaries and so on.173

The phraseological plane becomes apparent “in those cases where the author uses different diction to describe different characters or where he makes use of one form or another of reported or substituted speech in his description.”174 By doing it, the narrator expresses the point of view of the character whose manner of speech he imitates. Changes of authorial position on the phraseological plane of point of view are specifically evident in the act of naming175 but not limited to it. In fact any “inclusion of elements of someone else’s speech is a basic device of expressing changes of point of view on the level of phraseology.”176

Uspensky names two ways of reciprocal influence between authorial speech and character speech: the modification of the authorial text under the influence of the speech of the character and the modification of a text belonging to a character under the influence of authorial reworking.177 One of the most frequent ways to express this influence is the use of quasi-direct discourse.

Spatial and temporal planes manifest themselves when “we may be able to guess the position, defined in spatial or temporal coordinates, from which the narration is conducted.”178 For example, the narrator can assume the spatial position of specific

173 Some of these markers are discussed by Roger Fowler, *Linguistics and the Novel* (London: Methuen, 1977).


178 Uspensky, *Poetics*, 57.
characters. In this case “if the character enters a room, the narrator describes the room; if the character goes out into the street, the narrator describes the street.”\textsuperscript{179} Merging with the character’s spatial position does not immediately require merging in all other planes, although it is possible as well.

The narrator can also assume positions of different characters subsequently and pass the point of view, like a baton, from one character to another.\textsuperscript{180} He can also hold the position of detached onlooker who either assumes one spatial position or moves from one place to another or even take a bird’s-eye view to observe the whole scene. Likewise, the temporal position of the narrator can concur with the temporal position of one or many characters or s/he may use his or her own “authorial time,”\textsuperscript{181} for example, speak about events that occurred in distant past.

The psychological plane is distinguished “in those cases where the authorial point of view relies on an individual consciousness (or perception).”\textsuperscript{182} In a sense, psychological plane in Uspensky’s model equals Genette’s idea of zero/external/internal focalization. Consider two following quotations from Uspensky:

\textit{When an author constructs his narration, he usually has two options open to him: he may structure the events and characters of the narrative through the deliberately subjective viewpoint of some particular individual’s (or individuals’) consciousness, or he may describe the events as objectively as possible. In other words, he may use the donnees (data) of the perceptions of one consciousness or several, or he may use the facts as they are known to him.}\textsuperscript{183}

\begin{itemize}
\item Generally speaking, human behavior may be described in two basically distinct ways. First it may be described from the point of view of an outside observer whose position in the work may be either clearly defined or unspecified, and
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{179} Uspensky, \textit{Poetics}, 58.
\textsuperscript{180} Uspensky, \textit{Poetics}, 60.
\textsuperscript{181} Uspensky, \textit{Poetics}, 66.
\textsuperscript{182} Uspensky, \textit{Poetics}, 81.
\textsuperscript{183} Uspensky, \textit{Poetics}, 81.
who describes only the behavior which is visible to an onlooker. Second, 
behavior may be described from the point of view of the person himself or from 
the point of view of an omniscient observer who is permitted to penetrate the 
consciousness of that person.\textsuperscript{184}

Structuring events and characters from the subjective point of view of a particular 
individual (character) corresponds to internally focalized texts. The point of view of 
an outside observer, which describes only behavior, corresponds to Genette’s 
external focalization. Finally, the point of view of an omniscient observer who is 
permitted to penetrate the consciousness of characters corresponds to zero focalized 
texts. However, as I will show later, point of view and focalization are two different 
ideas that complement each other.

\textbf{3.2.2. Rimmon-Kenan (1983)}

Rimmon-Kenan attempts to merge the typology of Genette with typologies of Bal 
and Uspensky. She elaborates on Genette’s idea of differentiation between 
perspective and narration but adds to it concepts of focalizer (which Bal calls 
“focalizor”) and considers binary opposition between external and internal types of 
focalization based on the position of the narrator relative to the story. Rimmon-
Kenan, following Bal, draws attention not only to the subjective, but also to the 
objective nature of focalization and talks about focalized objects that can be seen 
from without or from within:

\begin{quote}
In the first case only outward manifestation of objects (persons or things) are 
presented… In the second case, the external focalizer (narrator-focalizer) 
presents the focalized from within, penetrating his feelings and thoughts.\textsuperscript{185}
\end{quote}

Finally, Rimmon-Kenan undertakes an attempt to join Bal’s and Uspensky’s 
typologies with some modification of Uspensky’s concept. Instead of having five

\textsuperscript{184} Uspensky, Poetics, 83.

\textsuperscript{185} Remarkably, Rimmon-Kenan uses a biblical passage from Genesis 22:3 to illustrate how the 
external focalizer perceives the object from without: “Abraham is about to sacrifice his son, yet only 
his external actions are presented, his feelings and thoughts remaining opaque.” See: Rimmon-Kenan, 
Narrative Fiction, 78.
planes of point of view, Rimmon-Kenan divides the spectrum of focalization into three facets: perceptual, psychological and ideological. Moreover, the perceptual facet is divided into spatial and temporal components and the psychological facet has cognitive and emotive elements. Yet the most important contribution of Rimmon-Kenan is not the regrouping of the planes, but demonstration of how one can practically discern opposition between external and internal focalization within each component.

For example, the panoramic position or simultaneous view of events happening in different places betrays the external position of focalizer, which is opposite to internal position of limited observer. In the same way the temporal component is either panchronic (internal) or retrospective (external). In regard to the cognitive component, opposition between external and internal focalizers is the opposition between unrestricted and restricted knowledge. The external emotive element is neutral, while the internal will always be colored and involved.

Ideology may also be divided into two components: we can understand the ideological position of the character looking at his/her behavior or from explicit discussion of it (in direct speech or in interior monologue). Behavior of the external narrator-focalizer is narration, so we can understand his position through the orientation he gives to the story. The typology of Rimmon-Kenan can be summarized in the following tables:

**Table 1. Subjective and objective nature of focalizations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject of focalization</th>
<th>Object of focalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trying to elaborate Rimmon-Kenan’s typology even further, I made an attempt to create the same kind of table but in respect to the focalized object:

Table 2. Facets (manifestations) of focalization in respect to subject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facets</th>
<th>From within</th>
<th>From without</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Panoramic Simultaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotive</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideological</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Orientation of the story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Author’s speech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Facets (manifestations) of focalization in respect to focalized object

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facets</th>
<th>From within</th>
<th>From without</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>He thought… He knew…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotive</td>
<td>He felt…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideological</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Behavior without implications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Interior monologue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After Bal’s model, Rimmon-Kenan’s typology can be considered as one of the most important refinements of Genette’s theory. Compared with Bal’s model, it seems better developed and more practical. However, my initial attempt to employ it for analysis of biblical narratives was not satisfactory for two reasons. First, the model of Rimmon-Kenan is more suitable for narrative texts which include detailed account of narrative world — something that biblical narratives cannot boast of. But there is the second, deeper reason for this displeasure: it seems that Rimmon-Kenan as much as Bal is too far from the original ideas of Genette, and this brings into question the kind of phenomena this model explains? What is the core of focalization?

3.3. Preliminary conclusions

This leads to the preliminary conclusion about approaches to the problem of narrative perspective. In the course of historical discussion, two different understandings of focalization were proposed. The model of Genette that can be called the classical model sees the narrator (even more simplistically, an author) as the only one real focalizer (or subject of focalization). In this model, the object of focalization is text and only text. For this model, the narrative universe exists only on paper, so the characters cannot speak or act and express their point of view; that is done only by the will of the narrator. This model belongs clearly to the level of discourse. The reader is invited to evaluate the ability of the narrator in selecting and conveying narrative information.

The models of Bal and Rimmon-Kenan describe focalization on the level of the story. The emphasis is on relationships between characters. The reader is invited to recreate the narrative world from the text, imagine all its dimensions and almost become part of it. Focalization is closer to the idea of the opinion of the character; it is, in fact, determined as relationship and the reader is supposed to discover relationships between vision, the one who sees and the object of seeing. Since in a majority of narratives characters see each other, focalization is the recovery of relationships between characters and between characters and other objects of the narrative world.

That having been said, according to Jahn, two options are possible:
One of the questions that every narratologist has to decide for himself or herself is whether to stick to Genette’s or Bal’s model, and whether to use a broad or a narrow conception of facets of focalization.\(^{186}\)

However, there is a third, more holistic approach to the study of focalization that includes both Genette’s and Bal’s. The rest of this chapter will be committed to the search for such a model. Doing this I will follow the advice of Burkhard Niederhoff, who suggests:

> When narratologists review the work of their predecessors, they usually focus on the gaps and the mistakes. Previous theories are demolished or quarried for the purpose of building a new one. This does not make for a fair appraisal of the critical tradition. Perhaps it is time for a non-partisan history of theories of point of view and related metaphors from James (or earlier) to the present day, preferably by someone who makes a vow not to conclude the study with a new theory or typology of their own.\(^{187}\)

With this in mind, I want to present a short overview of narratological works that explore the notion of focalization from 1991 until present. Strange as it may seem, most of the material in these works still focuses on the questions of the definition of focalization and a comparison between models of Genette and Bal. But the chief value of these works for my research is the attempt to demonstrate how focalization can be employed for practical analysis of narrative texts. My second objective will be to demonstrate the evolution of the notion of perspective from its initial state of separation between point of view and focalization (after the debate of Genette and Bal) to the point of their conjunction. The last two models—of Wolf Schmid and Valeri Tjupa—have formed the basis for my methodology in studying the Book of Ruth because these models meet desired criteria better than other typologies.

\(^{186}\) Jahn, “Focalization,” 102.

3.4. Minor development of the concept of focalization in 1990s and 2000s

In the 1990s and 2000s attempts were made to develop or revise existing typologies of focalization with a desire to resolve issues and problems around this concept. Three main directions in these attempts were clearly formulated by Uri Margolin:

1. expansion of the domain of application of focalization theory to other media, with the necessary theoretical modifications
2. reconfiguration (add, delete, replace, rearrange) of the systems of categories and distinctions currently available
3. a reconceptualization of the whole theory by placing it within a more fundamental theoretical framework, be it fictional world semantics or cognitive linguistics, both of which are ultimately semantic theories.\(^{188}\)

In this brief overview, my attention will be given to the second and the third direction of the evolution of the focalization concept. The works on these matters share several common features. They usually start with exposition of the theories of Genette, Bal and sometimes Rimmon-Kenan. Often such exposition ends up explaining the core of the theory better than it is done in original texts, though retelling almost never leads to considerable reformulation. The purposes of the works, besides explaining existing theories, are to show points of connection between the theory of Bal and Genette and to elaborate on the theory of Bal.

3.4.1. William F. Edmiston (1991)

Edmiston argues that Uspensky’s studies actually “prefigure both Genette and Bal” in that its spatiotemporal plane reflects the position of the focalizer in Bal’s concept, and the psychological plane is similar to Genette’s internal/external opposition, which “refers not to a space relative to the described action but to the characters’ mental activity.”\(^{189}\)

---


The attempt to show the points of connection between Bal and Genette leads William Edmiston to the following table:\footnote{Edmiston, \textit{Hindsight}, 155.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Subject coincides with character</th>
<th>Locus relative to diegesis (spatial)</th>
<th>Access to minds of characters (psychological)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zero</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>outside (unlimited)</td>
<td>inside (unlimited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>inside (limited)</td>
<td>inside own/outside others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external</td>
<td>no (spectator)</td>
<td>inside (limited)</td>
<td>outside (limited)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Edmiston then presents the work of Pier Vitoux, which he calls “an admirable synthesis of the theories of Genette and Bal.”\footnote{Edmiston, \textit{Hindsight}, 157.} Vitoux introduces the idea of focalizing the subject, which can be of two kinds: focalizing subject that is outside of the story world and as such has unrestricted access to the minds of characters (FS) and focalizing subject which stays inside the story world to whom FS delegates his responsibility (FS-d). From Genette’s theory, Vitoux utilizes the idea of internal and external focalization. He distinguishes between objects of focalization that are focalized internally (FO-int) and objects of focalization that are focalized externally (FO-ext).

\subsection*{3.4.2. Patrick O’Neill (1994)}

Patrick O’Neill is particularly interesting for the present research because in his book that he largely bases on Bal’s and Rimmon-Kenan’s conclusions, he, at the same time, develops formulas of focalization that are intended to clearly reflect processes of focalization that take place in narrative texts. In this section I will briefly
demonstrate how these narratological formulas were developed and make a conclusion about pros and cons of their application.

After a brief introduction (with sufficient clarity) of basic ideas of Bal and Rimmon-Kenan, O’Neill moves to the discussion of aspects of focalization. He clarifies that,

\[ \text{the focalizer is not a “person,” not even an agent in the same way that the narrator or implied author is a narrative agent, but rather a chosen point, the point from which the narrative is perceived as being presented at any given moment.} \]

As regards to the story world, he also distinguishes between external focalizer (EF), which generally coincides with narrator and thus called narrator-focalizer (NF) and internal focalizer (IF), which generally coincides with character and thus is called character-focalizer (CF). From here O’Neill makes the important observation that like narration focalization can also be embedded, which means that the same focalization can be at the same time external and internal (in case of embedded stories, for example). The whole narrative is always externally focalized because it is presented by the narrator who is outside of the narrative world by definition. But the narrator who tells the story within the story is internal for the first one and external for the second.

Focalizers (NF and CF) perceive focalized objects that can be character-objects (CO) or any other objects of the narrative world, but only characters can be focalized from within as much as from without. This typology creates “a whole series of new perspectives” such as simple, compound and complex focalizations. Simple focalization is focalization with a single focalizer like in the sentence: “John watched Mary”: The formula in this case would be

\[ F = NF(CF_{John}(CO_{Mary})) \]

where John is character-focalizer (CF), Mary is nontransparent character-object (CO) and the whole scene is focalized by external narrator-focalizer (NF).

In the case of a compound focalizer, one focalization is contained within another:
“John watched Mary, who looked at the sky.” In this case the formula of focalization looks different:

\[ F = NF(CF_{John}(CF_{Mary}(CO_{sky}))) \]

This formula can be enriched by including the facet of focalization under consideration (psychological, ideological or patio-temporal). For example, if John knew about Mary who looked at the sky, the formula could look like this:

\[ F = NF(CF_{John/cognitive}(CF_{Mary/spatial}(CO_{sky}))) \]

While this method may have some theoretical value, obviously its application turns out to be too subjective, very complicated and not practical.

### 3.4.3. Ruth Ronen (1994)

One further step in the understanding of focalization can be found in the book of Ruth Ronen\(^{193}\) where she discusses the way fictional worlds are created. According to Ronen, fictional worlds are created in three steps: selection of narrative information, composition and, finally, verbalization (or textualization) of the material that has been selected and composed. On each step there is a principle that the narrator uses in order to make decisions. This principle Ronen calls focalization.

Therefore, on the level of selection of information, focalization, according to Ronen, is “a principle according to which elements of the fictional world are arranged from a certain perspective or from a specific position.”\(^{194}\) But the narrator has to follow certain principles not only on the level of selection but on the level of composition of the selected material, which means that focalization stipulates both “selection and combination of fictional world-components.” Moreover, there is even the principle

---


194 Ronen, *Worlds*, 179. Ronen does not describe the perspective of a specific position as point of view. Integration of these concepts will be done by Wolf Schmid.
“according to which elements are textualized in particular manners of expression carried out from a narrating stance.” This means that, in a sense, some principle (i.e., focalization) is at work on all three levels of narrative constitution.


Manfred Jahn, in the article “Windows of focalization,” carries out an extensive analysis of “mainstream focalization theory” by which he means largely the theories of Genette, Bal and Rimmon-Kenan. He points out twelve “problematic distinctions, overt or covert ambiguities, and paradoxes” of focalization theory. He takes first of all Genette’s theory and states that:

1. The question “Who perceives?” is not broad enough to cover all facets of focalization.

2. The issue of optionality of focalization remains unaddressed.

3. In contrast to Genette’s own words, the narrator is not conferred with the power of focalization.

4. Theory is inoperative in epistolary and homodiegetic narratives.

5. The idea of “speaking” accommodates many meanings and as such is an ill-advised term.

6. “[N]arratological status of interior monologues remains puzzling and controversial.”

7. The story told by a character (“subjective analepses”) has the same problem with status as interior monologue.

8. The improvement of the idea of focal character is questionable for it does not improve Genette’s theory.

9. Ambiguous understanding of the phrase “focalization sur X.”

10. The boundaries between three categories of Genette’s model are not clear.

195 Ronen, Worlds, 179.
11. The idea of completeness of information is not clarified.

12. Zero-focalization is still a focalization.

Based on the above list, Jahn criticizes the strict distinction between voice and mood and considers that post-Genettian theories made a step in the right direction when they introduced narrator-focalizer and thus blurred the lines of the earlier account. Taking the next step on in this direction, Jahn proposes his own model that starts from optical metaphor that he later extends to all kinds of mental processes that are involved in focalization.\textsuperscript{196} He states that “Mainstream focalization theory largely denies narrators and readers their share as well as their power of imaginary perception.”\textsuperscript{197} Therefore, in his model Jahn merges Henry James’s idea of narrative windows “defined on the basis of cognition and reception”\textsuperscript{198} with core intuitions of the concept of focalization.

Jahn represents “reading oriented theory of mental imagery” which implies that,

A passage that presents objects and events as seen, perceived, or conceptualized from a specific focus… will, naturally and automatically, invoke a reader's adoption of (or transposition to) this point of view and open a window defined by the perceptual, evaluative, and affective parameters that characterize the agent providing the focus…\textsuperscript{199}

The second article of Jahn\textsuperscript{200} continues to develop the ideas of windows of focalization. Here one finds a new definition of focalization which is “a matter of providing and managing windows into the narrative world, and of regulating


\textsuperscript{197} Jahn, “Windows,” 258.

\textsuperscript{198} Jahn, “Windows,” 241.

\textsuperscript{199} Jahn, “Windows,” 286.

(guiding, manipulating) readerly imaginary perception.“\textsuperscript{201} Jahn shows that his model of focalization is holistic enough to include all existing models. For example, two focuses that are part of the model illustrate well subjective and objective characteristics of focalization. Criticizing narrowness of existing terms (“seeing” and “perceiving”), he provides the list of aspects of focalization that orient narrative text. The list consists of (a) affect (fear, pity, joy, revulsion, etc.), (b) perception (vision, audition, touch, smell, taste, bodily sensation) and imaginary perception (recollection, imagination, dream, hallucination, etc.). And, finally, he lists (c) conceptualization (thought, voice, ideation, style, modality, deixis, etc.).\textsuperscript{202} The main variable of this model is conceptualization, which increases from (a) to (c). Besides all above refinements, Jahn proposes that there should be a scale of focalization from non-focalized passages to strict focalization with weak and ambivalent focalization staying in-between.\textsuperscript{203}

As can be seen from this brief review of Jahn’s works, attempts to include all the nuances of focalization from different narrative texts lead to complication of the model (like in the case with focalization formulas). However, such complicated models seem difficult to implement.


Two articles from the collection titled Essays on Fiction and Perspective seem to be of high importance for this study because they clearly show the difference between the notion of focalization and the notion of point of view.

\textsuperscript{201} Jahn, “More Aspects,” 91.

\textsuperscript{202} Jahn, “More Aspects,” 89.

\textsuperscript{203} Jahn, “More Aspects,” 97.
3.4.5.1. Eva Broman

Eva Broman states\textsuperscript{204} that the most important criterion of Genette’s model is not who perceives, but what (or how much) is perceived. Internal, external and zero focalization are no more than the names for specific (limiting) techniques of writing for presenting the story.\textsuperscript{205} Therefore, each type of focalization describes certain types of narratives without going into detail. Internal focalization, thus, represents a large group of narratives where narrative information is registered by one of the characters of the story. In narratives with external focalization, registration of dialogues, objects and different kinds of actions are entrusted to the registering device (not the character) which is situated within the fictive world. Finally, zero focalization “simply denotes specific types of narratives, in which the point of view does not coincide with any characters.”\textsuperscript{206}

Broman concludes that Genette’s theory “lacks of explicit linguistic criteria for determining the various types of focalization” and is “mainly intended to classify various types of texts on the basis of certain properties that only become evident if one considers the text as a whole.”\textsuperscript{207} She also states that interpretation of the passage is not determined only by the amount of information about the fictional world (while this is also often important), but by “the manner in which the information is conveyed.” In analysis of focalization she calls to pay attention to “small-scale linguistic choices such as indications of spatial deixis, psychological sequencing, or the presence of various linguistic features that reveal the attitudes, emotions, beliefs or judgment of an experiencer within the fictional world.”\textsuperscript{208} By saying this, Broman makes a small step toward merging focalization with point of


\textsuperscript{205} Broman, “Survey,” 64.

\textsuperscript{206} Broman, “Survey,” 75.

\textsuperscript{207} Broman, “Survey,” 71.

\textsuperscript{208} Broman, “Survey,” 71.
view theory and paying attention to linguistic details (or “detailization” that I am going to talk about, presenting the model of Tjupa).

Analyzing Bal’s model and comparing it with Genette’s typology, Broman insists that the differences in these models are the result of Bal’s misunderstanding of Genette’s ideas which lead to creation of a completely new theory, outside of the scope of the original discussion. On the basis of Broman’s analysis, the following chart can be formed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bal’s model</th>
<th>Genette’s model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concern with shorter passages and shifts in point of view between passages and even within the same sentence.</td>
<td>Concern with the text’s overall composition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrator’s point of view always prevails, but the powers of focalization can be “delegated” to the character.</td>
<td>Narrator’s point of view prevails only in zero-focalized passages. There are narratives where narrator plays minor role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focalization is an activity of focalizer that indicates various viewpoints and relationships within the fictional world such as seeing, observing, thinking, deliberating, judging and remembering.</td>
<td>Focalization is an artistic device in the hand of the narrator (or author) which is built on the restriction (or concealment) of narrative information that leads to establishing various aesthetic effects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bal, Broman concludes, “seems to have forgotten that the text she is analyzing is a text of fiction, created by an author, and that we need not presuppose that someone has seen or experienced the fictional events before they were put into print.”

---

Reflecting on Genette’s work, Skalin comes to the conclusion that focalization means restriction of field that can be interpreted in at least two ways, both of which are encompassed by Genette’s model. First, focalization is “the amount of information given to the reader in relation to the whole of relevant information possible.” Second, focalization is “the choice of information-giving devices in relation to the whole spectrum of relevant techniques available.”

Skalin considers that these applications of the term “focalization” are fundamentally different, for the first deals with the question of horizon, while the second is about narrative style.

The first type of focalization — restriction of field — can be found in the stories, where information is presented from the point of view of one of the characters of the story. The restricted horizon of that character is presented consistently in order to produce the desired aesthetical effect. Skalin finds this example in the story of Winnie-the-Pooh. As I will show in the later chapters, many such examples can be found in the Book of Ruth as well.

The second type of focalization is different from the first in that the narrator does not use the horizon of any characters in order to restrict information in relation to completeness, but simply shows the narrative world by the eyes of one of the characters. Of course, theoretically, this approach also leads to the restriction of information, but the restriction is not the purpose here, for the intentions of the narrator are purely aesthetic. Compared with the first type of focalization which situates on the level of the story, the second type relates only to the narrator and his motivation. If the character’s eyes are used to describe the story worlds, it is “vision with, but not restriction of field.” Skalin concludes:

> …[W]e have to admit that sometimes focalization is just motivation in the hands of the literary artist to give a special kind of elegant solution to the problem of constructing the “what is” in the story… [W]hat normally had been given from the storyteller’s own voice now has been substituted of a fictional quasi-motif, the reflector perceiving what the storyteller will tell. Since this will imply a

---

substitution of one narrative instrument for another, it indicates that we are not
dealing with a matter of content but of style.²¹¹

It seems, that the second type of focalization is traditionally understood as point of
view — which is a narrative technique that is employed by the narrator for aesthetic
effect. Therefore, Skalin makes a clear separation between focalization and point of
view. Later Tatjana Jesch and Malte Stein will echo his conclusion (see § 3.4.7.2 of
this work). Yet, after separating point of view and focalization, Skalin is not trying to
find any connection between them.

3.4.6. Point of View, Perspective, Focalization (2009)

In the collections of the articles that were brought together into the book Point of
view, perspective, focalization two articles are of particular importance for this
project, one written by Uri Margolin and another by Tatjana Jesch and Malte Stein.

3.4.6.1. Uri Margolin

In the article with the catchy heading “Focalization, where do we go from here?” Uri
Margolin aims to contribute to reconfiguration and reconceptualization of the notion
of focalization. After giving a brief list of reasons that explain why the notion of
focalization is worthy of study, he immediately continues with the definition:

Focalization in narrative involves the textual representation of specific
(pre)existing sensory elements of the text’s story world as perceived and
registered (recorded, represented, encoded, modeled and stored) by some mind
or recording device which is a member of this world. In other words, focalization
involves at least the internal inscription of external data.²¹²

This rather evasive definition becomes clearer when Margolin speaks about five
factors of focalization: focalized object, focalizing agent, activity of perceiving, the
product of perceiving and textualization. What must be noted here is that Margolin


²¹² Margolin, “Focalization,” 42.
does not try to allocate only one level for focalization, but rather to spread focalization to all narrative levels — a tendency that will be fully realized in Schmid’s genetic model of narrative constitution.

3.4.6.2. Tatjana Jesch and Malte Stein

Tatjana Jesch and Malte Stein consider that Genette’s model of focalization is actually “an amalgamation of two wholly independent elements.” After comparing works of Genette (Narrative Discourse and Narrative Discourse Revisited), they come to the conclusion that Genette’s own understanding of the term migrates. While in the first volume focalization is closer to the idea of “perspectivization,” the second volume strongly adheres to focalization as “the regulation of narrative information within the communication between author and reader.” Or as they clarify this thought later in this article: focalization is “the author’s temporary or definitive withholding of information from the reader” while perspectivization is “representation of something from the subjective view of a fictive entity (narrator or character).”

There is a point of intersection between perspectivization and focalization. Text can be focalized by means of perspectivization, but perspective can be created without focalization. Therefore, there are four types of passages that can be discerned in the narrative texts:

– focalization through perspectivization,

– perspectivization without focalization,

– focalization without perspectivization,

---


– neither focalization nor perspectivization.

As I understand it, what Jesch and Stein call “perspective” is what is usually called “point of view.” So the article actually designates the relationship between focalization and point of view in a fictional text and gradually leads us to the final stage of evolution of the idea of focalization.

Part of the article also addresses the question of “complete knowledge.” Each action of the narrative is presented as consisting of four elements: cause, intention, actualization and result. If the reader is aware of all four elements of the action, his knowledge is considered to be complete. However, “if the corresponding information (in relation to the events presented up to this point) is not communicated to the reader, he is dealing with focalization.”

Yet the authors do not advise researchers to follow this schema rigorously and isolate every element for each action of the text in order to find out if the text if focalized. Most of the actions of the text are self-explanatory and it is better to implement the scheme for difficult and disputable passages.

3.4.7. The Living Handbook of Narratology (2011)

Three recent articles from the internet resource The Living Handbook of Narratology are sufficient to bring us to the concluding step of the evolution of the focalization concept.


Articles of Burkhard Niederhoff are highly important for our study, for the author strongly maintains the opinion of focalization being the restriction of field while it gives space to the idea of point of view. In the first article titled “Fokalisation und


\[217\] Jesch and Stein, “Two Concepts,” 68.
Perspektive. Ein Plädoyer für friedliche Koexistenz,” he compares meanings of the terms “focalization” and “point of view” and shows how these concepts can peacefully coexist. In the same vein, he continues his reasoning in the second article “Focalization.” He considers that the difference between point of view and focalization is that the point of view is “the more powerful metaphor… to render the subjective experience of a character,” while focalization is used to create such effects as suspense, mystery, puzzlement, etc.

He concludes his review by this powerful statement that encourages further investigation on the subject:

If focalization theory is to make any progress, an awareness of the differences between the two terms and of their respective strengths and weaknesses is indispensable.

3.4.7.2. Tobias Klauk and Tilmann Köppe (2013)

With the article of Klauk and Köppe “Puzzles and Problems for the Theory of Focalization,” I finish the review of the evolution of the focalization concept. The article is well suited as the concluding article not only because it was first published in 2009 and then reviewed in 2011, but also because it raises the questions that remain unanswered by scholars up until today. Here is the list of issues raised in the article:


1. What is the core of the phenomenon?

2. How can the phenomenon/phenomena be cast in definitions?

3. Is focalization a gradual phenomenon?

4. What is the domain of definition?

5. What does a comprehensive taxonomy of types of focalization look like?

6. Is there a linguistic basis to focalization, and how is the relation between the linguistic basis and focalization to be understood?

7. What about psychological uptake?

8. Can Narrators focalize?

Dealing with these questions, Klauk and Köppe sometimes give possible solutions but never come to the one universal answer. Yet, when one starts to employ the concept (as I am going to employ focalization theory for narratological analysis of the Book of Ruth), it is important to have one simple, practical and yet well-elaborated theory. It is also good for the theory to be comprehensive enough. In my study I come to the conclusion that models of focalization proposed by Schmid and Tjupa fit these criteria well.


With the works of Wolf Schmid and Valeri Tjupa I finish my survey of focalization models. The works of these German and Russian scholars were chosen as a basis for my methodology because it seems that both Schmid and Tjupa take into account the accomplishments of previous generations of narratologists yet do not simply merge different models. Rather they find for each classical idea its own place in the overall scheme and provide opportunity for practical application of the narratological concept of focalization.
Schmid’s genetic model of narrative constitution was initially proposed in the book *Нарратология (Narratology)* published in Russian in 2003. Later it was translated and published in German in 2005 under the title *Elemente der Narratologie* and finally in English in 2010 under the title *Introduction to Narratology*. From the first glance, Schmid’s model compared with other taxonomies does not contain any groundbreaking ideas. What Schmid says has already been said by other scholars in some form. However, it seems that Schmid could find a very convenient way to present his idea in the form of graphic diagram (see next page) where he could show a logical connection between point of view and narrative constitution.

According to Schmid, the constitution of any narrative starts with the process of selecting narrative information from happenings which he defines as “amorphous entirety of situations, characters and actions explicitly or implicitly represented, or logically implied, in the narrative work.” Selection from the unlimited body of happenings results in forming the story, limited and meaningful. The narrator who is responsible for this selection chooses from elements (situations, characters and actions) and from properties or characteristics of those elements. Any elements that are not included into this list (even those that the reader is supposed to imagine and add to the story intuitively) are regarded as non-selected.

Selected elements are then supposed to be arranged in one line because written text, due to its nature, cannot present two events simultaneously. This process is called

---


224 Schmid, *Narratology*. Russian and English publications were not merely translations but new editions of the book. This means that some materials that are found in the Russian edition may not be included in German or English editions and in this research I had to use all three editions in order to absorb all possible information. Besides, such comparison from time to time brought a better understanding of specific terms.

composition which, according to Schmid, is done by “linearization of things occurring simultaneously in the story” and by “reorganization of the segments of the story.”

The final and the only layer of the narrative that is “accessible for empirical observation” is presentation, which in case of literary narration is carried out through verbalization. In our case the narrative is presented through the Hebrew text of the Book of Ruth.

It is important to note that Schmid himself does not consider this diagram to be a presentation of focalization taxonomy. Diagrams represent a process of narrative constitution. But, in fact, focalization can be found at work in every layer of this model. The transition from happenings to story is accompanied by selection of narrative information which is focalization, according to Genette’s classical definition. The second and the third transformations — composition and presentation — are the ways the chosen information is channeled to the reader. Therefore, Schmid’s model correctly describes the whole process of selecting and channeling narrative information (i.e., focalization).

It is remarkable that the idea of point of view is an integral part of this model and plays its subsidiary role. Focalization is the whole process of selection and channeling narrative information, while point of view is the instrument or means of that selection. Schmid traditionally differentiates perceptual, ideological, spatial, temporal and linguistic points of view. However, as we can see from the picture, with each next tier of narrative constitution, the number of possible types of point of view changes. Thus on the level of linearization, the use of perceptual and linguistic point of view is not applicable (there is no way how, for example, linguistic point of view can affect ordering narrative events). But linearization reflects temporal, spatial and ideological positions of the narrator. In verbalization, however, linguistic point of view returns to the picture on the par with ideological position.

226 Schmid, Narratology, 191.
Ideal genetic model of narrative constitution

Schmid, Narratology, 193.
Besides purely theoretical ideas, Schmid suggests several practical steps to explore narrative constitution. Thus, one of the key issues which is related to Schmid’s model and to the issue of focalization is the search for logic of selectivity. For a better understanding of this question, it is worthwhile to make some clarifications about what Schmid means by a narratological event. According to Schmid, life

---

consists of a lot of happenings, but not every one of them can be designated as a narratological event and consequently not all of them are included into narrative text.

In all three languages, English, German, and Russian, an event is a special occurrence, something which is not part of everyday routine. We shall highlight the importance of exceptionality in our strict interpretation of the event concept: every event is a change of state, but not every change of state constitutes an event. The event, therefore, has to be defined as a change of state that fulfills certain conditions.  

Then Schmid names two basic requirements of the event. First, the event should be factual or real. In other word, changes of state in the framework of the narrative world should be real, not just wished, imagined or dreamed. Second, the change of state can be treated as an event only when it meets the requirement of resultativity.

Resultativity, the second requirement of the event, is a correlate of the event’s reality. The change of state that constitutes an event is neither inchoative (begun) nor conative (attempted) nor durative (confined to an ongoing process). Rather, it must be resultative in that it reaches completion in the narrative world of the text.  

This analysis will help to see why these and not other events were selected for the narrative and why they are so important, unique or unusual. It will help to distinguish framing and embedded events and eventually clarify the logic of selectivity.

However, not each event has equal weight in the course of the plot. Some events are more eventful than the others. Hence, the events of the book will be examined according to their degree of eventfulness. This will demonstrate that the degree of eventfulness tends to change within one framing event. It will help to understand structure of the plot and distribution of events on the fabric of the narrative by identifying central and secondary events.


According to criteria proposed by Schmid, degree of eventfulness depends on the following parameters. First, it depends on its relevancy or significance “in terms of axioms which underline the storyworld.” Of course, the same event can be more or less significant depending on the point of view.

Second, it depends on its unpredictability. The event should deviate from the generally expected in a storyworld. It should break with expectations: the less expected the change, the more eventful the event. And again unpredictability is in many ways a relative idea.

Relevance and unpredictability are the primary criteria underlying the continuum of eventfulness. A change of state must meet both of these requirements to a minimum degree, if not more, if it is to be perceived as an event.

Schmid also lists three “less crucial requirements”: persistence, irreversibility and non-iterativity. By persistence Schmid means the impact of the event, “consequences for the thought and action” of the characters. Greater impact leads to the higher degree of eventfulness. However, the absence of impact can be interpreted as the ideological message of the narrator. Irreversibility suggests that the original condition cannot be restored. However, irreversibility relates not only to outward reality, but, for example, to the thinking of the character. The event is irreversible if the character cannot go back to the old way of thinking. Finally, even a significant event, when it recurs, becomes anti-eventful and predictable.

Schmid’s work also provides brief guidance for studying narrative on the level of composition and the level of presentation. Composition is the placing of selected information; it is the beginning of the process of channeling narrative information. It consists of two types of activity: linearization and rearrangement of information. Composition is an inevitable step when the narrative plot contains two or more events that happen simultaneously. Apparently, the narrator cannot describe them at the same time due to the nature of narrative (written or speaking) — he has to write/speak about the first event and only then turn to the second.

---

231 Schmid, Narratology, 9.
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The linearization of the actions occurring simultaneously in the story into a narrative sequence, which is an obligatory device in literature, and the reorganization of the sequences following one another in chronological order, which is facultative, bring the parts of the story into a meaningful sequence. In the composition of the narrative, a meaning is formed, which actualizes and modifies the potential meaning contained in the story. As a result, the evaluative position of the narrator, his or her ideological standpoint, is also constituted via the devices of composition.

The other activity — rearrangement — is the instrument by which the narrator can bring to the readers his/her ideological point of view by creating a certain type of focalization. For example, by placing the most important event in the narrative at the beginning of the narrative, the narrator can give to the readers more information than any given character has. At the same time, the most relevant information that was known to the characters from the beginning can be revealed by the end of the narrative. By this step the narrator creates narrative intrigue.

Schmid recognizes that composition is always the subject of different points of view. In his genetic model, he points out that at the linearization step, three points of view are at work: ideological, temporal and spatial. Indeed, when two simultaneous events are placed one after another, the narrator expresses his (or someone else’s) temporal point of view. The same thing is true about spatial position — the same events can be viewed at the same time from different spatial perspective but described in the narrative at different places. The placement of description often plays an ideological role. The simplest example of it is narrative where the act of the same person is described twice: in the beginning by one of the characters negatively and by the end by the omniscient narrator positively.

Describing his genetic model, Schmid, however, does not pay attention to the issue of focalization. But it is quite clear that focalization (restriction of narrative information) is at hand whenever there is a point of view because point of view always restricts horizon, and the matter of the analysis of focalization on this step is to find out which point of view is used in order to restrict the horizon of the reader.

233 Schmid, *Narratology*, 207. The linear nature of narratives (and biblical narratives as well) was also recognized by Berlin, *Poetics*, 98.
Therefore, focalization is also present on the level of linearization, which means that the study of linearization is relevant to the study of focalization.

The third step of narrative constitution is called presentation of narrative. As soon as events are selected and arranged in a certain order, the time comes for actual presentation. According to Schmid, presentation “occurs through verbalization.”

He lists two kinds of instruments the narrator uses in order to verbalize his narrative. First, it is “purely exegetical textual units” such as “evaluations, generalizations, commentaries, reflections, meta-narrative comments by the narrator” and, second, various linguistic styles:

[The narrator] can use lexical units and syntactic structures that correspond to his or her own style (i.e., take up a narratorial standpoint) or—as far as his or her linguistic competence allows—align him or herself on the stylistic world of the happenings, and present the narrative in the language of one or more characters (i.e., with figural perspectivization).

By using different styles and giving commentaries in the course of narration, the narrator can further restrict or expand narrative information that the readers receive. Therefore, focalization as manipulation of narrative information is present on the level of presentation as well.

Schmid’s model, therefore, helps to comprehend selection and channeling of information in the narrative on different levels of narrative constitution. One can start the study of focalization by considering what events are selected, turning then to the way they are arranged and finally examining what linguistic features the narrator uses in order to focalize narrative information.

3.6. Valeri Tjupa (2016)

Tjupa echoes Schmid by saying that the narrator is not able to provide the reader with all the details of narrated events and is forced to brake the continuous flow of life (that is to select information) and then tie them into the storyline (linearize).

234 Schmid, Narratology, 208.
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Therefore, the purpose of narrative analysis consists of identifying separate episodes and finding connections between them.\textsuperscript{236} However, Tjupa differs from Schmid in several aspects. First of all, he provides several practical approaches to determine the boundaries of episodes. He considers that the boundaries of each episode can be defined on the basis of three factors: time gap, shift in space and change in the group of characters (appearance or disappearance of the character).\textsuperscript{237}

It has to be considered that episodes can be of different length: some will be more extensive and pictorial while others are limited to brief report. Besides, within the borders of one episode, narration can develop unevenly: the time of narration can numerous speed up and slow down.\textsuperscript{238}

According to Tjupa, analysis can be advanced by assigning each episode into so-called “shots of mental vision”:

Any statement of narrative text, even the most trivial one, is perceived by the reader as more or less intense shot of “inner” or more precisely “mental vision”… The meaning of the shot consists of only those details that are named in the text, and not all that the reader/listener is able or desire to imagine [translation mine].\textsuperscript{239}

The borders of the shot are determined with the same three factors as the borders of episode: by place, time and system of characters. Shots, compared with episodes, are relatively short and more static. For example, in order to perceive a close-up picture, one has to pay attention to the beginning and, specifically, to the end of the phrase.

\textsuperscript{236} Valerij Tjupa, \textit{Введение в сравнительную нарратологию} (Moscow: Intrada, 2016), 20.

\textsuperscript{237} Tjupa, \textit{Введение}, 21.

\textsuperscript{238} Tjupa, \textit{Введение}, 22-23.

\textsuperscript{239} “Всякая повествовательная фраза, даже самая тривиальная в общеязыковом отношении, задана восприятию как более или менее насыщенный деталями кадр «внутреннего зрения», или, точнее нарративный кадр ментального видения… В смыслообразный состав такого «кадра» входит лишь поименованное в тексте, а не все, что может или пожелает представить себе слушатель/читатель.” Tjupa, \textit{Введение}, 23.
In shots, the narrator picks up several details from the continuous flow of life, which then are tied by the reader to a single picture.\textsuperscript{240}

Secondly, Tjupa also refines the position of Schmid regarding the criteria of eventfulness,\textsuperscript{241} and names three (instead of five) essential characteristics of any real narratological event.

A) \textit{Singularity}. The narratological event should be unique, unitary, unprecedented, unparalleled. Several facts of the story in this matter are highlighted from the inevitable life course and common social rituals.

B) \textit{Fractality}. The narratological event should describe a strictly limited segment of life, marked by the beginning and the end. Without this feature the event can easily dissolve in the course of existence and as a result lose its significance.

C) \textit{Intentionality}. The narratological event should be always associated with a certain consciousness. The significance and the role of the event is formed in the mind of the character. This mind is the one that, in fact, imposes the measure of the singularity and fractality of the event.

While the first two characteristics are easy to comprehend, the last one requires additional explanation. Tjupa considers it as determining because it determines the measure of singularity and fractality of the event,\textsuperscript{242} i.e., it determines the first two characteristics. While Schmid proposes to determine the degree of eventfulness by evaluating the event, Tjupa suggests to estimate the measure of intentionality or to evaluate the one who made a selection. He questions, Whose mind stands behind this selection? Or what point of view is used in selection of narrative information? Is it possible to find in the narrative characters that saw the importance of the events described, someone who can allocate a period of life, a particular day or particular night, that very morning and this very hour and unite them into one story? This kind

\textsuperscript{240} Тјупа, \textit{Введење}, 24.

\textsuperscript{241} Тјупа, \textit{Введење}, 24.

\textsuperscript{242} Тјупа, \textit{Введење}, 17.
of mind can be found inside or outside of the story. Intentionality is the characteristic of evaluating mind.

The reason for this approach is that narratological event should be always associated with certain consciousness. The significance and the role of the event are both formed in someone’s (character’s or narrator’s) mind. This mind is the one that imposes the measure of the uniqueness\(^{243}\) and fractality\(^{244}\) of the event. In order to explain the need in evaluating mind, Tjupa invokes the reasoning of Bakhtin, who considers that acts of the characters and elements of the narrative world become different (obtain the status of the event) only when they find reflection in the mind, which Bakhtin calls “the witness and the judge” of the event:

> Even the sun, while physically remaining the same, becomes different because it began to be understood… found reflecting in the mind of the other (the witness and the judge). Because of this manipulation, the sun has been changed completely, has been enriched, has been transformed \([\text{translation mine}]^{245}\).

Therefore the event is the interaction of two realities — the reality of the narrative world and the reality of the reflecting mind. Without this reflection (evaluation) or without intentionality, the group of happenings risks being lost in the steady flow of life.

While Schmid’s approach to evaluate the degree of eventfulness should be essential for determining the degree of eventfulness on the level of discourse, Tjupa’s criteria

---

\(^{243}\) Tjupa defines the uniqueness of event as singularity. He considers that the narratological event should be unique, unitary, unprecedented, unparalleled. Several facts of the story in this matter are highlighted from inevitable life course and common social rituals. See Tjupa, \textit{Введение}, 15-16.

\(^{244}\) Fractality is another term introduced by Tjupa. It implies that narratological event should describe a strictly limited segment of life, marked by the beginning and the end. Without this feature, the event can easily dissolve in the course of existence and as a result lose its significance. See Tjupa, \textit{Введение}, 15-16.

seem to be useful to see the selected events on the level of the story. While Schmid answers the question of what is selected, Tjupa considers the evaluating or reflecting mind that made the selection.

The reflecting mind always has a point of view, perspective or modality. These are the terms that are closely connected with the idea of focalization. However, Tjupa clarifies that there is a difference between these terms as well:

> Explaining the term “focalization,” Genette… refers to the degree of the narrator’s awareness and the extent to which his knowledge is restricted. However, the narrator does not always represent knowledge: medieval Christian narrators, for instance, were guided by sacred conviction and tended to ignore or transform empirical facts.246

The statement above turns out to be very important for studying focalization in the Book of Ruth and, I suppose, for any Old Testament narrative. The point is that Genette’s model is cognitive in its nature and as such it is designed to study texts with a great amount of descriptive content where the category of knowledge is the most important. Biblical narratives do operate with knowledge but on the level of composition (as will be demonstrated in chapter 5 of this work). However, on the level of selection, Genette’s categories have to be reconsidered in order to become applicable to biblical prose.

In order to determine intentionality in the narrative, Tjupa proposes to consider four narrative world pictures and four corresponding narrative modalities:247 (1) Modality

---


247 A similar attempt to differentiate roles was made by Sasson who supplies Propp’s categories of the personae (Villain, Provider, Helper, Sought-for person or its father, Dispatcher, Hero [seeker or victim] and False Hero) to the characters of the Book of Ruth. Sasson comes to the conclusion that Naomi assumes the role of Dispatcher, Ruth is the Heroine of the book, Boaz is both Provider, New Hero and hero’s Helper, Obed is Sought-for person, and the closer relative is False Hero. Jack M. Sasson, Ruth: a new translation with a philological commentary and a formalist-folklorist interpretation, The Johns Hopkins Near Eastern studies (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979), 202. The other attempt to differentiate the roles of Naomi and Ruth is made by Brenner, who
of neutral knowledge and corresponding precedental world picture; (2) Modality of an unreliable narrator’s personal opinion and corresponding occasional world picture; (3) Modality of understanding and corresponding probabilistic world picture; and (4) Modality of authoritative conviction that does not need approval and imperative world picture.

Out of four modalities and world pictures, the narrators of the Old Testament narratives operate in the scope of imperative world picture because, according to Tjupa, compared with other world pictures the imperative world picture presupposes an unquestionable axiological system of the world order in which a character always has freedom of choice, even though this choice is objectively assessed in terms of good and evil; an event consists of fulfilling or failing to fulfill a duty, of observing the moral law of the world or of breaching it.248

The corresponding modality that creates such a world picture is the modality of conviction which creates “the narrative of conviction” that is “subjective in terms of values (the narrator is not only a witness but also explicitly judges what goes on)”… This judgment comes not necessarily from the mouth of the narrator but from the speeches of his characters (as it happens in the Book of Ruth).

The concept of intentionality proposed by Tjupa helps to answer one of the most important questions of this work: how do the direct speeches of the characters relate to focalization, and how does the narrator select the very words of the characters?

Schmid only points out that

…the characters’ (outer and inner) discourses and narratives also belong to the happenings…The only difference is that these discourses and secondary narratives are “already” complete “before” (to express it in temporal metaphors again) the narrator “cuts” them out of the happenings, along with the characters’ perspectives realized in them, in order to narrate the story.249


249 Schmid, Narratology, 208.
Does this mean that the texts of the dialogues are not selected and thus are out of the scope of the focalization problem? If this would be a true analysis of focalization, it would relate to only 15% of the text of the Book of Ruth. Yet Schmid continues his thought by naming three reasons for which the narrator uses the direct speeches of the characters. First is to present the characters’ point of view. In this case the narrator presents to the readers different perspectives on the same events. The second reason is to manage the plot of the story by outlining future events. And the third reason is to demonstrate his/her own perspective on the events by selective representation of characters’ speeches. The second and the third reasons will be useful in the following chapters of this work.

Indeed in the same work Schmid seems to come close to this idea. That is when he considers that the narrator selects events according to certain points of view, which can be perceptual, spatial, temporal, ideological and linguistic. He exemplifies selection of elements by examining a textual extract taken from the beginning of Chekhov’s tale “Rothschild’s Fiddle.” There he comes to the conclusion that “selection and combination of elements are oriented on the spatial and ideological perspective of the protagonist… Yakov Ivanov…” Moreover, this reasoning is helpful for analysis of “purely narratorial rendering” like this part of “Rothschild’s Fiddle.” But what about dialogic narratives like the Book of Ruth?

The ideas of Tjupa seem to address this question because the selection of narrative information for direct speeches of the characters should always be connected with degree of intentionality or, in other words, with event expectancy. In essence, the character speaks about things that are connected with the routine of life or about things that made or will make life different (i.e., eventful acts).

Therefore, Schmid’s model and Tjupa’s model are complementary and can be used in combination. They provide a systematic and fairly simple method to examine focalization and give helpful insights to study focalization in the Old Testament narratives.

250 Schmid, Нарратология, 189-190.

251 Schmid, Narratology, 197-198.
3.7. Methodology of studying focalization in Old Testament narratives

Ongoing refinements of Genette’s theory during the last decades and the simultaneous intense study of the concept have made known to us new dimensions of focalization that cannot be ignored in the study of the subject. On the basis of the material presented in this chapter, it seems necessary to update Genette’s initial typology and create a methodology that would be appropriate to study focalization in biblical narratives.

3.7.1. From Genette to Schmid

After considering a number of developments of Genette’s notion of focalization, I came to the following conclusions that form the basis of my methodology. First, in order to stay in tune with Genette’s original theory, I will resort to Jahn’s understanding of focalization as “regulating, selecting and channeling narrative information.” The purpose of studying focalization then is to be able to answer the questions of what information was selected by the narrator and given to the reader and how this information is channeled to him. Knowing what was selected helps to assess the amount of information that the narrator shares with the readers or helps to assess the horizon of the readers. Horizon (of the readers and of the characters), therefore, becomes the key term in examining focalization in this work.

This brings inevitable changes to the initial typology of Genette. Instead of comparing what the narrator says with what the characters know, I will operate with the horizon of the readers in relation to the horizons of the characters, implying that the horizon of an omniscient narrator is always wider than the horizon of both the readers and of characters. This step refines the definition of different types of focalization. I will consider the text as zero focalized (or non-focalized) when the readers know more than the characters (i.e., the horizon of the readers is wider than the horizon of the characters). When the readers know less than the characters (i.e., the horizon of the readers is narrower than the horizon of the characters), the text is

---

externally focalized. Cases when the readers know as much as the characters will be considered as internally focalized.

Finally, the answer to these questions “what” and “how” will be incomplete without answering the question “why,” for one can truly understand what information was selected for the narrative and how it was channeled only by knowing the intentions of the narrator or logic of selectivity, and the technical choices of the narrator as he/she creates his/her narrative.

Since the process of creation of the narrative is well described by Schmid’s model of narrative constitution, I will use Schmid’s model with some modifications. Schmid identifies three steps in narrative constitution and shows that on each step the form of the narrative is affected by the chosen points of view. On the initial step of selection, the narrator uses perceptual, spatial, temporal, ideological and sometimes linguistic points of view. Then on the second step of linearization, the number of points of view reduced to spatial, temporal and ideological. Finally, on the level of verbalization, the narrator is guided only by ideological and linguistic points of view.

I proposed that since the point of view and focalization are just two sides of the same coin, it is legitimate to talk about focalization on each step of narrative constitution. Indeed, on the step of selection, the information is restricted (focalized) according to the spatial, temporal, ideological and perceptual point of view. On the step of linearization, the information is further restricted according to ideological, spatial and temporal points of view. The arrangement of information is also related to channeling. Finally, on the step of verbalization, the narrator still has to make some choices (for example, what kind of word forms to use).

Therefore, Schmid’s model of narrative constitution (1) creates a structure for methodology of studying narrative from the very beginning of its constitution to the very choice of words and (2) allows the reader to track focalization on each level of

---

253 According to the opinion of Tjupa expressed during discussion at the conference “Belyie Chtenia” at the State University of Humanity of Moscow, there is the following line of connection between point of view and focalization: “Narrative is always written with point of view; the point of view intends to reflect someone’s horizon; and horizon means that this someone obtain a restricted (focalized) amount of information”.
narrative constitution. Accordingly, the study of the Book of Ruth will be guided by three steps of Schmid’s model: (1) selection of narrative events, (2) composition of narrative, and (3) presentation of narration. This leads to the following outline of the research.

3.7.2. Application to the Book of Ruth

Chapter 4 of this work will be devoted to the analysis of narratological events of the Book of Ruth. Each separate scene of the book will be examined in respect of its degree of eventfulness first according to Schmid’s criteria and then according to the criteria of Tjupa. This should help to clarify the logic of selectivity of the narrator or the principle of focalization (i.e., selection of narrative information).

In chapter 5 I will consider the problem of composition of selected events, which consists of the problem of reorganization and linearization of narrative information. The question of this chapter is why the events in the Book of Ruth appear in chronological order and how the narrator manages narrative information. Here my purpose will be to show that while the events of the Book of Ruth are ordered chronologically, the narrator, nevertheless, purposefully withholds from the readers or shares with the readers certain information, creating a fascinating play of horizons between readers and characters and between characters.

Finally, in chapter 6 I will consider the problem of focalization on the level of presentation of the narrative. However, the elements that are traditionally considered on this level (such as style of speeches, the narrator’s comments, etc.) will not be addressed in this work because they have been repeatedly treated in existing commentaries. Instead, chapter 6 will be committed to the study of correlation between qatal forms of the Hebrew verb and internal focalization — a correlation that has been identified heuristically. In this final portion of the work, I will attempt to find the theoretical background to the connection that was established empirically.

Therefore, with the remainder of this work I will attempt to make an original contribution in three related fields of studies. First, it will be the area of general narratology. Staying with Genette’s initial understanding of focalization as restriction of narrative information, I will propose to use Schmid’s model of narrative
constitution as the basis to examine focalization on the level of selection of narrative information, composition of narrative events, and presentation of the narrative.

Second, I will seek to make an original contribution to the field of Old Testament narratology by applying Schmid’s model of narrative constitution as regard to focalization to the text of the Book of Ruth. This will include (1) an examination of events selected by the narrator of the book with the view of their eventfulness (according to Schmid) and intentionality (according to Tjupa); (2) a demonstration of the play of horizons in the Book of Ruth as a specific case of focalization through rearrangement of narrative information.

Finally, I intend to make a modest contribution to the area of Hebrew syntax. Examining the Book of Ruth on the level of narrative presentation, I will demonstrate a strong correlation between passages with internal focalization and the use of qatal forms of the Hebrew verbs.
CHAPTER 4. FOCALIZATION IN THE BOOK OF RUTH ON THE LEVEL OF SELECTION OF NARRATIVE INFORMATION

In the previous chapter, focalization was defined as the selection of narrative information with respect to its completeness. The narrator selects certain episodes from the endless continuum of happenings and then ties them together to create a narrative. The process of selection, therefore, manifests the essential nature of the narrative: to divide the continuous flow of life into discrete units (events) and to tie them together by a certain ideological purpose.\(^{254}\) Therefore, selectiveness of information inevitably creates lacunas in the story. The process of reading, however, is completely opposite. The readers following their natural desire to try to fill those lacunas and paint the complete picture in their imagination. Thus, they eliminate the fundamental mismatch between human experience, which is holistic and continual, and its inevitably discrete semiotic representation.\(^{255}\) Commentaries are written exactly for this purpose: they help the readers to reconstruct the whole story from its narrative representation. However, this work presents narratological analysis, which in contrast to commentaries aims not to fill the gaps but to emphasize discreetness of the narrative as part of its cognitive organization.

This chapter is devoted to the selection of narrative information in the Book of Ruth. The key question is: what are the principles the narrator uses in order to select narrative information? In other words, what is the logic of selectivity in the Book of Ruth? In order to answer this question, three steps have to be taken. First, it is necessary to allocate episodes the narrator selects for the narrative. This fairly simple step will help to define the borders of the episodes. Second, the episodes have to be analyzed with a view of intentionality according to the guidelines proposed by Tjupa. This step will help to give a rough estimate of eventfulness and to understand what acts of the story should be considered as narratological events. Finally, in order to refine the conclusions made in the previous step, it is helpful to evaluate each

\(^{254}\) See Tjupa, Введение, 20-21.

\(^{255}\) Tjupa, Введение, 19.
episode of the book with the view of the degree of eventfulness as it is proposed by Schmid.

4.1. Allocation of episodes in the Book of Ruth

The first step of analysis of selected events is allocation of episodes of the narrative. According to Tjupa, in order to allocate episode from a narrative text, one has to monitor the change of at least one of three elements.

… the chain of imaginary events is manifested in the system of episodes that are put together into a solid chain of textual units that are characterized by cohesion of three elements: a) place, b) time, and c) action — the group of participants (actors or forces). In other words, the border between two adjacent episodes is marked by the shift in space, time lag or change in the group of participants [translation mine].

The dialogic nature of the Book of Ruth also helps in allocation of episodes. As Thomas asserts,

Dialogue novels are often explicitly organized around set-piece scenes where conversation is central to the ongoing action — for example, highly formalized and structured speech events such as the interview or the interrogation. In the latter case, what characters say and what they are doing while they speak are crucial in terms of the outcome of the “event” in which they are participating, that is, whether they get the job, give away crucial secrets, and so forth.

256 Valerij Tjupa, Анализ художественного текста (Moscow: Izdatel'skij centr “Akademiya”, 2009), 41. “… цепь воображаемых событий манифестируется системой эпизодов, которые слагаются в сплошную цепь участков текста, характеризующихся тройственным единством: а) места, б) времени и в) действия, точнее — состава актантов (действующих лиц или сил). Иначе говоря, граница двух соседних эпизодов знаменуется переносом в пространстве, разрывом во времени или переменой в составе персонажей.”

Tjupa echoes this consideration by pointing out that each performative (character’s utterance in the dialogues) is in essence a micro-event because it irreversibly changes the relationship between communicants.

After a word of affection or hatred, after the word of insult, or admiration, accusation, threat, or concern etc., communicants cannot maintain their former relationship. Even the most active reversal of one’s previous statement is incapable of eliminating it from the communicating situation [translation mine].

Following these principles the following episodes to the Book of Ruth were allocated:

**Initial historical reference:** In the days when the judges ruled (1:1a)

**Prologue:** Elimelech, Mahlon, and Chilion died (1:1b-5)

1) On the way to return to the land of Judah… (1:6-14)

2) See, your sister-in-law has gone… (1:15-18)

3) When they came to Bethlehem… (1:19-21)

Summary of return (1:22)

---

258 Tjupa, Введение, 10. “После признания в любви или ненависти, после высказанного оскорбления, восхищения, обвинения, угрозы, опасения и т.п. коммуниканты уже не могут в полной мере сохранять неизменным прежнее состояние своих взаимоотношений. Никакой сколь угодно энергичный отказ от своего предыдущего высказывания не способен вполне устранить его из сложившейся коммуникативной ситуации.”

259 The names of episodes above emphasize the markers of segmentation in the beginning of each episode. Sometimes a new episode is marked by the change of place and time (like “When they came to Bethlehem…” in episode 3) and, sometimes by the change of the group of participants (like “Then Boaz said to the elders and all the people” in episode 16). The choice of the boundary between some episodes may not be obvious. In such cases additional explanation of the choice is given in the footnotes.

260 Besides 16 episodes the outline highlights several passages (1:22; 2:1; 2:3; 2:23; and 3:6-7) that are not easily integrated into preceding or following episodes. For example, Ruth 1:22 and 2:23 are summaries of two long periods of time; they transcend the borders of one episode. Ruth 2:3 and 3:6-7
Introduction of Boaz (2:1)

4) At home: and Ruth said to Naomi … (2:2)

Summary of Ruth’s gleaning before meeting with Boaz (2:3)\(^{261}\)

5) Behold, Boaz came from Bethlehem… (2:4)

6) Then Boaz said to his young man… (2:5-7)\(^{262}\)

7) Then Boaz said to Ruth… (2:8-13)

8) At mealtime… (2:14)

9) When she rose to glean… (2:15-17)\(^{263}\)

10) And she went into the city… (2:18-22)

Summary of Ruth’s gleaning after meeting with Boaz (2:23)

11) He is winnowing barley tonight… (3:1-5)

Summary of Ruth’s action before meeting with Boaz (3:6-7)

\(^{261}\) The brief account of Ruth’s gleaning in the field (2:3) is separated from 2:2 (episode 4) or 2:4 (episode 5) because of a different number of participants. In episode 4 the participants are Naomi and Ruth and in episode 5 the participants are Boaz and gleaners, while the only participant of Ruth 2:3 is Ruth.

\(^{262}\) Episode 5 (2:4) is separated from episode 6 (2:5-6) because the number of participants changes.

\(^{263}\) Episode 9 ends with verse 17 because it still accounts about the activity of Ruth in the field. In episode 10 the place changes (Ruth comes to the city) as well as the number of participants (Ruth and Naomi).
12) At midnight… (3:8-13)

13) In the morning… (3:14-15)

14) And when she came to her mother-in-law… (3:16-18)

15) Now Boaz had gone up to the gate… (4:1-8)

16) Then Boaz said to the elders and all the people… (4:9-12)

**Epilogue:** And she bore a son… (4:13-17a)

**Final historical reference:** He was the father of Jesse, the father of David (1:17b-22)

Apparently, the book consists of the story proper or the core narrative summarized in sixteen episodes (1:6-4:12) and bracketed by outer and inner frames. The outer frame comprises the initial and final historical references that link the story to a specific historical time period (1:1a and 1:17b-22). The inner frame of the story proper is represented by the prologue (1:1b-5) and the epilogue (4:13-17a). The story proper, which is going to be for us of particular interest, covers the period of about two months.

---

264 While episodes 16 (4:9-12) and 15 (4:1-8) happen at the same place (at the city gate) they are separated because they have different participants. While in episode 15 Boaz is talking to the closer relative, in episode 16 he speaks to the elders and the crowd.

265 Epilogue (4:13-17a) is not allocated as another episode because it stays outside of the main story and rather reports about the results of the story.

266 This time period can be identified on the basis of two narrator’s remarks: (1) "And they [Naomi and Ruth] came to Bethlehem at the beginning of barley harvest" (1:22), and (2) "So she [Ruth] kept close to the young women of Boaz, gleaning until the end of the barley and wheat harvests. And she lived with her mother-in-law." See Robert B. Chisholm Jr., *A Commentary on Judges and Ruth* (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Academic, 2013), 641.
4.2. Intentionality of events

The next step of analysis involves the allocation of the events of the narrative. According to Tjupa, this includes (1) identification of eventful intentions that lead to full-fledged narratological events and (2) the search for the witness and the judge of each events. Since Tjupa (following Lotman) defines the event as a deviation from the norm, it is important to determine from the beginning what is the norm of the narrative, or, using terminology of Tjupa, what is the narrative world picture and the modality of the narrator of the story? As we will see in the next section, these questions emerge at the very outset of the study.

4.2.1. The imperatives and the convictions of the narrator of the Book of Ruth

The study of the prologue of the book leads to hot debates over the question of the interpretation of the deaths of Elimelech and his sons: should the readers take their deaths as an act of divine judgment over the family for moving to Moab and marrying foreign wives?

There is no uniform agreement among the commentators on this matter. Campbell gives an example of early Jewish exegesis, which interprets this passage on the basis of sin and retribution. Therefore, the death of father and sons is attributed either to the sin of leaving Bethlehem and going to Moab and thus forsaking their God’s people in the time of famine or to the sin of marrying foreign women. However, Campbell himself favors an idea that the story of Naomi is parallel to the story of Job, for in both stories there is no “final answer to the question ‘Why?’ And, as in Job, there is going to be some forthright complaining done before the resolution begins to take shape.”

---

267 Case studies proposed by Schmid and Tjupa show that under “event” they usually consider not a lengthy period of time, but a relatively short critical moment, the turning point of the narrative. For example, among the events named by Tjupa are the birth of kittens, the death of a son, and the moment of a butterfly coming out of a cocoon. Only one example names the whole evening as separate event. See Tjupa, Введение, 31.

Block points to five features of the account that emphasize the possible dependence of the tragedy on the move to Moab and intercultural marriage. Berman also agrees that the deaths of Elimelech, Mahlon and Chilion are “reflective of sin and attendant divine punishment” for which he gives four reasons. However, Chisholm, after studying the reasons of Block and Berman, suggests his counter-arguments that lead him to conclude that

…the tragic deaths of Elimelech and his sons should not be interpreted as acts of divine judgment because there is not enough evidence in the immediate context or in the broader context of the Old Testament to sustain such a theory. On the contrary, it would seem that their deaths, like the famine and their move to Moab, are incidental details that set the stage for the story to follow, rather than main themes that should drive one’s interpretation of the story.

Schipper comes to the same conclusion, calling attribution of the deaths to divine punishment as speculative because “YHWH does not punish or show disfavor toward anyone in the Book of Ruth…”

It is true that the prologue of the book does not link the deaths of the men with divine judgment. However, it is structured to raise such a reflection in the mind of some

---

269 Among Block’s arguments are: (1) the negative connotation of the phrase “took wives”; (2) Deuteronomic prohibition of marrying pagans; (3) curse that related to marriage to foreigners in the Deuteronomic covenant; (4) the childlessness of Naomi’s sons and the barrenness of Ruth and Orpah; and (5) Naomi’s loneliness. Daniel Isaac Block, Judges, Ruth, NAC (Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 1999), 628-629.

270 Joshua Berman, “Ancient Hermeneutics and the Legal Structure of the Book of Ruth,” ZAW 119, no. 1 (2007): 22-38. Berman interprets the phrase “and they remained there” as the decision of the family to settle down in Moab. He considers that the use of “also” in 1:5 in relation to Elimelech’s sons confirms the idea of retaliation for the sins of the father and the sons. He also emphasizes that Naomi attributes the deaths of her husband and sons to God and that the book in general pictures God as ultimate cause of all.

271 Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 595-598.

272 Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 599.

273 Schipper, Ruth, 88.
readers. Putting together the sojourn to Moab and the death of Elimelech, the marriage, the childlessness, and the death of Mahlon and Chilion, the narrator inevitably calls the readers to find the connection between these events. This implicit ambiguity is very important for the beginning of the story, for it implies different plot lines and the story appears far from being trivial, which, according to McKeown, “is one of the strengths of the story because it relates well to life as we know it.”

Nevertheless, some life imperatives and convictions of the story world are easily identifiable from the text of the book. Among them one can name the imperative of God being the Lord of the universe and the Lord over his people, which also includes the concept of retribution: YHWH rewards both good and bad people according to their behavior. There are also imperatives that relate to practical issues of life. For example, the imperative about levirate marriage which implies that the brother of a deceased husband should marry the widow to save the name of his brother, or the general conviction that the widow has to return to her family.

One of the most important imperatives of the Book of Ruth is a general negative attitude toward Moabites. These and other imperatives constitute the norms or the imperatives and convictions of the narrative world of the Book of Ruth. The narrator uses them as a background to picture the events of the story that are presented as

---


275 As Tjupa notes, biblical narrators traditionally operate in the scope of an imperative world picture and modality of conviction. See Tjupa, *Вводное*, 82, 91.


278 Schipper, *Ruth*, 103-104.


violations from the norm, the incidents that do not conform to the accepted standards.

4.2.2. The first event of the Book of Ruth: The conversation between Naomi and her daughters-in-law on the way from Moab to Bethlehem (1:7-18)

The first act of the story proper begins in 1:6 when the narrator informs the reader about the decision of Naomi to return to her motherland. To this information the narrator adds the reason for Naomi’s move: “She heard that God visited his people and gave them bread.” This description of Naomi’s mind becomes the first step in building the imperatives of the story world. YHWH, who is God of Israel, blesses his people in their land, not in the land of Moab. This gives a delicate hint to the reason of Naomi’s tragedy and explains her desire to return to Bethlehem.

The text attributes three verbs (םוּק “to arise,” בֹּשׁ “to return,” and עַמָשׁ “to hear”) to Naomi for they all have feminine singular forms while the subject of the sentence is plural — “she and her daughters-in-law.” Because of this inconsistency, as Schipper points out,

> several versions smooth out the syntax of this verse. For example, LXX⁸ read the second and third verbs as feminine plurals (“they returned” and “they heard”), and the Syr. reads the third verb as a feminine plural.²⁸¹

However, the use of feminine singular is quite understandable because Naomi is the only one of three women who, being a part of God’s people, has a hope for his blessings. This creates the first eventful intention in the book that starts when the readers learn that Naomi goes to Bethlehem not alone but in the company of two Moabite daughters-in-law. This should look surprising to the readers. Even if there is no direct connection between the family tragedy and the sojourn in Moab, it is still obvious that the God of Israel blesses only his people in their land; verse 6 says nothing about foreigners. Grievance and discontent would have had to stop daughters-in-law from going to the country the God of which did not provide their

²⁸¹ Schipper, Ruth, 85.
husbands, Mahlon and Chilion, with offspring. Nevertheless, they go against the tide and accompany Naomi to Bethlehem.

The imperative world picture and the modality of conviction force Naomi to move the situation back to its normal course. Therefore, she tries to convince her daughters-in-law to return to Moab, to the house of their mothers:

But Naomi said to her two daughters-in-law, “Go, return each of you to her mother’s house. May the Lord deal kindly with you, as you have dealt with the dead and with me. The Lord grant that you may find rest, each of you in the house of her husband!” (1:8-9a)

In three stages in Naomi’s commands to her daughters-in-law Baylis recognizes Naomi’s “common reasoning”282 which reflects modality of conviction and imperative world picture. When Naomi urges Ruth and Orpah to return to their own mothers, to find husbands from their own people and then bear their own children, she suggests for them to use this last chance and make a fresh start. She does not see how they can get married according to the levirate marriage law in Deuteronomy 25 and, therefore, concludes that Ruth and Orpah do not have opportunity to marry legally in Israel. Therefore in the narrator’s imperative narrative world picture, the only hope for Naomi’s daughters-in-law can be found outside the restrictive laws of Israel’s God. Consequently, in the final address (1:15) Naomi openly calls Ruth to “return (שוב) after her sister-in-law.”

Verb בשׁ is highly ideological in this context. In Deuteronomy 30:1-10 it is used in order to call Israel to return to Yahweh, but Naomi uses this verb to insist that Ruth return to Moab and Moabite gods which corresponds to the imperative world picture.

The fact that she blesses her daughters-in-law and wishes that YHWH would give them mercy makes some readers of the book puzzled. How is it that an Israelite

woman blesses foreigners with YHWH blessing? In fact Naomi does not deviate from the imperative world picture, but rather confirms it. In her mind the God of Israel is God of all nations, and the punishment that she deserves does not actually apply to her daughters-in-law, because they acted with kindness toward her sons. Therefore, all the words of Naomi in her first address to her daughters-in-law absolutely fit into the imperative world picture.

But, what about the daughters-in-law? Their answer consists of further eventful intentions. They do not simply follow Naomi for some sentimental reasons but want to return with her to her people. If they would stop at saying that they just want to return with Naomi and omit “to your people,” together with the report about them crying and weeping, one could put their desire to simple loyalty or affection. But the little detail that they want to return to the people of Israel makes a big change in the reflection of the narrative. This is the first attempt to transform the normal flow of life into a narratological event. However, the attempt is feeble in comparison to Naomi’s persistent and reasoned address. Therefore, by verse 10 the event has not occurred yet, and the narrator is still preparing the readers for it.

Naomi, therefore, returns to her task with her second address. The second speech of Naomi is longer and has a slight narrative element in it. However, as regards to the content of the narrative, it continues to demonstrate an imperative world picture and the same modality of conviction. Naomi wants her daughters to return because there is no way they can benefit from the old tradition of levirate marriage. Several imperatives are encountered here. First, the imperative that old woman cannot get pregnant. Even Sarah, who was not the subject of God’s wrath, needed God’s miracle to get pregnant to say nothing of Naomi, for she had YHWH going out against her. In the given situation, according to the imperatives of Naomi, there is no way she and her daughters-in-law can overcome these limits, which means (from a narratological point of view) no event can happen at this stage of the narrative. The

---

283 This tradition is certainly in view here because by the end of the book the elders in their blessing wish Boaz to have the family like Judah and Tamar. It becomes especially clear taking into consideration the fact that Tamar had to wait for Shelah, the youngest son of Judah, to grow up (Gen. 38:11).
narrator shows this by picturing the women crying with loud voices and weeping, reaffirming the uneventfulness of the moment.

Nevertheless, verse 14 makes another step toward a true narratological event. While Orpah decides to stay within imperative limits, Ruth crosses social boundaries. Ruth’s decision is not emphasized yet, for it is not supplied with appropriate persuasion. But the whole construction of the phrase points toward the seriousness of Ruth’s intention.

Berquist, looking at Ruth’s decision from the sociological position, emphasizes that by making her decision to cling to Naomi, Ruth, in contrast to Orpah, deviates not only from her mother-in-law’s command but also from standard expectations for young widows. The very verb “to cling” used in this context underlines deviation from the norm:

The Hebrew word “cling, cleave” (קַבָדּ) is a moderately common term, occurring 40 times in the G stem. The most frequent Hebrew Bible use of this term is in the phrase “to cling to God.” There are only eight references to clinging between humans, and four of these appear in Ruth. Of the other references, perhaps the best known is Gen. 2.24: “a man leaves his father and his mother and clings to his wife, and they become one flesh”. This clinging between a man and a woman relates to love, to marriage, and/or to intimate sexual relations. Furthermore, קַבָדּ refers to the male role in initiating marriage. Outside of Ruth, the term “cling” never describes a woman’s act. This makes Ruth 1:14 all the more striking. When Ruth clings to Naomi, Ruth takes the male role in initiating a relationship of formal commitment, similar to marriage.284

The bold move of Ruth demonstrates another eventful intention in the book. According to McKeown,

Ruth’s choice is remarkable because it is out of the ordinary and represents a most unusual step of loyalty and bravery. Ruth’s commitment is all the more remarkable because of the lack of encouragement that she received from Naomi. Ruth’s decision to care for her mother-in-law was not only a selfless decision but also, at least at this stage, a thankless one.285


285 McKeown, Ruth, 31.
Berquist points out that she “remain[s] in the female role of daughter-in-law even though there is no longer any basis for that role” and takes the male role of clinging to Naomi as a husband might be forced to do. It was not a trivial step, which Berquist defines not as role replacement, but as “role addition.”

The last attempt of Naomi to put Ruth back to the right path starts with the important particle הֵנִּה “behold” which will play a significant role here and in the whole book. Here, it seems the particle further awakened eventful intentions in the mind of Ruth. From down to earth topics, Naomi now turns to the ideological idea of identity — she calls Ruth to follow the example of her sister-in-law to return to the homeland and home gods which, again, corresponds to the traditional imperative world picture and the modality of conviction.

The most eventful scene of the first chapter, then, is verses 16-17 — the moment when Ruth verbalizes her decision that she made in verse 14. Several elements lead to this conclusion. Ruth’s speech starts from the phrase with jussive verb שלָהֵניָּ֫םּ, which means in this context “do not press me” and reflects an attempt to deviate from normal behavior. Ruth does not simply refuse to comply with general expectations but affirms her decision with several phrases that demonstrate her eventful intentions. What she says stands in contrast to the narrator’s imperative world picture. So, when Ruth says that she will go wherever Naomi will go, she uses the verb יִבְיָגֵפְּלַא “to go” which contradicts Naomi’s repeated בִּיָֽוֶשׁ “go back.” Then with the choice of the verb נַוְל “lodge” instead of common verbs בַּשָׁי or נַכָּשׁ “to dwell” or “to live” the narrator “highlights Ruth’s lifelong commitment.”

Bush shows that Ruth’s speech has chiastic structure with the nominal sentence pair “your people will be my people and your God, my God” staying in the center of the chiasm reflecting the crux of the whole statement. With words “your people will

---

286 Berquist, “Role Dedifferentiation in the Book of Ruth,” 27.

287 Hubbard, Ruth, 117.

288 Hubbard, Ruth, 117.

289 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 74.
be my people” Ruth again crosses a cultural boundary and shows that her choice differs from the choice of Orpah.

Hyman discusses three approaches to interpret Ruth’s words: (1) as an expression of conversion or Judaization, (2) as expressions of cementing bonds, and (3) as making a treaty or a covenant. Then he criticizes the first two and supports the last approach. The first view is rejected because of the “relatively minor role that religious observance and belief play in the text.” The second view, “does not address the larger conceptual framework” of Ruth’s speech. The third view, to the contrary, is supported and developed. According to Hyman,

…with her words Ruth establishes a family relationship with Naomi that transcends the death of the male who had connected them, and in fact this relationship represents a family tie closer than that expressed by the formal status of former in-laws.290

The final phrase of Ruth’s utterance is also highly eventful because it reflects her commitment in its extreme for it goes even beyond death. In fact, Ruth’s answer is so straightforward, detailed and convincing that Naomi does not even know what to say to that and finally concedes. 291 Naomi’s reaction to Ruth’s commitment emphasizes the status of eventfulness of the moment. Against the background of the problems launched by Naomi, Ruth’s speech does elevate the conversation on the way from Bethlehem to Moab to the level of a true narratological event.

In the final verses of chapter 1 (1:19-22) the narrative flow returns to its usual framework. The event that happened on the way to Bethlehem is masked by the following passages. First, during the scene of entering Bethlehem Naomi continues to operate within the imperative world picture. Answering the question of the women of Bethlehem, she presents the God of Israel as the Lord of the universe who determines all the events of life. She is convinced that he makes decisions


independently of her efforts and apparently sees the tragedy of her family as inevitable destiny, the act of God’s own hand.

The chosen naming for God — יַדַּשׁ translated in ESV as “Almighty” — reflects Naomi’s modality of conviction. Baylis points that this name of God is used in the Old Testament forty-eight times, thirty-one of which are used in the Book of Job. This brings him to the following conclusion:

Job often used this name to point out the all-powerful nature of God in contrast to his own helpless state. Naomi used it here in the same sense. She felt that this all-powerful God had cursed a poor, helpless widow without a cause. 292

Previous hardships forced Naomi to see life as the stage with God being the singular real player who acts independently without any obvious reasons, where the acts of people cannot change the situation for better or for worse. Therefore, she continues to stay within the scope of the imperative world picture and adapts to the new situation by changing her name and identity.293

4.2.3. The second event of the Book of Ruth: the first encounter of Boaz and Ruth (2:8-17)

New eventful intentions start to appear after the return to Bethlehem. In 1:22 after stating the fact of Naomi and Ruth’s294 return, the narrator informs the reader that they “came to Bethlehem at the beginning of barley harvest.” This statement stands in contrast with the information about famine in the beginning of the book and breaks an established atmosphere of despair that the readers may feel after the stressful farewell scene.


293 Hyman, “Questions,” 193.

294 One possible reason for Ruth being designated by the long name can be attributed to the desire of the narrator to mask the eventfulness of Ruth’s declaration and return the reader to the imperative world picture that the people of Bethlehem reflect. Thus the narrator designates Ruth from the point of view of people of Bethlehem.
The reference to Boaz in 2:1 creates the same effect. At this moment in the plot it points to the coming narratological event because it introduces a new figure to the plot and emphasizes one characteristic of Boaz that distinguishes him from other male characters of the book. Namely, Boaz is called אַשּׁׂר רוֹבִּגּ שִׁא “a worthy man.”

According to Schipper, this highly ambiguous definition among others may mean wealthy landholder, a powerful, influential, or competent person, a mighty warrior and a person with honor or high character. Schipper then concludes that

[w]ith the exception of a mighty warrior, all of these meanings could describe Boaz at various points in the story. 295

But what also unites these sets of meaning is the distinctiveness of Boaz’s figure to which the narrator attempts to refer. It reflects eventful intention for it stands in contrast to other depersonalized male characters of the story.

The eventful intentions continue to grow in the following scene (2:2). Ruth is pictured within the scope of the imperative world picture; any deviation from the norm for her becomes an event. Therefore, the plan to go to the field and glean should not be taken as something extraordinary, but as expected behavior of Ruth, who decided to shoulder the burden of taking care of her elderly mother-in-law.

הַאֲםָר רַחַא בֵּשָּׁבְלֵי יִמְﬠָנָלֶא הָיִּבֲאַו תוּר רֶמאֹתַּו

And Ruth the Moabite said to Naomi, “Let me go to the field and glean among the ears of grain after him in whose sight I shall find favor.” (2:2a)

The purpose of this introductory dialogue is not to “make subtle reference” back to Moab and not to pick up on the theme of the barley harvest, as Linafelt suggests,296 but to create the eventful intention that will help to emphasize the event when it comes. Understanding the initial scene as the reflection of the narrator’s imperative world picture helps to form the opinion about the legality of Ruth’s action. Indeed, there are a number of commentaries that pay attention to the plans of Ruth to ask

295 Schipper, Ruth, 112.

permission before she starts to glean. In an attempt to explain why she had to ask permission, some suggest that Ruth simply did not have rights to glean because as a Moabite woman she was not under the protection of the Torah.\textsuperscript{297} According to another opinion, Ruth had all legal rights to glean but either did not know this or was too shy to realize them.\textsuperscript{298} Still another opinion says that the reason Ruth was going to seek for favor is because “she wanted to gather among the sheaves and not just pick up the grains that had fallen on the ground” which was more than the law entitled.\textsuperscript{299}

Whatever the regulations of the law were, according to the narrator’s imperative world picture, Ruth should put her legal rights below her ethnicity and sees herself as being on the lowest level of society.\textsuperscript{300} She does not have any intention to violate the law or to do anything that would go outside the regular legal or religious practice of Israel. That is why she is so surprised by Boaz’s generosity because his actions look very eventful on the background of the imperative world picture.

Ruth does not simply go out to glean in the field but hopes to find someone who would give her favor and, therefore, would bring changes to her life. The expectation of someone is in essence the expectation of an event that would break the routine of life and change the established practice. This expectation of the event is further heightened with reference to Ruth’s occasional crossing of the border of the field of Boaz. This happening is called accidental in the text (נַקֵּרֵם) because coincidence always breaks the normal flow of life.

\textsuperscript{297} LaCocque, \textit{Ruth}, 62-63.

\textsuperscript{298} Chisholm Jr., \textit{Judges and Ruth}, 628 n.44.


\textsuperscript{300} Schipper, \textit{Ruth}, 115. Schipper considers that Ruth had special status as “household of Naomi.” However, it is obvious that she does not take advantage of it. It may be that Naomi had first to approve Ruth’s status publicly before her daughter-in-law could exercise her legal rights.
Let us not forget that all this information (the beginning of barley harvest, the figure of Boaz, the short conversation between Ruth and Naomi and the report that Ruth “happened to come to the part of the field belonging to Boaz” (2:3)) does not present the narratological event, but only envisages one. In everything else it stays within the scope of the imperative world picture that the narrator posed in the beginning of the book. The beginning of harvest season, clan structure of the Israel society, a daughter-in-law who is asking permission of her mother-in-law to go out of the house, foreigners/sojourners and widows in the fields of Judah — all these reflect imperative world pictures of an ordinary way of life. Even the following scenes (the arrival of Boaz and the conversation between Boaz and the foreman) do not change cultural imperatives, though they continue to prepare the reader for the central event of the chapter.

The arrival of Boaz and the following scene reflect the imperative world picture which sees YHWH as the giver of all blessings of life. Then, in the following conversation between Boaz and the foreman, the foreman’s unfavorable feedback about Ruth reflects the traditional negative attitude toward Moabites. This stands in contrast to Boaz’s interest in a young Moabite woman who comes to glean in his field.

Describing the first words of Boaz after his visual contact with Ruth, the narrator does not indicate what was the motivation (or intention) behind Boaz’s question. There are three views on Boaz’s motives: (1) desire to help the stranger, (2) sexual desire for a young woman, and (3) desire to rebuke the foreman for letting a stranger glean in his field. The last version, which is, according to LaCocque, supported by an anonymous rabbi in Ruth Rabbah, who says: “It is as if he reproached [his foreman]

---

for allowing gleaning,” seems interesting in light of the narrator’s imperative world picture. For it is not clear if Boaz would help Ruth if she were not connected with Elimelech’s family. However, the narrator does not share with the readers such gentle nuances of the character’s traits. Instead, he pays more attention to the actions of Boaz after he realized who Ruth is.

The meeting with Boaz itself does not consist of anything abnormal. But a simple happening becomes an event when the readers find out the attitude of Boaz toward Ruth. It seems that Boaz clearly understands Ruth’s situation and, therefore, jumps directly to the matter that is the most important for Ruth at this moment — namely how to stay attached to one particular field and one particular field owner. This nuance is subtly noted by Nielsen, who considers that verse 7 denotes that Ruth is taking a short break in the work which

…indirectly raises the question, Where is Ruth to continue, here or elsewhere? Boaz anticipates the question by asking her to stay in his field. (emphasis mine)

Therefore, the meeting itself was not an event, but the attitude of Boaz toward Ruth makes this meeting eventful. There were three obstacles that could prevent Ruth from gleaning on in the field of Boaz. First, if the fields have not been fenced off, she could easily cross the border and be in the field that belongs to someone else. Therefore, Boaz admonishes Ruth:


303 This need was announced by Ruth in the beginning of the chapter when she shares with Naomi the desire to find someone “in whose sight I shall find favor” (2:2).

Then Boaz said to Ruth, “Now, listen, my daughter, do not go to glean in another field or leave this one, but keep close to my young women. Let your eyes be on the field that they are reaping, and go after them. (2:8-9a)

The second need was to make sure that "male workers" would not remove her from the field:

Have I not charged the young men not to touch you? (2:9b)

Chisholm considers on this matter,

Perhaps the workers typically “roughed up” anyone who tried to mix in with the bundlers without being granted permission to do so. Apparently, Boaz’s male workers served as a security force, making sure only authorized personnel were in the field…305

Then, the third obstacle that could prevent Ruth from gleaning in Boaz’s field was the need for water supply.

And when you are thirsty, go to the vessels and drink what the young men have drawn. (2:9c)

The intensity of Boaz’s first address shows that Boaz decided to make the most of this meeting. As Holmstedt puts it,

We do not know the extent of his plan; but we do know that Boaz conceives of it quickly and implements it immediately. Boaz wastes no time telling Ruth what to do in the future.306

305 Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 630. Another opinion that Chisholm argues with belongs to Nielsen who suggests that the word עַגָנ "to touch" has in view “sexual attack.” See Nielsen, Ruth, 58, n. 90. According to Chisholm “this view seems far-fetched in this context.”

But it is not the generosity, understanding, courtesy or tenderness of Boaz that surprise Ruth, but the generosity, understanding, courtesy and tenderness toward a Moabite woman. His actions look very eventful on the background of Ruth’s imperative world picture:

Then she fell on her face, bowing to the ground, and said to him, “Why have I found favor in your eyes, that you should take notice of me, since I am a foreigner?” (2:10)

According to Schipper, the word הָיִּרְכָנ translated by ESV as “foreigner” “conveys the multiple nuances” and terms like “resident alien” or even “Moabite” do not adequately reflect its meaning. But this ambiguity does not prevent the readers from understanding that what Boaz is doing goes against Ruth’s understanding of the norm and greatly exceeds her expectations.

The first words of Boaz toward Ruth go beyond the limits of an imperative world picture and therefore start the second event of the book. In the following scenes that are placed one after another without any delay, the eventful status of the meeting only grows.

It shouldn’t be hard to answer this question because Ruth explicitly enquires of Boaz about his motivation and Boaz, in turn, does not conceal the true reasons for his actions:

But Boaz answered her, “All that you have done for your mother-in-law since the death of your husband has been fully told to me, and how you left your father and mother and your native land and came to a people that you did not know before. The Lord repay you for what you have done, and a full reward be given

---

307 Schipper, Ruth, 123. To traditional understandings of the term Schipper adds one more variant of interpretation. By calling herself הָיִּרְכָנ “Ruth may be identifying herself as another man’s wife or as part of another household or clan.”
you by the Lord, the God of Israel, under whose wings you have come to take refuge!” (2:11-12)

Note, that in answering Ruth’s question, Boaz signifies the relevancy of her decision to follow Naomi — something that Naomi did not recognize. Boaz, in contrast, points to the event as a remarkable decision and therefore witnesses that Ruth’s decision to follow Naomi was a true event against the background of an imperative world picture. Boaz favors Ruth because of the good deeds she has done for Naomi, not because she is part of Elimelech’s clan.308

All his speech is designed to stress Ruth’s decision as an important event in the story. Ziegler pays attention to the way Boaz’s speech is introduced. The combination of two separate verbs — הָנָﬠ “to answer” and רַמָא “to say” — has “the force of an official pronouncement, rather than a private communication.”309 Therefore Boaz witnesses for Ruth’s decision as an event worthy of admiration in contrast to the foreman whose speech starts with the same combination of verbs but stays as anti-eventful opposition to Boaz’s opinion.

The initial clause — יִל דַגֻּה דֵגֻּה “[it] has been fully told to me” — shows that the people of Bethlehem already knew the incident all along. According to Holmstedt, the infinitive absolute here functions “as an open-ended adverb” which is used to emphasize the way it modifies the verb and has “open-ended semantics.” This means that the readers can “insert the most contextually appropriate modifier.” Holmstedt suggests several ways of translation and leaves the text to the “reader to come up with other, perhaps equally appropriate, options.”310 If the modifier is actually open-

---

308 LaCocque, Ruth, 65.

309 Yael Ziegler, Ruth: From Alienation to Monarchy (Jerusalem: Maggid books, 2015), Kindle Locations 4296-4297. Ziegler gives some examples where these verbs are paired: Gen. 24:50; 27:37; 31:43; 40:18; Ex. 4:1; 24:3; Num. 11:28. It seems that whenever this combination is used, the speaking character plays a role of witness and judge and emphasizes the high degree of eventfulness of the action s/he is talking about.

310 Holmstedt, Ruth, 127. Holmstedt suggests two possible translations: (1) with manner modification: “it has been thoroughly reported to me,” which means “I know everything relevant about you”; and (2) with temporal modification: “it was just recently reported to me.” See also Hyman, “Questions,” 197.
ended, one of the possible translations of the infinitive דֵגֻּה is “certainly” — the modifier then points to the relevance of Ruth’s decision in the eyes of Boaz. He could not miss what she did for her mother-in-law.

Some commentaries point to the unusual collocation of the verb נָשָׂא “to do” with the following preposition נָשָׂא. In two other passages of the book (1:8 and 2:19) the verb is used with the preposition נָשָׂא. Holmstedt sees in it a “subtle cue distinguishing Boaz linguistically.” But consideration of the eventfulness provides an additional instrument for interpretation of this phrase. In 1:8 and 2:19 the verb נָשָׂא is used by Naomi in relation to the long periods of time. In 1:8 Naomi is talking about the period of 10 years during which her daughters-in-law demonstrated kindness toward her sons and her husband. In 2:19 the same combination of verb and preposition נָשָׂא appears twice with slight variations as part of Ruth’s answer. Again Ruth refers to the whole day of gleaning. In contrast, Boaz in 2:11 points not to the period of time but to Ruth’s decision underlining the eventfulness of the moment, focusing on the specific decision of Ruth.

Hawk emphasizes the distinctiveness of Ruth’s act in the eyes of Boaz by indicating that Boaz “draws attention to two actions that have come to his attention”:

First, he [Boaz] knows that Ruth has remained loyal to Naomi, even though she could have gone back to her own people after the death of her husband. Secondly, he knows that she has left her own people and native land in order to settle with a new people in a new place.

In the rest of the utterance, Boaz underlines the significance of Ruth’s act by comparing it with the decision of Abraham to migrate to the promised land. According to Trible, Ruth’s decision seems even more radical than the decision of Abraham, who in contrast to Ruth had wife and possessions, calling and promises of

311 See, for example, Schipper, Ruth, 123.

312 Holmstedt, Ruth, 127.

313 Hawk, Ruth, 81.
God. Therefore, Trible concludes, “not even Abraham’s leap of faith surpasses this decision of Ruth’s.”

Therefore, in this episode Boaz plays the role of the witness and the judge who recognizes Ruth’s act as an event. Ruth, from her part, recognizes the act of Boaz as outstanding as she affirms in the following statement:

Then she said, “I have found favor in your eyes, my lord, for you have comforted me and spoken kindly to your servant, though I am not one of your servants.” (2:13)

The eventful status of this episode is emphasized in the phrase פֶּתִישָׁה “find favor,” which Ruth repeats three times in 2:2, 10 and 13. Schipper compares Ruth’s words with similar expression of Ziba, who thanked David for granting him all of Mephibosheth’s land (2 Sam 16:4). Since both Ruth and Ziba speak after they have been shown favor, Schipper, with reference to Callaham, comes to the conclusion that their words reflect “epistemic modality,” in which “speakers express their judgments about the factual status of a proposition”:

Ruth makes her judgment through a deduction based on Boaz’s words just as Ziba makes his judgment through a deduction based on David’s words. Unlike Ruth, Ziba does not state the evidence for his deduction. (emphasis mine)

Besides, Ruth underlines the extraordinary status of this meeting by referring to Boaz as “the lord” and to herself as “maidservant,” thus acknowledging, from one side, the

314 Phyllis Trible, God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality, Overtures to Biblical Theology (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1978), 173. Trible goes on to say that Ruth’s decision “has also reversed sexual allegiance” because she committed herself to the old woman instead of looking for a husband. Whether or not Boaz as a character had all these in mind, it may well reflect the narrator’s point of view and certainly does not escape the attention of the readers.

315 Schipper, Ruth, 124.
big distance between her and Boaz, and, from another side, the enormous generosity of Boaz toward her.\textsuperscript{316}

This distance tends to reduce even more in the episode of mealtime:

\begin{verbatim}
וַיְהִי לָהּ בֵּית לְשֵׁם יִשֹּׁגּ לֶכֹאָה תֵﬠְל זַﬠֹב הָל רֶמאֹיַּו

וַיִּשְׁמַר לָהּ כָּל הָאֶפֶלַת וַיִּרְכָּלַה (פֶּשֶׁבֶת הָאֲפֶלַת) פֶּשֶׁבֶת בָּלְמַם חַפֶּשֶׁבֶת מֵצָא קְוָרֶי

וַיִּשְׁמַר לָהּ כָּל הָאֶפֶלַת (וַיִּשְׁמַר לָהּ כָּל הָאֶפֶלַת)
\end{verbatim}

And at mealtime Boaz said to her, “Come here and eat some bread and dip your morsel in the wine.” So she sat beside the reapers, and he passed to her roasted grain. And she ate until she was satisfied, and she had some left over. (2:14)

Several nuances of this verse are discussed in critical commentaries. The first matter is if the clause “And at mealtime” should be interpreted as part of the narrator’s discourse or as the beginning of the direct speech attributed to Boaz. Schipper advocates the first option, because LXX, Targum, Vulg., and Syr. support interpretation of this clause as the narrator’s discourse and only a few other Old Greek witnesses read the clause as the beginning of Boaz’s dialogue.\textsuperscript{317} At the same time, Holmstedt considers this prepositional clause to be part of reported speech because of its unusual placement. Indeed, it would have been quite easy for the narrator to situate the prepositional phrase in the beginning of the sentence.\textsuperscript{318}

There are narratological reasons to consider this clause as the words of the narrator. Presented this way, the scene unfolds before the reader as an ordinary lunch break that happens every day. However, the narrator takes this relatively ordinary event of communal meal and converts it into a narratological event. It seems that he does it by contrasting quite ordinary details of the entourage against very eventful actions of Boaz. Indeed, the narrator informs the readers that this scene happens “at the meal time” assuming the ordinary part of the working day. However, according to Linafelt, only so-called “reapers” (the official workers of Boaz) had access to this food. This would exclude “gleaners” and certainly exclude Ruth as a foreigner. But

\textsuperscript{316} Hawk, Ruth, 83.

\textsuperscript{317} See Schipper, Ruth, 125.

\textsuperscript{318} Holmstedt, Ruth, 133.
the invitation of Ruth to come and eat turns simple eating into the scene of acceptance.

The bread, the vinegar and the roasted grain (which Block calls “the staple of Israel’s diet, as it was in the broader ancient Near Eastern world”\(^{319}\)) become special food when it is served by Boaz personally. Moreover, the text uses the verb וַטַּבָצ which being *hapax legomenon* may carry more special meaning than simply “to reach” or “to pass.” For example, in the given context the idea of Schipper to translate this verb as “to heap up,” that is to put together a considerable amount of grain (as in Ruth 2:16 and Gen 41:35, 39), seems very appropriate.\(^{320}\) Being understood this way it shows that Boaz not simply “passed” the roasted grain, but shared with Ruth a large amount of it so that she could not even eat it all. Once again, this act is used to show the eventfulness of the situation. As Block explains,

> Obviously this verse is not simply about feeding the hungry. The narrator hereby shows how Boaz took an ordinary occasion and transformed it into a glorious demonstration of compassion, generosity and acceptance — in short, the biblical understanding of *hesed*.\(^{321}\)

In the next scene that comes immediately after the mealtime, the level of eventfulness reaches its maximum. Boaz first explains to his workers how they should relate to Ruth:

> וָהָבָּר נָוְשׁ הָאַלּמַשׁ לַהַמָּשׁ נָוְשׁ הָאַלּמַשׁ לַהַמָּשׁ הָאַלּמַשׁ לַהַמָּשׁ לַהַמָּשׁ לַהַמָּשׁ לַהַמָּשׁ לַהַמָּשׁ

When she rose to glean, Boaz instructed his young men, saying, “Let her glean even among the sheaves, and do not reproach her. And also pull out some from the bundles for her and leave it for her to glean, and do not rebuke her.” (2:15-16)


\(^{320}\) Schipper, *Ruth*, 125.

Besides earlier comments, there is one more feature of Boaz’s speech in this final episode that is important in relation to Boaz as the witness and the judge of the day of gleaning. Hubbard shows that the whole utterance of Boaz is emphatic by listing six reasons: (1) the emphatic particle מ is as the command first word; (2) the initial, emphatic position of מַגְו and מְיִרָמָﬠָֽה ןיֵ֧בּ and מְיִ֑תָבְצַּּה־ןִמ ( ; (3) the alliteration of t and l sounds in הָוּֽמיִלְכַת and וּלֹּ֥שָׁתּ־לֹשׁ ( ; (4) the imperfect with the sense טֵ֖קַּלְתּ “to be able to glean”; (5) the prohibitions with emotionally weighty words וְלֹ֥א אֲנָהּ לַכְּתָלֵיָּה וּלֹּ֥א לָּכְתָלֵיָּה; and (6) emphatic infinitive absolute לֹשׁ after the emphatic מ opening.322

The importance of these emphases for present study is that out of all other actions of Boaz during this day of gleaning, this last one seems to be the most eventful according to the narrator’s imperative world picture which is demonstrated in Boaz’s emphatic address. With these words Boaz goes beyond the convictions of society or as Bush puts it,

Boaz’s magnanimity is significantly extended and expanded, almost as if to give concrete reality to the blessing he has just voiced.323

The other witness and the judge of this second event of the book appears to be Naomi when Ruth after a day of gleaning returns home with a significant quantity of grain and food. Of course, Naomi cannot point to the pivotal moment of the day, for she was not there physically. But she can allocate the whole day as important because she witnesses with surprise six measures of barley that Ruth gleaned and the food that was left from the dinner:

ונאמרים לה חומホテル אירפת קְשֵׁת ה פֵי הָּתוֹמֲח הָּל רֶמאֹתַּו

And her mother-in-law said to her, “Where did you glean today? And where have you worked? (2:19a)

Meanwhile, the day itself started for Naomi without any eventful intentions. In her short answer to Ruth — לֹּּכְיָ הַָי “Go, my daughter” — some commentators detect a note of hopelessness:

322 Hubbard, Ruth, 176 n. 130.

323 See Bush, Ruth, Esther, 128.
The brevity of the permission given to Ruth here expresses her despondency: the two women had arrived at the bitter end—at subsistence. They have nothing more to lose.  

The answer also indicates that the chance has not come along yet. In contrast, when luck is smiling at Naomi, her eventful intentions change to the opposite. The day in the eyes of Naomi becomes even more eventful when she finds out that Ruth happened to work on the field of their relative Boaz, who is qualified to be their "redeemer."

And Naomi said to her daughter-in-law, “May he be blessed by the Lord, whose kindness has not forsaken the living or the dead!” Naomi also said to her, “The man is a close relative of ours, one of our redeemers.” (Ruth 2:20)

Naomi clearly attests to the time of the second event of the story. This helps to solve the seeming ambiguity in the words of Naomi for it is unclear from Hebrew syntax whether she blesses Boaz or YHWH for the kindness. According to Collins, while

...Naomi herself meant either the Lord or Boaz as the referent of נֵלֲאֹג, but in the haste of ordinary conversation (as opposed to the careful language of literary craft), she framed the clause ambiguously. The narrator found this useful in conveying his message.

However, if Naomi plays a role of the witness and the judge in this event, she, perhaps, should mean the participants of the event. Therefore, in this passage it is more likely that she refers to Boaz rather than the Lord. This pattern repeats next time when Naomi is given the word in the narrative.

---


4.2.4. The third event of the Book of Ruth: encounter of Boaz and Ruth at the threshing floor (3:6-15)

The third event of the book is the visit to the threshing floor. Unlike the previous event, this one was carefully planned by Naomi and therefore was singled out from the continuum of life. Naomi clearly states the time (‘הלילה “this night”), the place (‘ןֶרֹוגּ “threshing floor”) and, what’s more important, the reason for it: to seek ‘חֹנָמ , “rest” for Ruth.

Then Naomi her mother-in-law said to her, “My daughter, should I not seek rest for you, that it may be well with you? Is not Boaz our relative, with whose young women you were? See, he is winnowing barley tonight at the threshing floor. Wash therefore and anoint yourself, and put on your cloak and go down to the threshing floor, but do not make yourself known to the man until he has finished eating and drinking. But when he lies down, observe the place where he lies. Then go and uncover his feet and lie down, and he will tell you what to do.” (3:1-4)

Let us start from the point of the story that precedes any eventful intentions. This point can be found in the last verse of chapter 2, which describes the routine life of Ruth during several weeks of the harvest. The verse also clearly points to the reason of Naomi’s concern in the beginning of chapter 3. According to Bush,

…with the concluding verse of this scene, our narrator brings the whole forward thrust of the narrative suddenly and completely to a halt. “So she gleaned close to Boaz’s young women,” he tells us, “until the barley and wheat harvests were finished” — a period of some seven weeks! — “and then she lived at home with her mother-in-law”! Once again they exist in much the same state as when they first returned home from Moab, for the end of the harvest season must ultimately mean for them the return of famine and emptiness.326

326 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 142.
Therefore, the problem of two women was, first of all, the source of the food after the harvest is over. During the harvest season Ruth was gleaning in the field of Boaz, enjoying the rights of sojourner and Boaz’s generosity and, therefore, had no need to develop any further relationship. However, after the harvest was over it was necessary to find the way to maintain the relationship with Boaz simply to have food on the table.

Two options were possible for a widow: redemption of the field and levirate marriage. Bewer\textsuperscript{327} convincingly shows the requirement to marry Ruth had no basis in law. However, it would, of course, be ideal if both options go together: the same person would purchase the field and marry the widow. The question of the field was manageable for Naomi who, being the widow of Elimelech, could approach Boaz or any closer relative and ask him to redeem the field. In fact, Boaz starts the legal procedure with this very question. However, there is an obvious problem related to the second question: because of her age Naomi could not have children, which abolishes the whole idea of levirate marriage. Redemption of the field and thus provision of some maintenance was the only option left to her.

However, Naomi indicated from the beginning that her main concern is Ruth’s wellbeing. From the conversation at the threshing floor, it becomes clear that Ruth could marry outside of the clan of Elimelech. But in this case, she probably would be left without her portion of Elimelech’s field and Naomi would certainly be left without the offspring. In contrast, marriage with the redeemer could solve all the problems of the widows: Ruth naturalizes in a foreign country, Naomi is taken care of financially, and the line of Elimelech does not disappear.

Therefore, Naomi conspires to make a move that will help Ruth “to find rest” and not to worry any more about protection and provision. Since the same word ח总有 “resting place” is used in 1:9 in relation to marriage, it is logical to conclude that Naomi means the marriage of Ruth. Obviously, Boaz was the most suitable candidate for this role since he already effectively acted as the redeemer while the closer relative never appears on the scene. Marriage of Ruth and Boaz was the easiest

solution for Naomi. Elimelech’s field would stay within the possession of the clan and the marriage could lead to the birth of the heir who ultimately could support Naomi in her old age.

By looking at Naomi’s plan from this perspective, one can say that preparations (washing, anointing, and putting on the cloak) that Ruth had to undertake are very natural things to do when one goes for a special visit. And a marriage proposal is undoubtedly one of those special moments that goes beyond the routine of life. However, it is not the marriage proposal that deviates from the imperative world picture but the unusual procedure of the proposal, which already contains deviation from the norm because of two reasons.

The first reason is related to the unusual time and place of the marriage proposal: midnight at the threshing floor is not the best place for such activity. The second reason consists of the most unusual part of the proposal: the command to uncover Boaz’s feet and lie down (3:4). The reason for such an extravagant method of matchmaking that Naomi chose is not easy to explain because of lack of background information. What is clear is that this extravagancy raises the eventfulness of the moment.

These specifics of the plan already make the preparation to the event highly intentional. However, it would not be so intentional without three other important details. First, Ruth is a Moabite woman. Her visit to the threshing floor happens on the background of the previous meeting with Boaz in the field. There Ruth launched the most difficult question about her life in Judah, “Why have I found favor in your eyes, that you should take notice of me, since I am a foreigner?” (2:10). Very recently this Moabite woman could not even think about being noticed by an Israelite man and now she comes to him with a marriage proposal.

Another detail that one should consider in relation to eventfulness is Ruth’s own interests. She may not be interested in Boaz as husband because of the age difference. Therefore, it was up to Ruth to decide whether to act in her own interests or to put the interests of her former family first. Earlier she promised to Naomi that only death parts them; now the moment of truth has arrived: would Ruth follow her commitment?
The third detail that creates eventful intention is related to the uncertainty of the result of the visit. The words of Naomi, “And he will tell you what to do” create the fear of the unknown. No one guarantees that Boaz will want to redeem Naomi and Ruth and to marry Ruth.

Therefore, by the end of Naomi’s speech it becomes clear that something outstanding will happen this night on the threshing floor. However, the planning itself does not constitute the event but only reflects eventful intentions. The following description of Ruth’s acts only fosters the interest of the readers and increases the degree of intentionality. Two other nuances help in this process.

First, it is the use of “sexually suggestive” verbs that forced some commentators to think that Naomi simply wants Ruth to seduce Boaz. However, seduction would be a very risky plan for the Moabite woman and it is unclear how one can find rest and security by engaging in compromising situations. Besides, the following characterization of Ruth as a worthy woman runs contrary to this conclusion. This makes other commentators perceive the sexually charged atmosphere only as background that helps to underscore the moral virtues of Boaz and Ruth.

Another nuance is related to the very acts of Ruth. Looking at them rigorously, some interpreters see deviation from the norm in that Ruth first promised to act according to the plan (3:5) but, in reality, did not follow the instructions of her.

---


330 Bush, *Ruth, Esther*, 155. To these interpretations one must add the view of Sakenfeld that whole idea is simply an invention of the narrator for the sake of “good narrative art.” See Sakenfeld, *Ruth*, 56.

331 Campbell, *Ruth*, 121.
mother-in-law. For example, she first went to the threshing floor and only then dressed up. Similarly, instead of coming to Boaz right after the supper, she waits until he falls asleep and only then comes to his feet. Therefore, according to this view, the first eventful intentions appear when Ruth disrupts Naomi’s plan by changing the sequence of actions and waiting too long letting Boaz fall asleep.

However, Bos questions these conclusions, considering that the only difference between Naomi’s instructions and Ruth’s action is in the adding the phrase בֶּןֶס “in secrecy” or “quietly” to the verb אֹבּ.

One may assume on the basis of this word and the sequel, that Ruth deliberately hides from Boaz until he wakes up and notices her. It is not entirely clear whether Naomi’s instructions are followed here or whether Ruth introduces a variation in the plot.332

To these may be added that this deviation from the norm is not evidenced as anything important by the narrator or any character. Besides, this kind of event would qualitatively differ from two previous events that had to do with deep commitment and serious decisions of the characters. What truly shifts this marriage proposal from ordinary happening to narratological event is the bold decision of Ruth to go to the threshing floor because, like in the first chapter, it means that she again rejects her own interests in favor of Naomi’s.

He said, “Who are you?” And she answered, “I am Ruth, your servant. Spread your wings over your servant, for you are a redeemer.” And he said, “May you be blessed by the Lord, my daughter. You have made this last kindness greater than the first in that you have not gone after young men, whether poor or rich. And now, my daughter, do not fear. I will do for you all that you ask, for all my fellow townspeople know that you are a worthy woman…” (3:9-11)

Ruth clearly proposes marriage to Boaz, which is obvious from his words that follow her answer. And yet by calling him לֵאֹג “the redeemer” she subtly touches the problem of her mother-in-law to whom Ruth is committed for a lifetime. Now she asks Boaz to solve this problem for her, and the only way he can do it is by taking Ruth as a wife and, at the same time, redeeming the field of Elimelech for Naomi.

One of the critical questions regarding this passage is which later act of kindness Boaz means, for he does not specify it. Several answers to this question have been proposed. First, and the most obvious answer, is that Boaz deciphers this word in the following statement: “in that you have not gone after young men, whether poor or rich.” But this means that the act of kindness is the proposal of marriage, which seems unlikely. Bush, after applying criteria of דֶסֶח proposed by Sakenfeld, comes to the conclusion that Boaz’s comparison “does indeed seem incongruous.” He then concludes that to solve this problem one has to understand Ruth’s reference to Boaz as redeemer to be the request to fulfill the duty of levirate marriage in order to raise an heir for the line of Elimelech and Mahlon.

Therefore, the last דֶסֶח of Ruth is to be understood as Ruth’s faithfulness to her dead husband in the continuance of his name and family, rather than pursuing her own desires and fortunes in a marriage to a younger man.

In this episode, Boaz becomes the witness and the judge of the event. The evaluative nature of Boaz’s speech was noted by Chisholm, who considered that “[h]aving Boaz extol Ruth’s value is more effective than if the narrator did so directly.” At the same paragraph he recalls Berlin who, in fact, explains the reason for selecting Boaz as the witness and the judge of the event:

[T]he narrator does not tell us how wonderful Ruth’s loyalty to Naomi is; he has Boaz tell us in 2:11. And later at the threshing-floor Boaz tells Ruth that her second kindness is better than her first, and that everyone knows she is an תֶּשׁא

---

This internal or embedded evaluation is more authentic and more dramatic than a narrator’s comment.\footnote{Berlin, Poetics, 105.}

Therefore, the eventfulness of the threshing floor visit is based upon Boaz’s conviction which implies that the foreign woman is not burdened with any obligation to her mother-in-law. On this background, the decision of Ruth to choose Boaz out of many other more attractive (physically and financially) candidates looks like an event that deviates from the norm. For him this step was the most unexpected because the decision of Ruth extended beyond the norms as he understands them. If there is any event that happens during the threshing floor meeting, it is the event of Ruth’s endless commitment to Naomi and her deceased husband. Boaz, therefore, becomes the witness and the judge of two events in the story of Ruth: one is the decision of Ruth to come to Bethlehem with Naomi and the other is the visit to the threshing floor to propose for Boaz to marry her and redeem her mother-in-law.

4.2.5. The fourth event of the Book of Ruth: Boaz’s announcement to marry Ruth (4:1-12)

Ruth’s visit gives rise to the final narratological event of the Book of Ruth, that is the legal procedure at the city gate. It is witnessed and recognized as an event by Boaz and by people of Bethlehem. Like the visit to the threshing floor, this event is scheduled first and then evaluated immediately thereafter. Let me consider the scheduling first.

Eventful intentions in Boaz’s mind start to grow as soon as he realizes that he has to make another turn in his life and somehow to force the closer relative to make the required decision not to redeem Ruth. This is how LaCocque characterizes Boaz’s circumstances in this episode:

Boaz is in the uncomfortable situation of sitting between two chairs, one might say. On one hand, he is not first on the list of “redeemers”; but on the other hand, he intends to marry Ruth.\footnote{LaCocque, Ruth, 102. This guards the words of Boaz from any sexual misinterpretation.}
Therefore Boaz says,

וַחֲפֵה כָּאָמָה כִּי אָמֵן נָגָל נַגְּלוֹ יִכֹּנְא לִבְךָ שָׁמַיְם.
לֹא הָלַיָּל הַכֹּה הַבָּשַׂר אֵפֶרֶנְשָׁלָה נָוָּא נָגָל (אֶפֶרֶנְשָׁלָה נָוָּא נָגָל) נַגְּלוֹ הַכֹּה הַבָּשַׂר אֵפֶרֶנְשָׁלָה נָוָּא נָגָלֶנְו שָׁמַיְם.

“And now it is true that I am a redeemer. Yet there is a redeemer nearer than I. Remain tonight, and in the morning, if he will redeem you, good; let him do it. But if he is not willing to redeem you, then, as the Lord lives, I will redeem you. Lie down until the morning.” (3:12-13)

Boaz’s speech shows that the upcoming meeting with another relative is considered by Boaz as an eventful act on the background of life convictions. First, he attempts to consider possible results of the court according to the generally accepted procedure of redemption: closest relative first. But then he expresses the overarching idea of YHWH’s control over the whole situation by using the formula “as the Lord lives.” This insertion betrays the hope that the request of Ruth will be met by the favor of YHWH and despite all legal norms.

In the morning Boaz gives to Ruth an “unspecified but clearly ample amount of barley,”339 which also reflects his eventful intentions. There is a view that the gift of grain is to be interpreted as the security of the fulfillment of Boaz’s obligations. Interpreting this act, Chisholm calls it “a further act of kindness and a guarantee that he [Boaz] would seek her [Ruth’s] best interests.”340 Sasson considers it “the clear evidence of Boaz’s determination to care for these two widows” and Aschkenasy in artistic style says, “her bulging apron serves as evidence and promise of things to come.”341 The gift would not be necessary if Boaz would not think that the outcome of the meeting will differ from what is expected.

339 Linafelt and Beal, Ruth and Esther, 59. The issue of the exact amount of grain that Boaz gave to Ruth is not in the scope of this study.

340 Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 660.

Eventful intentions continue to manifest in the procedure of the gathering of the elders and closer relative. The decision should be made in the presence of the elders and all townspeople, which enhances the degree of eventfulness of the coming event. Boaz wants the elders to be the witnesses and the judges of this moment together with him. The eventful status of the legal procedure becomes evident when right at the beginning of the meeting Boaz appeals to the closer relative, explaining the situation and putting the question bluntly:

Then he said to the redeemer, “Naomi, who has come back from the country of Moab, is selling the parcel of land that belonged to our relative Elimelech. So I thought I would tell you of it and say, ‘Buy it in the presence of those sitting here and in the presence of the elders of my people.’ If you will redeem it, redeem it. But if you will not, tell me, that I may know, for there is no one besides you to redeem it, and I come after you.” (4:3-4a)

Boaz’s initial address to the relative is based on imperative norms of society. Therefore, it does not come as a surprise and does not pose any difficulties to answer. After the closer relative makes his choice and gets ready to redeem the field, Boaz adds the further condition that changes the whole deal:

Then Boaz said, “The day you buy the field from the hand of Naomi, you also acquire Ruth the Moabite, the widow of the dead, in order to perpetuate the name of the dead in his inheritance.” (4:5)

This additional condition must infer situation from its default status. In the words of Boaz there was something unexpected, something that the closer relative could not accept because he was guided by the imperative world picture and the modality of convictions.

According to the ESV translation (which follows Qere reading), in 4:5 Boaz imposes on the redeemer the legal duty to marry Ruth if he redeems Naomi’s possession. But
it was already noted the requirement to marry Ruth has no basis in the law and Boaz could not impose it upon the redeemer. Indeed, if these legal acts were related, Boaz would become dependent upon the decision of the redeemer, which contradicts Boaz’s promise to Ruth and creates, according to Beattie, an inconceivable situation by all the laws of story-telling:

It would be very strange to find one man informing another of his duty to marry the woman with whom he has himself slept on the previous night, yet this situation occurs if the Qere is followed.43

According to the Ketiv reading, Boaz informs the relative that he is going to marry Ruth, which means that the relative purchases the land of Elimelech only to give it to any future son of Ruth and Boaz. This reading clearly turns this situation into the category of narratological event, for Boaz presents to the closer relative the news that the relative does not anticipate and which, according to Boaz’s understanding of the situation, has to force the relative to abandon his privileges. Therefore, Boaz puts the relative into the position in which, according to Beattie, the one “has no choice but to do what Boaz wants him to do.”44

Finally, Boaz declares his decision before the elders of the town and all the people at the gate. The form of oath underlines the eventfulness of the moment:

Then Boaz said to the elders and all the people, “You are witnesses this day that I have bought from the hand of Naomi all that belonged to Elimelech and all that belonged to Chilion and to Mahlon. Also Ruth the Moabite, the widow of Mahlon, I have bought to be my wife, to perpetuate the name of the dead in his inheritance, that the name of the dead may not be cut off from among his


344 Beattie, “Kethibh and Qere in Ruth 4:5,” 493.
brothers and from the gate of his native place. You are witnesses this day.” (4:9-10)

Twice during this final speech Boaz calls the elders and the people to witness this day as a special day in his life and in the whole story. The act that deviates from the social norm and recorded in this story as a true narratological event becomes a fateful decision that will affect future generations, for he does not simply redeem the wife of the dead relative, but perpetuates the name of the relative forever.

4.2.6. Conclusion
The analysis of intentionality indicates that sixteen episodes of the Book of Ruth constitute four narratological events that can be allocated according to the time and place and according to the testimony of the witnesses and judges. These events stand in sharp contrast to the uneventful routine of life by a high degree of intentionality. Routine of life is characterized by an imperative world picture and the modality of conviction of the narrator and the characters. The eventfulness, thus, constitutes deviation from these norms, the extraordinary acts of the characters against the background of normal dynamics of life.

_The first event_ happened during the conversation between Naomi and Ruth on the way from Moab to Bethlehem. The uneventful scene of breaking up ends with the highly eventful speech of Ruth, which changes the course of the normal flow of life and breaks up the imperative world picture (the existing convictions). _The second event_ of the book — the first encounter of Boaz and Ruth — takes place at the field of Boaz and lasts for about one day. The anticipated wretched existence and hard work of the foreigner is replaced by an unexpected flow of generous gifts. During this meeting Boaz learns about the first event of the book, while Naomi becomes the witness and the judge of the second event.

_The third event_ happens at the threshing floor and describes the last (in the scope of the narrative) encounter of Boaz and Ruth. It lasts for one night. What transforms this meeting into a narratological event is the decision of Ruth to fulfill Naomi’s plan and thus to affirm the decision to stay with Naomi regardless of circumstances. This decision is again witnessed by Boaz.
The final, fourth, event of the book happens on the background of standard legal procedure of the redemption of the field. Boaz first follows the norms of the society, but then presents the extraordinary decision to marry a Moabite woman, which forces the closer relative to withdraw from the transaction. The event is witnessed by the elders and the people of Bethlehem.

The analysis also shows that intentionality grows with eventfulness of the episodes. Within each event one can find more or less intentional and, therefore, more or less eventful episodes. The most eventful episodes are the pivotal, most memorable, most compelling moments of the story. According to the preceding analysis, each event of the book has the following pivotal moments:

1. The moment when Ruth declares her commitment to Naomi (1:16-17) (episode 2)
2. The moment when Boaz instructs his workers to support Ruth with gleaning (2:11-12) (episode 9)
3. The moment when Boaz promises Ruth to marry her (3:11) (episode 12)
4. The moment when Boaz announces his decision to marry Ruth (4:10) (episode 16)

These episodes are respectively preceded and followed by less eventful episodes that form the background of the narrative. They are less intentional and therefore less eventful, but they enhance the eventfulness of the pivotal moments.

The rest of the chapter will be committed to the confirmation of this conclusion with the more formal method proposed by Schmid. Tjupa’s method of allocation of narratological events that is based on eventful intentions and the search for the witness and the judge certainly helps to identify the events of the narrative and explain why the narrator selected these events out of an infinite number of other happenings of life. However, this method is largely based on the intuition of the interpreter and gives only a general idea about the narrator’s logic of selectivity. In contrast, Schmid’s method is more formal and based on the measuring of the degree
of eventfulness of each episode of the book according to five characteristics of eventfulness.\textsuperscript{345}

However, prior to the analysis of the main story, I would like to devote some time to the analysis of eventfulness of the prologue and the dénouement of the story. These parts of the book extend beyond the main story but the analyses of these passages according to Schmid’s criteria help in better comprehension of the book.

4.3. The eventfulness of the prologue and the dénouement of the story

4.3.1. Prologue — the event preceding the story proper

Technically, the prologue consists of several happenings that separately could be developed into full-fledged events. However, they are reduced by the narrator to simple facts and only together present the event that can be defined as a family tragedy. Naomi plays a unifying role in this section because the passage is presented through the prism of Naomi’s identity. Initially she is called the wife of Elimelech, then Naomi and finally “the woman.” Not to say that the passage is presented from the point of view of Naomi, but that the narrator uses the character of Naomi as a unifying element of the prologue.

How eventful is this chain of happenings? The deaths of Elimelech and his sons are extremely irreversible events. This irreversibility is actually the reason for Naomi’s grief and hopelessness (Ruth 1:12-13). The deaths are not only irreversible but also persistent. They “leave a trail” (using Bakhtin’s term) in the entire fabric of narrative. Not only does Naomi grieve about this tragedy, but each of the following events somehow reflects on this tragedy. Finally, death cannot be repeated (unless we are talking about some modern novel with fantastic storyline). Therefore, the death of Elimelech and his sons is non-iterative.

Yet irreversibility and persistence and non-iterativity are only secondary measures of the degree of eventfulness. What about two essential features of eventfulness —

\textsuperscript{345} The five characteristics are relevance, unpredictability, persistence, irreversibility and non-iterativity.
relevance and unpredictability? Within the axioms of the narrative world, a death of husband or father was certainly one of the greatest tragedies for the whole family. However, this general convention cannot be left without the proof from the text. According to Block, the seriousness of the situation that the women faced is reflected in “the amount of space devoted to describing the response of the women to the death of their husbands.”

The unpredictability of introductory events may, at first, seem questionable. Indeed, when three deaths follow one after another, they risk becoming trivial. In order to avoid this situation, the narrator of Ruth (1) introduces marriage after the death of Elimelech and before the death of the sons, (2) informs the reader that their marriage lasted “about ten years,” and (3) gives an impression that both Mahlon and Chilion died at the same time. By doing this, the narrator achieves the effect of unpredictability.

Finally, the death of Elimelech and his sons greatly influenced the pattern of behavior of both Naomi and her daughters-in-law. If earlier they all were under the security of their husbands, now they have to make their own hard decisions: to stay together or to break up, to remain in Moab or to return to Bethlehem?

It can be concluded then, that Naomi’s loss of Elimelech and his sons is the event of the Book of Ruth that has a very high degree of eventfulness. This is the very reason why the narrator groups these happenings together into one event and focuses the readers’ attention on them. By doing this, the narrator states the main problem of the

---

346 Block, Judges, Ruth, 629-630. Bush agrees with this saying that the significance of the problem is underlined by the fact that “after the statement of the problem (1:3-5), he [the narrator] devotes the next two scenes primarily to depicting the affective dimensions of this problem — the bitterness, anger, and despair that Naomi feels…” See Bush, Ruth, Esther, 51.

347 That is what happened in the story of Judah and Tamar — after the deaths of Er and Onan, the reader (as much as protagonist) expects the death of Shelah (Gen. 38:11).

348 Hawk, Ruth, 56.
story, which Bush defines as “the death and emptiness that have afflicted the life of Naomi.”

Nevertheless, the prologue only introduces readers to the story proper, and the main interest of the narrator lies in the events that follow this tragedy. Let me now turn to the dénouement of the story and likewise analyze it with the view of eventfulness.

4.3.2. The eventfulness of the dénouement

The birth of a child as well as the death of men have a very high degree of eventfulness. First of all it is very relevant (or significant) for all the participants of story world and for Naomi in particular. Since the main problem of the story is linked to Naomi, the narrator demonstrates the significance of the resolution through constant reference to Naomi:

Though a son born to Ruth and Boaz is mentioned (4:13), his significance relates entirely to Naomi. Yahweh is not celebrated by the female chorus because he has not left the line of Elimelech without an heir but because he has not left Naomi without a “redeemer” to restore her to life and provide for her old age (4:14-15). Nor do they celebrate his identity by the cry “A son has been born to Elimelech” but rather by “A son has been born to Naomi” (4:17).

However, if the birth of a child would be the only result of the story, this event, being significant, would not be very unexpected since the birth of the child after marriage reflects the natural flow of life. This gap is being filled with the epilogue of the story: the birth of David is the most unpredictable and the most significant statement of the narrator. It must be noted, though, that it is unpredictable only for the readers of the story because none of the participants of the narrative world could ever imagine that two generations later this marriage will eventually lead to the birth of great King David. Therefore, relevance and unpredictability of the concluding part of the story

349 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 51.

350 Perhaps it is the main reason why the prologue is given in the scope of external (least detailed) focalization.

351 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 51.
is based on its significance on both the level of the story and the level of discourse. As Bush puts it:

This outcome expresses the significance of the story, for the resolution has meaning by virtue of all that the son of Ruth and Boaz meant for Naomi (and Ruth) and also by virtue of the fact that it provided an integral link in the family line that led to David.  

One can see here other characteristics of eventfulness as well. The fact that David became a descendant of Obed makes the event very consecutive on the level of discourse. It should have impressed both the thinking of the original Israelite reader as well as the thinking of the modern readers, which is reflected in the final genealogy. What the genealogy is saying to the readers is that David, the greatest king of Israel, has Moabite blood in his veins.

Such is the impact (or persistence) of the event in Israelite history and on the reader of the book. But let’s not forget the impact of this event within the story world. The birth of Obed completes the process of evolution of the mind of Naomi that was gradually changing throughout the story. While she is not giving explicit ideological appraisal of this birth, her acts — “Then Naomi took the child and laid him on her lap and became his nurse” — become an answer to the women’s blessing. It should be noted that there is a reason why this reply is given in the scope of external focalization. External focalization always carries the connotation of a riddle — the conclusion about Naomi’s attitude is only just a guess (while a very credible guess). It seems that the narrator, focalizing the reaction of Naomi externally, wants to focus the attention of the reader on the more important impact of the story — that the line of Obed leads to David, the fact that is, of course, both irreversible and non-iterative.

The prologue and the dénouement of the story, therefore, consist of two full-fledged events — the deaths of three men and the birth of the child. Together they constitute the problem and the solution. However, between these events there is the whole story proper with all its tension, pathos, and excitement that makes the readers want to


353 Different positions on the integrated nature of the genealogy will be discussed in the last chapter.
The intentionality and the eventfulness of the main story has been partially explored. The following section aims to confirm those conclusions using Schmid’s criteria of eventfulness.

4.4. The eventfulness of the episodes of the main story

Thus far, the prologue and the dénouement of the story were being considered in relation to all five criteria of eventfulness. For all practical reasons, the main story will be analyzed differently. I will take each criterion separately and show the transformation of this criterion throughout the whole book. This approach will help to see the dynamic of transformation of eventfulness according to each characteristic.

Let me recall that according to previous analysis, the main story comprises four narratological events (one event for each chapter of the book) and that each event has one pivotal (most eventful) episode. These conclusions can be presented in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Pivotal episode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The decision on the way to Bethlehem (1:6-22)</td>
<td>The moment when Ruth declares her commitment to Naomi (1:16-17) (episode 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First encounter of Boaz and Ruth (2:1-23)</td>
<td>The moment when Boaz instructs his workers to support Ruth with gleaning (2:11-12) (episode 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last encounter of Boaz and Ruth (3:1-18)</td>
<td>The moment when Boaz promises Ruth to marry her (3:11) (episode 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The decision at the gate of Bethlehem (4:1-12)</td>
<td>The moment when Boaz announces his decision to marry Ruth (4:10) (episode 16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4.4.1. Relevance

Against the background of preceding and subsequent episodes, the pivotal moments chosen above demonstrate a much higher degree of relevance. Preceding and subsequent episodes are more trivial; without these critical moments, they are left unimportant. First of all it is reflected in the fact that preceding events do not change situations in any considerable way. They by themselves do not bring the characters closer to resolution of the problem.

Naomi, for example, discusses with herself the possibility of having more sons that would become husbands to her daughters-in-law. While it is debatable whether or not Naomi refers to the custom of levirate marriage, the truth is that the right answer to this question does not change much to the story for Naomi, as Schipper comments, “dismisses it [levirate marriage] as irrelevant to this particular situation” and “an unrealistic solution to the issue of finding rest or security for her daughters-in-law.”\(^{355}\) Sending Orpah and Ruth back to their families is unlikely to offer much help to either of them or Naomi. The decision of Orpah closes her chapter in the story, while Ruth’s decision continues to affect the rest of the story. In short, without Ruth’s commitment, the story would never happen.

One can come to the same kind of conclusion looking at the episodes around Boaz’s first meeting with Ruth. Ruth’s initial efforts to glean before her meeting with Boaz seems unsuccessful: reference to “an ephah of barley” in 2:17 points to the futility of her morning work. The arrival of Boaz and the greeting of the reapers are also anti-eventful, for the language used in greeting reflects a “formulaic blessing” used in other parts of the Bible (cf. 2 Kgs 4:29; 10:15) and in Hebrew inscriptions.\(^{356}\) Therefore, the greeting and even the conversation with the foreman are part of the daily routine for Boaz. But in the narrative they create the necessary background to help the reader to allocate the most important moment of the day. The pivotal episode is not the initial desire of Boaz to help Ruth, while it looks like an unexpected blessing for Ruth. The event happens only when two characters reach

\(^{355}\) Schipper, *Ruth*, 103-104.

\(^{356}\) Schipper, *Ruth*, 118.
mutual understanding. Therefore, the actual event happens only when Boaz gives orders to his workers to assist Ruth in her gleaning, which later resulted in the amount of barley she brought home after a day of work.

The plot of Naomi, who felt herself obligated to “seek rest” (3:1) for her daughter-in-law, remains only wishful thinking unless implemented. Measures taken by Boaz in order to gather the assembly are also difficult to call relevant, for they are preparatory in nature, and are part of any legal process. The most important and relevant moment of legal procedure is still ahead.

Criteria of relevancy applied to the episodes following the pivotal moments of the story named above bring similar results. These concluding episodes usually play roles of consequence or assessment of the significant episode that happened earlier. For example, when Ruth returns from the threshing floor, the affirmative actions of Naomi seem to stop: she suggests for Ruth to wait “until you learn how the matter turns out.” By the end of chapter 4, assessment takes the form of a wish — people of Bethlehem wish Boaz and Ruth a great future, similar to the life of their ancestors. In this context, the concluding scene of chapter 1 where Naomi gives a negative evaluation of her previous life and the closing scene of chapter 3 where Naomi tells Ruth to wait “until you learn how the matter turns out” (3:18) stay apart. It seems that explicit evaluative statements in both cases would only crumple the intrigue of the story.

Unlike preceding and subsequent episodes, central episodes are very relevant to the story. Their significance is reflected in the fact that they bring fundamental changes in the story world and continue to influence the situation even when the event already came to pass. For example, the decision of Ruth to follow Naomi is discussed in the second, third and even fourth chapter. The lucky day came when Ruth met with Boaz, while he was feeding both her and Naomi for the entire period of gleaning “until the end of the barley and wheat harvests” (2:23). This provided an

---

357 Etymologically the Russian word for “event” (собьтие, “sobitye”) reflects coexistence (“со-бьтие”) of two beings at the same time at the same place and consequently their mutual understanding. See Тиура, Введение, 10.
opportunity to appeal to Boaz with a marriage proposal: “Is not Boaz our relative with whose young women you were?” (3:2).

The scene that describes meeting with Boaz at the threshing floor is relevant to the story world, because (1) it depicts the moment of truth — Boaz finally has to decide if he is ready to take Ruth as his wife and (2) new relevant information surfaces that for some reason evaded Naomi. In this sense even the second part of the threshing floor meeting (3:14-15) is less relevant. Finally, Boaz foresees the relevance of the legal procedure at the city-gate when he concludes, appealing to the name of Yahweh: “if he will redeem you, good; let him do it. But if he is not willing to redeem you, then, as the LORD lives, I will redeem you” (3:13). Its relevance is also underlined by the blessing of the people of Bethlehem, who compared the marriage of Boaz and Ruth with marriages of highly respected Israelite ancestors.

4.4.2. Unpredictability

Application of the second criteria — unpredictability — to the episodes of the story also shows that the four pivotal moments of the narrative are the most unpredictable, while preceding and subsequent episodes are more predictable.

Preceding episodes reveal the element of planning. Naomi in the first chapter unfolds possible scenarios just as bad or worse. In fact the whole conversation between Naomi and her daughters-in-law seems to serve one function: to prepare the readers informatively about Ruth’s commitment, which looks specifically unexpected after one finds out that Naomi is too old to have children and that she considers that her losses are the result of God’s intervention in her life. The decision of Orpah also serves to highlight Ruth’s commitment as more eventful. For Orpah’s leaving is a “reasonable course of action and it is Ruth that does the unreasonable.”

Orpah did what one expects. In the face of Naomi’s logic, she said goodbye and went home. But Ruth’s love for Naomi caused her to stay with her mother-in-law, even when such devotion seemed illogical and downright foolish. Orpah was not a bad person; on the contrary, she was a good daughter-in-law who had treated Naomi well… But Ruth was beyond good; her love for Naomi

358 Linafelt and Beal, Ruth and Esther, 15.
transcended the norm. The contrast between the two girls should not be expressed as a polarity (bad versus good) but in terms of degree (good versus great). The narrator’s purpose in mentioning and describing Orpah is not to criticize her, but to highlight Ruth.\(^{359}\)

Ruth, before going to the fields, announces that her plans include looking for someone “in whose sight I shall find favor” (2:2). Since the chapter starts from the introduction of Boaz, the readers expect the meeting with him. This mean that the use of particle הֵנִּה “Look!” in 2:4 is not related to the unexpectedness of Boaz’s arrival.\(^{360}\) Boaz’s interview with the foreman is quite expected also in contrast to Boaz’s first words to Ruth. No one, including Ruth, is expecting such generosity from a stranger. But Boaz’s intentions become real only after he gives specific orders which are also unpredictable because they exceed what he said to Ruth in the beginning of the meeting.

The plot of Naomi in the beginning of chapter 3 is another attempt to curb their fate.\(^{361}\) The flow of her thought is predictable, which is evidenced by the use of the word הָחוּנְמ “rest” which she already has used in 1:9. Finally, Boaz acts predictably, going to the city gates for a legal procedure because the city gate was the place where traditionally all legal meetings were held. He summons not only another relative but also ten elders of the city to legitimize the decision.

Subsequent episodes are also more predictable than pivotal episodes. The first three concluding episodes are basically Naomi’s assessment of the pivotal moments. The first concluding episode is predictable because Naomi has already made a similar statement in her address to her daughters-in-law (compare “the hand of the Lord has gone out against me” (1:13) and “the Lord has testified against me and the Almighty has brought calamity upon me” (1:21)). The only strange and to some degree unpredictable element in her speech is that she does not even mention Ruth. In the

\(^{359}\) Chisholm Jr., *Judges and Ruth*, 605.

\(^{360}\) Schipper, *Ruth*, 118.

\(^{361}\) Each chapter begins with a plan being formulated (by Ruth in chapter two, by Naomi in chapter three). Boaz then shows favor to Ruth and each chapter concludes with Naomi and Ruth evaluating what has happened. See Chisholm Jr., *Judges and Ruth*, 558.
second chapter Naomi surprises Ruth with the fact that Boaz is one of their redeemers, but it is not a surprise for her nor for the reader, who is aware about Boaz since the beginning of chapter 2. In the concluding episode of chapter 3 Naomi also does not say anything unpredictable, for she and Ruth (and implicitly the readers) do not have any choice but to wait for the next event. The episode that follows the legal procedure is also predictable because the birth of the child after marriage is part of the natural flow of life (as was already said). In other words, because of predictability concluding episodes work as interim dénouement of the story.

As for pivotal episodes, their unpredictability is beyond doubt. Ruth’s impressive address is so unpredictable to Naomi that she does not even make any comments on it. The first meeting of Ruth and Boaz is unpredictable for both of them. Besides, Boaz’s behavior becomes more and more unpredictable during this meeting. First, he gave her the status of a servant by permitting her to work alongside his female workers; then at mealtime he again demonstrated his kindness by inviting her to share a meal with him and his reapers. Finally, when Ruth finished her meal, Boaz extended even further kindness to her by letting her gather grain among the bundles and ordering his male workers to remove some of the grain from the bundles for Ruth to pick up. The pivotal episode in chapter 3 is unpredictable both for characters and for readers because of its enigmatic atmosphere. The most unpredictable moments are the willingness of Boaz to marry Ruth and the news about the closer relative. Finally, the central episode of chapter 4 that depicts the legal procedure at the city gate has a very high degree of unpredictability because the decision of the closer relative remains uncertain until the very last moment of the procedure.

4.4.3. Persistence

Pivotal episodes represent dialogues during which one of the characters announces his decision that leads to inevitable results and moves the plot. Without them there would not be any story. Preceding scenes, in contrast, are preparatory in nature and

---

by themselves do not change much. In other words they do not have a quality of persistence. They certainly help to maximize the effect of pivotal episodes, but by themselves they do not affect the rest of the story.

To be sure, Naomi’s farewell speech in chapter 1 does influence Orpah’s decision but only for Orpah to leave the story world; Naomi’s reasoning does not change Ruth’s decision. The same is true for several introductory episodes in chapter 2: no decisions are made during Ruth’s fruitless gleaning, greetings or the conversation of Boaz with his foreman. The course of the story is changed only after Ruth’s conversation with Boaz, not when Naomi sends Ruth to the threshing floor. Finally, gathering the court of the elders is standard procedure for any legal business, but the particular decision of the closer relative and the willingness of Boaz to take his opportunity affect the flow of history.

The closing episodes by themselves do not have durative quality, but indicate the durative effect of pivotal episodes. Naomi comes to Bethlehem with Ruth, and Boaz happens to be the relative of Naomi so Ruth could keep “gleaning until the end of the barley and wheat harvests.” The visit to the threshing floor has resulted in long and anxious waiting, and the birth of Obed and the restoration of Naomi were the only consequences of the pivotal event — Boaz’s victory in the court. Therefore, the pivotal episodes of the story prove to be more persistent than preceding and subsequent episodes.

4.4.4. Irreversibility

As was already said, the only true irreversible events in the Book of Ruth are the deaths of Elimelech and his sons and the birth of Obed. All other events, including their pivotal scenes, are technically reversible. However, compared with pivotal and closing episodes, introductory episodes are more reversible because in them characters do not confront fateful decisions. Let’s take the example of Orpah. After the first address of Naomi, she and Ruth are willing to follow Naomi and live among her people. However, after Naomi’s second persuasive speech, Orpah changes her decision. Was this decision fateful? Not at all. If Orpah for some reason would change her mind, catch up and join Naomi and Ruth, no one, including readers,
would consider it to be shameful or illogical. With Ruth’s decision it is entirely a
different matter. By promising Naomi that “anything but death parts” them, she
burned her bridges and could not return to Moab anymore. Her decisiveness is
demonstrated, first, phraseologically with the use of short unambiguous phrases, and
second, psychologically by presenting the point of view of Naomi who saw that Ruth
“was determined to go with her” (1:18).

The meeting of Ruth and Boaz could never have happened if Ruth had not been in
the field of Boaz or if Boaz had not come on time or if the foreman would not allow
Ruth to stay and wait for Boaz or if Boaz would not hear about Ruth’s decision. All
these short episodes are very unstable, shaky, undetermined. Depicting the
conversation between Ruth and Naomi in which Naomi shares her plan with Ruth,
the narrator points out that Ruth replied, “All that you say I will do.” Then the
narrator even adds, “So she went down to the threshing floor and did just as her
mother-in-law had commanded her” (3:6). However, at any stage of the task Ruth,
theoretically, could turn back, which was impossible after Boaz’s awakening. Boaz
could win the case only because of the happy occasion (or participation of God,
speaking theologically). But only after the relative “drew off his sandal,” the
situation became truly irreversible.

As with persistence, irreversibility remains in the closing episodes just because they
are the outcomes of the pivotal episodes.

4.4.5. Non-iterativity

Central episodes are non-iterative by their nature. Ruth did not have to renew her
decision on a regular basis. The meeting of Boaz and Ruth on the field is special
because it is first and thus distinctive. If Ruth would go to threshing floor every
night, a sexual aspect would be the first assumption. It is impossible to conceive that
the closer relative comes to the city gate with an appeal concerning a previous
decision.

Preceding and closing episodes are quite another matter altogether. Naomi addresses
her daughters-in-law twice — and that is only the recorded speeches. One can
assume that in reality she spent a considerable amount of time to convince them to
return. Ruth should be gleaning for a long time before she meets with Boaz. Boaz greeted his workers every day and probably with the same words, the same way he asked his foreman about new workers. To gather the legal assembly, one had to go through the same routine procedure. The only exception is Naomi’s plot — something that does not happen every day. But the intentions that motivated Naomi to send Ruth to the threshing floor have always been part of Naomi’s character. The characteristic of non-iterativity reflects the atmosphere of anti-eventfulness that precedes all true narratological events.

Reasoning would not be complete without mentioning that closing episodes are iterative as well. They either depict the routine of life — “they returned,” “she lived with her mother-in-law” she “became his nurse” — or the routine of anticipation: “Wait, my daughter, until you learn how the matter turns out.”

4.4.6. Conclusion

The analysis of the episodes of the Book of Ruth according to Schmid’s characteristics of eventfulness confirms the findings of the previous analysis of intentionality. The prologue and the epilogue, being the most eventful episodes of the book, however, stay outside of the story proper. As for the four events of the book, they include episodes with different degrees of eventfulness. Central pivotal episodes of each event (episodes 2, 9, 12 and 16) are preceded and followed by the less eventful episodes. These four episodes play a central role in the narrative because at these relevant, unpredictable, persistent, irreversible and non-iterative moments the characters make crucial decisions that change the course of the plot. Decision-making moments are therefore integrated into the thread running through the whole Book of Ruth. This unity that is based upon the thread of the narrative is well described by Campbell:

What now happens at the threshing floor is as essential to the story-teller’s purpose as what happened on the Moabite highway between Ruth and Naomi, or what happened in the harvest scene when Boaz praised an impoverished widow who was gleaning, or what will happen in the solemn civil hearing at the city gate. At each of these points in the story, a moment of choice is presented to both
actors and audience, and at each of these points the choice is made in favor of what righteous living calls for.363

4.5. Conclusion of chapter 4

This chapter consists of an original contribution to general as well as to Old Testament narratology. In the field of general narratology, it shows how the ideas of Tjupa and Schmid were for the first time combined together for the analysis of selectivity (which is in essence the analysis of focalization). Consideration of intentionality and eventfulness of each episode of the narrative helps to identify the narrator’s logic of selectivity and therefore understand the principle by which the narrator focalizes narrative information on the first level of narrative constitution. The chapter shows that the ideas of Tjupa and Schmid are complementary and have to be applied in the sequence proposed in this chapter.

There is also the contribution to methodology of studying focalization in narratives. The chapter shows how focalization, being understood as selection of narrative information, can be analyzed according to Schmid’s genetic model of narrative constitution.

Although the analysis of eventfulness is traditionally applied to contemporary fiction, this chapter attempts to apply these methods to the Old Testament Book of Ruth. The analysis clearly shows that the narrator of the Book of Ruth builds his story upon four narratological events: (1) Conversation on the way to Bethlehem; (2) First encounter of Ruth and Boaz; (3) Last encounter of Ruth and Boaz; (4) Legal procedure at the gate of Bethlehem. None of these events were selected at random. They are characterized by a high degree of intentionality, and they are witnessed and judged by the characters of the story. Besides, each event has the most pivotal episode that is distinct by a high degree of relevance, unpredictability, persistence, irreversibility and non-iterativity.

CHAPTER 5. FOCALIZATION IN THE BOOK OF RUTH ON THE LEVEL OF COMPOSITION

In previous chapters focalization was defined as the restriction of narrative information as it regards to unrestricted knowledge of an omniscient narrator. This restriction is achieved through selection and channeling of narrative information on different stages of the narrative constitution. Following this definition in the previous chapter, we have explored the events of the story that were selected by the narrator from the continuum of life. As a result, it has been determined that the Book of Ruth consists of episodes with different degrees of eventfulness. Some of those episodes can be definitely described as full-fledged narratological events (they were called the central events of the story), and some episodes play a role of introductory and concluding events in relation to the central events.

In this chapter, my purpose is to show how the narrator focalizes the story on the level of its composition. As was explained in chapter 3 of this work, composition in its essence is reorganization of the flow of narrative information with the purpose of creating spectacular narrative and conveying an ideological point of view. But reorganization can be achieved in several ways. Schmid\textsuperscript{364} gives an example of the simplest case of composition: rearrangement of events in the literal sense of the word. However, one encounters a problem when considering composition in the Book of Ruth, because the episodes of the Book of Ruth are placed in simple chronological order. There are no episodes that happen simultaneously, and there are also no occasions when the same episode is recapitulated from different perspectives.\textsuperscript{365} However, this does not mean that composition is not applied to the Book of Ruth, but that the text of the Book of Ruth is composed in a more subtle way.

\textsuperscript{364} Schmid, Narratology, 191.

\textsuperscript{365} One possible exception to this rule will be considered later when I look at chapter 4 of the Book of Ruth.
Instead of mere replacement of events of the book of Ruth, the narrator rearranges the flow and the amount of information in relation to his omniscience. What has happened with the flow of information in the Book of Ruth is exactly what Genette means when he speaks about distribution of narrative information relatively to the issue of omniscience,

So by focalization I certainly mean a restriction of “field” — actually, that is, a selection of narrative information with respect to what was traditionally called omniscience. In pure fiction that term is, literally, absurd (the author has nothing to “know,” since he invents everything), and we would be better off replacing it with completeness of information — which, when supplied to a reader, makes him “omniscient.”

In the Book of Ruth, the narrator who possesses all the information about the story world, nevertheless, is not in a hurry to share it with the readers, but gives it in small portions in different stages of the narrative. Moreover, sometimes new information comes to the readers from the narrator in narratorial intrusions, and sometimes it comes from the mouth of the characters. In the former case, therefore, the readers get more information and become as informed as the narrator, and in the latter case they become less informed than the characters and, therefore, their horizon becomes narrower than the horizon of the narrator. This relationship between horizons of different participants of the discourse (the narrator, the characters and the readers) seems to be the main way of distribution of narrative information in the Book of Ruth. Thereafter it will be called “the play of horizons” and will imply the comparison of the horizon of the readers with the horizons of the characters.

Consequently, the passages where the readers’ horizon exceeds the horizons of the characters will be called zero focalized. The passages where the horizon of the readers equals the horizon of the character(s) will be called internally focalized. In contrast, the passages where the readers’ horizon is narrower than the horizon of the character(s) will be regarded as externally focalized. In individual cases when the readers’ horizon exceeds the horizon of one of the characters but is the same or narrower than the horizon of another character, the passage will be considered zero focalized.

---

366 Genette, Revisited, 74.
focalized in relation to the first character and internally focalized in relation to another character.

As will be shown in a relevant section, the narrator of the Book of Ruth expands the horizon of the readers at least twice (in 2:1 and 4:17). There are also two points of the narrative when the readers’ horizon is expanded by the characters of the story (in 2:20 and 3:12) but with the opposite effect: focalization from zero changes to external. The readers may know more than they knew before, but less than the characters. Each time the change of horizon forces the readers to reevaluate their perception of a previous portion of the text.

The Book of Ruth also consists of a lot of examples of focalization on the level of the story. It becomes obvious when the narrator brings together characters that possess different amounts of information, which results in the play of horizons on the level of the story. The key role in this process belongs to dialogues. The characters of the Book of Ruth constantly picture future or recall past events, give or withhold information. The play of horizons both on the level of discourse and on the level of the story is discussed in this chapter.

As for linearization of the events of the Book of Ruth, it is not present in this story in actual terms because the account of the events is never literally repeated from different points of view. However, the characters of the book constantly recall the same events and tend to give appraisal of the same event. By doing so, they in essence repeat some of its elements and technically recapitulate the same event from their points of view. This again proves that linearization is closely related to focalization because it is built upon the point of view of the character. Among those “linearized” events are:

(1)  Sojourn in Moab (1:1-5; 1:8; 1:20-21)
(2)  The departure of Orpah (1:14; 1:15)
(3)  Ruth’s decision to follow Naomi (1:16-17; 2:10-12)
(4)  Ruth is gleaning in the fields (2:3, 2:6-7)
(5)  Ruth’s visit to the threshing floor (3:1-4; 3:5-7)
(6)  Boaz’s gift (3:15, 3:17)
In the following sections of this chapter, I will analyze focalization of the text of the Book of Ruth as it is manifested in reorganization and linearization of narrative information.

5.1. The woman was left alone (1:1-22)

From the beginning of the book, the narrator sets the horizon of the readers in such a way that the readers happen to know less than the characters of the story. This is achieved through several narratorial intrusions. The largest intrusion is found in the prologue to the story (1:1-5) where the narrator situates the story in the historical period of Judges. At the same intrusion, by means of precise and colorful words and expressions, the narrator helps the readers to see the situation through the eyes of Naomi and her daughters-in-law, preparing them to perceive opinions of the characters with the right attitude. Then in the middle of the dialogue the narrator makes two short but vivid statements (in 1:9 and 1:14) that help the readers to see the tragedy of the moment from inside of the story. One more time the narrator describes the reaction of the city of Bethlehem to the arrival of Naomi (in 1:19) with the purpose to emphasize once again the hopelessness of the situation. Finally, the passage ends with designation of Ruth as a Moabite woman (1:22) that in relation to Naomi’s evaluation of her destiny completes the description of formidable challenges that the women met after arrival in Bethlehem.

5.1.1. Historical perspective in the Prologue (1:1)

The prologue to the Book of Ruth does not only introduce the narrative proper, but also makes sure the readers assume the right initial position in relation to the narrative world. The readers, according to the concept of the narrator, should enter the narrative proper thinking first of all about the historical period of Judges when the story took place.
Consider that all one knows about the Book of Ruth is just the story of two widows that could survive due to the care of one of their relatives. This kind of story could potentially happen in any historical period. But by adding historical remarks and mentioning specific historical figures, the narrator could add ideological value to an otherwise simple folk-wisdom story.

Canonical analysis of Moore shows that the Book of Ruth is a “well-crafted, entertaining story, but in its context is something much more.” This “something much more” is the ideological message of the book, which is given in the narrator’s remarks throughout the book. For example, Moore suggests reading the book of Ruth in the context of Judges 17-21 and looking at the characters and event of the book through three lenses. First, he sees the contrast between three wanderers — two Levites (from Judges 17:8 and 19:1) and Elimelech. The first two never come home, while the third one returns (albeit in his name). Then Moore compares the religious and ethical stands of the three main characters of Ruth with the immoral and unethical behavior of characters of the book of Judges. In fact, he finds here the greatest contrast between the Book of Ruth and the Book of Judges:

In place of Micah’s hollow religiosity stands Boaz’s solid integrity. In place of the tribal elders’ divination stands Naomi’s Yahwistic faith. In place of the Danites’ hypocrisy stands Ruth’s compassion.367

Finally, Moore compares two parallel terms for “kindness” and shows that they have completely different origins. While kindness in Judges results from “awkward imposition,” the kindness of Ruth is “a gift… rooted in the promises of Yahweh.”368

However, all Moore’s conclusions are based on one single phrase in the beginning of the book: שִׁמְרֵי פִּסֵּה יִשְׂרָאֵל. One would not be able to come to these insights if the narrator would not have highlighted a particular historical period. The phrase “in the days of” does not only refer to the time of the story but reveals the background that


368 Moore, “To King or Not to King,” 40.
helps the narrator to reveal his ideology. Therefore, commentaries can legitimately contrast the story of Ruth with general trends in the period of Judges:

This was a dark period in Israel’s history, when most people followed their own moral and ethical code, rather than the Lord’s standards… The heading provides a dark backdrop for the inspiring story that follows. During a time when people were selfish and refused to follow the moral compass God had provided them, this story tells of a woman (a non-Israelite at that!) who demonstrated genuine love for her mother-in-law and her deceased husband. Her actions stand in sharp contrast to the moral chaos that characterized this period.369

Considering importance of the initial phrase of the book, scholars have different views. Campbell, for example, sees the initial sentence as important because he considers that the beginning of the book shows “unique syntax.” According to Campbell, the combination of יִהְיַו following by very general (not absolute) time reference and “cognate relationship of an infinitive construct and a plural noun” can be found only here and in Genesis 36:31.370 Holmstedt does not support this insight of Campbell and calls not to “make too much of the uniqueness of the initial clause” because the phrase could occur elsewhere, if we had a broader corpus of books on Biblical Hebrew.371 Wilch comes to the same conclusion, but because “the entire opening clause (םיִ֔טְפֹשַּׂה טֹ֣פְשׁ ֨יֵמיִבּ יִ֗הְיַו) is a temporal modifier of the following clause (ץֶרָ֑אָבּ בָ֖ﬠָר יִ֥הְיַו), which is the first main clause in the narrative.”372

However, according to the narratological approach, this clause is of great importance because it belongs to the narrator and as such is ideologically motivated.373

---

369 Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 591-592.

370 Campbell, Ruth, 49-50. See also Schipper, Ruth, 79.

371 Holmstedt, Ruth, 53.

372 Wilch, Ruth, 111.

373 Lacocque suggests that the reason to use the verb “to judge” (otherwise unnecessary) is the way to say that it was the period of “real” judges and to orient the narrative “toward the legal interpretation.” See LaCocque, Ruth, 37. However, Holmstedt makes a note that the verb טפושׂ “to judge” “rarely arbitrates or otherwise acts judicially; instead, the טפושׂ leads during military crises and otherwise governs generally.” See Holmstedt, Ruth, 54.
thing is that its only function is to make sure that the readers would not miss the historical background of the book, and in this sense Holmstedt is right. On the basis of this reasoning, it is impossible to consider this clause as redundant as did some LXX manuscripts, or to consider it as a later addition,\textsuperscript{374} for without this clause the book is deprived of its ideological meaning.

Yet, putting too much emphasis into this phrase would be incorrect. According to McKeown,

\begin{quote}
[While] those days were characterized by violence and lawlessness… the story of Ruth is not about violence but about love and commitment: the love of people for each other and the love of God that ignores national boundaries.\textsuperscript{375}
\end{quote}

### 5.1.2. Restriction of perspective in the prologue

In the prologue the narrator also makes every effort to convince the readers that Naomi and (more so) her daughters-in-law are left alone after the death of their husbands and do not know anybody who could possibly help them to address their problems. That is why the identity of Naomi changes from wife of Elimelech in verses 1-2 to “Naomi” in verse 3 and simply to “the woman” in verse 5. According to Berlin, it is done “for the emotional effect” for Naomi has “lost all status now.”\textsuperscript{376}

From wife to widow, from mother to no-mother, this female is stripped of all identity. The security of husband and children, which a male-dominated culture affords its women, is hers no longer. The definition of worth, by which it values the female, applies to her no more. The blessings of old age, which it gives through progeny, are there no longer. Stranger in a foreign land, this woman is a victim of death — and of life.\textsuperscript{377}

\textsuperscript{374} Campbell, \textit{Ruth}, 50.

\textsuperscript{375} McKeown, \textit{Ruth}, 13.

\textsuperscript{376} Berlin, \textit{Poetics}, 87.

\textsuperscript{377} Trible, \textit{God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality}, 167-168.
The other peculiarity of the text that aims to create the same emotional effect is the use of the word “children” in relation to the adult sons of Naomi. Bush offers possible reasons of this choice: first, because “it forms an inclusio with 4:16,” which pictures Naomi holding a baby in her arms. But it seems more plausible that “it expresses the poignancy of the mother’s loss.”

Thus by the beginning of the story itself, the readers already share the horizon of three bereaved widows and the text is presented in the scope of internal focalization. The knowledge the readers receive from the narrator who provides background information and context does not seem to exceed the knowledge of the characters. This type of focalization remains until the beginning of chapter 2 when in Ruth 2:1 the narrator introduces Boaz as the relative/friend of Elimelech. But until that moment the idea of hopelessness of the situation is emphasized through internally focalized text.

5.1.3. The beginning of the journey (1:6-7)

Ruth 1:6-22 reports about the journey of Naomi and Ruth to Bethlehem, but in contrast with the previous section, the narrator starts to open up the internal world of his characters. Thus the second part of 1:6 informs the readers about the decision of Naomi to return from Moab to Bethlehem. By doing this, the narrator starts to open up the inner world of his characters, and the readers become aware of their attitudes and motives. Therefore, the first part of the following passage is externally focalized and the second part of it is internally focalized since in the second part the horizon of the readers becomes as wide as the horizon of the character (Naomi):

And she arose and with her daughters-in-law and returned from the fields of Moab for she had heard in the fields of Moab that the LORD had visited his people and given them bread (Ruth 1:6).

378 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 66.
Moreover, the second part of the verse reverts to the past activity of Naomi that was not previously reported. Naomi first made a decision to return to Bethlehem and only then arose and went. As was noticed by van Wolde, the first three clauses are narrator’s texts, but the fourth one represents Naomi’s observation. Van Wolde identifies “different speaking instances (narrator and character) for the forms and/or contents of the information presented.”\(^{379}\) The narrator explains that Naomi’s decision to return was based on her assumption of God’s activity. She apparently believed that God was responsible for both lack and abundance of food in Judah. This is an example of how reorganization of narrative information produces the shift from external to internal focalization. The perspective is first of all ideological because it shares how Naomi evaluates the world. Then her evaluation is approved by her decision.

In verse 7, however, the narrator seems to return to the external mode of focalization:

\[ נִמְשָׁא מָרְדֹּכָּאָה אֲשֶׁר קָהֲרִיתָהוּ יַשֵּׁי מָלְתָּה שַׁעַה וַתְּלַקֵּחָה בְּצַקְרַהּ לֶא שֶׁבֶּלַע לֶא יִהְיֶה ](Ruth 1:7).

So she set out from the place where she was with her two daughters-in-law, and they went on the way to return to the land of Judah (Ruth 1:7).

Without understanding this shift in focalization, it may appear that the repetition is excessive because verses 6 and 7 both share the same information about Naomi’s return. Various attempts have been made to explain this seeming redundancy. Joüon considers that verse 7 adds nothing substantial to verse 6.\(^{380}\) Hubbard sees in this verse the report of “actual departure from Moab” but does not bring any further explanation.\(^{381}\) Consequently, he explains the plural form of the verb הָדוּה as “three sharing the same fate traveling on the road together.”\(^{382}\) Sasson thinks that the

---


\(^{381}\) Hubbard, *Ruth*, 101.

\(^{382}\) Hubbard, *Ruth*, 101.
purpose of verse 7 is to “heighten the drama of verses 8-18 by sandwiching it between two verses, the first of which (v. 7) speaks of three people about to leave Moab, while the second (v. 19) speaks of only Ruth and Naomi.” According to Chisholm, verse 7 repeats the previous verse, because it “begins a more focused, detailed account of Naomi’s return.”

However, this repetition can be explained better if the analysis of shifts in focalization is employed. In verses 6 and 7, the narrator uses different types of focalization in relation to different characters. The second part of verse 6 is focalized internally in relation to Naomi, for the readers get to know the reasons that led her to return home. This reflects in the use of the verb וּשָׁמַע “to arise,” which otherwise would be redundant. However, the reasons that led Naomi’s daughters-in-law to follow her and her attitude toward their decision is left unexplored. Therefore, in 1:7 the narrator focalizes the departure of women externally and uses another verb אָצָי “to go out,” which is more applicable for physical movement (as compared with the verb וְתוֹך — “to return” in the general sense). Besides, in 1:7 the narrator points our attention to the details of the trip by mentioning the place of departure with deixis מָשִׁי “there” and specifying that daughters-in-law were מַעַשְׂ לֶחֶם “with her.” The readers’ horizon, therefore, is narrower than the horizons of her daughters-in-law, which results in external focalization in relation to the daughters-in-law.

To sum up, the analysis of focalization shows that these verses present the same act — the beginning of the journey — but from two different perspectives. In verse 6 the text is focalized internally in relation to Naomi explaining the reason for her decision, while in verse 7 the text is focalized externally in relation to Naomi’s daughters-in-law, which opens up the way to the following dialogue.

383 Sasson, Ruth, 22.

384 Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 585.
5.1.4. Dialogue between Naomi and her daughters-in-law (1:8-14)

In 1:8 the distance between the narrator and the narrated events is reduced and the narration reaches the level of the story. The narrator takes the position of detached onlooker acquiring the ability to hear and record the words of the characters.

But Naomi said to her two daughters-in-law, “Go, return each of you to her mother’s house. May the Lord deal kindly with you, as you have dealt with the dead and with me. The Lord grant that you may find rest, each of you in the house of her husband!” Then she kissed them, and they lifted up their voices and wept. (1:8-9)

In this and the following dialogic passages the primary source of information for the readers is the characters’ speeches. As was said in the previous chapter, direct speech represents a borderline case that has been designated as parallel focalization, which means that the readers know as much or even less than the characters, depending on the depth of the character’s speech. If the character’s speech consists of feelings, attitudes, motives, etc., the text of the dialogue can be considered internally focalized. Otherwise, the text is externally focalized.

The speech of Naomi starts as externally focalized (verbs in imperative forms usually reflect external mode of focalization). However, the more she explains the reasons behind her commands, the more internally focalized the text becomes. One of the signs of internally focalized text of the dialogue is rearrangement of flow of information in a character’s speech. The information in the speech of Naomi is rearranged for it rearranges the flow of information by recalling past events that were not reported earlier and by placing possible future events before they really happen. For example, what the readers know about the marriage life of Naomi’s daughters-in-law they know primarily from Naomi’s perspective. According to Naomi, her daughters-in-law related to her and her sons with דשח. There are no other assessments about the quality of relationship within their family during the sojourn in Moab — only Naomi’s perspective is presented. By saying that daughters-in-law dealt with
family members with דֶסֶח, Naomi gives ideological appraisal to their behavior for the idea of דֶסֶח reflects the “general system of viewing of the world conceptually.”

Furthermore, out of Naomi’s mouth come not only memories but also wishes. She describes not only happy old days when she and her daughters-in-law were one family but also pictures their sorrowful future. This picture of the future is, therefore, also internally focalized for it presents Naomi’s point of view. It becomes obvious when one realizes how ignorant she is of the real attitudes of her daughters-in-law. She wrongly assumes that Orpah and Ruth don’t have any interest in her anymore and thinks that for them it is better to stay in Moab and go back to their families. She thinks that in their own land among their own people, they would have more chances to get married and have children.

The expression חָפַּל וָשְׁא (lit. “woman to the house of her mother”) is unusual. In fact, it is so unusual that LXX and multiple Old Greek manuscripts change it to the more standard “father’s house.” Bush lists several ways how this deviance can be interpreted. Among them are logical (“...the father is already dead; mothers are named since they know best how to console; the reference suggests the existence of a matriarchal society”); linguistic (“the words were chosen to achieve parallelism and alliteration”); and cultural (“the mother’s house was customary the locus for discussion and planning for marriage”). Then Bush proposes his own interpretation. He considers that the expression is “singularly appropriate here: it emphasizes the contrast Naomi wishes to make — a widow should return to her mother and not stay with her mother-in-law.” The analysis of focalization also helps to see this expression not as anomaly but as purposefully inserted by the narrator in order to demonstrate the horizon of Naomi. In her mind she excludes herself from the future of her daughters-in-law and sees her place to be taken by their mothers.

---
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Until this moment the readers are being immersed into the mind of Naomi, watching the world through her eyes. Then just for a few words the text is focalized externally, thus returning to the question about the attitude of Naomi’s daughters-in-law. However, even in this text their attitudes start to gush out through the mimetic description of their behavior:

גַּשָּׁנָה הָניֶכְּבִיתָו וְלוֹקָה הָנָּשִׂיתָו וְהָלִיקָה קַשָּׁתָו

Then she kissed them, and they lifted up their voices and wept. (1:9b)

The intrusion aims to show the reaction of the women to the hopelessness of the situation. According to Hubbard, the verb קַשָּׁנ “to kiss” here means “kiss goodbye” as in other places with similar contexts, like Gen 31:28; 2 Sam 19:39 and 1 Kings 19:20.388 The readers still do not possess any additional information about the story world; they comprehend the situation according to Naomi’s view, and are not aware of the thoughts of Naomi’s daughters-in-law. Therefore, the readers are called to show empathy to the women’s impasse. The empathy becomes even greater when they hear the objection of the daughters-in-law. These are the first words of the daughters-in-law and the first attempt to share their inner attitudes.389

תָּאֵן־יִכּ הָּלָּה־הָנְרַמאֹתַּו

And they said to her, “With you we will return to your people.” (1:10)

For the readers, who do not possess any external information and cannot assess the situation objectively, the words of the daughters-in-law are yet another version of how the plot can unfold. For Naomi their attitude may be a surprise. The construction of the utterance is unusual, for it starts with the prepositional phrase תָּאֵן־יִכּ, “with you,” which typically follow the verb. According to Holmstedt, the adjunct “is raised to assert the daughters-in-law’s intention over against Naomi’s.”390 But the change in

---


syntax could also be the result of their ideological position. Since their utterance is the answer to Naomi’s command, by this phrase they may want to show that Naomi is more important for them than their own future or that they do not see their future without Naomi. The use of the phrase “your people” implies the desire to find husbands among men of Israel instead of returning to Moab. Moreover, the use of “mother’s house” appears in new light. Orpah and Ruth do not want to go back to their mothers; they want to stay with Naomi.

In this section, the narrator proposes different versions of the future by using perspectives of different characters. Thus, in the next passage Naomi will be speaking about the future again but now she considers not only her daughters-in-law, but also her own future in relation to them.

But Naomi said, “Turn back, my daughters; why will you go with me? Have I yet sons in my womb that they may become your husbands? Turn back, my daughters; go your way, for I am too old to have a husband. If I should say I have hope, even if I should have a husband this night and should bear sons, would you therefore wait till they were grown? Would you therefore refrain from marrying? No, my daughters, for it is exceedingly bitter to me for your sake that the hand of the LORD has gone out against me.” (1:11-13)

The main point of the second exchange is the inability of Naomi to provide children who would become husbands for her daughters-in-law. The passage helps the readers to explore Naomi’s inner world, that is to say that Naomi’s speech here is also internally focalized. Some nuances confirm this conclusion. For example, Naomi addresses her daughters-in-law as “my daughters” three times. The address itself “betrayed Naomi’s tenderness toward her weeping audience”391 and reflects Naomi’s internal perspective toward her daughters-in-law. Naomi’s argument is changing

---

accordingly. She agrees that they are not just two strangers to her, but to accompany her in the present circumstances is pointless.

There is a slight difference between this and the previous speech of Naomi in that this time Naomi addresses her daughters-in-law in narrative form. Her speech sounds like the account of possible events in her daughters-in-law lives if they decide to go with her. Moreover, in her speech she also tries to look at the world from the perspective of her daughters-in-law. By asking the rhetorical question, “Why will you go with me?” she assumes their point of view. Hubbard gives an example of the same construction from 2 Sam 15:19.\(^{392}\) In this example the one who asks the question also suggests for the listener to look at the possible consequences of his choice from his (listener’s) point of view. However, as the course of events shows, Naomi’s horizon is restricted because she does not know “who is behind the door” (to use the metaphor of Skalin), the minds of her daughters-in-law are not transparent to her, her understanding of their attitudes is only partially correct. And soon she will know how mistaken she is.

Numerous commentaries\(^ {393}\) point to the form נהלָה as one of the “interpretive cruces in the book.”\(^ {394}\) Here is the core of the problem. The form נהלָה consists of three parts: the interrogative particle ה, the preposition ל “to, for,” and third person feminine plural pronominal suffix נ “them.” Therefore, the form can be translated as “for them” where “them” is feminine plural. However, “the obvious referents are the potential sons that No’omi could bear,” which means that “them” should appear in masculine plural form.\(^ {395}\)

To address this issue three solutions are proposed. The first solution is to see this form as neutral, referring to “things that happened.” Therefore, the phrase is

\(^{392}\) Hubbard, *Ruth*, 108, n. 118. The other examples of the same focalizing constructions are 1 Sam 6:6; 17:8; 20:8; Hab 1:3; 2 Sam 12:23; Mic 4:9.
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translated as “to that would you wait?” The second solution suggests considering the form to be equivalent to Aramaic יִהְיֶהוּ “therefore” as in Dan 2:6, 9, 4:24. Third view sees this form as a masculine dual absolute ending in Moabite language. Translation in this case would be: “for them [my hypothetical sons] would you wait?” Finally, it can be simply the misspelled masculine form.396 Schipper points to 4QRuth3, which also reads יִהְיֶהוּ.397 So, is it possible to understand this form on its own rights?

This passage is part of Naomi’s speech where she expresses her view of how the story will unfold. Moreover, as I mentioned before, her perspective is complicated, for she also tries to reflect the point of view of her daughters-in-law. In this light, the Hebrew expression יִהְיֶהוּ הָנְרֵבַּשְׂתּ דַﬠְרִיְלְדִי “would you therefore wait till they were grown?” should have a feminine element that would reflect the point of view of daughters-in-law. Would it be possible that the form יִהְיֶהוּ, which “does not occur elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible,”398 has a special meaning that emphasizes the feminine plural point of view?

By the end of verse 13 two more elements concerning the play of horizons appear. First, the meaning of the form מֶכִּמ, which can be translated in one of three ways: 1) “because my bitterness is more than yours”; 2) “because my bitterness is too much for you (to share)”; 3) “because my bitterness is on account of you.” Holmstedt, who proposed these variants of translation, considers that only the second opinion “makes sense of her obvious warm feelings for Ruth and Orpah, and provides a good reason for the women to leave her.”399 However, if in her previous address Naomi was looking at the situation through the eyes of her daughters-in-law, the third option—“because my bitterness is on account of you”—becomes prevailing. Naomi does not want these women to follow the scenario she just presented.

396 All four views are presented in this order by Wilch, *Ruth*, 137.


399 Holmstedt, *Ruth*, 84.
Therefore, in verses 8 through 13 the text is mainly presented in the form of internal focalization. It reflects the perspective of Naomi toward the situation and partially represents the attitude of Naomi’s daughters-in-law. Internal focalization is confirmed first of all by minor details such as Naomi’s designation of her daughters-in-law as “my daughters,” the desire of her daughters-in-law to return with Naomi and their telling behavior. But mostly, internal focalization is confirmed by reorganization of the flow of narrative information in Naomi’s speech by which she expresses her attitude toward the past and the future. From Naomi’s address the readers learn about some aspects of life of the family in Moab, but what is more important, they learn about possible scenarios of the plot.

5.1.5. The decisions of Orpah and Ruth (1:14)

In 1:14 again for just a few words the characters are presented as focalized externally:

הָּבּ הָקְבָדּ תוּרְו הָּתוֹמֲחַל הָפְּרָﬠ קַשִּׁתַּו דוֹע הָניֶכְּבִתַּו ןָלוֹק הָנֶשִּׂתַּו

Then they lifted up their voices and wept again. And Orpah kissed her mother-in-law, but Ruth clung to her. (1:14)

The text is still written in the scope of internal focalization, because the readers are not yet informed about possible solutions of the problem and are forced to participate with the characters in their tragedy. The first clause repeats 1:9 almost verbatim, but in order to increase the tension, this time the narrator describes the scene of separation with additional word דוֹע “again.” The ESV translation is not correct, for the word דוֹע, according to Bush, does not mean “again” but “more” stressing “the idea of continuance,”400 which raises the emotional tension of the situation.401

400 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 81.

401 Between verses 9 and 14 Hubbard points to stylistic chiasm, which brackets the episode emotionally: in verse 9 the farewell kiss led to weeping, while in verse 14a weeping led to the farewell kiss. Moreover, the reversal in the action (in verse 9 Naomi kisses her daughters-in-law, while in verse 14 Orpah kisses Naomi) demonstrates the formal ends of their relationship. See Hubbard, Ruth, 115.
One more question has to be addressed in relation to two similar intrusions (in verses 9 and 14). From the Hebrew text, it is not clear who does the crying: all three women or only the daughters-in-law. Hawk convincingly demonstrates that at least in verse 9 the verbs “they raised” and “they wept” relate to the daughters-in-law because they stay in one chain with the following verb “they said,” while the first verb in the statement “she kissed” “is set apart grammatically and refers only to Naomi.” The analysis of focalization confirms this conclusion. The first time this phrase appears in 1:9 it was said that focalization shifts from internal (in relation to Naomi) to external (in relation to Naomi’s daughters-in-law), which means that the act of crying may indeed apply only to Orpah and Ruth.

An important role in this short phrase is played by the construction and the very words used. The construction (the second part of the sentence starts with we+noun) of the sentence opposes the attitudes of Ruth and Orpah, and the verb that is used in order to express the attitude of Ruth קַבָדּ “cling,” carries a deeper meaning. According to Ziegler,

this verb characterizes Ruth’s persona. Ruth is a devuka, a woman who knows how to fasten herself to another person… The act of cleaving to another is the very opposite of selfishness. Individualistic behavior entails looking out for oneself, regarding one’s own interests as paramount even when it undermines the needs of the Other.

After citing examples from different uses of this verb in the Old Testament, Ziegler comes to the conclusion that this verb

…connotes an all-encompassing connection, a relationship characterized by identification, in which one party embraces the totality of the Other, utterly and completely. There is something illogical in this type of relationship, in which one’s own ego, one’s I-awareness, is subsumed by concern for the Other. This description accurately depicts Ruth’s unusual relationship with Naomi, in which

---

402 Hawk, Ruth, 47-48. Campbell comes to the same conclusion but on the basis of 4QRuth*, which reads נָלוֹק instead of מָלוֹק and “may reflect the old feminine dual.” See Campbell, Ruth, 66.
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her decision to remain with her mother-in-law undermines her own self-interest.404

Therefore, Ruth’s reaction to Naomi’s words, though presented in the mode of external focalization, demonstrates some elements of internality. Nevertheless, it should be considered as externally focalized, for the narrator does not want to rush into disclosing his characters’ attitudes and the readers should wait for Ruth’s monologue in order to confirm their hunch.

5.1.6. Dialogue between Naomi and Ruth (1:15-18)

In verse 15 the narrative returns to dialogic form. The change in the number of the characters designates the beginning of a new scene, resulting in reorganization of the flow of narrative information and new mode of focalization. This time Naomi is not talking about the future but comments on the decision made by Orpah (i.e. return to the past event) and urges Ruth to follow the example of her sister-in-law.

ֵתְּמִבְי הָבָשׁ הֵנִּה רֶמאֹתַּו £
ֱא־לֶאְו הָּמַּﬠ־לֶא œ
ֵתְּמִבְי יֵרֲחַא יִבוּשׁ ָהיֶה £
׃

And she said, “See, your sister-in-law has gone back to her people and to her gods; return after your sister-in-law.” (1:15)

In the first part of Naomi’s utterance the flow of information is rearranged, for the narrator could have given this theological comment earlier when Orpah was leaving. Instead, the readers were focused on the emotional and practical dimensions of the situation. Now Naomi presents the decision of Orpah in a different light by giving ideological appraisal to Orpah’s step — Orpah bid farewell not only to her mother-in-law but to Naomi’s people and Naomi’s God.

This reasoning forces us to reconsider the traditional interpretation of the particle הניה “behold,” which is usually understood as the marker of the perception of the character distinct from that of the narrator. Thus it is called an “attention getter,”405 the word that Naomi uses to focus Ruth’s attention on the action of Orpah hoping “to

404 Ziegler, Ruth, Kindle Locations 3044-3048.

405 Berlin, Poetics, 91.
get Ruth to follow suit.” However, Naomi does not simply underline the action itself, but wants to emphasize a specific view on this action by selecting and channeling narrative information. Therefore, it is another example of internal focalization, in this case with an ideological facet in view.

But Ruth said, “Do not urge me to leave you or to return from following you. For where you go I will go, and where you lodge I will lodge. Your people shall be my people, and your God my God. Where you die I will die, and there will I be buried. May the Lord do so to me and more also if anything but death parts me from you.” (1:16-17)

Until verse 16 the readers have only an approximate portrait of Ruth according to the perspective of Naomi. The desire of Ruth (together with Orpah) to stay with her mother-in-law that she expressed in 1:9 and in 1:14 partially reflected her inner attitude. Yet information was quite marginal, which left the readers puzzling about Ruth’s true motivation. Only when Ruth opens her mouth and explains her firm decision to go with Naomi do the readers become aware of her true attitude.

Like in Naomi’s speech, in Ruth’s speech the flow of information is rearranged because she pictures her future. This picture is restricted (i.e., focalized internally) as any picture of the future, because the character is not aware of how the story will turn out and the narrator makes sure that the readers conceptualize the situation the same way. Besides, in her speech Ruth deals with issues that reflect her attitude toward Naomi.

All this demonstrates that the text is also focalized internally in relation to Ruth. Therefore, the characters have not moved yet from the territory of Moab but the readers already have two different scenarios: one after Naomi, and one after Ruth.

Thus, using focalization on the level of the story, the narrator is able to create suspense based on different horizons.

Verse 18 is also internally focalized, though it does not consist of direct speech:

והיה רבדל לדחתו התא תכלה איה תצמה ורettaו:

And when Naomi saw that she was determined to go with her, she said no more. (1:18)

This time the narrator presents the perspective of Naomi, who “saw” (i.e., realized) that Ruth is not going to change her decision. It seems that Naomi was not expecting this turn and is greatly surprised by what she heard. Otherwise, why she does not say anything in order to challenge or approve Ruth’s decision? It is interesting to note that Naomi mentioned past and future but never said anything about the present situation probably because she does not “see” how her daughters-in-law can continue to stay with her.

5.1.7. Arrival to Bethlehem (1:19-21)

In this short intrusion⁴⁰⁷, the narrator describes the reaction of women of Bethlehem (which is indicated by the particle with 3fp suffix הנמראות) to the arrival of Naomi:

והיה קבלנה בית להם והנה כל נעריר עלייה הנמראות הנה את מעמה:

And when they came to Bethlehem, the whole town was stirred because of them. And the women said, “Is this Naomi?” (1:19)

The reaction is pictured with the verb להנה. According to Bush, “both the root and the meaning of the verb is uncertain.”⁴⁰⁸ While the verb derives from the root הָהָה “hum, buzz, growl, roar,” it is used in this passage figuratively and can have a fairly wide scope of meanings: “to resound with excitement, be in an uproar, be restless,

⁴⁰⁷ According to McKeown, “The details of long journeys are not usually recorded unless they have a direct bearing on the main story line.” McKeown, Ruth, 30.

⁴⁰⁸ Bush, Ruth, Esther, 91.
turbulent, bring into confusion.” Therefore, the translation of the verb in this passage depends upon the meaning accorded to the whole episode.

The scene can be understood in two quite different ways. On the one hand the “noisy hum” with which the city responds (expressed by the verb הִתְּמַלְּכַּיְתְו) and the questions “Is this Naomi?” would both convey consternation and concern, perhaps because of Naomi’s aged and careworn condition. On the other hand, the “noisy hum” could express delighted excitement and the rhetorical question astonished and joyful recognition. On the basis of Naomi’s answer (and she is talking about her identity), Hawk comes to the conclusion that the question, as it is understood by Naomi, expresses the women’s “surprise and incredulity and … evokes the question of identity.” And McKeown considers that it “reflects the excitement of those who had not seen Naomi for a decade.”

In the scope of internal focalization, the question should be understood as surprise that comes as a result of the inconsistency between Naomi they knew and Naomi that arrived to the city. In the next verse their curiosity is satisfied, for Naomi explains what’s happened with her and why she is not the same person she used to be.

She said to them, “Do not call me Naomi; call me Mara, for the Almighty has dealt very bitterly with me. I went away full, and the LORD has brought me back empty. Why call me Naomi, when the LORD has testified against me and the Almighty has brought calamity upon me?” (1:20-21)

Naomi’s answer is a classical example of internal focalization because naming is considered the most vivid way of expressing the point of view of the characters.

According to Uspensky,

---


410 Campbell, *Ruth*, 75.


In a literary work, one character may be called by several different names or designated by a variety of titles. Frequently, different names are attributed to one and the same person in a single sentence or in closely connected passages in the text.413

This is exactly what happens in this passage. By describing herself with two different names, Naomi expresses her ideological point of view. Besides, her names refer to two different periods of her life — before the sojourn in Moab and after her return — which once more rearranges narrative information. Another indication of internal focalization is the emotional charge of Naomi’s speech. According to Chisholm, the words of Naomi “carry an expressive function” because in them “she vented her emotions, expressing her disappointment and her feeling that she was an enemy of God.”414

5.1.8. Summary of return (1:22)

By the end of the chapter in the summary statement the narrator unexpectedly gives a full description of Ruth:

 últimaם עובד יבון ההמשבב יבון שמה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה השביה ש

413 Uspensky, Poetics, 25.

414 Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 609.

415 LaCocque, Ruth, 58.
“otherness in ethnicity, family and homeland,” she stood with Naomi.\textsuperscript{416} Hubbard sees in it the subtle introduction of racial tension.\textsuperscript{417} He also sees in Ruth’s return the idea of finding true homeland and true identity.\textsuperscript{418} All these ideas certainly help to see new insights in the text. But perhaps to them it should be added that this description continues to keep the readers within the scope of internal focalization. By the narrator’s design, at this stage of the story the readers do not have to see possible solutions of the problem and see things as they are seen from the point of view of Naomi and Ruth.

Nevertheless, a glimpse of hope that appears in the final phrase of the chapter starts to prepare the readers for a new narratological event: “And they came to Bethlehem at the beginning of barley harvest.”

5.2. Boaz, a relative (2:1-19)

In this section, the narrator expands the horizon of the readers so that the knowledge of the readers grows beyond the knowledge of the characters. This knowledge is particularly pertinent to recognition: Ruth does not know about the existence of Boaz; Boaz does not know Ruth in person; Ruth does not know that Boaz is the relative of Elimelech. In contrast to the characters, the readers possess all this information. This new privileged position, which is set from the beginning of chapter 2, is reinforced once again in 2:3 and 2:4 where the readers are given information that is unavailable to the characters of the story. Therefore, while the readers cannot predict the direction of the dialogues, they obviously look down at the characters and expect them to obtain the same knowledge. The section ends in 2:19 because in 2:20 Naomi communicates information that exceeds even the horizon of the readers that leads to a new shift in focalization.

\textsuperscript{416} Hawk, \textit{Ruth}, 63.

\textsuperscript{417} Hubbard, \textit{Ruth}, 128.

\textsuperscript{418} Hubbard, \textit{Ruth}, 128. See also Bush, \textit{Ruth, Esther}, 96.
5.2.1. Introduction of Boaz (2:1)

In the beginning of chapter 2 the narrator introduces a new character with a null copula sentence:

Now Naomi had a relative of her husband’s, a worthy man of the clan of Elimelech, whose name was Boaz. (2:1)

According to Holmstedt, a null copula clause usually

...presents background information, that is, information that does not move the “narrative” time (i.e., the time within the story) forward but does move the “narrated” time (i.e., the time it takes to tell the story) forward and adds to the information that the audience receives.

It seems that the information about Boaz is given at this point of the narrative intentionally. First, it forces the readers to reevaluate the information that has preceded the events in chapter 1. According to Genette, these kinds of remarks play a very important role in classical narratives, for they are purposefully given so that the readers would reconstitute the order of events. Moreover, the readers

...must take into account both that this scene comes after in the narrative and that it is supposed to have come before in the story: each of these, or rather the relationship between them (of contrast or of dissonance), is basic to the narrative text, and suppressing this relationship by eliminating one of its members is not only not sticking to the text, but is quite simply killing it.

Second, this particular information being given in this particular moment of the plot certainly points to Boaz as the possible vehicle that would solve the problems Naomi and Ruth encountered in the first chapter. It changes the horizon and the position of the readers in relation to the narrative world because the narrator shares with them the information that exceeds the knowledge of Ruth and Naomi. Therefore, the

419 Holmstedt, Ruth, 104.

420 Genette, Narrative Discourse, 35.

421 Of course Naomi could know, but that is when we look at the real world, not the story world. I don’t mean that Naomi did not know about Boaz’s existence. She certainly was aware of him long
readers, by knowing more than the characters, look at the situation from a privileged position, and focalization changes from internal to zero.

Third, it affirms that by hiding this information from the readers throughout the first chapter of the book, the narrator helped the readers to grasp the depth of Ruth’s experience. According to the note of Auld,

Young Ruth goes out to take her chance but old Naomi knows someone. This is yet another example of... how the Book of Ruth invites us to see things from different perspectives; and another such double perspective runs through chapter 2 as a whole.422

Ruth is the only character (besides Orpah) who is even unaware of Boaz.423 By reducing the horizon of the readers to the horizon of Ruth in the first chapter, the narrator gives to the readers opportunity to participate with Ruth in her ignorance. Thus the narrator convinces the readers of the depth of tragedy and the readers naïvely believe the narrator when they listen to the women’s loud cry, estimate together with Naomi the scant chances of Ruth and Orpah and with astonishment ago, for he is introduced as a friend (or relative) of her husband. Ruth also could have heard about him before from her Israelite relatives. So, I am not talking about knowledge as such. More than that, taking into account the logical and prudent reasoning of Naomi in Ruth 1, when she thought through different possibilities for the future of her daughters-in-law, it is logical to assume that both Naomi and Ruth could see in Boaz a suitable candidate for prospective marriage. By the same way they could discuss another candidacy but as the saying goes, man proposes but God disposes. In this case the narrator, who looks at these events retrospectively, knows who exactly is going to redeem Naomi and become the husband of Ruth and strategically chooses to inform the readers about this fact.


423 Most interpreters would agree that Ruth did not know anything about Boaz until she met him in the field and was not aware about his status as redeemer until Naomi informed her about it (2:20). See Bush, *Ruth, Esther*, 103. However, Sasson considers 2:1 a statement of Naomi’s knowledge, and translates it differently, “Now, Naomi knew of an acquaintance of her husband…” See Sasson, *Ruth*, 38. Bush easily demolishes Sasson’s arguments on the basis of verses 19 and 20, “for it is clear that... the name of Boaz comes as a surprise to Naomi and that here she informs Ruth who he is for the first time.” See Bush, *Ruth, Esther*, 103.
discover Ruth’s loyalty. These emotions would not be sincere if information about Boaz was given earlier.

5.2.2. Dialogue between Ruth and Naomi (2:2)  
Against the background of the previous verse, the placement of the conversation between Ruth and Naomi in verse 2 seems to have a special reason: to underline the difference between the horizon of the readers and the horizon of the characters. While the readers are already aware of Boaz, the surprise still waits for Ruth and Naomi.

And Ruth the Moabite said to Naomi, “Let me go to the field and glean among the ears of grain after him in whose sight I shall find favor.” And she said to her, “Go, my daughter.” (2:2)

Ruth is looking for an abstract figure, someone who will let her glean in his field. Reporting this utterance of Ruth, the narrator helps the readers to see the situation with the eyes of Ruth. Indeed, consideration of details of this verse supports this assumption. First, the narrator designates Ruth as “Ruth the Moabite,” which otherwise seems to be redundant, for Ruth has already been designated this way in 1:22. According to Holmstedt, the narrator “is intent on keeping Ruth’s foreign status highlighted for the audience,” which becomes even more vivid when Naomi calls Ruth בַּתּ יִרְאֵה “my daughter” (2:2), while Ruth is still not a part of the Israelite community.

---

424 These kinds of constructions are examined in the article of Sergey Leozov and Yakov Eidelkind. See Сергей Лезов and Яков Эйделькинд, “Синтаксис речи рассказчика в древнееврейской повествовательной прозе,” in Библия. Литературные и лингвистические исследования. (Москва: РГГУ, 1999), 18-259.

425 Hubbard, Ruth, 137.
Second, ignorance of Ruth is also shown by the use of the word הֶדָשַּׂה “the field” with an article, which here must be understood in generic sense “some field” or “any adequate field.”

Third, Ruth’s words show that she is not thinking about a particular person. The narrator chose to convey the decision of Ruth not in his own words but through direct speech (the words of Ruth herself) exactly because she is unaware about Boaz’s existence and from her mouth these words create greater suspense. The same words being spoken by an omniscient narrator wouldn’t sound so dramatic.

Fourth, the word וּניָﬠ “eye” used in her speech as an idiom could be a perspectival element for the original readers of the text. Starting from this verse, the readers are waiting for Boaz (or someone else) to notice (to see visually) Ruth. This prepares the spatial point of view that is used in the following episode.

Fifth, the short answer of Naomi — יִתִּב יִכְל “Go, my daughter” — is also based upon the previous verse and creates the perspective for the following scene. While knowing Boaz, Naomi does not send Ruth to his field but permits her to find the right person herself. The brevity of her answer is sometimes considered to be the reflection of Naomi’s apathy. But this conclusion would not be so obvious without zero focalization of the whole episode. Even though Naomi knows what the readers know, she is so distressed that she cannot even think about a relative or a friend who could help her.

Sixth, the narrator could leave here just one imperative: “go” but he decided to add “my daughter.” This designation adds emotional color to Naomi’s speech. Ruth, not being aware of the information the readers have in verse 1, seems to think that Naomi is her only friend in the whole of Judah. However, when Boaz starts to talk to her calling her the same way — “my daughter” — Ruth is going to be surprised as much as the readers.

426 Holmstedt, Ruth, 106; Hawk, Ruth, 70.

427 There is, however, the possibility that the designation “my daughter” is simply a “socially coded term that reciprocates Ruth’s deferential language… [and] acknowledges the nature of the social relationship that binds the two women and signifies Naomi’s higher status in that relationship.” If this
5.2.3. *Summary of Ruth’s gleaning before meeting with Boaz (2:3)*

Verse 3 is unique with regard to focalization for one can find all three types of focalization in it.

So she set out and went and gleaned in the field after the reapers, and she happened to come to the part of the field belonging to Boaz, who was of the clan of Elimelech. (2:3)

From one side, the first half of this verse — “she set out and went and gleaned in the field after the reapers” — is focalized externally because the readers are informed only about acts of the character and are not given any ideas about the character’s thoughts or attitudes. But then the readers are given information that exceeds the horizon of Ruth: while gleaning, Ruth finally comes to the field of Boaz. This information is given in the scope of zero focalization, which continues to expand the horizon of the readers. This refutes the opinion that the phrase וַיִּקְּמֶהָ בֶּן־יַעֲדֵהּ "and she happened to come,” which literary means “and her chance chanced,” shows that “Ruth came to Boaz’ field by no knowledge of her own,” and could mean that the narrator looks at the event through Ruth’s eyes. Finally this verse together with verse 1 may indicate the hand of God that stays behind the scene and who (like the narrator) is characterized by omniscience. Therefore, the verse demonstrates the difference between the horizon of Ruth and the horizon of the readers, or as McKeown comments,

---

is the case, Naomi’s words are externally focalized, for the readers are “left in the dark about Naomi’s disposition towards Ruth.” See Hawk, *Ruth*, 78.


From Ruth’s point of view she has found the right field by chance, but the reader is aware that God is working out his purposes in this situation.\(^{431}\)

### 5.2.4. The arrival of Boaz (2:4)

In 2:4 Boaz for the first time appears on the scene.

\[
ְכֶרָבְי וֹל וּרְמאֹיַּו םֶכָמִּﬠ הוהי םיִרְצוֹקַּל רֶמאֹיַּו םֶחֶל תיֵבִּמ אָבּ זַﬠֹב־הֵנִּהְו
\]

And behold, Boaz came from Bethlehem. And he said to the reapers, “The Lord be with you!” And they answered, “The Lord bless you.” (2:4)

The particle הֵנִּה “behold” in the beginning of the verse gives neither the horizon of Ruth nor the horizon of the reapers but, according to Berlin, should be translated “as at that point.” Berlin considers that in the given context, 2:4 is “information to the reader, representing the reader’s perception of Boaz’s entrance into the scene, with the explanation of where he had been beforehand.”\(^{432}\) Berlin supposes that the particle does not expresses Ruth’s perception because (1) it would be more appropriate to use here the term of relationship between Ruth and Boaz instead of personal names, like “behold, the owner of the field…” and (2) Ruth could not know where Boaz was arriving from.

Besides Berlin’s conclusions, it seems that there is one more, subtle, nuance that this particle attaches to the story. In the context of verses 1, 3 and 4 where the name of Boaz is used, the narrator continually broadens the horizon of the readers in relation to the knowledge of Ruth. Taking into consideration the short dialogue between Ruth and Naomi in 2:2 and short report about Ruth’s gleaning in the field (2:3a), one can say that the story is developing in two levels. The first level reflects the horizon (the knowledge) of Ruth, while on the other level the readers’ perspective is developed. Therefore, the function of הֵנִּה in this case is used to elicit the readers’ surprise.\(^{433}\)

\(^{431}\) McKeown, _Ruth_, 40.

\(^{432}\) Berlin, _Poetics_, 94.

The simple greeting in 2:4 has been developed by some commentaries into a reflection of Boaz’s piety or even ideological formula of YHWH presence. For example, Wilch considers that with his greeting Boaz demonstrates “his interest in the welfare of his workers.” According to Hawk, the greeting formula “affirms Yahweh’s presence with the people,” which puts it in contrast to Naomi’s bitter declarations. According to another comment made by Hubbard, the scene draws attention not so much to the piety of the speakers as to “the presence of the one whose name is voiced.”

Nevertheless, analysis of focalization shows that the scene of Boaz’s arrival is focalized more externally than internally and as such is not ideologically loaded because Boaz does not make any considerable statements that would clearly reflect his attitudes or feelings. Besides, in contrast to the dialogic scenes, the greeting formula does not refer to the past or to the future and, therefore, does not rearrange narrative information but simply reports current actions.

Nevertheless, there should be a reason for the narrator to include this scene into the story. According to the reasonable note of McKeown,

> If the greeting was simply a record of the fact that Boaz said “Hello” to his workers and they replied “Hello” to him, then it is very doubtful if the narrator would have bothered to mention this detail.

The need in this scene can be explained by rearrangement of the flow of narrative information. In Ruth 2:3-4 the narrator has the task to show how two people simultaneously come to the same point and unexpectedly meet each other. In the film narratives, these kinds of scenes are usually presented by showing close-up so that the viewer could see both of them coming to the point of meeting. A fast change of the shots is used for this purpose as well. The narrator of the written text does not

---


have these instruments at his disposal; therefore, the flow of information in the text has to be rearranged. So the narrator has to find other means to present simultaneous approximation of two people to the point of an unexpected encounter. In the case of Ruth 2:3-4, the narrator uses short episodes that follow one after another, producing the effect of an accidental encounter. Besides, in the next verse Boaz will come to his foreman with the question about “this young woman.” In order to ask this question, he needed to take time and look around. It could be assumed that Boaz took notice of Ruth while he was greeting his workers and only then focused his attention on her.

5.2.5. Dialogue between Boaz and foreman (2:5-7)

From the words of the foreman the readers get to know what the people of Bethlehem (at least some of them) really thought about Ruth (this information was withheld when the scene of entering Bethlehem was described in 1:19-21). To this the foreman adds his own experience of dealing with Ruth during that day. His speech ends with ideological appraisal (2:7) where some commentators see abrupt language.438

438 This is the opinion of Hurvitz who considers that “the overseer speaks in an apologetic and confused manner because he is not sure whether the ‘boss’ will approve of the fact that the overseer has given Ruth his permission to stay… inside the house reserved specifically for Boaz’s workers.” See Avi Hurvitz, “Ruth 2.7 — A Midrashic Gloss,” ZAW 95, no. 1 (1983): 121-123. Carasik takes the same view but for different reasons. He considers that Ruth experienced sexual harassment and “the overseer probably began to explain what had happened, became embarrassed, and tried to make some lame explanation.” Michael Carasik, “Ruth 2,7: Why the Overseer Was Embarrassed,” ZAW 107, no. 3 (1995): 493-494. According to Beattie, the text יָנָה שֶׁבֶרֶת תִּדְבֹּשׁ is “marginal note” made “by some student of the scriptures, at a time before the Septuagint translation.” Derek Robert George Beattie, “A Midrashic Gloss in Ruth 2:7,” ZAW 89, no. 1 (1977): 122-124. According to Moore, the text contains a wordplay on the roots וּשׁ “to return” and בַשָׁי “to dwell” in order to show that this Moabite woman is ready to make this field her dwelling place. Michael S. Moore, “Two Textual Anomalies in Ruth,” CBQ, no. 59 (1997): 234-243. However, Min does not agree with these ideas. He suggests to translate the words of the foreman as “She came from the morning and has stood by until now. She was sitting for a while under the shelter.” See Young-Jin Min, “Problems in Ruth 2,7,” BT 40, no. 4 (1989): 438-441.
Then Boaz said to his young man who was in charge of the reapers, “Whose young woman is this?” And the servant who was in charge of the reapers answered, “She is the young Moabite woman, who came back with Naomi from the country of Moab. She said, ‘Please let me glean and gather among the sheaves after the reapers.’ So she came, and she has continued from early morning until now, except for a short rest.” (2:5-7)

The dialogue starts with the reflection of Boaz’s horizon. Since he does not know Ruth in person, he cannot recognize her and for him she is just הָרֲﬠַנַּה “a young woman.” Therefore, unless Boaz speaks to the foreman (2:5-7), his horizon is also restricted. The foreman, on the contrary, knows some details about Ruth’s origin and had a chance to see her working in the field during this day, but apparently his view of Ruth is different from Boaz’s.

At the same time, the readers can identify both Boaz and Ruth. Therefore, until verse 7 the readers know more than both Boaz and Ruth, or to put it another way, this section is zero focalized in relation to both Boaz and Ruth. The function of the foreman now becomes obvious. He plays an important role in the narrative because he happens to be the character who is also totally aware of the identity of both Boaz and Ruth.

In the course of conversation, the foreman shares with Boaz information about his encounter with Ruth and her request. According to some views, Ruth requested to glean among sheaves and the permission was not given to her:

According to the harvest overseer, this is what Ruth requested when she arrived at the field to glean. He does not indicate his response, although from her actions (she is still not gleaning when Boaz arrived), it is clear that she was not given permission.439

According to this reasoning, the narrator again reorganizes the course of the narrative and informs the readers about the scene that has happened using the reported speech of the character. But not everyone agrees with this explanation. According to Grossman, this interpretation contradicts the content of the narrative. Let’s say that Ruth had asked for the foreman’s permission to glean among the sheaves. But is it “highly unlikely” that Ruth asked the foreman to give her special permission to gather among the bundled sheaves? Even if she really posed this request, it is unlikely that the foreman granted it. For if Ruth already gleaned among the sheaves, why would Boaz have to give her special permission in verse 15?

Grossman proposes an alternative way of interpretation. He compares the words Ruth addressed to Naomi and the words the foreman ascribed to Ruth in his report. This leads Grossman to the conclusion that Ruth in her request repeated the words she addressed to Naomi earlier, but the foreman, following his personal dislike toward Moabite women, tried to vilify her actions before Boaz. Therefore, according to Grossman, the foreman’s remarks to Boaz do not add any detail of which the reader has yet to be informed. The discussion between Ruth and the supervising boy, which researchers thought to recreate in light of the boy’s words, never actually occurred.

Obviously, the speech of the foreman reflects his point of view. For him Ruth is just a “young Moabite woman, who came back with Naomi from the country of Moab.” The foreman either does not know about Ruth’s decision to follow Naomi and YHWH or does not see any value in it. Thus, the speech of the foreman is focalized internally, and the readers listening to his words get to know his attitude toward Ruth. Moreover, the language of the final part of the foreman’s words is confused. According to Holmstedt,

---


the rough, almost stuttering language at the end of the verse, is a literary device intended to convey a character’s (the overseer) state of mind and is therefore not meant to reflect smooth syntax.⁴⁴³

Hurvitz considers that one of the reasons for it is the cowardice of the foreman, who was afraid that Boaz would be unhappy with this Moabite woman working at his field.⁴⁴⁴ Even though the foreman’s opinion of Ruth seems negative, he still plays a positive role in the narrative. After Boaz identifies Ruth, he obtains the same horizon as the readers, while Ruth’s horizon is kept restricted until 2:19. Therefore, by the beginning of the dialogue between Boaz and Ruth, the readers still know more than Ruth but lose their privileged position in relation to Boaz.

5.2.6. Dialogue between Boaz and Ruth (2:8-13)
The conversation between Boaz and Ruth has two parts. In the first part (2:8-10) Boaz’s attitude remains unclear for the readers and for Ruth; therefore, the difference in horizons on the level of the story gives to the narrative an additional dynamic. In the second part (2:11-13) Boaz explains his motives, which makes the flow of the plot more predictable.

Then Boaz said to Ruth, “Now, listen, my daughter, do not go to glean in another field or leave this one, but keep close to my young women. Let your eyes be on the field that they are reaping, and go after them. Have I not charged the young men not to touch you? And when you are thirsty, go to the vessels and drink what the young men have drawn.” Then she fell on her face, bowing to the

⁴⁴³ Holmstedt, Ruth, 117.

⁴⁴⁴ Holmstedt considers that this explanation of Hurvitz “makes the most sense of the text as it stands.” See Holmstedt, Ruth, 117; Hurvitz, “Ruth 2.7 — A Midrashic Gloss,” 122.
ground, and said to him, “Why have I found favor in your eyes, that you should take notice of me, since I am a foreigner?” (2:8-10)

Again, with the use of direct speech the narrator describes a possible future of the character — Boaz strongly recommends for Ruth to stay and work in his field. The authoritative tone of his language is supported by the use of the phrase בְּתוֹמַךְ תַּﬠַמָשְׁתַּי, translated in ESV as “listen to me” with the parental designation “my daughter,” and by repetitions of words and thoughts. From one side these words of Boaz are internally focalized because he draws before Ruth the picture of her life during the weeks of harvest. The picture (as description made by any character) is restricted to what Boaz believes is good for Ruth. In his speech, one finds the attitude of care and attention; he is ready to give to Ruth not only food but provide security and comfortable working conditions. The readers should be surprised with his generous offer no less than Ruth. Hence the question of Ruth is also the question of the readers that seek to find Boaz’s attitude. Therefore, the narrator purposefully covers the attitude of Boaz, representing this new character from without in order to increase the suspense of the story.

The statement בְּתוֹמַךְ תַּﬠַמָשְׁתַּי “since I am a foreigner” reflects the then existing negative attitudes that people (like the foreman) had toward her and shows that “the acceptance of a foreigner raised particular questions in the Jewish community.”\(^{445}\) Therefore, Ruth’s question to Boaz is ideological in nature. It calls Boaz to shift to ideological issues as well. So Boaz’s second address in 2:11-13 is different in this matter. He praises Ruth’s decision to commit her life to Naomi and the people of Israel. In order to explain his attitude, Boaz again paints the picture but now it is the picture of the past giving his appraisal of Ruth’s decision.

\(^{445}\) McKeown, *Ruth*, 47.
But Boaz answered her, “All that you have done for your mother-in-law since the death of your husband has been fully told to me, and how you left your father and mother and your native land and came to a people that you did not know before. The Lord repay you for what you have done, and a full reward be given you by the Lord, the God of Israel, under whose wings you have come to take refuge!” Then she said, “I have found favor in your eyes, my lord, for you have comforted me and spoken kindly to your servant, though I am not one of your servants.” (2:11-13)

Reading Boaz’s answer, the readers start to understand that information in the story was rearranged again. Apparently, there were some conversations about Ruth among townspeople that the readers were not informed about previously. The questions that the readers should obviously be interested in — if Naomi ever introduced Ruth to the people of Bethlehem and what did they think about her? — are now partially answered. If the narrator would have allowed this information earlier, the tension of the moment would disappear.

The other and more important act of reorganization in this passage is the reminder about events of chapter 1. The importance of this reminder is that it (1) summarizes the whole chapter in just two phrases and (2) it gives ideological appraisal to Ruth’s decision by leaving aside some elements of the story and adding others. In other words, this passage is focalized internally from the point of view of Boaz.

Elements of focalization in the text are evident if one compares the description of Boaz with the content of chapter 1. In his rendering, Boaz omits almost all episodes of the story except the moment of Ruth’s decision. With this internally focalized text, the narrator is able to concentrate the attention of the readers on Ruth’s decision in 1:16-17. The words of Boaz look like a summary, the report about the most important scene of chapter 1. Appended to the story is the ideological evaluation of Ruth’s acts as the manifestation of commitment, courage, and faith. The picture of the past is then replaced by the picture of the future where Boaz sees Ruth as the foreigner (or the refugee) who seeks protection of YHWH, the God of Israel.447

446 Hawk, *Ruth*, 81-82.

447 Grammatical aspects of internal focalization will be considered in the next chapter of this work.
5.2.7. Mealtime (2:14)

The scene of mealtime (2:14) starts as focalized externally:

וֹקַּה דַצִּמ בֶשֵׁתַּו ץֶמֹחַבּ

And at mealtime Boaz said to her, “Come here and eat some bread and dip your morsel in the wine.” So she sat beside the reapers, and he passed to her roasted grain. And she ate until she was satisfied, and she had some left over. (2:14)

Block explains that “in the ancient Near East people did not eat only to satisfy hungry stomachs; eating together also had great symbolic significance.” He suggests the list of six possible reasons for a corporate meal at those times: an expression of hospitality, a celebration of special occasions, an agreement between treaty partners climaxd with a covenant meal, an expression of social realities, a meeting of religious group, having a good time together. In this particular case “[w]ith this invitation Boaz treated Ruth not as a lowly servant, but as a member of his own entourage,” and that this is “glorious demonstration of compassion, generosity and acceptance, or shortly speaking of the biblical דֶסֶח.”

But why is the narrator so attentive to the details of the meal? Why by the will of the narrator does Boaz spell out to Ruth what she can do while sitting at the dinner table? Why does the narrator allocate the passing of the roasted grain? Why does the text resort to a description of visual details such as bread, morsel, wine, roasted grain and leftovers?

One of the reasons derives from the nature of close-up scenes. Attention to minor details gives an impression of proximity and can be used to express intimacy in relationships. This is certainly true for filmic narratives that have a lot in common

---

448 Block, Judges, Ruth, 666.

449 Hubbard, Ruth, 173.

450 Hubbard, Ruth, 173.
with biblical narrative. According to contemporary novelist and writing coach C.S. Lakin, biblical narratives are quite comparable to films:

Here’s where a novelist can sometimes achieve a stronger effect than a screenwriter or filmmaker. Novelists can evoke smells and sensations in a way a movie can’t. Sure, a movie can show a plate of mouthwatering pizza, and that visual can set our stomach growling. Yet, a novelist can express from the character’s POV [point of view] how that pizza smells and looks and makes her feel. If done well, our mouths will water as well while we read the passage, and we may even need to get up and raid the refrigerator. If you read the book *Chocolat* by Joanne Harris and you didn’t go scrounging the house for something chocolate, something must be wrong with you.\(^{451}\)

Description of simple food that was served at the picnic after several hours of hard work under the hot sun creates a similar sensation, at least in the mind of the contemporary reader. Besides, by including the meal scene, the narrator clearly shows the change in social relationship between Boaz and Ruth. This important role is played not only by the fact of sharing a meal, but also by continuing motifs of place and scarcity/abundance. Thus, Ruth is invited to approach (ךַּאֲפָלָם) the dinner table where she takes a seat among other reapers as part of the group (גֶּשֶׁב) and has more than she can eat by the end of the dinner.

5.2.8. **Boaz’s commands to his servants (2:15-17)**

Detailed representation of the meal is then replaced by a very short description of the rest of the day:

\[
egin{align*}
\text{מִקָּם מִלְכַת אֲלֹ הָטִּיקַּלְתוֹ הָּבֶּרָּבִּ֣ים אְלֹ הָטִּיקַּלְתוֹ}
\end{align*}
\]

When she rose to glean, Boaz instructed his young men, saying, “Let her glean even among the sheaves, and do not reproach her. And also pull out some from the bundles for her and leave it for her to glean, and do not rebuke her.” So she

gleaned in the field until evening. Then she beat out what she had gleaned, and it was about an ephah of barley. (2:15-17)

Because of selective representation, the readers are never told anything about the actual process of gleaning after mealtime. The commands of Boaz look forward to the gleaning, and the report of the narrator about Ruth’s working day shows the results of gleaning. Instead of picturing the routine process of gleaning, the narrator describes it in the words of one of the characters. By doing so, he not only narrates the event, but also continues to describe Boaz’s attitude:

> It is interesting in that light to observe that the narrator quickly interrupts the description of Ruth’s gleaning with an aside, which continues through verse 16, to report on one further set of instructions Boaz gives to his workers concerning Ruth. The aside contributes to the character profile of Boaz that the narrator has been building for the entire chapter: this fellow is a true mensch.  

On the basis of the last two passages, it is possible to track the development of Boaz’s attitude toward Ruth. It starts from simple permission to glean on in his field, then turns into the caring attitude (when Boaz allows Ruth to drink water and to eat with his workers and protect her against all offences) and ends with intentional help. During this episode Boaz’s horizon is gradually expanding. In the beginning he does not know who Ruth is, but after the conversation with the foreman, his horizon becomes wider than the horizon of Ruth. At the same time, Ruth remains unaware who her benefactor is. All she knows about him is his name. As for the readers, they will continue to enjoy their privileged position for a little longer.

### 5.2.9. Ruth reports to Naomi about her day (2:18-19)

Because in verse 20 the horizon of the readers expands, I decided to divide the scene into two parts. In the first part of the scene (2:18-19), the horizon of Naomi expands — Naomi finds out who the benefactor of Ruth was. In the second part of the scene, the horizons of Ruth and the readers expand. Ruth for the first time finds out that Boaz is not only her benefactor but also the redeemer. Similarly, the readers find out

---

that Boaz is not simply a relative or a friend of Elimelech, but the redeemer of Naomi and Ruth.

So, this part of the scene demonstrates how Naomi’s horizon expands.

The scene starts from showing the results of Ruth’s day of gleaning from the point of view of Naomi. But instead of direct description of the details of what Naomi might see, the narrator prefers to drop in Naomi’s questions that are full of surprise and excitement. This is apparent from the fact that Naomi asks two questions one after another and blesses the benefactor before Ruth says a word.

The text consists of two details that emphasize the play of horizons on the level of the story. First, Naomi, without knowing the benefactor of Ruth, called him “the man who took notice of you,” which is derived from the verb יִרְכָּמ “to take notice.” But this is exactly how Ruth characterized Boaz’s action in 2:10. The readers who were there with Ruth and Boaz cannot miss this coincidence.

The second detail is the way Ruth answers the question of Naomi. First, Ruth’s answer is narrated and then Ruth repeats that statement almost verbatim and finally verbalizes the name of her benefactor. Bush sees this response as “carefully calculated to increase our suspense and interest.” It is difficult to miss this coincidence.

---

453 In 2:10 the infinitive form of the same root is used. See Schipper, *Ruth*, 138.


repetition, but it seems interesting to discuss not only the outcome of it (the increase of suspense and interest), but also the way this effect is reached. The point is that the first and second halves of the statement belong to different levels: the first half belongs to the level of the discourse and the second half belongs to the level of the story. On the level of the discourse, the narrator reduces the time of narration so that he does not have to explain to the readers all the details of Ruth’s account, especially since she does not know the real identity of Boaz. Therefore, for the readers she remains an unreliable narrator. Consequently, the narrator ignores all the content of her speech, leaving the most important part — the name of the benefactor.

5.3. Boaz, a redeemer (2:20–3:11)

The whole new perspective on the narrative is given with Naomi’s remark about Boaz being not simply the relative of Elimelech, but the redeemer of their family. This information prompts the readers to take a fresh look at the status of Ruth in relation to Boaz (2:21-23). It also means that the readers were in a less privileged position because it turns out that some characters possessed more information than the readers. However, from this time on the story is internally focalized in relation to Naomi and Ruth (the readers know as much as Naomi and Ruth); and it is zero focalized in relation to Boaz (at least it seems).

5.3.1. The horizon of Ruth expands (2:20-23)

The readers were anticipating this moment for the whole chapter. They knew from 2:1 that Boaz was the relative of Naomi. This means that Naomi had to know about his existence. When Naomi asks Ruth where she worked and who took notice of her, the narrator is not putting a simple answer into the mouth of Ruth, for example, “His name is Boaz” but delays with the answer until the very end. The same effect is used when Naomi informs Ruth about Boaz.
And Naomi said to her daughter-in-law, “May he be blessed by the Lord, whose kindness has not forsaken the living or the dead!” Naomi also said to her, “The man is a close relative of ours, one of our redeemers.” (2:20)

Naomi does not say immediately that Boaz is their redeemer, but thanks God first, then calls Boaz רֶבֶןorscheq “close relative” and only then adds the most important piece of information, that Boaz is a potential לֵאֹג “redeemer.” This syntax of Naomi’s speech only underlines the existing play of horizons, which Bush calls “delightful irony”:

The whole exchange is fraught with delightful irony, for we, the hearers, realize that each of the women know who Boaz is, while Naomi has no idea that Ruth has worked all day with Boaz, but knows very well who he is.

The information Naomi shares with Ruth is very important, because it finally supplies Ruth with the knowledge that levels her horizon with the horizon of the readers so that at the end of the chapter the readers seem to know as much as all three main characters of the story. However, in view of the episode on the threshing-floor there is information about another relative that both Boaz and Naomi should know. This piece of information is, nevertheless, hidden from Ruth and from the readers. This means that, in fact, in the beginning of the third chapter the story is focalized the same way as it was in the first chapter: Ruth’s horizon is limited as much as the horizon of the readers but the readers are not aware of it yet.

In the last two verses of the conversation, Ruth continues to share her horizon with Naomi by conveying in her own words what Boaz told her:

And Ruth the Moabitite said, “Besides, he said to me, ‘You shall keep close by my young men until they have finished all my harvest.’” And Naomi said to Ruth, her daughter-in-law, “It is good, my daughter, that you go out with his young women, lest in another field you be assaulted.” (2:21-22)

---

456 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 141.
The point that Ruth’s words do not exactly match the words of Boaz demonstrates that the readers are presented with the restricted point of view of the character. Moreover, Ruth mistakenly mentions that Boaz let her glean among his male servants, while Boaz meant female servants (יָתֹרֲﬠַנ־םִﬠ ןיִקָבְּדִת הֹכְו). According to LaCocque, “Ruth’s error is attributed directly to her Moabite origins” because her utterance starts from the introductory “And Ruth the Moabite said…” Moreover, the restricted point of view is evident in the way the statement of Ruth starts with emphatic שָנָם, in which Chisholm sees the evidence of excitement and LaCocque translates as “even.” All these elements demonstrate that the statement of Ruth is internally focalized.

So does the answer of Naomi, which, in turn, betrays her perspective on the situation. One of the markers that emphasizes internal focalization in Naomi’s answer is the introductory phrase of the narrator. According to Glover, this is the second place in the book where the narrator designates Ruth by name without mentioning her ethnicity. Glover asserts that this happens every time “whenever her re-situation within Israel has been recognized.”

Besides, Naomi corrects Ruth’s mistake by pointing out that it is good for her to stay not with male but with female servants of Boaz. By saying this, Naomi, in contrast to the readers and to Ruth, repeats Boaz’s words without knowing about it. She also

457 Linafelt lists four explanations for Ruth’s misquoting of Boaz: (1) the masculine plural form could simply apply to both male and female servants; (2) Ruth’s foreignness, (3) intentional desire of Ruth to be with men and (4) hinting at the possibility of separation from Naomi. Linafelt considers the last option being “more plausible and more interesting.” However, the last possibility, while it looks interesting indeed, cannot be accepted since Ruth mentions that she repeats the words of Boaz. See Linafelt and Beal, Ruth and Esther, 43-44.

458 See Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 640; LaCocque, Ruth, 79.

459 Glover, “Your People, My People: An Exploration of Ethnicity in Ruth,” 302. Two other places are Ruth 2:8 and 4:13. However, according to Schipper, Old Greek, Old Latin, Vulg., and Syr do not have “the Moabite” in verse 21. See Schipper, Ruth, 136.

happens to be in accord with Boaz on the matter of Ruth’s safety.\textsuperscript{461} The reason for such consensus is probably that both Naomi and Boaz articulate the dominant cultural message to women: if a young woman goes off alone or with men, something unpleasant will happen to her — or be told about her.\textsuperscript{462}

The final verse of the chapter presents the next several weeks of harvest in the scope of external focalization.

So she kept close to the young women of Boaz, gleaning until the end of the barley and wheat harvests. And she lived with her mother-in-law. (2:23)

The reason to consider this passage as externally focalized is that the readers, after reading it, do not expand their horizon beyond the horizons of any characters. Besides, the readers have already lost the privileged position after they received from Naomi the information about Boaz being not simply the relative of Elimelech, but the redeemer of Naomi and Ruth.

5.3.2. Naomi suggests a plan (3:1-5)

Ruth 3 starts by inviting the readers into a conspiracy of Naomi and Ruth.

\textsuperscript{461} According to Schipper, the verb \textit{עַגָפּ} “to meet, to encounter” in this context means “to attack,” which corresponds with Boaz’s commands to his servants not to touch (v. 9) and not to rebuke (v. 16) Ruth. See Schipper, \textit{Ruth}, 136.

Then Naomi her mother-in-law said to her, “My daughter, should I not seek rest for you, that it may be well with you? Is not Boaz our relative, with whose young women you were? See, he is winnowing barley tonight at the threshing floor. Wash therefore and anoint yourself, and put on your cloak and go down to the threshing floor, but do not make yourself known to the man until he has finished eating and drinking. But when he lies down, observe the place where he lies. Then go and uncover his feet and lie down, and he will tell you what to do.” (3:1-5)

The plan of Naomi is arranged for Ruth and Boaz: Naomi thinks that the time has come and Ruth should use her acquaintance with Boaz to find rest. While this is not stated explicitly, the readers understand that Naomi is talking about Ruth’s marriage with Boaz on the basis of the words of Naomi in chapter 1. There she had wished that the Lord granted her daughters-in-law find rest in the house of a husband (1:9), which obviously implies the idea of marriage. Then Naomi informs Ruth about the place Boaz is going to spend the coming night and instructs her how to approach Boaz with a marriage proposal. Ruth agrees with Naomi’s plot and, according to the narrator’s remark, obediently follows the instructions of her mother-in-law.

The play of horizons is best exemplified in conspiracy because any conspiracy is based upon the difference in the amount of knowledge the characters possess. According to Naomi’s plan, Ruth should possess greater knowledge than Boaz, which makes her appearance before him unexpected. According to Linafelt, the speech of Naomi can be presented rhetorically as chiasm, at the heart of which there are two machinations: Ruth should not make herself known unless Boaz lay down. Therefore, Ruth, compared with Boaz, will be in the privileged position when she visits the threshing floor. The same author draws our attention to multiple uses of the verb עַדָי, which reflects the play of horizons in this conspiracy.

Though Ruth has been instructed not to make herself “known” … to “the man,” she is nevertheless to make sure she “knows” … where he is lying down. The

---

plan depends on Ruth having more knowledge than Boaz, who is to be literally and figuratively in the dark.\textsuperscript{464}

The readers again find themselves immersed into Naomi’s mind. Two components of Naomi’s direct speech put it into the mode of internal focalization. First, in her speech she shares her attitude. This is done (1) by the use of a rhetorical question: “should I not seek rest for you,”\textsuperscript{465} which implies the point of view of the character and (2) by the ideological appraisal of Ruth’s current situation compared with her possible future benefits. As Holmstedt puts it,

\begin{quote}
In the context the verb in the relative clause, \( בטיי \), has an implicit comparative degree: “a place of rest that is good for you [versus here]” = “a place of rest that is better for you [than here].”\textsuperscript{466}
\end{quote}

The second component that confirms that the speech of Naomi is internally focalized is rearrangement of the flow of narrative information — the character is speaking about past and future events. Naomi starts by speaking about Ruth’s work in the field of Boaz during the past few weeks. That her view of the past is restricted becomes apparent when her evaluation of Ruth’s work turns out to be different from the view of the omniscient narrator. In 2:23 the narrator describes Ruth’s activity as \( קַבְּדִתַּו \text{kek} \) \( טֵקַּלְל \) \( זַﬠֹב\) \( תוֹרֲﬠַנְב\) “she kept close to the young women of Boaz, gleaning” (2:23). Here the narrator uses the verb \( קַבָד \) “to cling” that has already been used in Ruth 1:14 where it described the relationship between Ruth and Naomi. Like in 1:14 and 2:23, it seems the narrator demonstrates his omniscience and talks about the attitude of Ruth rather than simple activity. In contrast, Naomi has a restricted view on the same events since for her Ruth was simply among young women: \( יֵאָשָׁה \) \( קְניָת \) \( אַלָּטְנֶפֶרְווְיָה \) “with whose young women you were” (3:2).

Naomi also speaks about a future event, specifically about Ruth’s visit to the threshing floor. Her speech takes a form of embedded narrative (much like in the first chapter of the book). In it she mentions very specific details of the visit. With

\textsuperscript{464} Linafelt and Beal, \textit{Ruth and Esther}, 48.

\textsuperscript{465} Holmstedt, \textit{Ruth}, 148.

\textsuperscript{466} Holmstedt, \textit{Ruth}, 148.
four qatal verbs Naomi pictures Ruth’s preparation: Ruth has to (1) wash, (2) anoint herself, (3) put on her cloak and (4) go down to the threshing floor. Then with another four qatal verbs she describes Ruth’s activity when she arrives at the threshing floor: Ruth has to (1) observe, (2) go, (3) uncover Boaz’s feet, and (4) lie down. Then, according to Naomi’s plan, Boaz will have to tell Ruth what to do.

Of course, at the moment of the speech Naomi’s plan does not sound restricted, but its inaccuracy becomes apparent when the real visit starts. For example, Ruth waits too long and Boaz falls asleep before she comes to uncover his feet. In addition, instead of Boaz telling Ruth what to do, Ruth tells Boaz what he has to do. All these show the difference between inaccurate restricted human vision of the future and actual future.

This reasoning helps to make a choice between Ketiv and Qere readings that are found in this passage. First, there is a difference between שמלתך “your garments” as in Qere and שמלה “your garment” as in Ketiv. According to Ketiv, Naomi speaks about a single garment (regular clothing) and thus commands Ruth to get dressed. According to Qere, Naomi speaks about clothing (in plural form), which implies a set of nice, new clothing. The second difference is found in verse 4 where Naomi says that either Ruth has to go and lie down תבקשׁו “you will lie down” (Qere) or that Naomi herself will lie down יתקקשׁו “I will lie down” (Ketiv). Some scholars explain Ketiv by the archaic form of the verb, or by the influence of Aram. Holmstedt suggests that this archaism could be used intentionally to color Naomi’s speech. However, Holmstedt admits that his idea may seem inconsistent because the first three verbs in this phrase are regular.

Since in the next verse the same pattern is repeated, Holmstedt suggests that the narrator decided to match with archaic language only the last verb in the sequence in order to prevent “too much interference in the communicative process.”

467 Sasson, Ruth, 68-69; Hubbard, Ruth, 197 n.198; Bush, Ruth, Esther, 145 n.143.

468 LaCocque, Ruth, 90.

469 Holmstedt, Ruth, 153.
Thus, it is used only on the last verb of a four-verb series, allowing the narrator to throw in a speech distinctive for Naomi without sacrificing clarity (in other words, the first three verbs establish beyond any doubt that all the verbs are 2fs). Note a similar sequence of four modal qatal verbs with the last a similar ב- verb in v. 4.\textsuperscript{470}

Analysis of focalization helps to bring more clarity to this discussion. First, reported speech always involves some degree of internal focalization. As was said before, the degree of internality depends on the content of the direct speech: the more a character reflects his attitude, the more the speech is internally focalized. The command of Naomi does not reflect her inner attitude. In fact, lack of clarity in her intentions is one of the major difficulties of the text. Therefore, it may well be that the narrator colors part of Naomi’s speech with archaic language in order to make it internally focalized.

5.3.3. Ruth fulfills Naomi’s plan (3:6-7)

The picture of the future is then replaced by the picture of the present with a zero focalized passage:

\begin{equation}
\text{׃הָּתוֹמֲח הָתַּוִּצ־רֶשֲׁא לֹכְכּ שַׂﬠַתַּו ןֶרֹגַּה דֶרֵתַּו \יּ אכַל לְבּוֹבּוֹ זֶלַּתּוֹ לַכּוֹ פַשּׁצְּעַתּוֹ חַזָּבּוֹ}.
\end{equation}

So she went down to the threshing floor and did just as her mother-in-law had commanded her. And when Boaz had eaten and drunk, and his heart was merry, he went to lie down at the end of the heap of grain. Then she came softly and uncovered his feet and lay down. (3:6-7)

In verses 6 and 7 the narrator informs the readers about actual events of the story. The readers get to know more than Naomi (who is not present at the moment) and more than Boaz (who is not aware about this plan). But the amount of information exceeds even the horizon of Ruth and the passage becomes zero focalized in relation to any characters because the readers are thoroughly informed about the situation.

\textsuperscript{470} Holmstedt, \textit{Ruth}, 153.
First, the narrator apprises how accurate Ruth was in fulfilling Naomi’s task. According to the narrator, Ruth “went down to the threshing floor and did just as her mother-in-law had commanded her” (3:6). Second, the narrator reports how Boaz felt after eating and drinking, thus exercising his omniscience, while Ruth cannot be absolutely sure about the mood of Boaz. Third, the narrator assesses how quietly Ruth approached Boaz.

The above reasoning answers one of the problems with verse 6 that, according to Hubbard, “has long troubled scholars.” The verse suggests that Ruth executed Naomi’s plan in a different order: she first went to the threshing floor and only then followed the rest of the plan. Hubbard proposes that the narrator

…simply skipped the preparations and reported Ruth’s compliance with everything else in vv. 3-4. Thus the narrator omitted details about the preparations in order to hurry the audience to the next (and more important) scene (vv. 7-15).

According to Berlin, Ruth did not follow Naomi’s commands, and the situation is pictured from Ruth’s point of view:

Now certainly this is not what Naomi had in mind. She wanted Ruth to approach Boaz after he had eaten, when he had just lain down, but before he had actually fallen asleep — just at the time that “his heart was good” and he would be most receptive to Ruth’s visit. But Ruth waited too long. She did not realize that her mission was a romantic one, thinking rather that she was there on secret legal business. (The fact that she was a foreigner explains how she could be ignorant of the institution of ge’ullah and its workings.) So, although she thought she was carrying out Naomi’s directions, in reality she was not. The scene read this way becomes both comic and touching.

The analysis of focalization shows that this scene is not written in the scope of internal focalization and thus does not reflect the point of view of Ruth. Besides, the purpose of the narrator in this verse is not to report the sequence of events, but to

---

471 Hubbard, *Ruth*, 206 n.201.

472 Hubbard, *Ruth*, 206 n.201.

assess the actions of Ruth, giving the readers the sense of zero focalization — the readers know more than any character.474

The fact that the characters are limited with their knowledge is underlined by the overall context of the scene. First the scene happens in the darkness of the night. Second, it is considered that the place where Boaz went to sleep — “the end of the heap of grain” — is a technical term familiar to the audience (i.e., the central pile awaiting transport to the city), which guaranteed the privacy of conversation.475

5.3.4. Exchange at the threshing floor (3:8-13)

Ruth 3:8-10 is the turning point of the story. From this moment the plot aims toward the conclusion, to close all the plot lines.

At midnight the man was startled and turned over, and behold, a woman lay at his feet! He said, “Who are you?” And she answered, “I am Ruth, your servant. Spread your wings over your servant, for you are a redeemer.” (3:8-9)

Reference to specific time is very important for this scene. According to Hubbard, “elsewhere in the Old Testament ‘midnight’ was a time of momentous events.”476 Information is given neither in perspective nor in retrospective, but exposes what happens currently. The beginning of the scene is focalized externally; the flow of information is not rearranged. Usually this kind of technique is used in the pivotal moments of the narrative. Besides, the setting of the darkness makes the presentation

474 Bush does not support Berlin’s reasoning as well but on a quite different basis. He considers that (1) “the text gives not the slightest hint that Ruth understood her task and purpose any differently from Naomi’s intent,” and (2) Naomi’s instructions… clearly imply that she is to wait until he has fallen asleep before approaching, uncovering his legs, and lying down.” Bush, Ruth, Esther, 162.

475 Hubbard, Ruth, 209.

of the scene even more restrictive (external): it is predetermined that characters may not be able to see all the details.

The awakening of Boaz is also described in the scope of external focalization with two verbs: (1) דָרָח “tremble, be terrified” and (2) תַפָל “twist.” The exact meaning of both verbs is not clear. As regard to the first verb, there are two broad options about its meaning. According to the first view, the tremble comes as a result of fear of female night demons.\footnote{Sasson, Ruth, 74-78.} In contrast, according to Hubbard, the first verb דָרָח means simply “to shake, tremble” with no fear implied.\footnote{Hubbard, Ruth, 210 n.225. See also Joüon, Ruth: Commentaire Philologique et Exégétique, 71-72; Campbell, Ruth; and Phyllis Trible, “Two Women in a Man’s World: A Reading of the Book of Ruth,” Soundings: An Interdisciplinary Journal 59, no. 3 (1976): 251-279.} The same view is held by Bush, who (after Gerleman, Hertzberg, Rudolph, and Würthwein) translates the verb as “to wake with a shudder or start.”\footnote{Bush, Ruth, Esther, 162.} Analysis of focalization supports this assumption because fear is an expression of inner feelings of the character, while the present scene is externally focalized.\footnote{Contra to Schipper, Ruth, 148.}

The meaning of the second verb is also uncertain. Schipper, referring to Sasson, says that תַפָל being a Niphal form suggests a reflexive sense and thus can be translated as “turning, groping, or twisting about” and can be understood as “fitful sleep in which Boaz is tossing and turning about.”\footnote{Schipper, Ruth, 148.} But, again, “fitful sleep” reflects a continuous condition of the character, while here the narrator pictures the key moment of the narrative externally. Bush speaks about another interpretation of the passage given by Lorezt and then followed by Campbell. According to this interpretation, the verb means “to grope” and “Boaz awoke trembling from the cold, felt around with his hand in order to cover himself again, and unintentionally struck against Ruth lying beside him.”\footnote{Bush, Ruth, Esther, 163.} However, this interpretation also reads into the text the elements of

\[477\] Sasson, Ruth, 74-78.


\[479\] Bush, Ruth, Esther, 162.

\[480\] Contra to Schipper, Ruth, 148.

\[481\] Schipper, Ruth, 148.

\[482\] Bush, Ruth, Esther, 163.
internal feeling: Boaz is cold. It seems, therefore, that the most probable translation that reflects external focalization of the moment is “to turn, twist, bend,” which reflect the moment of awakening as the most critical moment of the scene.

Up to this point the horizons of Naomi and Ruth were wider than the horizon of Boaz. But from the moment of awakening Boaz’s horizon starts to grow. The first significant change of Boaz’s horizon happens when he unexpectedly faces a woman’s figure at his feet.

It was Berlin who first pointed to the shift to a character’s point of view in this verse. This is also a classical example of internal focalization. The phrase תֶבֶכֹשׁ הָשִּׁא הֵנִּהְוַגְּרַמœוֹת “a woman lay at his feet” translates Boaz’s restricted horizon at the moment: he is not aware that the woman who lays at his feet is Ruth; the only thing he sees is “a woman.”

The spatial aspect of focalization in this scene works together with the cognitive aspect. As it was already said, Boaz sees a woman (not Ruth) due to his restricted field of vision and knowledge. His physical field of vision is restricted because of the darkness of the night. His horizon is restricted because he is unaware of Naomi’s plot. In the following moment his physical sight will overtake his knowledge. However, the situation will soon reverse.

In verse 9 there is one more piece of information that comes to the readers’ attention. Answering Boaz’s question, Ruth calls herself “Ruth, your servant” (ְתָמֲא תוּר יִכֹנָא). It seems that after several weeks of harvesting, the status of Ruth changed and from lower class חפִש “maidservant” she became המא “your handmaid.”483 Schipper notes that the switch “may reflect the conjugal context of this scene.”484 However, he notes that this conclusion is not absolutely reliable because המא has “a conjugal sense more frequently” than חפִש. There are biblical examples where חפִש also refers to a slave-wife. But since Ruth’s answer serves to expand Boaz’s horizon and since he clearly

483 There is discussion about this word. Some scholars (Hubbard and Sasson) think this is a higher status, and others (Morris, Campbell and Rudolph) think these words are just synonyms.

484 Schipper, Ruth, 149. Bush and Sasson hold the same opinion. See Bush, Ruth, Esther, 163; Sasson, Ruth, 81.
understood Ruth’s reply, it is possible to come to the conclusion that the designation הָמָא is more than just a synonym of the word הָחְפִשׁ. Therefore, the analysis of horizons leads to the conclusion that Ruth no longer considers herself as simple lower-class “servant” but rather “identifies herself among those eligible for marriage or concubinage.”

For the readers Ruth’s reply sounds unexpected only because Naomi did not instruct her to say anything like this. However, the readers are aware of this information and the perspective of Ruth on Boaz as her redeemer. Therefore, the speech of Ruth is internally focalized because the horizon of the readers equals the horizon of the character.

As regards to the content of Ruth’s address, according to Hubbard, the phrase “probably reflects a marriage custom still attested among Arabs whereby a man symbolically took a wife by throwing a garment-corner over her.” But for this study the other aspect of the phrase is more important. This phrase recalls the blessing of Boaz in 2:12 “The Lord repay you for what you have done, and a full reward be given you by the Lord, the God of Israel, under whose wings you have come to take refuge!” Thus Boaz’s covering Ruth with his garment-corner (ףָנָכּ) implements Yahweh’s protective covering of her with his wing. This situation shows that the narrator places the same information twice: one time in the form of prophecy or prayer and another time in the form of its fulfillment. Both sayings could be part of the story but the narrator linearizes information and places these statements in different parts of the story for artistic purposes.

Commenting on verse 9, Bush uses, in essence, the analysis of characters’ horizons but does not refer to it as a special approach to interpretation of narrative texts. He points out that in MT the word כַל “wing” or “skirt” is defectively written as dual/plural. However, in some Hebrew manuscripts, as well as in LXX and Syr, this


486 Hubbard, Ruth, 212.

487 Hubbard, Ruth, 212.
word is written in singular form פנכם like in Deut 23:1; 27:20; and Ezek 16:8 where the singular form of the word is definitely used to understand the expression as a euphemism for the consummation of marriage. But since, continues Bush,

...verse 10 demonstrates that Boaz understood [emphasis mine] Ruth’s words as a symbolic request for marriage, there seems little doubt, with most commentators... that the singular is the correct reading.488

The request of Ruth poses a problem for interpreters: if Ruth proposes marriage, in what sense does she connect it with the responsibility of the redeemer? This problem is directly connected with the distribution of information in the narrative and, therefore, can be partially addressed by the analysis of horizons. Let me first recall the solutions that are available today.

Beattie suggests that on the threshing floor Ruth offers herself to Boaz but, at the same time, asks for his protection, which implies marriage. However, she does not use the word ל╣א “redeemer” in its technical sense, but considers only the function of ל╣א. Boaz, in contrast, speaks about the legal status of ל╣א and considers opportunities not only to marry Ruth but to keep her (and Naomi’s) piece of land in the hands of the widows to improve their financial position.

[T]hrough his acting as go’el in a technical sense and buying from them the property which had been left to them by Elimelech and Mahlon, while, at the same time, by marrying Ruth, he would be allowing them, in effect, to keep it.489

According to Beattie, the reason the other relative did not want to exercise his right to redeem the land is because for him it would be “profitless venture if Boaz were to marry Ruth and claim the land on behalf of their children.”490 According to this view, Boaz’s agreement with Ruth was that trump card which was used by Boaz at the right moment.

488 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 164.


490 Beattie, “Ruth iii,” 46.
Bush generally supports Beattie’s view, but thinks that by the verb “redeem” Boaz could not mean anything but the act of “marrying the widow of a deceased relative” and only then may use it “with a double entendre.”

Chisholm considers that events were unfolding as follows: Naomi suggests for Ruth to approach Boaz with a marriage proposal. However, she prefers not to describe Boaz as הָגָה but simply calls him וּנָתְּﬠַדֹמ “our relative” in order to give Ruth opportunity to reject her plan. Ruth then proposes marriage to Boaz but goes beyond Naomi’s instructions. She understands that as הָגָה Boaz will not simply marry Ruth but provide an heir who will become Naomi’s redeemer. Therefore, she states her proposal on the basis of Boaz being a redeemer. But she does not understand all the difficulties that permeate the nuances of legal status of redeemer. However, Boaz praises Ruth for taking this difficult path and continuing to take care for her mother-in-law. Even so, it remains unclear if Boaz was convinced that another relative would refuse to marry Ruth. And if he was not sure, how could he promise to do everything that Ruth asked?

LaCocque’s version of the story is that “unique goal of the whole adventure is to assure the continuation of Elimelek’s line.” However, levirate law and the law of redemption are two different laws that are combined by the narrator of the book of Ruth. LaCocque also considers that both Naomi and Ruth knew that Boaz was not the nearest redeemer but he was chosen for his “sensitivity.” A similar stance is taken by Linafelt, who considers that Boaz was the only one who belatedly realized the import of Ruth’s linking the issue of redemption and marriage. By doing both things, Boaz could provide not only for Ruth but also for Naomi.

---


494 LaCocque, *Ruth*, 100.

Obviously, each of the above suggestions has weaknesses of some form. Usually to find logical connection, the commentators have to resort to certain assumptions (not to say speculations). To these assumptions one can attribute, for example, the idea that Ruth and Boaz had a different understanding of the concept of redeemer.

As was said, the problem can be partially addressed by the analysis of horizons. The play of horizons implies that in the result of a collision of different horizons, the narrower horizon tends to grow. (Simply put, characters share their horizons with each other, changing the course of the plot.) This is what could happen in the short conversation between Boaz and Ruth. Ruth expands the horizon of Boaz by blending two ideas: of levirate marriage and redemption. It is not like Boaz never thought of this possibility, but that the possibility was first verbalized by Ruth, and from then on Boaz started to consider it practically.

The reason for such blending is addressed by Hawk who says,

… Ruth’s declaration that Boaz is a gō’ēl introduces a strategy by which Boaz may claim Ruth in marriage and at the same time defuse the scandal of her Moabite identity. Ruth surely recognizes that her Moabite ethnicity presents an impediment to any prospect of marriage to this eminent and powerful man. The social cost of marriage to a Moabite widow would be prohibitive. How can Ruth find her security with him, even if he is romantically inclined, in the face of this seemingly insurmountable obstacle? Ruth’s claim that Boaz is a gō’ēl suggests a way that he may marry Ruth and in so doing actually enhance his reputation in the eyes of the community. By stepping into the role of gō’ēl in order to marry Ruth, Boaz can cast the marriage as an admirable deed, performed to provide for the widow of a kinsman and preserve the assets of the family. Ruth, in other words, suggests a way to make a potentially scandalous marriage work by drawing on the basic social and moral conventions that define the role of the gō’ēl.496

The horizon of Boaz is expanded in two different ways: (1) he is aware that Ruth chose him as her prospective husband and (2) he now sees how to perform this plan without possible adverse effects.

496 Hawk, Ruth, 107.
And he said, “May you be blessed by the Lord, my daughter. You have made this last kindness greater than the first in that you have not gone after young men, whether poor or rich. And now, my daughter, do not fear. I will do for you all that you ask, for all my fellow townsmen know that you are a worthy woman.

(3:10-11)

In verses 10 and 11 the information is reorganized the way that the readers get another piece of new information that they did not know before. From the words of Boaz the readers find out that, first, during the harvest season Ruth gained the reputation of a worthy woman. Second, the relationship between Boaz and Ruth has attained a certain depth because Boaz obviously imagined Ruth as a prospective bride but could not think of her making a choice in his favor. Technically the narrator could share this information with the readers earlier in the narrative but decided to rearrange narrative information and hold this piece of the picture until now. The reason for this withholding of information is the same — the opinion of the townspeople is not important as such but it acquires a meaning only in the mouth of Boaz.

It is clear that the first act of devotion (דְּסַח) that Boaz mentioned was the decision of Ruth to stay committed to Naomi and return with her to Bethlehem. What was the second act of devotion? Bush spends much ink discussing different views on the second דְּסַח. Indeed from one side it is clear that Boaz means Ruth’s request to marry him. From another side, how can the request to marry ever be compared with showing mercy (Ruth’s first דְּסַח toward Naomi)? Bush cites the reasoning of Sasson, who does not even connect the first act of דְּסַח with Ruth’s devotion to Naomi.

According to Sasson, both acts of דְּסַח can be found in verse 9. However, Bush rejects this opinion on the basis of Hebrew syntax.

Bush also gives Sakenfeld’s definition of דְּסַח, which

497 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 170-172.
...denotes loyal and gracious act that (1) springs from an existing relationship; (2) involves an urgent need on the part of the recipient; (3) is a free act of the one performing it, i.e., an act of moral not legal responsibility; and (4) involves an extraordinary element of mercy or generosity, a “going beyond the call of duty.”

Yet Bush sees Ruth’s request as the call to fulfill the duty of levirate marriage, which is the act of legal not moral responsibility and eventually rejects the definition of Sakenfeld. Bush ends the discussion of verse 10 with a series of questions and concludes that “the story thus far has given us no sure clue.” Here I will try to find some answers using analysis of reorganization.

The laws regarding levirate marriage and the levir (cf. Deut 25:5–10) and the laws regarding the redeemer/gō’ēl (cf. Lev 25:23–24, 47–55) are two clearly separate laws. Deuteronomy limits levirate marriage to a brother-in-law (a levir), while the role of the redeemer/gō’ēl in Leviticus is concerned with property not marriage. However, in the book of Ruth, these laws are conflated because of unusual set of circumstances.

The law of levirate marriage in its simplest form implies that a younger brother takes responsibility of redeemer and marries the widow of his older brother. But the Book of Ruth obviously demonstrates that the principle was not limited to the brother of the deceased husband, and the widow could get married to any suitable member of the clan. Therefore, Ruth was not obligated to marry someone from the clan of Elimelech and could choose a man of her age from another clan. Nevertheless, she made a decision to marry Boaz, who apparently was in advanced age. Her choice, which Boaz calls נְזֵדָּח נוֹרֲחַאָה or “the last act of devotion,” was determined by her desire to help Naomi, who apparently could not get married because she exceeded childbearing age and the marriage would be pointless. It seems that Naomi had only one choice to acquire the means of subsistence — by selling her possession. Ruth, in contrast, could sell her possession or get married. The second choice was preferable, but if Ruth’s husband were from another clan, Naomi would be left only with money


499 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 172.
acquired by selling Elimelech’s possession. In contrast, if the husband was from the clan of Elimelech, Naomi would become part of a new family and Ruth’s children would inherit the land of Elimelech. This explains why another relative first agreed to buy the land from Naomi and then backed out of buying it after Boaz’s announcement of his plans to marry Ruth.500

5.4. Pelony Almony, a closer relative (3:12–4:12)

This is the second time when new information comes from the mouth of one of the characters. This time Boaz mentions that there is another, even closer, relative of Naomi who, therefore, has more rights to redeem Ruth. This means that the readers once again happen to be ignorant of the situation and their horizon is expanded again. Even more than in the previous section, the readers find that their horizon is narrower than the horizon of the characters. Therefore, the readers are forced to follow the legal process as detached observers with the hope that the court will make a decision in favor of Ruth and Naomi. Narratorial intrusion that explains to the readers the meaning of ancient custom (4:7) emphasizes the difference between the horizon of the readers and the horizons of the characters.

5.4.1. The readers’ horizon is expanded for the second time (3:11-13)

Now it is time for Boaz to share his horizon with Ruth. There is actually another closer relative of Naomi who has more rights to redeem Naomi and Ruth. So Boaz cannot break subordination but can do everything that is in his power to help Naomi and Ruth. The horizon of the readers is expanded again, and once more new information comes from the mouth of the character, which again makes the readers less informed than the character.

And now it is true that I am a redeemer. Yet there is a redeemer nearer than I. Remain tonight, and in the morning, if he will redeem you, good; let him do it.

500 Considering Ruth 4:5 in the next section I will argue for the Ketiv reading: יִתְּלַאְגוּ.
But if he is not willing to redeem you, then, as the Lord lives, I will redeem you. Lie down until the morning.” (3:12-13)

After receiving new information, Boaz contemplates Ruth’s proposal in the rest of his speech. The words of Boaz further complicate one’s understanding of the role of the redeemer and its connection with levirate marriage. In the previous section, it was concluded that these traditions are not dependent on each other and that it was Ruth’s idea to bring them together. In this case the marriage with a Moabite was socially appropriate and honorable at the same time.\(^{501}\)

The phrase “And now it is true that I am a redeemer” points out that the horizons of Boaz and Ruth become equal, not only in the sense of knowledge, but also in the ways to achieve the goals. Hawk suggests that the use of יִכֹנָא “I” shows that “Boaz places himself on Ruth’s level” and the “two now share equivalent social space.”\(^{502}\) Therefore, it can be concluded that Boaz is thinking aloud about this issue from Ruth’s perspective. Boaz’s answer then can be interpreted as follows: “We can approach this situation this way. But you should know that I am not the only redeemer. And I can marry you and redeem your property only if the nearer relative will refuse to exercise his rights.”

In other words, Boaz admits that Ruth proposes a risky scheme and he is compelled to warn Ruth about possible consequences. But Ruth, probably was aware of those consequences, for according to Wilch,

> What Boaz discussed (3:12–13) was no revelation to Ruth, but including his speech was the narrator’s way to divulge it specifically for the first time to the audience. Just when we may think that Naomi and Ruth have issued a proposal to Boaz that he surely will accept, surprise: there is a closer redeemer! This complication creates added suspense — not for Naomi and Ruth, but for us, the audience of the master storyteller. The suspense for the two widows was, first, whether Boaz would accept their request, and, second, how he could manage to overcome this barrier to become both their redeemer and Ruth’s husband.\(^{503}\)

---

\(^{501}\) Hawk, <i>Ruth</i>, 111.

\(^{502}\) Hawk, <i>Ruth</i>, 111.

\(^{503}\) Wilch, <i>Ruth</i>, 296-297.
5.4.2. Early wake (3:14-15)

So she lay at his feet until the morning, but arose before one could recognize another. And he said, “Let it not be known that the woman came to the threshing floor.” And he said, “Bring the garment you are wearing and hold it out.” So she held it, and he measured out six measures of barley and put it on her. Then she went into the city. (3:14-15)

There are at least two features in this final scene of the meeting that the commentaries pay attention to. The first one is related to the seeming inconsistency that one can find in this passage, for Ruth is the one who wakes early in the morning but Boaz is the one who is concerned about the secrecy of their meeting. Indeed, logic dictates that either the words “Let it not be known that the woman came to the threshing floor” should belong to Ruth, who therefore wakes up early, or, if they belong to Boaz, he has to be the one who wakes up first.

According to Bush, to solve this problem Joüon proposes to read דָּמָיַּו (“And he arose”) instead of דָּמָתַּו (“And she arose”) but “there is no textural warrant for such a change.”505 There is no evidence for adding וֹרְבַּדְּבַּד (“according to his word”) as well. Bush then suggests that the verb רֶמאֹיַּו (“said”) can also mean “said in the heart.” Thus the whole sentence constitutes the indirect discourse of Boaz.

The other issue of the passage that is raised in the commentaries is related to the amount and the purpose of Boaz’s gift. Usually it is understood either literally as

---

504 Correct translation should be “And he went into the city.” Though Syriac and Vulgate have “she”.

505 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 177.
Boaz’s further kindness and the confirmation of his words, or symbolically in terms of marriage and redemption.

However, one purpose of this scene that the commentaries tend to underestimate is to emphasize that the meeting went unknown to anyone in the city. The whole episode from the beginning uses words (like “the man” and “the woman” instead of “Boaz” and “Ruth”) that aim to show that what happened during this night was hard to see from the outside. The final scene speaks about it explicitly. Ruth wakes up before anyone (including any occasional bystanders) could recognize what’s going on. The words of Boaz do not simply ascertain this fact but are future-oriented. (It seems that information in his words is reorganized.) If it is a command, it is a command that he directs to himself. Therefore, the gift of grain is not only intended to be a wedding present or the symbolic way to assure Boaz’s promise, but also the way to conceal Ruth’s visit. For

…grinding kernels into flour was the first work for a woman in the early morning, [therefore] Ruth’s carrying grain would appear natural.

Therefore, besides other functions the scene informs the readers about the horizon of the townspeople before the next episode. According to the narrator, the only people who were aware of the visit were Boaz, Ruth, and Naomi.

5.4.3. The dialogue between Ruth and Naomi (3:16-18)

By the end of Ruth 3 horizons of all main characters and the readers meet.

506 Chisholm Jr., Judges and Ruth, 660.


508 Wilch, Ruth, 298.
And when she came to her mother-in-law, she said, “How did you fare, my daughter?” Then she told her all that the man had done for her, saying, “These six measures of barley he gave to me, for he said to me, ‘You must not go back empty-handed to your mother-in-law.’” She replied, “Wait, my daughter, until you learn how the matter turns out, for the man will not rest but will settle the matter today.” (3:16-18)

Verse 16 consists of an enigmatic question of Naomi. Scholars try to figure out why Naomi ever asked Ruth this question: “Who are you, my daughter?” Since Naomi designated Ruth as “my daughter,” she supposedly recognized her. There are two possible ways to answer this question: (1) it is too dark so that Naomi cannot see who this woman is (besides, she is old enough to call anyone “my daughter”). (2) The door is closed and Naomi is asking this question staying behind the door. But these answers are not satisfactory because such questions would require different answer from Ruth.509

Therefore, it was suggested to interpret יִתִּבּ as accusative of condition and translate the phrase as “as who?” or “in what condition or capacity?”510 or as in the ESV translation that I use in this work, “How did you fair, my daughter?” In other words, Naomi is interested in what’s happened during the visit and the information is given to her in full. In fact, the horizon of Naomi becomes even wider than the horizon of the readers, which again makes the whole episode externally focalized. According to Schipper,

...[T]he narrator states that Ruth provided Naomi with a full report but does not reveal what Ruth told her. Ultimately, Naomi learns more about Ruth’s household status than the audience does in v. 16. This narrative technique ensures that the audience still does not know exactly what happened on the

509 Consideration of the visual aspect of focalization brings us to one more possibility. Ruth is carrying a sack with six measures of barley so that no one can recognize her. The question of Naomi, therefore, could consist of two parts. First, Naomi sees someone and cannot recognize who it is. So she asks a reasonable question: “Who are you?” יִתִּבּ. Then, after Ruth puts down the sack with six measures of barley, Naomi recognizes her with a surprising shout, יִתִּבּ “My daughter!” Still another option is possible: The scene starts the same way, but the word “My daughter” is a question (or guessing). But this option is not satisfactory as well and for the same reason.

510 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 185.
threshing floor. Ruth’s status in relation to either the household of her first marriage or the household of Boaz remains an open question.\textsuperscript{511}

Once again, the narrator reorganizes information by not informing the readers about the purpose of Boaz’s gift. Therefore, one can only speak about the reason for such reorganization. One of the answers is suggested by Sasson, who considers that the statement is the product of Ruth’s own mind. In other words, Boaz never says these words but Ruth, playing an active role in the story, wanted to promote him as the redeemer of her mother-in-law.

Berlin, from another side, suggests that these words represent Ruth’s direct speech or interior monologue. But in any case, what the readers hear comes as Ruth’s understanding of Boaz’s action. “We don’t know why Boaz gave Ruth the barley; we know only why Ruth thought Boaz gave it to her.”\textsuperscript{512}

Campbell echoes Berlin by pointing that the narrator uses literary techniques:

> The story-teller chooses to place the word not in Boaz’ mouth while he and Ruth are still at the threshing floor, but in Ruth’s mouth as she reports to Naomi a part of the conversation we were not in on earlier.\textsuperscript{513}

This technique, according to Campbell, helps to keep the story “free of repetition and gives each scene its own contribution to the developing dramatic effect.”\textsuperscript{514}

According to McKeown, Ruth introduces new information at this point in order to inform Naomi

> that Boaz’s concern was not just for her but also for her mother-in-law. Boaz did not want her to return to her mother-in-law empty-handed. His generosity extended not just to Ruth but also to Naomi herself. Naomi complained that she

\textsuperscript{511} Schipper, \textit{Ruth}, 160.

\textsuperscript{512} Berlin, \textit{Poetics}, 97-98.

\textsuperscript{513} Campbell, \textit{Ruth}, 129.

\textsuperscript{514} Campbell, \textit{Ruth}, 129.
had come home “empty,” but now Boaz had taken responsibility to provide for her.\textsuperscript{515}

By the end of chapter 3 the horizon of the readers narrows, which is enhanced with the words of Naomi, who suggests for Ruth to wait and see how the matter falls. The idiom “a matter falls” (יֵא רָבָד לֹפִּי) presupposes that what is going to happen next is not predictable. So the readers are going to take the position of detached onlooker and focalization in the next scene is going to be mostly external, so the readers will know less then Boaz. With this intrigue in mind, the readers move to the final chapter of the book. However, by the end of the chapter the narrator permits the readers not only to observe resolution of the plot but to share with the readers the knowledge about the distance future, which exceeds the horizon of any character of the story. Hence, by the end of the book the text is again not focalized (not restricted or zero focalized).

5.4.4. Boaz convenes a legal assembly (4:1-2)

The scene at the city gate is externally focalized. The readers are not given the thoughts and plans of Boaz. Boaz, in turn, does not share his attitude even in direct speech, which is understandable: the legal process with its official language and delicacy that was required by the situation prevented him from letting anyone know his real motives. The horizon of Boaz is wider than the horizon of the readers. What the readers do not know is how Boaz is going to act. In this sense, the readers are closer to the elders of the city, whom Boaz invited to witness his conversation with the other relative.

Now Boaz had gone up to the gate and sat down there. And behold, the redeemer, of whom Boaz had spoken, came by. So Boaz said, “Turn aside, friend; sit down here.” And he turned aside and sat down. And he took ten men of the elders of the city and said, “Sit down here.” So they sat down. (4:1-2)
According to some commentators, 4:1 — "Now Boaz had gone up to the gate and sat down there") — is a continuation of 3:15 — "Then he went into the city").\(^{516}\) However, this proposal is not clear according to other commentators who consider that this scene actually could take place before, during or after the final conversation between Naomi and Ruth (3:16-18).\(^{517}\) Some are more certain that the scene temporally follows the conversation between Naomi and Ruth. Unusual word order — placement of the subject before the verb — is explained by the desire of the narrator, from one side, to start a new act instead of another scene within the preceding act, and from another side, to show that the scene of a new act immediately follows the preceding scene.\(^{518}\)

Contrary to this last idea, the text of Ruth shows that the placement of subject before the verb can mean that the scene evolves simultaneously with the previous scene. This is evidenced by the use of the same construction in 2:1 — "Now Naomi had a relative of her husband’s." Needless to say, Naomi had this relative long before and during all the events of chapter 1. However, the information about her relative is linearized and placed at the beginning of chapter 2. It seems that the same kind of approach is used in chapter 4. Therefore, if 4:1 actually advances simultaneously with 3:16-18, then we deal with a classical case of linearization: the narrator, following the nature of written narrative, chose to speak first about Ruth’s return and then about Boaz’s journey to the city gate. Analysis of events and scenes (in the previous chapter) shows that the last scene of chapter 3 had to take place before the scene at the city gate.

By the beginning of chapter 4 the readers together with all characters are aware of new information about another relative. However, the readers, as much as Naomi and Ruth, are left in the dark about Boaz’s plans. Such distribution of horizons facilitates the external focalization mode. In addition, the final words of Naomi, “Wait, my daughter, until you learn how the matter turns out…” create an atmosphere of

---


anticipation and intrigue, which is typically created by the mode of external focalization.

This means that verses 1-3 represent a report of events. The readers are given a position of a detached onlooker who is watching the scene from outside and wonders what exactly Boaz is going to do. Even the name of the relative is not disclosed to the reader, while Boaz and other participants of the story certainly know his name. Instead the narrator uses the Hebrew phrase פּיִנֹמְלַא יִנ, which, according to Hawk, “refers to a name known by the characters in the story but not divulged to the reader.”519 Thus the narrator says less than the characters know, which represents a classical case of external focalization.

A great deal has been said about the reason the narrator fails to name the closer relative in such curious manner. Most of the commentators recall and compare other uses of this phrase (in 1 Sam 21:3; 2 Kgs 6:8) and consider that nouns פּיִנֹמְלַא יִנ “do not represent the kindred redeemer’s proper name.”520 Therefore the phrase can be translated as “So-and-So.” The point is that the narrator, if wanting to, could have done without the naming of the closer relative, for it is perfectly acceptable by Hebrew syntax.521 And if the narrator decides to mention this name, there is supposed to be a reason for it.

Looking for the reason, some commentators attempt to see the reluctance of the narrator to even mention the name of the man who refused to fulfill his direct duties. So, Bush says,

Surely such a pointed way of underscoring the namelessness of this man in a narrative that so carefully names the other protagonists (cf. 1:2, 4; 2:1) subtly creates a less than favorable impression of him and prompts us to suspect a pejorative purpose in the choice of the expression… One wonders indeed if the

519 Hawk, Ruth, 119.

520 See, for example, Schipper, Ruth, 163.

Hebrew expression we have translated “So-and-So” was also used euphemistically in place of a stronger epithet, as the English expression is!¹⁵²²

In contrast, Schipper argues that the nouns are idioms that do not have a negative connotation elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. Therefore, “one should not read a negative or dismissive evaluation of the character into Boaz’s use of the idiom.”¹⁵²³ According to Schipper,

For the purposes of the narrative, the use of this idiom helps maintain the focus on this character’s role as a potential kindred redeemer similar to the way the rhyming names of Naomi’s sons maintain the focus on their roles.¹⁵²⁴

Study of focalization and rearrangement of narrative information suggest another possible view on the matter. Obviously, the first two verses of chapter 4 are written first of all to set the stage for the following legal process. But there seems to be another, more important, reason for this short narrative passage. The passage (4:1-2) pictures Boaz as an influential person in the community (the real לִיַח רוֹבִּגּ שׁיִא: not only his workers, but even the elders of the town listen to him. In a couple of verses this influential man is going to resolve a dilemma, and maybe add to the traditional precedents with a new problem and possible solution. The elders of the city (ten of them!) have to be there in order to approve this practice for which the exact name of another party is not so important. This setting does not only prepare the stage for the next scene but forms the point of view, and it gives necessary parameters to make the following procedure legal and acceptable.

5.4.5. Legal discussion (4:3-8)

Beginning from verse 3 when Boaz starts his appeal, focalization receives an internal element. The external component still remains because of the nature of reported speech. However, if the character expresses his attitude or pictures past or possible future events, the character’s internal point of view is shared and an internal

---


component is added to focalization. Of course, the line between external and internal focalization is not sharp but in this particular case there are some grammatical issues that emphasize internal focalization. So, Boaz starts to picture the future by saying:

Then he said to the redeemer, “Naomi, who has come back from the country of Moab, is selling the parcel of land that belonged to our relative Elimelech. So I thought I would tell you of it and say, ‘Buy it in the presence of those sitting here and in the presence of the elders of my people.’ If you will redeem it, redeem it. But if you will not, tell me, that I may know, for there is no one besides you to redeem it, and I come after you.” And he said, “I will redeem it.” (4:3-8)

Horizons in these two verses are distributed as follows. Compared with the other relative and the readers, Boaz has the widest horizon. He knows what he is doing. The readers are less informed — the fact that was indicated by McKeown:

This is new information for the reader. Until now there has been no indication that Naomi had land for sale, and the reader will have assumed that she was destitute and dependent on charity.525

But since the readers witnessed the scene at the threshing floor, at least they know that the purpose of Boaz is to redeem and marry Ruth. However, the readers are not sure how Boaz is going to do it since he started his conversation from the topic that was not even mentioned during his conversation with Ruth: in contrast of ESV translation (see above) the first words in Boaz’s sentence are תַּקְלֶח הֶדָשַּׂה “the parcel of land.” The most ignorant participant of this discourse is the closer relative. He is unaware of Boaz’s plan and is certainly ignorant of the threshing floor conversation. Since Boaz presents the property of Elimelech as the primary topic of the meeting, the audience (elders and people of Bethlehem) should have perceived the meeting as a formal redemption procedure.526


Then another portion of the picture is added in verse 4, which starts from the overt subject pronoun יִכֹּנַּא ("I"). This unusual structure of the Hebrew sentence serves to expand the horizon of the relative (as was discussed in other places). In this verse Boaz adds himself into the picture of the possible future.

This is the future that Boaz “pictures” for his relative: the relative can become a happy owner of the land that Naomi sells if he agrees to buy it. The picture comes from the mouth of Boaz and by definition is incomplete (restricted or internally focalized). Boaz does not say anything about Ruth yet and his focalized message is the key element that creates suspense in this scene and makes reading thrilling.

There is yet no hint that the issue under discussion concerns anything other than the land that belonged to their relative Elimelech. Boaz seems to be waiting until it is completely necessary to reveal that Naomi and Ruth are somehow involved in the deal.527

Only after the positive response, Boaz presents before the relative the second portion of the picture:

וֹתָלֲחַנ־לַﬠ תֵמַּה־םֵשׁ

Then Boaz said, “The day you buy the field from the hand of Naomi, you also acquire Ruth the Moabite, the widow of the dead, in order to perpetuate the name of the dead in his inheritance.” (4:5)

Verse 5 is considered to be very difficult to translate. The problems that one finds in this verse are clearly specified by Hayes:528

(1) Whether to emend יִתיִנָק to תא + נ + יִ?  
(2) What form one adopts for הָתיִנָק (either the Ketiv, יִתיִנָק, or Qere, קְנֵה)  
(3) What is the verb’s object?

527 Holmstedt, Ruth, 186.

Hayes then briefly mentions the spectrum of opinions on these questions and speaks out in favor of the view of Holmstedt, who considers that תֵאֵמוּ means “also.” He follows the Ketiv reading of the verb, and considers the phrase “the widow of the dead” as an object of the verb. The result is the following translation:

On the day you acquire the field from the hand of Naomi and from Ruth the Moabite, the wife of the dead man I shall acquire in order to establish the name of the dead man over his inheritance.  

Both scholars consider this phrase to be intentionally ambiguous and constructed by the narrator for literary or rhetorical purposes. However, as Hayes admits, the translation goes against the Masoretic markings, which considerably undermines this interpretation.

The analysis of the play of horizons brings some clarity to this problem. First, as was said before, Boaz’s horizon is wider than the horizon of the relative. During the legal procedure Boaz’s speech is focalized, which means that he shares information in parts and the horizon of the relative increases steadily. First Boaz informs the relative about the fact that Naomi is going to sell her portion of the land; then Boaz expresses his readiness to buy the land if the relative refuses to do so. In his first address Boaz selectively talks about two elements of the matter: the parcel of the land and the priority of the right. He is talking about responsibility toward the property of Elimelech, not about responsibility toward widows of Elimelech’s family. According to Hawk, “[t]he information comes at the redeemer with such rapid-fire staccato that he can scarcely take it in, let alone weigh his options.”

The last portion of information comes to the relative after the particle תֵאֵמוּ “and also.” With these words the relative receives maximum possible information and his horizon becomes as wide as the horizon of Boaz. After taking all the facts into account, he changes his decision to the opposite:


530 See Hayes, “Intentional Ambiguity,” 166.

531 Hawk, *Ruth*, 127.
Then the redeemer said, “I cannot redeem it for myself, lest I impair my own inheritance. Take my right of redemption yourself, for I cannot redeem it.” (4:6)

The final phase of legal procedure is pictured by the custom of confirmation of the transaction. Since the readers may not be aware of this tradition (which points to the late origin of the book), the narrator provides a comment concerning its background. By definition, the text of this comment can be only zero-focalized — the narrator communicates directly to the readers, giving comments on characters’ actions. However, the action itself is described with externally focalized text.

Now this was the custom in former times in Israel concerning redeeming and exchanging: to confirm a transaction, the one drew off his sandal and gave it to the other, and this was the manner of attesting in Israel. So when the redeemer said to Boaz, “Buy it for yourself,” he drew off his sandal. (4:7-8)

Externally focalized action is a very important addition to the end of the scene. It plays a role of conclusion and describes the final setting of the scene.

### 5.4.6. Decisions and blessings (4:9-12)

In verses 9 and 10 Boaz summarizes the progress of the legal process, giving his restricted view of what’s happened. He draws a picture of the past event.

Then Boaz said to the elders and all the people, “You are witnesses this day that I have bought from the hand of Naomi all that belonged to Elimelech and all that belonged to Chilion and to Mahlon. Also Ruth the Moabite, the widow of Mahlon, I have bought to be my wife, to perpetuate the name of the dead in his
inheritance, that the name of the dead may not be cut off from among his brothers and from the gate of his native place. You are witnesses this day.” (4:9-10)

The narrator could make this conclusion by himself, saying that Boaz “bought from the hand of Naomi all that belonged to Elimelech…” but preferred to put these words into the mouth of Boaz. The reason for this decision is the following words of the elders that would not be appropriate if the conclusion is made by the omniscient narrator with zero focalization. In contrast, the internally focalized speech of Boaz requires approval from the elders and all the people who were present at this legal procedure.

The speech of Boaz has several features that could not be part of the narrator’s report. First, Boaz relates to the elders twice as the witness of this transaction. Second, double use of the phrase “this day” is appropriate only for internally focalized speech of the character; the narrator would not need to mention day at all. Third, syntactically verse 10 emphasizes Ruth by putting her on the first position in the sentence. Finally, Boaz uses legal language in this speech. For example, Ruth is identified by her full name “Ruth the Moabite,” which is “appropriate in the public setting of the legal assembly, where full identification is necessary.”

In response to Boaz, the people of Bethlehem in the form of blessing draw a picture of his future life. Therefore, in their words information is linearized for they blueprint the destiny of Boaz and Ruth.

Then all the people who were at the gate and the elders said, “We are witnesses. May the Lord make the woman, who is coming into your house, like Rachel and Leah, who together built up the house of Israel. May you act worthily in Ephrathah and be renowned in Bethlehem, and may your house be like the house of Perez, whom Tamar bore to Judah, because of the offspring that the Lord will give you by this young woman.” (4:11-12)

532 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 238.
It should be noted that the blessing is mainly concerned with the marriage of Boaz and completely overlooks legal matters of the land. This makes the marriage of Boaz more important than the land ownership and changes our attitude toward the previous scene, which becomes to be something like a game. Thus, focalization shows what is more important from the point of view of the elders.

Their blessing has three parts:

The blessing dwells first on the woman and her potential to give offspring as did Rachel and Leah, then on Boaz and his potential for fertility, and finally upon the house which will thereby be brought into existence, that it will be as significant as that of Perez, whom Tamar bore to Judah.\(^{533}\)

Scholars’ interest is with the middle part — “May you act worthily in Ephrathah and be renowned in Bethlehem” — which sounds ambiguous. The problem is with wide variety of meanings of the phrases “act worthily” and “renown in Bethlehem.” A number of different variants have been suggested:

Bush: “so that you may flourish in Ephrathah and gain renown in Bethlehem.”\(^ {534}\)

Hawk: “Act powerfully in Ephrathah and gain renown in Bethlehem.”\(^ {535}\)

Campbell: “And may you show fertility in Ephrathah and (then) bestow a name in Bethlehem.”\(^ {536}\)

Hubbard: “So you may prosper in Ephrathah and enjoy fame in Bethlehem.”\(^ {537}\)

Holmstedt: “Therefore make sons of character in Ephratha and proclaim a name in Bethlehem.”\(^ {538}\)

\(^{533}\) Campbell, *Ruth*, 156.


\(^{535}\) Hawk, *Ruth*, 118.

\(^{536}\) Campbell, *Ruth*, 140.

\(^{537}\) Hubbard, *Ruth*, 253.

\(^{538}\) Holmstedt, *Ruth*, 198.
Employing the notion of reorganization helps to add some clarity to this problem. Elders (or rather the narrator by the elders’ mouth) picture the future of Boaz and Ruth. By doing this, they compare this future with two famous families of Israel. The second blessing standing in the middle should be read in this context. Mentioning Rachel, Leah, Perez, and Tamar in the blessing formula is unusual if one looks only to the story world. But taking into account the whole discourse and specifically the epilogue of the narrator, one can connect the blessing with genealogy and the figure of David. The narrator linearized information so that the words of the elders that are internally focalized become a sort of prophetic vision, which is zero focalized. In this context the phrase "לִיַח־הֵשֲׂﬠַו" is better understood as “become great” and "םֵשׁ־אָרְקוּ" as “make your name great,” which anticipates the coming of David.

5.5. Obed as predecessor of David (4:17b-22)

5.5.1. Marriage, conception and birth of the son (4:13)
The verse constitutes the summary of the events that followed the legal process.

So Boaz took Ruth, and she became his wife. And he went in to her, and the LORD gave her conception, and she bore a son. (4:13)

The passage is zero focalized because the narrator informs the readers about the transcendent reason of Ruth’s conception — “the LORD gave her conception” — the fact that characters could only assume. Yet the readers without objection take this fact because it has been stated by the omniscient narrator.

5.5.2. Naomi and the women of Bethlehem (4:14-17a)

This passage is the combination of internal and external focalizations. Internal focalization reflects the view of women of Bethlehem on recent events. Externally focalized passages concern Naomi’s actions and two acts of women: proclaiming significance of the child and naming of the child.
The passage serves as the conclusion for the whole story and consists of a look to the past and to the future that the women take. As such, this look is evaluative and predictive. The events of the story are first recalled. Women ascribe the happy ending of the story to the hand of God, which is the ideological appraisal of the past events. Then they take a look to the future.

One of the textual difficulties of this passage is found in 4:17 — the naming of Obed. The problem is that (1) the name is given not by Boaz, Ruth or Naomi but by women of Bethlehem, and (2) it looks like Obed receives his name twice: “the women of the neighborhood gave him a name,” and then again “they named him Obed.”

At first, I will briefly look at two solutions that are given to this problem by Hubbard and Bush and then make a suggestion how this problem can be approached considering focalization of the passage. Hubbard\(^{539}\) does not see any problem with other people announcing the birth and the name of a child. In order to support his view, he cites two passages: one from Jeremiah 20:15 and another from Isaiah 9:5. Therefore, he considers only 4:17a as problematic. He resolves the problem by pointing out that in reality Obed is named only once and the expression 

\[וֹמְשׁ הָנאֶרְקִיתַּו\]

actually means “to proclaim significance.” Therefore, Hubbard sees this verse as “a typical birth announcement formula as a climactic editorial comment on the story’s closing scene.”\(^{540}\)

Bush sees in this verse “the play based on meaning” between the phrase “a son has been born to Naomi” and the name “Obed” understood here in the sense of “provider.”\(^{541}\)

Let me show to what kind of conclusion one can come after considering focalization of the passage. Focalization of the passage is continuously changing. It starts with internally focalized reported speech of the women of Bethlehem:

\[וּרָבּ יִמֳﬠָנ־לֶא םיִשָׁנַּה הָנְרַמאֹתַּו £ תיִבְּשִׁה אֹל רֶשֲׁא הוהי £ אֵרָקִּיְו םוֹיַּה לֵאֹגּ £ לֵאָרְשִׂיְבּ וֹמְשׁ\]


\(^{540}\) Hubbard, “Ruth IV 17: A New Solution,” 299.

Then the women said to Naomi, “Blessed be the Lord, who has not left you this
day without a redeemer, and may his name be renowned in Israel! He shall be to
you a restorer of life and a nourisher of your old age, for your daughter-in-law
who loves you, who is more to you than seven sons, has given birth to him.”
(4:14-15)

Then focalization changes from internal to external:

Then Naomi took the child and laid him on her lap and became his nurse. And
the women of the neighborhood gave him a name, saying, “A son has been born
to Naomi.” (4:16-17a)

Finally, the end of the passage is zero-focalized:

They named him Obed. He was the father of Jesse, the father of David. (4:17b)

Therefore, there is a sequence of focalizations from internal to external and to zero.
From a literary point of view, this type of sequence is typical for the end of the story:
the situation first considered through the eyes of one of the characters, then the
readers are given the situation externally as it is and they are expected to come to
their own conclusions. Finally, the narrator explains to the readers the meaning of the
story, suggesting broader zero focalized vision.

5.5.3. Epilogue (4:17-22)

The rest of the book is zero focalized because together with mentioning the name of
the child — Obed — the narrator immediately informs the readers that the child
happens to be forefather of King David. The following genealogy is obviously zero-
focalized as well.
Now these are the generations of Perez: Perez fathered Hezron, Hezron fathered Ram, Ram fathered Amminadab, Amminadab fathered Nahshon, Nahshon fathered Salmon, Salmon fathered Boaz, Boaz fathered Obed, Obed fathered Jesse, and Jesse fathered David. (4:18-22)

The genealogy expands the horizon of the readers to the maximum extent and gives not only afterword, but also attaches meaning to the story. The placement of genealogy at the end of the book is important for two reasons: (1) ideologically, it places emphasis on the fact that the Moabite woman happened to be the great grandmother of King David and (2) aesthetically, the narrator can hold the intrigue of the story until the end.

However, according to Schipper, “[t]he general consensus is that this final genealogy is a later addition.” For example, according to Campbell’s opinion,

“…[V]erses 18-22 form a genealogical appendix to the Ruth story and are not an original part of it. The goal of the story has been reached in verse 17, and it seems most unlikely that the storyteller would backtrack to trace a line from Perez and Judah, whom he had mentioned in 4:12, to Boaz and his offspring.”

Defending his position, Campbell points that “the style of the genealogy is distinctly that of the P tradition of Genesis” but even there he adds that in Genesis genealogy

542 Schipper, Ruth, 186. Shipper names Campbell, Gray, Gerleman, Hertzberg, Joüon, Nielsen, Rudolph, Sasson, Würthwein, and Zenger among those scholars who support this view. Among those who consider the genealogy as an integral part of the book, Shipper mentions Hubbard, Bush, and Fischer. LaCocque, who also holds this view, adds to this list a few names as “notable exceptions” from the general position. See LaCocque, Ruth, 148 n.100. To this list we can also add the commentaries of Hawk, Wilch and Chisholm.

543 Campbell, Ruth, 172.

544 Campbell, Ruth, 172.
never ends the story, which makes the genealogy of the Book of Ruth unique and difficult to explain.

More recent commentaries, however, hold a different view, giving reasons why genealogy can be considered as integral and even the most important part of the book. For example, according to Hawk, it “complements the narrative” in three ways: (1) it echoes the naming of father and sons that begins the book (1:1-3); (2) it extends the story’s focus on Boaz rather than Elimelech; and (3) it casts the whole book as an ancestral narrative on a par with those of Abraham and Jacob. Therefore, Hawk concludes:

The genealogy that concludes Ruth, therefore, is an integral part of the book, functioning as the narrative precursor to David in much the same way that the stories of the patriarchs in Genesis serve as the narrative precursor of Moses.  

Without going to extremes, it is possible to consider verse 17 (where the name of David is mentioned) and the genealogy (4:18-22) separately. The introduction of David in 4:17 helps to see all the elements of the story in a new ideological light. To start with, a story that ends with women’s blessing would not have a chance to survive. For, according to Linafelt, “for a story to really ‘count,’ to be worth preserving, it must finally have to do with a great man.”

According to LaCocque, the mentioning of the name of David shows the importance of the role played by “the sociopsychological community” in Israelite history. LaCocque traces the activity of the women of Bethlehem from the beginning of the story and shows that it is due to their wisdom Naomi and Ruth could finally succeed.

---

545 Hawk, Ruth, 136.

546 Hawk, Ruth, 136.

547 Linafelt and Beal, Ruth and Esther, 79. This, however, does not necessarily mean that the second part of verse 17 is a later addition. Contrary to this, Wilch, referring to Witzenrath and Sasson, demonstrates that Hebrew text of 4:17b has normal wording, where the personal name “Obed” immediately precedes the formula of fathering. On the basis of this reasoning, Wilch (following Witzenrath) comes to the conclusion that the clause “He was the father of Jesse, the father of David” is not a later addition but an integral part of the story.
For it is the community of Bethlehem (not the elders of the town) “that welcomes Naomi and, cautiously, does not mention Ruth” and, consequently, “suspends all judgment on the foreigner” until the legal process and only then expresses its attitude toward Ruth publicly. Therefore, with the mentioning of David, it turns out that “a member of a loathed people sets in motion the history of the messianic dynasty.”

The reference to David as descendant of a Moabite woman helps to subvert xenophobic laws like the one found in Deuteronomy 23:4: “No Ammonite or Moabite shall be admitted to the assembly of the LORD.” Therefore, the Israelite community gets permission to transcend (but not to violate) some laws. In particular, “creative use of the laws and legal conventions” becomes a standard way to “welcome a faithful foreigner into the covenant community.”

Consideration of the concept of focalization brings additional insights to the above reasoning. According to one of the narratological axioms, the last paragraph, sentence and even the last word of the narrative should be considered as the most important. In the case of the Book of Ruth, the story proper ends with the name of David. This information goes beyond the fabric of the narrative and thus makes the final clause of the story zero focalized because the readers know more than any given character in the story. This information, therefore, raises the book to a considerably different level. Indeed, if the narrator would not inform the readers about Obed’s lineage, and if the Book of Ruth would end with the words: “Then Naomi took the child and laid him on her lap and became his nurse” (4:16), the story would certainly remain exciting and intriguing, it would constitute resolution of the initial conflict and bring the narrative to the logical end, but the main ideological message of the

---


549 As it is called by Linafelt and Beal, *Ruth and Esther*, 79.

550 Hawk, *Ruth*, 139.

551 According to Brooks, “The sense of a beginning, then, must in some important way be determined by the sense of an ending.” See Peter Brooks, *Reading for the Plot: Design and Intention in Narrative* (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1992), 94.
book would be missed. Without the epilogue, the theological message of the book, according to Chisholm, could be formulated as follows:

God cares for needy people like Naomi and Ruth; he is their ally in this chaotic world. He richly rewards people like Ruth and Boaz who demonstrate sacrificial love and in so doing become his instruments in helping the needy.\(^{552}\)

However, the previous conclusion does not count the contribution of genealogy; therefore, Chisholm adds:

The genealogy contributes to this message in a significant way for it shows that God’s rewards for those who sacrificially love others sometimes exceed their wildest imagination and transcend their lifetime. God’s blessing upon Ruth and Boaz extended beyond their lifetime and immediate family, for their descendant, David, became the greatest of Israel’s kings, and his descendant, Jesus the Messiah, will rule over the entire earth in the kingdom to come.\(^{553}\)

The phrases like “exceed their wildest imagination,” and “transcend their lifetime” very well reflect the idea behind zero focalization — for while what is “wildest imagination” for the characters of the story is known to the narrator of the story, it goes beyond the horizon of the characters.

If the name of David closes the narrative proper, the genealogy can be considered as a footnote to the whole story.\(^{554}\) However, a footnote is also part of the story and as such it should also carry a certain distinct meaning. While the genealogy is also zero focalized, one can find a slight difference between zero focalization of genealogy and zero focalization of verse 17. Verse 17 connects the lineage with Naomi and therefore the horizon of the narrator is compared with the horizon of Naomi.\(^{555}\)

---

\(^{552}\) Chisholm Jr., *Judges and Ruth*, 682-683.

\(^{553}\) Chisholm Jr., *Judges and Ruth*, 683.

\(^{554}\) Hawk, *Ruth*, 135.

\(^{555}\) Chisholm says that the verse connects David with Elimelech, which is “implied by the reference to Obed as Naomi’s child,” which may be significant theologically, but since Elimelech has been dead for a long time, it is more appropriate to compare the horizon of the narrator with the horizon of Naomi. See Chisholm Jr., *Judges and Ruth*, 683.
contrast, in the genealogy David and Obed are presented as descendants of Boaz; thus the horizon of the narrator is compared with the horizon of Boaz.

What is more, the genealogy is very selective — a fact that has greatly interested scholars. Schipper suggests that the “the genealogy is telescoped for some rhetorical purpose.”\footnote{Schipper, \textit{Ruth}, 187.} He lists several views of such selectivity including (1) rhyme with the names of Naomi’s sons and (2) impossibility to alter the order of genealogy that was already fixed by the time the book was written, (3) connection with genealogy of Genesis 38, (4) the order of names,\footnote{Following Sasson, many scholars emphasize first, seventh, and tenth names in genealogy as the most important. Chisholm, for example, says that Boaz’s name “appears in the symbolically significant seventh position, highlighting his prominence in his family’s line and in the nation’s history.” Chisholm Jr., \textit{Judges and Ruth}, 683.} (5) popular etymology of Perez’s name, and (6) connection with blessings in Ruth 4:12.

As for the limits of genealogy (it starts from Perez instead of Judah and ends with David), Sasson, based on Malamat’s hypothesis, links it with two periods of Israelite history:

This listing of David’s pedigree is divisible into two equal segments: the first of which covers the period between the Exodus and Exodus (Perez-Nahshon); the second of which witnesses the settlement and the early days of Israel’s nationhood.\footnote{Sasson, \textit{Ruth}, 184.}

Therefore, it can be concluded that the genealogy of David in the Book of Ruth was restricted to ten members for ideological purposes. For example, the genealogy starts from Perez obviously because he was the son of Judah and Tamar, whom elders of Bethlehem mentioned in the blessing in 4:12. Judah and Tamar are mentioned in blessing because their story has a common ideological motif with the story of Ruth. This motif is that the woman, who by all legal reasons cannot be included into
Israelite society, ends up playing a key role in Israelite history due to her righteousness.\footnote{Comp. Ruth 3:10-11 and Gen 38:25. There are other minor motives that are common for these stories. Besides, genealogies in Genesis 1-11 also have 10 generations.}

The analysis of focalization of the text in the beginning and in the end of the story leads to the following conclusion.

5.6. Conclusion: Narrative strategy of the Book of Ruth

The preceding analysis of the composition of the Book of Ruth shows that the plot of the book is built primarily upon the instrument of focalization. Focalization as the selection of narrative information was already considered in chapter 4 in regard to the story events. This is, so to say, focalization in the broad sense. As was demonstrated in this chapter, focalization (or selection of narrative information) on the level of composition is reflected in reorganization and linearization of narrative information. Further, it was also demonstrated that reorganization of events in the Book of Ruth (as dialogic narrative) assumes the form of the play of horizons on the level of the discourse and on the level of the story.

On the level of the story, restricted horizons of the characters interact with each other, which results in the development of the plot. Most of the time the readers get to know about the horizon of the character through direct speech. However, the narrator uses other means of channeling this information as well (for example, reporting the thoughts or telling acts of the characters). One of the most common ways to demonstrate the focalized nature of the character’s view is to report what the character speaks or thinks about the future or the past, and the narrator of the Book of Ruth uses this instrument very often.

The characters of the book constantly recall and evaluate the past and the present and picture the future. Recollection of the past explains characters’ attitudes, gives the background for ideas concerning the solution of their problems and helps to fill in gaps that have arisen in the course of narration. The picture of the future directs the
narrative and verbalizes possible resolutions of the plot. Evaluation of the present connects the past and the future events, helps the characters to express a current view on themselves, on other characters and on the details of the narrative world. With this presentation of information, the narrator is able to update the readers’ concept of the narrative world, without literal reorganization of the events.

The play of horizons (and hence focalization) also performed on the level of discourse. This level includes the characters of the story as well as the readers and the narrator. Analysis of focalization on this level demonstrated that some portions of the text of the Book of Ruth are zero focalized. This happens primarily when the narrator communicates information that is unknown to the characters of the story, which expands the readers’ horizon in relation to the horizon of one of several characters. There are a number of passages where the horizon of the readers does not exceed the horizon of the characters. Sometimes it is only a seeming perception because after all, the character(s) turn out to know more. Every time it makes the readers reevaluate the perception of a previous portion of the text. Finally, there are passages with external focalization — when the readers realize that they do not have sufficient information to judge the acts of the characters.

This is how focalization is distributed throughout the book of Ruth. After an externally focalized prologue, the text of the first chapter is focalized internally, which means that the narrator does not communicate to the readers information that would exceed the knowledge of the characters. Internal focalization, therefore, plays a very important role in the readers’ perception of the story. Being unaware of the relative who potentially can solve the problem of the women, the readers find themselves being hostage to the characters’ reasoning. The readers get their knowledge about the characters’ point of view mainly by listening to dialogues, where the characters share their positions and try to prove their points.

For example, Naomi, on the basis of her past experience, suggests that her daughters-in-law better return to their families. The daughters-in-law, on the other hand, do not agree with her and suggest their own plan — to go with Naomi and become part of her people. On the basis of her perspective on life, Naomi explains why she does not agree with the plan of her daughters-in-law. In order to do that, she creates the
picture of what would happen if the daughters-in-law stay with her. Therefore, the readers become involved in this discussion in which they see the narrative world according to the perspectives of the characters. Internal focalization helps the readers to understand the character’s arguments with deep empathy but does not suggest resolution of the problem. To address the problem, one has to view the circumstances from a different (wider) perspective, which presupposes greater knowledge or shift in focalization. This shift happens in the beginning of chapter 2.

On the level of the story, the characters have identical horizons. At least it seems so until in 2:20 when the readers find that Naomi, in fact, was aware of Boaz but for some reason did not inform Ruth about him.

In the very first verse of chapter 2 a new figure is introduced into the plot. The readers find out that in Bethlehem there is a man named Boaz. Boaz is called “relative” or “friend” of Elimelech, the husband of Naomi. Intuitively the readers may assume that Boaz can potentially solve the problem of the widows. But in the first reading of the text one does not necessarily get this impression because relative or friend does not mean redeemer. The horizon of the readers grows only in a sense that now they are aware that the narrative world besides Naomi, Ruth and the women of Bethlehem has a man, and not simply a man but a man of substance.

On the level of the story the rest of the chapter is built upon the difference in the horizons of the characters. Ruth is the character with the most limited horizon. She identifies who Boaz is only in 2:20 after Naomi’s explanation. Boaz also has not met Ruth and until 2:7 his horizon is also limited. But in 2:11 it appears that, while he did not meet Ruth in person, he heard about her and is aware of her proper conduct. Therefore, when Boaz starts to offer his goodwill to Ruth, she was very surprised by this generosity.

On the level of discourse, however, the picture is somewhat different. The information about Boaz certainly affects the way the readers view the following events. It immediately lifts the readers to a higher level as regard to knowledge and perspective. The readers become more knowledgeable than any character of the story and the text becomes zero focalized. It is related to the horizon of Ruth as well as to the horizon of Boaz. However, when Boaz recognizes that this young Moabite is, in
fact, the same woman who came with Naomi from the field of Moab, his horizon expands and becomes as wide as the horizon of the readers.

Therefore, in the rest of the chapter Boaz and the readers know more than Ruth, while she remains ignorant of the situation. However, her focalized position becomes the most intriguing and it is Ruth’s perception that the narrator is most interested in. This conclusion can be made on the grounds of two facts. First, Ruth is the last person in the chapter who finds out who Boaz really is. However, and it will be the second fact, together with Ruth the readers get to know about Boaz something that was hidden from them throughout the chapter.

Boaz is not only a man of substance and the friend/relative of Elimelech. He is also the potential redeemer (לֵאֹג) of Elimelech’s family. This piece of information changes the focalization mode once again; the readers’ horizon expands but the information comes not from the narrator, but from one of the characters. Therefore, even though the horizon of the readers expands, focalization shifts towards internal since the readers lose their privileged position in relation to any character of the story.

The information about Boaz as a potential redeemer that comes from Naomi forces the readers to reassess the perception of the previous part of the story. It seems in the whole preceding chapter Naomi also possessed this information but for some reasons remained silent. This means that in reality in the previous chapter Naomi always had more knowledge than Ruth, Orpah, and the readers but preferred to shut her mouth or simply did not see Boaz as a possible solution.

In chapter 3 the characters switch roles with regard to the amount of knowledge they possess. If in the previous chapter Boaz possessed greater knowledge than Ruth, here the involvement in conspiracy results in Ruth having greater knowledge than Boaz. Naomi, from whom the idea of visiting the threshing floor originated, is also placed in a more advantageous position. The horizon of the readers is also wider than the horizon of Boaz, for they are aware of Naomi’s conspiracy. The readers’ zero focalization in relation to Boaz becomes particularly evident when Ruth approaches Boaz: the readers know that the woman beside Boaz is Ruth while Boaz is not aware of this, and his perspective is limited.
However, soon Boaz gets to recognize Ruth and finds out the purpose of her visit. So it seems that for a few moments the horizons of Boaz, Ruth, and the readers meet. However, the information about a closer relative who has a preferential right to redeem Elimelech’s property expands the horizon of Ruth and the horizon of the readers, which leads to a new turn in the story.

For the third time the readers are compelled to reevaluate their perspective. In the beginning of the chapter 3 they thought they possessed greater knowledge than Boaz and their interest was in how Boaz would perceive Ruth’s visit. But the appearance of the figure of the closer relative places Boaz in a privileged position and the readers understand that their horizon in previous chapters was even more limited than they thought. Once again the readers wonder about Naomi: did she know about another relative?

But being aware of Boaz’s attitude, the readers are not sure about the exact plans of Boaz, which makes Boaz’s horizon wider than the horizons of all other participants of the discourse, including the readers.

Therefore, in chapter 4 the readers assume the position of detached observer. The play of horizons in this chapter is related to Boaz and the closer relative. Boaz possesses greater knowledge than the relative and the purpose of Boaz (in many ways like conspiracy) is to turn the tide to his favor.

For the readers, the text that describes the legal process is focalized externally. This is evident by short inconsequential brief sentences that Boaz uses in order to bring together the legal assembly. Another detail that indicates external focalization is the naming of the closer relative. Boaz never designates him by name, which shuts out the opportunity for the readers to know anything about this man. The only certain thing that one can tell about him is that he is unaware of Boaz’s plans.

When Boaz articulates the problem to the relative, the readers (who know about the threshing floor visit) are supposed to be surprised because they expect Boaz to talk about Ruth and marriage, but he raises quite a different question of selling the piece of land that belongs to Naomi. It once again confirms that the passage is written in the scope of external focalization, for Boaz (the character) knows more than the
readers. The following dialogue between Boaz and his relative is also focalized externally, for the readers are left wondering (1) why another relative had to take Ruth as his wife if he redeems Naomi’s land and (2) how the marriage with Ruth can “impair” his inheritance.

The blessing of the elders and the following episode are both written in the scope of internal focalization as a prediction of the future according to a restricted human point of view. In contrast to previous episodes, Naomi is silent, probably because her previous “predictions” never worked and the present is too good to be true. However, in the end of the chapter, when the narrator informs the readers that the marriage of Boaz and Ruth indeed turned out to be one of the greatest in the history of Israel because from these loins comes the greatest King of Israel, focalization changes from internal to zero.

This chapter makes an original contribution in both general and biblical narratology. In the field of general narratology, it shows how focalization works on the second level of Schmid’s model, the level of composition. It also reinterprets reorganization of narrative events into the play of horizons, which has never been interpreted this way. However, this kind of interpretation enables one to apply the model of Wolf Schmid to the biblical narrative of Ruth and explains why the story can remain intriguing and thrilling without rearrangement of narrative events. If other biblical narratives share the same characteristic (pursuing the suspense not by rearrangement but by the play of horizons), we can speak about methodology for the whole corpus of biblical narratives.

Another contribution is related to the analysis of the play of horizons and hence focalization on two narrative levels: on the level of discourse and the level of story. The first allowed one to examine focalization in the narratives with a large number of dialogues by treating reported speeches of the characters as restricted i.e., focalized. Given that most biblical narratives are dialogic narratives, this direction of research was an important contribution to the field of biblical narratology as well.

The analysis of focalization on the level of the story was notable because it emphasizes the continuity between this study of focalization and the classical
typology of focalization, which distinguishes between external, internal, and zero focalizations.

As this chapter demonstrates, analysis of focalization can sometimes help in clarifying and even help in solving the problems that arise with reading, understanding, translating, and interpreting the Hebrew text of the Book of Ruth. In particular the chapter proposes new ways of looking at the interpretation of the passages that traditionally are considered as difficult. Among them are Ruth 1:6-7; 1:8; 1:13; 1:22; 2:4; 2:5-7; 3:1-5; 3:8-9; 3:10-11; 4:5; and 4:17b-22.
CHAPTER 6. FOCALIZATION IN THE BOOK OF RUTH ON THE
LEVEL OF PRESENTATION

In the previous chapter, it has been demonstrated how the Book of Ruth is constituted on the level of composition of narrative information. Even though all the events of the book are located chronologically, the narrator still uses, albeit through the play of horizons, the instruments of reorganization and linearization. As for rearrangement, it has been shown that the narrator rearranges not events but the flow of information. The same applies to linearization: there are no repetitions of events as such, but there are a number of times when the same event is evaluated from different points of view.

The level of presentation is the last but not the least important in narrative constitution, for according to Schmid, on the previous levels the narrative is “not yet medially manifested.” And only at the level of presentation is it “expressed in specific language of an art form.” There are many nuances of presentation that could be considered in this chapter. For example, one can examine purely exegetical textual units such as evaluations, generalizations, commentaries, reflections, and meta-narrative comments that are given by the narrator of the text.

The other aspect of presentation is the linguistic point of view in reported speeches of the characters. According to Thomas,

> The speech of fictional characters is often perceived as offering the reader direct, unmediated access to that individual’s emotions, desires, habits, and predilections. If a novel does not offer us direct access to a character’s thoughts, then speech is the next best thing, providing a “linguistic fingerprint” in the form of an idiolect that is distinctive and unique to that individual.

---

560 Schmid, Narratology, 208.

561 Schmid, Narratology, 208.

562 It’s probably worth noting that in OT narrative, the characters are “fiction like” irrespective of their relationship to history.

Characters of the Book of Ruth, according to generally accepted opinion, reflect different idiolects as well. For example, Boaz, according to LaCocque,

speaks with the rhythm reflecting an older man. He is also conscious to say unusual things in an exceptional situation. He weighs his words, which sometimes leads him to stammer.\(^{564}\)

However, even he changes the way of talking in critical moments. For example, Linafelt points out that in Ruth 3:12 Boaz slides into “a curious sort of sputtering speech pattern.”\(^{565}\) Campbell indicates that the beginning of verse 12 has “too many introductory words.”\(^{566}\) Indeed, the information about another relative is preceded by the introductory phrase הָתַּﬠְו (“and now”), emphatic particle יִכּ, introductory word שָמָא (“true” or “indeed”) and another emphatic phrase הָתַּﬠְו יִכּ (usually translated as “that”) which may indicate confusion of Boaz. The same nuances can be found in the speeches of other characters of the book.

Still another aspect of presentation is naming or designation of the characters. The discussion of this element for some reason disappeared from the English edition of Schmid’s book but can be found in German and Russian editions:

Since selection of lexical units and syntactic structures implies various kinds of evaluative nuances, presentation of narration consists of ideological point of view as well. Naming acquires special importance here [translation mine].\(^ {567}\)

Naming is the issue in the book of Ruth that certainly can be addressed as part of presentation. It expresses both ideological and linguistic points-of-view, focuses

\(^{564}\) LaCocque, *Ruth*, 68.

\(^{565}\) Linafelt and Beal, *Ruth and Esther*, 56.

\(^{566}\) Campbell, *Ruth*, 125.

\(^{567}\) “Поскольку отбор лексических единиц и синтаксических структур подразумевает те или иные оценочные оттенки, в презентации наррации осуществляется также идеологическая точка зрения. Особенную значимость здесь приобретает именование.” See Schmid, *Нарратология*, 174.
reader’s attention on specific traits of the characters, and reflects the type of focalization chosen by the narrator.

However, the aspects of the text listed above have been sufficiently examined and addressed in existing commentaries. As for the present work, I would like to concentrate on one nuance of presentation — linguistic. I would like to consider the connection of focalization with grammatical choices of the narrator. More specifically, I would like to demonstrate the results of my heuristic observations that repeatedly point to a correlation between the qatal form of Hebrew verbs and internal focalization.

Let me once again emphasize that my purpose will be only to share my observation because correlation between qatal forms and internal focalization may be merely coincidental. Correlation does not mean causation. Therefore, rather than stating that verbs in qatal form are used in order to create the effect of internal focalization, I will only explore frequent use of qatal forms in internally focalized passages and try to understand if this idea worth of further development. However, for now I will pretend that the correlation actually exists and try to support this position in my reasonings. Then I will evaluate the strength of my argumentation and draw a related conclusion.

### 6.1. General considerations

According to Arnold and Choi,\(^{568}\)

The perfect views a situation from the outside, looking upon it as a complete whole. It may refer to an action or state in the past, present, or future, although it tends to view it as a complete situation or action that is temporally undefined (making it similar to the Greek “aorist” tense). Although not required by the morphology, the perfect is frequently used for actions or states reported in the past, often requiring past tense translations. It may also refer to the perfect state,

---

that is, to an event and a state resulting from that event (making the perfect similar to the Greek perfect). 569

Arnold and Choi then name six semantic categories that help to clarify the meaning of the *qatal*.

(a) Complete — the action or the state as a complete whole;

(b) Stative — a state of affairs or a condition;

(c) Experience — explain the state of mind;

(d) Rhetorical future — vivid future action or situation, which is not yet a reality but considered a certainty from the speaker’s rhetorical point of view

(e) Proverbial — actions, events, or facts that are not time conditioned, and considered to be general truths.

(f) Performative — an action that occurs by means of speaking.

An alternative approach belongs to Rocine,570 who disagrees with the idea held by most grammarians “that the *qatal* is the simple past tense of Biblical Hebrew, equal in meaning to a wayyiqtol.” He also finds untenable the position of Waltke and O’Connor that “*qatal* expresses a complete situation as one unanalyzable whole.” In contrast, Rocine sees *qatal* as “more reflective of its origin, described variously as nominal, stative, adjectival, attributive” — the position held by Brockelman, Bergsträsser, and Hetzron. In addition, Niccacci suggests that *qatal* is

…not a narrative form but retrospective, since its function is to introduce the event which comes before the ensuing narrative. It recalls information already

---

569 Arnold and Choi, *A Guide*, 54. What these authors call “perfect” I will call “*qatal*” because the word “perfect” implicitly points to the temporal dimension and is far from being a satisfactory term.

given and so resumes the narrative thread which was interrupted… It is a classic example of the literary “reprise.”  

The study of the relation between qatal and internal focalization should complement these positions and may help in further understanding of the meaning of qatal in Hebrew prose.

The table below demonstrates distribution of different forms of the Hebrew verb in relation to the type of focalization.  

**Ruth 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Zero</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>qatal</th>
<th>wayyiqtol</th>
<th>yiqtol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


572 The table includes only three forms of the Hebrew verb — qatal, wayyiqtol and yiqtol — enough to demonstrate that internally focalized texts prefer qatal forms. Syntactic constructions with a qatal verb (such as X-qatal, We-qatal and qatal as part of dependent clause) will be considered on the close examination of particular passages.

573 Verses with reported speeches are marked with asterisks.

574 Wayyiqtol forms that are used for introduction of direct speech are bracketed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Zero</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>qatal</th>
<th>wayyiqtol</th>
<th>yiqtol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 + (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ruth 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Zero</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>qatal</th>
<th>wayyiqtol</th>
<th>yiqtol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1) + 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 + (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(2) + 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1) + 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 + (1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ruth 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Zero</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>qatal</th>
<th>wayyiqtol</th>
<th>yiqtol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verse</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>qatal</td>
<td>wayyiqtol</td>
<td>yiqtol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 + (1)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) + 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 + (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ruth 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Zero</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>qatal</th>
<th>wayyiqtol</th>
<th>yiqtol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 + (1) + 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 + (1) + 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) + 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that the Book of Ruth is generally written in the scope of internal focalization which is natural for dialogic narratives. Reported speech is internally
focalized by definition because in the dialogues the characters always present their point of view. Skalin calls it “iconic representation of the predicament of earthly beings sharing the condition of not being omniscient.”\(^{575}\) The character sees only part of the picture; therefore only part of the whole is narrated. Using the term employed by van Wolde, in dialogue the reader is introduced to the mental spaces of the characters.

In the central part of the stories a large number of discourses or direct speeches are presented, in such a way that the reader is able to share the feelings, thoughts or mental spaces of the characters, especially Naomi, Ruth, Boaz… These discourses make it possible for the reader to identify with these characters and to participate in their points of view.\(^{576}\)

However, in the course of my study I have observed that in reported speeches constructions with \textit{qatal} verbs demonstrate “the mental space” or limits of a character’s horizon better than the constructions with other forms of the verb. This happens because constructions with \textit{qatal} verbs tend to expose inner attitudes and worldview of the characters. In contrast, the reported speech which consists of formal address, wishes and commands, greeting or parting, as well as short answers, does not give to the reader as many opportunities to see through the character’s mind. They leave the readers uninformed about the true attitude of the characters. Without further explanation of the imperative the reported speech risks being left in externally focalized mode. However, if the speech of the character continues with clarifying, descriptive and evaluative clauses, it becomes more internally focalized depending on the specifics of the commentary.

For example, Ruth 1:8 consists of a wish, which is followed by the background information that clarifies or explains the reason for such a wish.

\textbf{Wish:} יִנְטָשֶׁהְיָדָהוֹ הַשֵּׁמֶשׁ — “May the Lord deal kindly with you” (1:8b)

\(^{575}\) Skalin, “Focalization,” 234. Skalin calls it “iconic” because the form illustrates the meaning.

Background: יִדָמִּﬠְו םיִתֵמַּה־םִﬠ םֶתיִשֲׂﬠ רֶשֲׁאַכּ — “as you have dealt with the dead and with me.” (1:8c)

In the first part of the sentence the readers wonder why Naomi blesses her daughters-in-law, while in the second part, the reason for such blessing is explained and evaluated. It helps the readers to look at the life of the family from Naomi’s perspective. In other words, the second part of the sentence is more internally focalized because it better exposes to the readers the mind of Naomi. As we can see, the first part of this verse consists of the wish, which is expressed by the yiqtol verb. In contrast, the second part, which gives the reason for her wish, consists of the qatal form of the verb חָשֶׂﬠ.

In the following pages, I will present the results of the study of the use of qatal verbs in the Book of Ruth in order to show that the relationship between qatal verbs and internal focalization is not limited by one verse, but is fairly consistent throughout the Book of Ruth. For this, I will consider each passage from the Book of Ruth where the verbs in qatal form are used. The passages with qatal verbs will be divided into three groups according to the following parameters. 577

In the first group, I will include the passages that restrict the horizon by giving specific details of the event. Usually these passages will include the series of qatal verbs that explain the episode. In a way, these passages are similar to embedded narratives and fulfill narrative function: they emphasize certain changes in the life of a character. This group will include the following verses: Ruth 1:11-12, 20-21; 2:8-9, 14, 16, 21; 3:3-4, 17; 4:3-4, 7.

In the second group, I will look at the passages with qatal verbs that tend to describe the whole event with just one word. In contrast to the previous group, these passages are evaluative in nature. By one word they do not simply describe the event, but give appraisal of the event. The group will include the following passages: Ruth 1:6, 8, 13b, 14, 15; 2:10, 11-12, 13, 20; 3:9-10; 4:9-10, 11-12, 14-15.

577 Note that some passages are not easy to classify. For example, the passages with narrative function can as well carry evaluative function. Therefore, the passages with borderline cases were categorized according to predominant function.
The third group includes passages that also refer to events of the story, but without trying to evaluate as in the previous group. Their purpose is not so much evaluation, but drawing the attention of the reader to important events of the story; they have referential function. The verses that were included into this group are Ruth 1:7, 22; 2:6, 7, 17-18, 19; 3:2, 6, 13, 14, 16, 18; 4:1, 5, 17, 18-21.

6.2. Narrative function

6.2.1. Ruth 1:11-12

But Naomi said, “Turn back, my daughters; why will you go with me? Have I yet sons in my womb that they may become your husbands? Turn back, my daughters; go your way, for I am too old to have a husband. If I should say I have hope, even if I should have a husband this night and should bear sons…” (1:11-12)

In this passage Naomi expresses her view of the situation by means of picturing present and future. Her speech has elements of embedded narrative. When a character describes a certain period of life (real or hypothetical), they describe it from a certain point of view and the text becomes internally focalized. In verse 12 by using four qatal verbs Naomi makes a prognosis about the hypothetical future of her daughters-in-law if they stay with her. The clause in verse 11 “that they may become your husbands” with a qatal verb functions as representative of the whole narrative by expressing the point of the matter: finding rest through marriage.

6.2.2. Ruth 1:20-21

She said to them, “Do not call me Naomi; call me Mara, for the Almighty has dealt very bitterly with me. I went away full, and the Lord has brought me back..."
empty. Why call me Naomi, when the Lord has **testified** against me and the Almighty has **brought calamity** upon me?” (1:20-21)

Verse 21 can be considered as a type of short embedded narration where Naomi describes her version of her past life, beginning from the time her family left Bethlehem until the time she returned from Moab. This short narrative is formed by four clauses with *qatal* verbs in their bases and central question in the middle: “Why call me Naomi?” The story is very evaluative in nature because it reflects Naomi’s point of view on the situation and, therefore, is internally focalized.

The short narrative is preceded by another *qatal* verb כָּרֵד “to be bitter” that compiles and evaluates what is going to be said in verse 21.

6.2.3. Ruth 2:8-9

Then Boaz said to Ruth, “Now, **listen**, my daughter, do not go to glean in another field or leave this one, but keep close to my young women. Let your eyes be on the field that they are reaping, and **go** after them. Have I not **charged** the young men not to touch you? And when you are **thirsty**, **go** to the vessels and **drink** what the young men have drawn.” (2:8-9)

The speech of Boaz starts from a construction with the *qatal* verb לֵבַשׂ which literary means “are you not listening.” In ESV one cannot find a difference in the form of this verb and the following jussive verbs — they are all translated as imperatives. However, the use of the *qatal* form for the first verb does not seem accidental. It plays a focalizing role for the whole utterance (like the verb היה in 1:11). By this verb Boaz seeks to impose his point of view on Ruth.

Moreover, Hubbard provides examples where the verb שָמֵש “to listen” in certain circumstances can be translated “with the more specific nuance ‘understand.’”578

---

This reasoning can be further developed by considering that the verb “to understand” expresses the idea of looking at a situation from a certain perspective. The construction אוֹלֲה in this case plays a role of amplifier. Boaz wants to make sure Ruth understands him correctly by looking at the circumstances from his point of view.

Verse 9 is specifically interesting because the first and the last verbs in this verse are used in yiqtol form. Between these yiqtol verbs there are five qatal verbs. The reason for such distribution of forms is that the first and the last verbs in the sentence explain the habitual acts of Boaz’s servants. First Boaz relates the fact that his female servants are reaping (ַנֹּרֹצְקִי) and then he mentions that his male servants draw the water to drink (ןוּבֲאְשִׁי). Both facts are not focalized, for they describe the routine of everyday life. But Ruth’s gleaning is not part of daily routine (at least at this moment). Boaz, in his mind, inserts Ruth into the picture of regular life, and of course his perception of the place of Ruth in this life is internally focalized. Thus, he selects three aspects of her working in the field that he considers as the most important: her place (after the female workers), her security and water supply.  

Holmstedt partially confirms this approach when he explains that,

Boaz’ continuation functions as the complement of the verb תְעָשֶׁה: he first tells Ruth where she should glean—in his field and with his servants (v. 8) — and he then tells her how she should glean (v. 9).  

While both parts of the speech are internally focalized, the second part, that says how Ruth should do it, describes Boaz’s point of view.

6.2.4. Ruth 2:14

The same approach can be applied in three other places where the construction אוֹלֲה is used. In 2:2-3 Naomi wants to express the reasons for her decision to conspire and wants Ruth to pay specific attention to Boaz as the best candidate for marriage. The same construction is used again in 2:9 in order to emphasize Boaz’s viewing of the situation.

579 The same approach can be applied in three other places where the construction אוֹלֲה is used. In 2:2-3 Naomi wants to express the reasons for her decision to conspire and wants Ruth to pay specific attention to Boaz as the best candidate for marriage. The same construction is used again in 2:9 in order to emphasize Boaz’s viewing of the situation.

And at mealtime Boaz said to her, “Come here and eat some bread and dip your morsel in the wine.” So she sat beside the reapers, and he passed to her roasted grain. And she ate until she was satisfied, and she had some left over. (2:14)

Boaz uses two qatal verbs to let Ruth know what she can eat sitting at the dinner table with him. While his invitation to the table “Come here” is not specific and does not reflect any point of view, a concrete list of food that Ruth can have point to Boaz’s attitude toward Ruth. He demonstrates his hospitality by letting her know, there is nothing to be embarrassed about.

6.2.5. Ruth 2:16

And also pull out some from the bundles for her and leave it for her to glean, and do not rebuke her.” (2:16)

Considering focalization helps to explain why in this passage four commands of Boaz are expressed by different forms of the verb: two qatal verbs in the center are framed by two yiqtol verbs. By giving these commands to his workers, Boaz describes how Ruth’s gleaning process should appear. The restricted point of view of Boaz is not fully expressed by the yiqtol verbs; there is nothing special in pulling out ears of grain and not rebuking other gleaners. However, two qatal verbs in the center explain the actions that go beyond the norm: the workers should leave the ears behind so that Ruth could glean them. Therefore, the text with two qatal verbs is more internally focalized then the other parts of Boaz’s speech.

6.2.6. Ruth 2:21

And Ruth the Moabitess said, “Besides, he said to me, ‘You shall keep close by my young men until they have finished all my harvest.’” (2:21)

The first qatal verb in Ruth’s speech is caused by the fact that Ruth retells to Naomi what’s happened to her during the day. This means that her speech should have some
features of embedded narrative, which is by nature internally focalized. In her story Ruth does not recall every detail of the day but touches only those things that are the most important from her point of view. For example, she rightly considers that the permission to work until the end of the harvest is important for her and Naomi’s wellbeing. Therefore, the text uses the qatal form of the verb רַמָא “to say” in order to express this idea. The function of qatal in Boaz’s speech that Ruth quotes in her account of the day is again to point to the extreme generosity of Boaz, who not simply lets Ruth glean in his field but extends his permission until the end of the harvest.

6.2.7. Ruth 3:3-4

In this passage two series of weqatal constructions are used in order to present the plan of Naomi:

חרמת הפקת ישועת שיאל הגרדָה תמור ארידנטה לאריש על כלת יאלֶה תושיה (תושיה):

וינ יבלכָּב וּנדָעַת אָּהָּדָתָא וּשָּׁלְמֶה שֵׁלֶמֶה (תושיה):

Wash therefore and anoint yourself, and put on your cloak and go down to the threshing floor, but do not make yourself known to the man until he has finished eating and drinking. But when he lies down, observe the place where he lies. Then go and uncover his feet and lie down, and he will tell you what to do.”

(3:3-4)

Linafelt, following Campbell, indicates that Naomi’s speech is framed by two references to Boaz’s actions with a negative imperative and an imperfect. He considers that mentioning Boaz in the beginning and in the end of the speech turns him into “the focus of the machinations.” The central part of the structure has deceptive action. The first series of four perfect verbs are to prepare for this action; they “move from Ruth’s uncovered body (while washing) to her anointed body to her covered body.” After this the second series of four perfect verbs move Ruth to the “opposite direction of literal and symbolic “uncovering.” Then Linafelt concludes,

The plan depends on Ruth having more knowledge than Boaz, who is to be literally and figuratively in the dark. But once the scenario turns to its second
phase, Naomi assumes that Boaz will be the one with the knowledge — that is, he will tell (or "reveal to," *ngd*) Ruth what to do next.581

The passage starts with an externally focalized sentence that informs the reader about Boaz’s activity. Four *qatal* verbs that follow this information are the first part of the conspiracy — while the acts of Ruth are hidden from everyone, the readers are privy to it. Besides they do not simply enumerate the acts of Ruth, but picture the transformation of Ruth from widow to the bride.582 The same way, the second chain of four *qatal* verbs picture Ruth’s state at the moment of meeting with Boaz from Naomi’s perspective.583 By the end, the text returns to external focalization, for the narrator (in the person of Naomi) does not explain what exactly Boaz has to say to Ruth, though Boaz is expected to have a wider horizon than Ruth.

6.2.8. *Ruth* 3:17

He said to me, ‘You must not go back empty-handed to your mother-in-law.’” (3:17)

Like in the previous example, Ruth presents to Naomi her version of the visit. The words that she attributes to Boaz are absent in the narrator’s version of the scene. Therefore, Ruth’s speech is focalized according to her point of view so the text uses two *qatal* verbs to emphasize internal focalization.

6.2.9. *Ruth* 4:3-4

Like in the previous example, Ruth presents to Naomi her version of the visit. The words that she attributes to Boaz are absent in the narrator’s version of the scene. Therefore, Ruth’s speech is focalized according to her point of view so the text uses two *qatal* verbs to emphasize internal focalization.

---


582 According to Chisholm “Ruth’s attire and appearance would communicate that her period of mourning was over and that she was now available for remarriage.” Chisholm Jr., *Judges and Ruth*, 650. See also Bush, *Ruth, Esther*, 152.

583 That the reality of the meeting differed from Naomi’s perspective becomes clear as the story unfolds.
Then he said to the redeemer, “Naomi, who has come back from the country of Moab, is selling the parcel of land that belonged to our relative Elimelech. So I thought I would tell you of it and say, ‘Buy it in the presence of those sitting here and in the presence of the elders of my people.’ If you will redeem it, redeem it. But if you will not, tell me, that I may know, for there is no one besides you to redeem it, and I come after you.” And he said, “I will redeem it.” (4:3–4)

In this passage Boaz presents the case from his point of view and tells his story, presenting the situation from his perspective in order to win the court. McKeown notes that while the qatal verb רכמ “to sell” literally reads “she has sold,” the scene does not imply that Naomi has already sold her piece of land and that there should be another interpretation of it. He suggests:

The perfect of the verb probably represents the idea that the decision to sell is final. The land has been put up for sale and there is no turning back on that decision. To sell is Naomi’s only hope for the future, and therefore the decision to sell is irrevocable. The next stage is to find someone within the family circle to buy (redeem) it.584

Employing the notion of focalization, it is possible to give the reason for the use of the qatal verb that complements the suggestion of McKeown. According to Boaz, Naomi comes from the field of Moab, now exposes for sale Elimelech’s piece of land. As soon as Boaz heard about it, he thought he should inform his relative about it. The point of view of Boaz (restricted or focalized) is expressed through three constructions with qatal verbs.

6.2.10. Ruth 4:7

584 McKeown, Ruth, 62.
Now this was the custom in former times in Israel concerning redeeming and exchanging: to confirm a transaction, the one drew off his sandal and gave it to the other, and this was the manner of attesting in Israel. (4:7)

In this comment, the narrator describes the ceremony of transfer of ownership. One of the purposes of the narrator is to explain the ancient tradition which meaning is lost. In this sense the passage may be considered as zero focalized. But at the same time, the narrator describes to the readers the acts of the character, helping the readers to understand what’s going on in the mind of the character which makes this passage internally focalized.

6.3. Evaluative function

6.3.1. Ruth 1:6

Then she arose with her daughters-in-law to return from the country of Moab, for she had heard in the fields of Moab that the Lord had visited his people and given them food. (1:6)

According to the reasoning presented in the previous chapter, the second part of the verse displays the mind of Naomi and has to be considered as internally focalized, while the first part is the report of her actions and as such is externally focalized. The part of the verse that is internally focalized has two qatal verbs. The passage is included into this group because in it Naomi gives an ideological appraisal of the end of the famine. According to her view, the Lord has power to manage natural phenomenon.

6.3.2. Ruth 1:8
But Naomi said to her two daughters-in-law, “Go, return each of you to her mother’s house. May the LORD deal kindly with you, as you have dealt with the dead and with me. (1:8)

In this verse Naomi calls her daughters-in-law to return to their homes and pronounces blessings on them. In addition, the text consists of a short reference to the past life of Naomi’s daughters-in-law. Naomi compares their attitude toward her sons with God’s יescription, which means that she evaluates their behavior in the past by using a construction with a qatal verb.

6.3.3. Ruth 1:13b

אל כלם בֵּיתֵךְ נָתַנְתָּה, וְאָם מֵעֵטֶןָבָה בַּיָּדֵיהּ: No, my daughters, for it is exceedingly bitter to me for your sake that the hand of the Lord has gone out against me.” (1:13b)

Two constructions with qatal verbs are used in verse 13 to describe the past of Naomi. In both cases the description is accompanied by ideological evaluation, which means that this passage may as well be placed in the second category.

6.3.4. Ruth 1:14

Verse 14 does not include direct speech and relates the external action of Orpah and, as it may seem from the beginning, the external action of Ruth as well. Nevertheless, describing the action of Orpah, the narrator uses wayyiqtol form of the verb while the action of Ruth is pictured with qatal form:

זֹגוּלָה כֶּלֶלִים בֶּן בֵּיתָהּ וּזְדוּ טֶשֶׁכָּה לְחַמְלוּתָהּ (רוֹתֵחַ כְּפֶרֶחַ:). Then they lifted up their voices and wept again. And Orpah kissed her mother-in-law, but Ruth clung to her. (1:14)

585 The words of Naomi in this passage and in 1:21-22 (see 6.2.2) have much in common, and this passage could as well be categorized as the passage with narrative function. However, it was placed among passages with evaluative function because compared with 1:21-22 where Naomi lists specific acts, here she verbalizes her reflection to those acts (“it is exceedingly bitter to me”) and her conclusion reached on the basis of those acts (“the hand of the Lord has gone out against me”).
Holmstedt explains the switch from *wayyiqtol* to a *qatal* form by simultaneity and contrasting of the actions of the daughters-in-law:

The switch from the *wayyiqtol* clause to a *qatal* verbal clause indicates a departure from the primary sequentiality of the narrative framework and suggests that the actions are simultaneous. This non-sequential clause contrasts the actions of Ruth with those of ‘Orpah, i.e., ‘Orpah did X, Ruth did Y. The S-V order of this clause is not basic, but reflects Focus-marking on both the subject and the predicate: Ruth (in contrast to Orpah) clung to her mother-in-law (in contrast to leaving her).\(^586\)

However, according to other commentators, the verb קַבָדַּה carries in itself deeper meaning. Chisholm, for example, considers the clause -ְּבּ קבדּ as idiomatic and lists the following definitions of the verb: (1) cling to, stay close to, stick to; (2) be bound to emotionally; (3) be loyal to; and (4) form alliances with.\(^587\) Definitions 2 and 3 are specifically important because they reflect not only a physical hug but emotional connection between people and as such can be treated as the expression of internal view of the character.\(^588\) Definition 4 is also applicable to this scene for, according to Schipper, “Ruth’s clinging to Naomi may indicate a desire for a continued kinship relationship or household affiliation”\(^589\) which also reflects the far-reaching attitude of Ruth more than her physical act. Therefore, the second part of verse 14 expresses Ruth’s attitude with internally focalized text.

6.3.5. *Ruth* 1:15


688 To make his point clear Chisholm provides examples of the use of this verb in other books of the Bible. For example, in Genesis 34:3 this verb obviously reflects the inner state of Shechem: “And his soul was drawn to Dinah the daughter of Jacob. He loved the young woman and spoke tenderly to her,” even though the narrator uses the *wayyiqtol* form קַבָדִיתַּו. See Chisholm Jr., *Judges and Ruth*, 604.

689 Schipper, *Ruth*, 98.
And she said, “See, your sister-in-law has gone back to her people and to her gods; return after your sister-in-law” (1:15).

While in 1:14 the departure of Orpah was described in the scope of external focalization, here Naomi gives ideological appraisal of the departure. Orpah, according to Naomi, returned not only to her family, but “to her people and to her gods.” The main idea of Naomi’s appeal is to call Ruth to return after her sister-in-law, which results in the use of the imperative form of the verb שׁב “return.” However, before this appeal Naomi recalls Orpah’s return (which includes elements of embedded narrative) and gives to it ideological evaluation. The use of qatal verbs reflects Naomi’s restricted perspective on Orpah’s departure.

6.3.6. Ruth 2:10

Then she fell on her face, bowing to the ground, and said to him, “Why have I found favor in your eyes, that you should take notice of me, since I am a foreigner?” (2:10)

Ruth characterized Boaz’s attention to her as I found favor in your eyes.” This is undoubtedly an appraisal of what Boaz did for her, while others may look for different motives behind Boaz’s gracious offer. Besides, Ruth’s description has elements of embedded narrative. In fact, the whole verse is filled with ideology, beginning from the act of bowing to the ground and finishing with Ruth calling herself “a foreigner.” But these acts only confirm what is already known to the readers and to the characters, while the appraisal of Boaz’s act opens to the readers new information about the inner attitude of Boaz.

6.3.7. Ruth 2:11-12

In this passage Boaz explains that the reason for his generosity is Ruth’s character which is evident in her behavior. In his speech, he uses several qatal verbs that demonstrate the horizon of his knowledge.
But Boaz answered her, “All that you have done for your mother-in-law since the death of your husband has been fully told to me, and how you left your father and mother and your native land and came to a people that you did not know before. The LORD repay you for what you have done, and a full reward be given you by the LORD, the God of Israel, under whose wings you have come to take refuge!” (2:11-12)

Boaz uses four qatal verbs in this speech. The first verb דַגָנ "be conspicuous" is part of the construction דַגֻּה דֵגֻּה translated in ESV as “fully told.” Boaz in his evaluation of Ruth’s acts relies upon the opinion of Naomi or some people of Bethlehem who have heard about the set determination of Ruth to follow Naomi. According to this restricted view, Ruth made this decision for your mother-in-law.” What makes this phrase of Boaz internally focalized is that from another perspective the same decision of Ruth and her motives could be explained differently, not as an act of kindness toward her mother-in-law. Indeed, the foreman did not connect Ruth’s arrival to Bethlehem with her desire to come under the protection of YHWH.

6.3.8. Ruth 2:13

In 2:13 Ruth gives ideological appraisal to Boaz’s acts of kindness using the construction י-קַתָל:
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Then she said, “I have found favor in your eyes, my lord, for you have comforted me and spoken kindly to your servant, though I am not one of your servants.” (2:13)

She characterizes Boaz as the one who encourages and the one who speaks to her heart (speak kindly). Thus the readers get familiar with Ruth’s point of view on Boaz’s action. The text is internally focalized because in 2:8-9 the motivation of Boaz’s decision to help Ruth remains unclear. This, in fact, causes Ruth to call for explanations, which in turn brings the gradual disclosure of her point of view and depiction of her inner feelings expressed in internally focalized text. The verb והי in
the phrase “though I am not one of your servants” however is used in *yiqtol* form. The reason for using different forms may lie in different types of focalization. The fact that Ruth is not Boaz’s servant is objective and therefore is not internally focalized. At the same time, the feelings of Ruth are subjective and therefore are focalized internally.

6.3.9. Ruth 2:20

The act of Naomi (the blessing) is followed by the list of reasons. In it Naomi expresses her view of the incident and ascribes this favor to the mercy of the Lord. The view of Naomi is focalized because theoretically there could be many reasons why Boaz decided to show mercy to Ruth. There is also more than one reason why Ruth happens to be in Boaz’s field. For example, she could come there accidentally. However, Naomi definitely ascribes it to the Lord.

6.3.10. Ruth 3:9-10

Vance referring to Joüon explains that the phrase נָשׁוֹאִרָהּ מְנָתָהָ וּנְלָאֵג שׁיִאָה יִכֹנָא רֶמאֹיַּו הָתָּא לֵאֹג יִכּ שׁיִאָה יִכּ הָתָּא לֵאֹג יִכּ הָתָּא לֵאֹג יִכּ הָתָּא לֵאֹג יִכּ הָתָּא לֵאֹג יִכּ הָתָּא לֵאֹג יִכּ הָתָּא לֵאֹג יִכּ H he said, “Who are you?” And she answered, “I am Ruth, your servant. Spread your wings over your servant, for you are a redeemer.” And he said, “May you be blessed by the LORD, my daughter. You have made this last kindness greater than the first in that you have not gone after young men, whether poor or rich.” (3:9-10)
Taking into account the internally focalized ideological force of *qatal* verbs, it is possible to say Ruth evaluates Boaz by calling him a redeemer, but the act Boaz should do in order to comply with his designation is to spread his wings. Responding to Ruth, Boaz uses the construction with a *qatal* verb in order to evaluate Ruth’s act from his own internal perspective as greater than other acts she did before.

### 6.3.11. Ruth 4:9-10

> ניאמר בעה לֶשֶׁר יִתְנַק יִסְוָה יִנְיָא יִדָּאָה יִנּוֹסָה לֶשֶׁר לְאִילָא יִנְיָא
> לְעַלְיָא וּמֵתַלָא מִשְׁתַּמְשׁא
> אֶמָּא אַרְחַר הַפְּאָסְבְּהָה אַלְּשָׁא פָּסְבְּהָה אֶלָאָה לֶשֶׁר לָאִילָא יִסְוָה יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִדָּאָה יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִדָּאָה יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִדָּאָה יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִדָּאָה יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִדָּאָה יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָא יִנְיָา

Then Boaz said to the elders and all the people, “You are witnesses this day that I have bought from the hand of Naomi all that belonged to Elimelech and all that belonged to Chilion and to Mahlon. Also Ruth the Moabite, the widow of Mahlon, I have bought to be my wife, to perpetuate the name of the dead in his inheritance, that the name of the dead may not be cut off from among his brothers and from the gate of his native place. You are witnesses this day.” (4:9-10)

According to Schipper, the *qatal* verb form in 4:9-10 functions as a performativential. However, the statements of Boaz have additional nuance — they affirm his new status as owner of the field and husband of Ruth before the witnesses at the city gate. The *qatal*, therefore, may reflect his new identity, and new restricted vision of Boaz as husband and owner of all Elimelech’s possession: from לֶשֶׁר he now becomes לָאִילָא. This assumption is supported by Boecker, who points out that besides

---


settlement of disputes Hebrew legal forums “also had to observe a notarial function.”

The second qatal in verse 10 is preceded by the object of possession, which puts Ruth into emphatic position and makes the marital status of Boaz “the heart of the matter.” However, the use of the same verb to portray the acquisition of property and the marriage seems unusual as noted by some commentators. Because the verb does not refer to marriage anywhere in the Bible, commentators try to find other ways to explain this usage. Eskenazi and Frymer-Kensky, for example, point out that the verb is used this way in extrabiblical sources. They also provide another explanation based on the reasoning of Weiss and Brichto, that the verb should be understood as “acquiring the rights to/for.” All these attempts seem to be very close to the idea that the construction with a qatal verb plays an evaluative role and reflects the new marital status of Boaz.

6.3.12. Ruth 4:11-12

Then all the people who were at the gate and the elders said, “We are witnesses. May the LORD make the woman, who is coming into your house, like Rachel and Leah, who together built up the house of Israel. May you act worthily in Ephrathah and be renowned in Bethlehem, and may your house be like the house of Perez, whom Tamar bore to Judah, because of the offspring that the LORD will give you by this young woman.” (4:11-12)

Two constructions qatal play an evaluating role in these sentences. The people of Bethlehem and the elders of the city wish that Ruth would be for Boaz like Rachel

593 Quoted in Bush, Ruth, Esther, 237.

594 Hubbard, Ruth, 255.

595 E.g. Eskenazi and Frymer-Kensky, Ruth, 81; LaCocque, Ruth, 137.

596 Eskenazi and Frymer-Kensky, Ruth, 81.
and Leah were for Jacob and that the house (or the family) of Boaz would be like the house of Perez. In their blessing, the people of Bethlehem restrict all possible options, referring only to particular aspects of marriage — the ability to bear children. By doing this they clearly depict their mind better than in the scene of greetings when Boaz arrived at his field (2:4).

6.3.13. Ruth 4:14-15

Then the women said to Naomi, “Blessed be the LORD, who has not left you this day without a redeemer, and may his name be renowned in Israel! He shall be to you a restorer of life and a nourisher of your old age, for your daughter-in-law who loves you, who is more to you than seven sons, has given birth to him.” (4:14-15)

In verses 14-15 the readers are finally introduced to the point of view of the women of Bethlehem. This group first appeared in the narrative as early as in 1:19. There the women of Bethlehem ask the question which reflects their ignorance of the situation. The readers can determine their perspective only from fragments of the speech of some characters (see Ruth 2:6, 11; 3:11). And only from 4:14-15 the readers receive opportunity to find out how the women of Bethlehem actually evaluate Ruth, her marriage with Boaz and the birth of Obed. The text uses constructions with qatal verbs in order to refer to the point of view of the women.

6.4. Referential function

6.4.1. Ruth 1:7

So she set out from the place where she was with her two daughters-in-law, and they went on the way to return to the land of Judah. (1:7)

The verb ענה “to be” is not part of the main clause, which is externally focalized, but is part of the prepositional phrase that defines the noun מקום “place.” Some consider
this phrase excessive, but as internally focalized it plays an important role, for it points to the long period in Naomi’s life which is now coming to the end and motivating her return. An interesting commentary in this sense is given by LaCocque, who points out that according to Rashi, the narrator mentions “place” because “the place where she had been suddenly had lost all its glory.”

6.4.2. Ruth 1:22
Verse 22 obviously begins as externally focalized, however the wayyiqtol verb in the beginning is then followed by two qatal verbs:

So Naomi returned, and Ruth the Moabite her daughter-in-law with her, who returned from the country of Moab. And they came to Bethlehem at the beginning of barley harvest. (1:22)

The use of the verb שבת “to return” in qatal form is not difficult to explain. According to Vance, who refers to Joüon, though “definite article… with a perfect is not unheard of, the author probably intended a participle, which requires only shifting the accent to the end of the word.” Vance shows that others agree with this conclusion.

The use of a qatal verb in the final clause can be explained by the desire of the narrator to focus the attention of the readers on the event of arrival and connect it with the time of arrival. The construction wN+qatal here “signals that the narrator is inserting a parenthetical, explanatory comment about the season when the women

597 LaCocque, Ruth, 44.


arrived." Grant also shows the importance of identifying the season of barley harvest for the structure of narrative. He considers that the beginning of chapter 1 introduces an “emptiness motif,” while the end of the chapter hints to possible resolution by mentioning that “Naomi and Ruth emerged from a literal (and figurative) winter of barrenness into a potentially fruitful spring (the barley harvest began about the end of April in Israel).” He then relates barley harvest with three feasts that were celebrated at that time of year: the feasts of Passover, Unleavened Bread, and Firstfruits and views it as the narrator’s design. The arrival, therefore, is presented in certain perspective.

6.4.3. Ruth 2:6

And the servant who was in charge of the reapers answered, “She is the young Moabite woman, who came back with Naomi from the country of Moab. (2:6)

From the perspective of the foreman, Ruth is simply a Moabite woman who returned with Naomi. His assessment of Ruth is fundamentally different from the perspective of Boaz, who sees in Ruth’s return desire to live with God’s people under the protection of YHWH. While the foreman does not appreciate Ruth’s return as much as Boaz, the reference to the incident of return certainly points to one of the major events of the narrative.

6.4.4. Ruth 2:7

“She said, ‘Please let me glean and gather among the sheaves after the reapers.’

So she came, and she has continued from early morning until now, except for a short rest.” (2:7)

600 Wilch, Ruth, 148.

To follow the logic the construction weqatal (工委כ_yהַ֥֔כָּ֖ש) has to play a clarifying role. It clarifies the verb קָלֶ֣ל “to glean” and expresses someone’s restricted point of view. Two ways of interpretation are possible. It is either Ruth’s own point of view and she asks the foreman not simply to let her glean but to glean “among the sheaves after the reapers.” Another approach is that the situation is represented by the foreman from his perspective.

6.4.5. Ruth 2:17-18

So she gleaned in the field until evening. Then she beat out what she had gleaned, and it was about an ephah of barley. And she took it up and went into the city. Her mother-in-law saw what she had gleaned. She also brought out and gave her what food she had left over after being satisfied. (2:17-18).

Construction רֶשֲׁא-qatal in this kind of sentence pictures the perspective on certain results of the work. This is followed by the assessment of the result (“and it was about an ephah of barley”). Similarly, in verse 18 Naomi sees “what she had gleaned.” This again describes the perspective of Naomi who also saw “an ephah of barley.” In both cases the reference to certain activity in the past brings back memories of the most important events of the narrative.

6.4.6. Ruth 2:19

And her mother-in-law said to her, “Where did you glean today? And where have you worked? Blessed be the man who took notice of you.” So she told her mother-in-law with whom she had worked and said, “The man’s name with whom I worked today is Boaz.” (2:19)

Using constructions with qatal verbs, the narrator first demonstrates the mind of Naomi, who obviously knows less than Ruth and the readers but wants to gain this knowledge. Then the narrator demonstrates the mind of Ruth, who has all this
information and shares it with Naomi. Between these constructions Naomi with a *jussive* verb gives ideological appraisal to the act of Boaz.

### 6.4.7. Ruth 3:2

*כִּי לֹא חָלֶה בַּשְׁלָשִׁים שלֶשׁ חָלֶה כָּלָשׁ לַעֲשָׂרִים חַלָּה לַעֲשָׂיָּה לַעֲשָׂיָּה לַעֲשָׂיָּה לַעֲשָׂיָּה*:

Is not Boaz our relative, with whose young women you *were*? See, he is winnowing barley tonight at the threshing floor. (3:2)

The verse reminds the readers about the important meeting of Ruth and Boaz in the field and about the whole period of gleaning. While it does not give transparent ideological assessment of the period, the reference to the young women may serve as a reflection of Naomi’s perspective on the period. Later, on the threshing floor Boaz also gives this assessment by praising Ruth’s integrity.

### 6.4.8. Ruth 3:6

*חָלֶה מַלְאִירְכָה חָלֶה כָלָשׁ לַשְׁרִיָּה*:

So she went down to the threshing floor and did just as her mother-in-law had *commanded* her. (3:6)

The undeniable fact that Ruth went down to the threshing floor is then specified by the internally focalized phrase, “as her mother-in-law had commanded her.” That Ruth indeed followed Naomi’s instructions is not clear. It was mentioned in the previous chapter the position of some commentators that Ruth in reality deviates from Naomi’s plan. If she actually deviates from the plan, the phrase should be read as either the perspective of Ruth or as irony of the narrator.

### 6.4.9. Ruth 3:13

*לִכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָשׁ לַכְּכָּלָشָׁה*:

Remain tonight, and in the morning, if he will redeem you, good; let him do it. But if he is not willing to redeem you, then, as the LORD lives, I *will redeem* you. Lie down until the morning.” (3:13)
Boaz shares with Ruth his perspective on the coming legal process. The text uses the clause הָיָהְו which literally means “and it will be” and usually is not translated but used in order to set a scene. Therefore, it restricts the view of the readers adjusting it to the view of Boaz.

As for the clause יִתְּלַאְגוּ £ יִכֹּנָא “I will redeem you,” according to Holmstedt, the use of “an overt pronoun typically marks Topic or Focus.” This consideration can be developed further by pointing that the position of a qatal verb in the beginning of the sentence opposes it to previously used yiqtol verbs. The construction here in many ways is similar to the one we find in Ruth 1:14, where Ruth’s decision to cling to Naomi is opposed to Orpah’s departure.

6.4.10. Ruth 3:14

The following verse can be considered as exposition of Boaz’s thought:

So she lay at his feet until the morning, but arose before one could recognize another. And he said, “Let it not be known that the woman came to the threshing floor.” (3:14)

According to Schipper, it is one of those rare examples when the narrator supplies “Boaz’s internal monologue [which] explains the motivation behind Boaz’s instructions…” Schipper also draws attention to the fact that Boaz is not concerned about his own reputation as much as the reputation of Ruth. This fact is supported by the definiteness of the word הָשִּׁאָה “woman”:

Even Boaz seems aware of the questions surrounding her. His concern is not simply with the possible discovery of any woman with him on the threshing
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floor, but specifically with “the woman”… which presumably singles out Ruth...605

The use of the definite article together with the idea of internal focalization helps to dismiss the proposals that these words (as inner thought or real speech) belonged to Ruth (as in the Syriac version)606 or that they were the command of Boaz to his servants (as in Targum Ruth Rab. 2:1), or his prayer to God (as in midrash Ruth Rab. 7:1), or his address to Ruth (as implied in Old Greek manuscripts and in Vulgate).607 From this point, further development of the plot is based on the actions of Boaz; therefore his motivation and attitudes become very important for the readers.

6.4.11. Ruth 3:16

ֶמאֹתַּו יֵא ןיִﬠְדֵתּ רֶשֲׁא דַﬠ יִתִּב יִבְשׁ ר £

And when she came to her mother-in-law, she said, “How did you fare, my daughter?” Then she told her all that the man had done for her… (3:16)

Construction רֶשֲׁא-qatal in verse 16 is used on the background of the verb דַגָנ “declare/tell” specifying what exactly Ruth told Naomi. Of course, in her version of the story Ruth is guided by her point of view on the threshing floor event. While the readers are not informed about the whole answer of Ruth, on the basis of verse 17 it is clear that Ruth selects the facts that the reader is not aware of.

6.4.12. Ruth 3:18

ֶמאֹתַּו שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַה שֶבֲרָבֲרַם שֶבְּיַה: ֶמאֹתַּו יֵא ןיִﬠְדֵתּ רֶשֲׁא דַﬠ יִתִּב יִבְשׁ ר £

She replied, “Wait, my daughter, until you learn how the matter turns out, for the man will not rest but will settle the matter today.” (3:18)

605 Schipper, Ruth, 155.

606 See Linafelt and Beal, Ruth and Esther, 59.

607 See Schipper, Ruth, 155.
With the construction היה לְאָסַרְדִּיָּה which literally means “unless he will settle,” Naomi pictures the portrait of Boaz, who, in contrast to other men, will keep his word.

6.4.13. Ruth 4:1

וַלֵּךְ שֵׁלֶה אָסַרְדִּיָּה נָשְׁבָּה שֵׁנַּיָּה דַּעַמַּה לַעֲרֵר אָסַרְדִּיָּה נָשְׁבָּה שֵׁנַּיָּה נָשְׁבָּה שֵׁנַּיָּה.

Now Boaz had gone up to the gate and sat down there. And behold, the redeemer, of whom Boaz had spoken, came by. So Boaz said, “Turn aside, friend; sit down here.” And he turned aside and sat down. (4:1)

The second qatal verb in this verse easily fits into the proposed reasoning. The narrator is clarifying which relative Boaz had met at the city gate. As usual, the construction רֶשֶׁא-qatal contains an element of embedded narrative and therefore is presented from the certain restricted point of view.

However, in order to connect the use of the first qatal verb with internal focalization, it is necessary to look at the wider context. When the description of the meeting of Boaz and Ruth comes to an end, Boaz “measured out six measures of barley and put it on her” (3:15a) Then the narrator informs the readers נַעַיָּה שֵׁנַּיָּה. ESV (as well as the majority of modern translations608) translates this sentence as “Then she went into the city” (3:15b). However, the phrase undoubtedly speaks about Boaz.609 Bush provides the following reasons for using the masculine form:

[T]he main actor in the preceding sequence of clauses has been Boaz, so it is entirely expected that our narrator will finish describing what Boaz did before turning to tell of Ruth’s actions. Indeed, without this clause, we would hear nothing about any further actions of Boaz until the opening clause of the next act in 4:1.610

608 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 179.

609 Holmstedt, Ruth, 173.

610 Bush, Ruth, Esther, 179.
This means that the conversation between Ruth and Naomi happened while Boaz was walking to the city. In this, Boaz’s departure is presented objectively, as a fact. Having listened to Ruth’s version of the meeting, Naomi calls Ruth to not fuss but wait until Boaz fulfills his promise. The next short sentence “Now Boaz had gone up to the gate,” in contrast to the description of Boaz’s departure, has subtle nuance: it is used as confirmation of Naomi’s words. The departure of Boaz from the threshing floor is described without much specificity; therefore, the narrator uses the *yiqtol* form of the verb. In 4:1, in order to demonstrate that Boaz is already on track to fulfill his promise, the narrator uses the *qatal* form. This case is a lot like the use of the *qatal* form in Ruth 1:14, with the only difference that in 1:14 *qatal* is used in order to demonstrate the contrast, while here *qatal* is used in order to confirm the words of Naomi. Otherwise in both cases the verb in *qatal* form expresses the outer act which implies the inner attitude of the actor, which in turn makes these phrases internally focalized.

It should be noted that, in contrast, the verb in the following phase נָשַׁה וֶהָלָﬠ זַﬠֹבוּ “and sat down there” has *wayyiqtol* form while grammatically both verbs relate to the same period of time. This again shows that the difference between the forms of the verbs is not the matter of grammatical time, but the matter of narratological aspect of focalization. The phrase נָשַׁה וֶהָלָﬠ זַﬠֹבוּ “Now Boaz had gone up to the gate” (4:1a) consists of an element of internal focalization, while the following phrase נָשַׁה וֶהָלָﬠ זַﬠֹבוּ “and sat down there” does not have it.


Then Boaz said, “The day you buy the field from the hand of Naomi, you also acquire Ruth the Moabite, the widow of the dead, in order to perpetuate the name of the dead in his inheritance.” (4:5)

It’s been already discussed that there is more logic in *Ketiv*, which reads the verb יִתיִנָק as first person common singular *qatal*. Boaz pictures before the eyes of the redeemer the perspective of marriage between Boaz and Ruth which, in turn may
have negative impact on the inheritance of the closer relative. The fact that Boaz is going to marry Ruth influences the perspective of the closer relative.

6.4.15. Ruth 4:17

The women of the neighborhood gave him a name, saying, “A son has been born to Naomi.” They named him Obed. He was the father of Jesse, the father of David. (4:17)

The restricted perspective of the women of Bethlehem in this verse is expressed not in the fact that the child is being born, but in that he was born “to Naomi.” The women see in Obed not simply the son of Ruth and Boaz, but Naomi’s redeemer in her old age.

6.4.16. Ruth 4:18-22

Now these are the generations of Perez: Perez fathered Hezron, Hezron fathered Ram, Ram fathered Amminadab, Amminadab fathered Nahshon, Nahshon fathered Salmon, Salmon fathered Boaz, Boaz fathered Obed, Obed fathered Jesse, and Jesse fathered David. (4:18-22)

These verses are certainly zero-focalized. Nevertheless, the narrator also uses the qatal verb דָּלָי, “fathered” in order to convey information about offspring of Obed. This inconsistency can be explained by the fact that genealogy is zero-focalized in relation to the characters of the story. However, as indicated by Schmid, “[e]ven an omniscient narrator, whose field of view, in Genette’s sense, is not in the least restricted, still narrates with a particular perspective.”\(^{611}\)

\(^{611}\) Schmid, *Narratology*, 93.
all the descendants of Obed, but selects only certain names for a certain purpose. Therefore, the use of *qatal* verbs in genealogy is also justified, though the passage is not focalized internally.

### 6.5. Conclusion

In this chapter I have made an attempt to understand if there is a connection between the *qatal* form of Hebrew verbs and internal focalization. This idea originated as a result of empiric observation of correlation between the *qatal* forms and internally focalized passages, specifically passages with reported speech. It is important to understand that the attempt to explore *qatal* verbs in respect to focalization had never been made before and investigation of this subject is preliminary in nature and is in no way directed to the removal of existing explanations of syntactic rules of *qatal* verb forms in biblical Hebrew.

In order to conduct this study the passages with the *qatal* forms of Hebrew verb were divided into three categories according to three functions. Some *qatal* verbs occur in a series that have some characteristic of embedded narrative. This function was called narrative function. Usually the series of *qatal* verbs shows how the character views the events of a certain period of time. Other constructions with *qatal* verbs have an evaluative nature. In these cases with just one verb the character of the narrator may assess the whole event. Finally, some *qatal* verbs are used for simple reference to the important event. Usually this reference is lacking any ideological appraisal but in context even these references can be understood as evaluative.

From the study submitted in this chapter, it can be concluded that while internally focalized passages have high concentration of *qatal* verbs, there is no inextricable link between *qatal* verbs and internal focalization. That is because some of the arguments provided do not seem to be strong enough to claim such a conclusion. The question requires further research.

However, there are at least two practical applications of this study. First, the constructions with *qatal* verbs, specifically those that are found in reported speech, should clearly draw the attention of the readers, the commentators and the translators because they sometimes clearly reflect the restricted horizon of the character or
selective representation of information by the narrator. Second, since qatal verbs are more often used to reflect restricted horizon, an understanding of this correlation may help to explain why in the same passage the grammatically similar actions can be expressed by different forms of the Hebrew verb.
CONCLUSION

The results of the research

The analysis of the concept of focalization in relation to selected Old Testament narratives undertaken in this research shows that the notion has undergone numerous changes since 1972 when it was first proposed by Genette. In order to form an accurate picture of the concept, numerous examples from the works of Genette and other narratologists were analyzed. As a result of this work the concept of focalization was clearly defined as the restriction of narrative information that the narrator conveys to the reader. The more convenient term “horizon” was proposed for ease of reference. As a result, Genette’s original triple division into zero, internal and external focalization was reformulated in regard to the horizon of the characters and the horizon of the readers:

Zero focalization: Horizon of the readers > Horizon of the characters
Internal focalization: Horizon of the readers = Horizon of the characters
External focalization: Horizon of the readers < Horizon of the characters

This seemingly simple technical amendment turned out to be quite useful in further steps of the research.

Parallel to the search for the definition of focalization, considerations were given to the development of the concept in the Old Testament narratology. The review of works on the Old Testament narratology showed that for many years the idea of focalization was highly overlooked by most Old Testament scholars. The works that did name the concept used it without due research of the core of the concept, usually as mere substitution of the older term point-of-view. New approaches to focalization that have been developed since first publication of Genette’s book in these publications are even rarer.

Consideration of the evolution of the concept of focalization brought several conclusions that formed the bases of the methodology of the research. The definition of the concept was refined and focalization was defined as regulating, selecting and
channeling narrative information, which in turn affected the purpose of studying focalization: to answer the questions of

- *What* information was selected by the narrator?
- *How* is this information channeled to the readers?
- *Why* was information selected and channeled in this particular way?

The answer to the latter question leads to understanding the logic of selectivity and narrative strategy of the Book of Ruth.

The need for methodology for studying focalization brought a thorough consideration of Schmid’s ideal genetic model of narrative constitution. Three steps of this model — selection, composition and presentation — with some modifications formed the basis of the proposed method of studying focalization in the Old Testament narratives in general and in the Book of Ruth in particular.

The modification of Schmid’s model on the level of *selection* concerns the method of allocation of the events selected by the narrator. For the initial step of allocating of the events, I proposed to explore the text in respect to Tjupa’s characteristic of intentionality, which is easily applicable but not always sufficiently accurate. Therefore, it was proposed to confirm the results by applying more formal characteristics of eventfulness proposed by Schmid: relevance, unpredictability, persistence, irreversibility and non-iterativity.

The modification on the level of the *composition* concerns the features of the Old Testament narratives where events are rarely rearranged and linearized, and the development of the plot is primarily done by reported speech and dialogues. Since information in this type of narrative is still rearranged and linearized but indirectly, it was proposed to pay attention to the changes in the amount of information given to different participants of the discourse. For this purpose, I proposed the new characteristic of narrative composition — the play of horizons — to monitor rearrangement and linearization of narrative information on the level of the story and the level of discourse. This, in turn, provided a greater scope of opportunities to identify different types of focalization.
The modification on the level of presentation primarily concerns the specifics of presentation of narratives on biblical Hebrew. The application of the method resulted in the following conclusions regarding the Book of Ruth:

On the level of selection, the analysis of the text in respect to Tjupa’s characteristic of intentionality revealed that 16 episodes of the Book of Ruth constitute four narratological events that can be allocated according to the time and place and according to the testimony of the witnesses and the judges.

The first event happens during the conversation between Naomi and Ruth on the way from Moab to Bethlehem. The second event of the book — the first encounter of Boaz and Ruth — takes place at the field of Boaz and lasts for about one day. The third event happens at the threshing floor and describes the last (in the scope of the narrative) encounter of Boaz and Ruth. And the final, fourth, event of the book happens on the background of standard legal procedure of the redemption of the field.

The analysis of intentionality also showed that within each event there are more or less intentional and, therefore, more or less eventful episodes. Among other episodes the following four pivotal moments were allocated:

1. Episode 2: The moment when Ruth declares her commitment to Naomi (1:16-17);
2. Episode 9: The moment when Boaz instructs his workers to help Ruth to glean (2:11-12);
3. Episode 12: The moment when Boaz promises Ruth to marry her (3:11);
4. Episode 16: The moment when Boaz announces his decision to marry Ruth (4:10).

These episodes are respectively preceded and followed by less eventful episodes that form the background of the narrative. They are less intentional and therefore less eventful, but they enhance the eventfulness of the pivotal moments. These initial approximate conclusions were then confirmed by applying more formal characteristics of relevance, unpredictability, persistence, irreversibility and non-iterativity proposed by Schmid. It has been shown that the prologue and the epilogue of the book, being the most eventful episodes, however, stay outside of the story proper.
The analysis of the level of *composition* was based on the analysis of the play of horizons, which happens on the level of the story as well as on the level of discourse. On the level of the story, the play of horizons becomes the primary means of reorganization and linearization of narrative information in the Book of Ruth. The characters of the book constantly recall and evaluate the past and the present, and picture the future. Recollections of the past explain characters’ attitudes, give the background for ideas concerning the solution of their problems and help to fill in gaps that have arisen in the course of narration. The picture of the future directs the narrative and verbalizes possible resolutions of the plot. Evaluation of the present connects the past and the future events, helps the characters to express a current view of themselves and other characters and comment on the details of the narrative world. With this presentation of information, the narrator is able to update the readers’ concept of the narrative world without literal reorganization of the events.

The play of horizons is also performed on the level of discourse. This level includes the characters of the story as well as the readers and the narrator. Analysis of focalization on this level demonstrated that some portions of the text of the Book of Ruth are zero focalized. This happens primarily when the narrator communicates information that is unknown to the characters of the story, which expands the readers’ horizon in relation to the horizon of one of several characters. There are a number of passages where the horizon of the readers equals the horizon of the characters. Sometimes it is only a seeming perception because, after all, the character(s) turn out to know more. Every time it makes the readers reevaluate the perception of a previous portion of the text. Finally, there are passages with external focalization — when the readers realize that they do not have sufficient information to judge the acts of the characters.

Finally, considering the level of *presentation*, I have explored an empirically found correlation between constructions with the *qatal* form of the Hebrew verb and internal focalization. It was demonstrated that there are at least three ways constructions with *qatal* verbs are used in order to create an internally focalized view. In reported speech, the series of *qatal* verbs with some characteristics of embedded narrative may indicate a restricted view of one of the characters on the past or on the future. Besides, constructions with *qatal* verbs often have evaluative
nature. Sometimes with just one qatal verb the character or the narrator might assess the whole event. Finally, constructions with qatal verbs are used for simple reference to the important event. Usually this reference lacked any ideological appraisal, but in context even these references can be understood as evaluative. This study shows that the encounter with a qatal verb (specifically in reported speech) should draw the attention of the readers because it may indicate intentional internal focalization. Besides, the understanding of this correlation may help to explain why in the same passage the grammatically similar actions are sometimes expressed by different forms of the Hebrew verb.

Original contribution

As a result, this work attempted to make an original contribution in three related fields of studies. First, it is the area of general narratology. Staying with Genette’s initial understanding of focalization as restriction of narrative information, it was proposed to use Schmid’s model of narrative constitution as the basis to examine focalization in the narratives. Moreover, Schmid’s model was considerably improved on each level.

For the allocation of narrative events on the level of selection, it was proposed to apply the criteria of Tjupa for initial and the criteria of Schmid for further allocation of the events. On the level of composition, the procedure of reorganization of narrative events was reformulated into the play of horizons, which explains why the story can remain intriguing and thrilling without rearrangement of narrative events. Another innovation is related to the analysis of the play of horizons and hence focalization on two narrative levels: on the level of discourse and the level of story. The first allowed one to examine focalization in the narratives with a large number of dialogues by treating reported speeches of the characters as restricted, i.e., internally focalized.

Second, an original contribution was also made to the field of Old Testament narratology by applying Schmid’s model of narrative constitution as regard to focalization to the text of the Book of Ruth. This included (1) an examination of events selected by the narrator of the book with the view of their intentionality (according to Tjupa) and eventfulness (according to Schmid); (2) a demonstration of
the play of horizons in the Book of Ruth as a specific case of focalization through rearrangement of narrative information.

Third, a contribution was made to interpretation of the passages that traditionally are considered as difficult. Among them are Ruth 1:6-7; 1:8; 1:13; 1:22; 2:4; 2:5-7; 3:1-5; 3:8-9; 3:10-11; 4:5; and 4:17b-22. It has been shown that the analysis of focalization can sometimes help in clarifying and even solving the problems that arise with reading, understanding, translating, and interpreting the Hebrew text of the Book of Ruth.

Finally, a modest contribution was made to the area of Hebrew syntax. The last chapter of the work demonstrates a correlation between the constructions with qatal forms of the Hebrew verb and the passages with internal focalization which may point to the constructions with qatal verbs as possible markers of internal focalization in the Old Testament narratives.

Doors for further study

Because the Book of Ruth was in the center of this research, the methodology of analysis of focalization was first of all anchored to this particular narrative. However, many characteristics of focalization that have been found in the Book of Ruth can also be traced in other Old Testament narratives. Among them are predominance of dialogues, embedded narratives, evaluative speeches of the characters, restrictions of narrative information on the level of the story and on the level of discourse, and play of horizons. Moreover, unlike the Book of Ruth, some Old Testament narratives demonstrate rearrangement and linearization of narrative information more explicitly, which allows one to apply Schmid’s model of narrative constitution directly.

Of particular interest are the Old Testament narratives that do not have such clear division of episodes and events as the Book of Ruth. Analysis of events and eventfulness will certainly help to clarify their structure and emphasize the most important (for the narrator) episodes of the story and, consequently, to blueprint the thread of the narrative and logic of selectivity.
The narratives with long descriptive passages may lead to new insights if attention is given to the selected details. These passages traditionally are considered more applicable for studying focalization because they usually have a very strong spatial element. Hence, it would be interesting to learn from what perspective the description is given and how it is focalized.

Finally, correlation between constructions with the *qatal* form of Hebrew verb and internal focalization was explored only within the boundaries of the Book of Ruth. Whether this correlation remains in other Old Testament narratives and whether it leads to the interdependence between *qatal* form of Hebrew verb and internal focalization is one of the questions for future research.
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

*Character-focalizer* — focalizer internal to the story associated with one of the characters. Can be perceptible or imperceptible depending on its consciousness. Perceptible can be characterized from without or from within.

*Composition* — the second level of narrative constitution which implies rearrangement and linearization of the events chosen at the level of selection.

*Degree of eventfulness* — the weight of the event in the plot of the narrative. Degree of eventfulness can be described by one of two sets of characteristics: (1) relevancy, unpredictability, persistence, irreversibility and noniterativity or (2) singularity, fractality, intentionality.

*Dialogic narrative* — narratives that largely consist of dialogues between characters with minimum narratorial intrusions. Such narratives represent special case with regard to focalization because for the most part they happen to be internally focalized.

*Episode* — the portion of the narrative for which boundaries can be defined on the basis of three factors: time gap, shift in space and change in the group of characters (appearance or disappearance of the character).

*Event (narratological)* — unprecedented action of the character which builds the plot of the narrative. Narratological event differs from simple change of state because it departs from the norms of life and crosses certain prohibition boundary. Minimum requirements of narratological event are factuality and resultativity.

*Eventfulness* — defining feature of narratological event (see Degree of eventfulness).

*External focalization* — narrative situation when the narrator shares with the reader information restricted to a behaviorist report and the reader “sees” the narrative world externally without any additional information about mind or motifs of its inhabitants. The text is accordingly called externally focalized.
External focalizer — focalizer which is placed outside the story world. Usually is bound to the narrator of the story and accordingly called the narrator-focalizer (NF).

Factuality — the first basic requirement of narratological event which implies that the action brought about a real change of state in the narrative world.

Focalization — restriction of narrative information with respect to its completeness according to the chosen point of view.

Focalizer — the concept which was originally introduced by Mieke Bal to indicate the point within or outside the story world from which the elements of the world are described. This point can be placed inside or outside of the story world. If the focalizer is placed inside the story world, it is called internal; if it is placed outside the story, it is called external.

Fractality — one of three characteristics of narratological event (along with singularity and intentionality) that indicates the strictly limited segment of life when the event took place.

Happenings of life — all possible precedents of life that are used by the narrator as raw material for the selection of narrative information with their subsequent transformation into narratological events.

Horizon — the amount of information in the possession of the participant of narrative discourse (the character, the reader or the narrator) as contained in the narrator’s or the character’s words.

Ideal genetic model of narrative constitution — proposed by Wolf Schmid, a paradigm that demonstrates the process of narrative constitution from initial selection of facts to the actual presentation of the narrative text.

Ideological plane of point of view — the way of evaluating other characters or outer world by one of the characters or the narrator with the aim of building a basic system of worldview in the narrative world.

Imperative world picture — one of four narrative world pictures that “presupposes unquestionable axiological system of the world order in which a character always has
freedom of choice, even though this choice is objectively assessed in terms of good
and evil; an event consists of fulfilling or failing to fulfil a duty, of observing the
moral law of the world or of breaching it.”

*Intentionality* — one of three characteristics of narratological event (along with
singularity and fractality) that associates the event with a certain consciousness (i.e.
character) which forms the significance and the role of the event in the story.

*Internal focalization* — narrative situation when the narrator shares with the reader
information restricted to the cognition of one of the characters. The reader’s horizon,
therefore, equals the character’s horizon and the reader perceives the narrative world
through the mind of this character. Respectively, these texts are called internally
focalized. Most dialogues fall within this category.

*Internal focalizer* — focalizer which is placed inside the story world. Usually is
associated with one of the characters and therefore called the character-focalizer
(CF).

*Irreversibility* — the fourth characteristic of eventfulness that refers to the
impossibility of returning to the previous state.

*Linearization of events* — one of two activities of the narrator on the level of
composition which implies arranging in sequential order the events that occur in the
story simultaneously.

*Logic of selectivity* — the logic which directs the choice of the narrator in the
selection of happenings of life according to the thread of the narrative.

*Modality of conviction* — medial refraction that implies the imperative world picture
based on authoritative convictions that do not need approval.

*Narrative agent* — the one who actually gives an account of the facts of the
narrative.

---

Narrative discourse — the event of narration that implies interaction between the narrator, the characters and the readers.

Narrative intrigue — the relevance of the story to the expectation of the readers.

Narrative world picture — sphere of objects relevant to the narration. According to Tjupa, there are four narrative world pictures that can be taken into consideration: imperative, occasional, precedential, and probabilistic. However, biblical narrators usually operate in the scope of only one, imperative world picture.

Narrative modality — rhetorical competency of the subject of speech. According to Tjupa, there are four narrative modalities that correspond to four narrative world pictures: modality of conviction, modality of neutral knowledge, modality of opinion and modality of understanding.

Narrative strategy — selective configuration of narrative world picture, narrative modality and narrative intrigue.

Noniterativity — the fifth characteristic of eventfulness that indicates the uniqueness of the event.

Occasional world picture — the world picture that sees the story as the chain of adventurous events. The game of chance is the main feature of eventfulness in such a world picture.

Parallel focalization — the term that was invented in the course of this research, which implies a special type of focalization in the texts with reported speech. Focalization is called “parallel” because, from one side, in the text with reported speech the reader assumes the position of detached observer. But since the reported speech is one of the first ways to convey the knowledge and the attitudes of the character, the same text can be equally considered as internally focalized. Therefore, the same portion of the text can be attributed with two types of focalization (external and internal) simultaneously.

Persistence — the third characteristic of eventfulness which measures the impact of the event on the story world.
Phraseological plane of point of view — the way of describing the characters of the story by imitation of the manner of speech. Usually manifests itself in direct speech and naming.

Pivotal point of the event — the most eventful moment of the event. Usually associated with the moment of decision making or crucial act of the character.

Point of view — the instrument of focalization, the pipe or the principle that guides the narrator in the process of narrative constitution.

Precedential world picture — the world picture that does not leave room for the characters to shy away from their stated purposes. An event in this world picture is related to the idea of destiny.

Presentation — the third and final level of narrative constitution which in case of literary narration is carried out through verbalization.

Probabilistic world picture — the world picture that focuses around the points of bifurcation. An event in such a world picture is the result and the continuation of bifurcation.

Relevancy — the first characteristic of the degree of eventfulness which reflects the significance of the event in the story world.

Reorganization of narrative information — one of two activities of the narrator on the level of composition which entails arbitrary reshuffling of the events with the purpose of better expression of the narrator’s purposes.

Resultativity — the second requirement of narratological event that implies that the action reached completion in the narrative world of the text.

Selection — the first level of narrative constitution which implies the process of selecting narrative information from the happenings of life.

Shot of mental vision — the momentous picture of the narrative world or inner state of the character that is perceived by the reader as a result of reading details that are present in the narrative text.
Singularity — one of three characteristics of narratological event (along with fractality and intentionality) The narratological event should be unique, unitary, unprecedented, unparalleled. Several facts of the story in this matter are highlighted from the inevitable life course and common social rituals.

Spatial and temporal planes of point of view — the way of describing the events of the narrative from a certain physical place or point in time.

Story — the narrative that is formed on the second level of narrative constitution when all the events are selected and arranged in certain order ready to be presented in one of many possible languages of presentation (e.g. in the form of prose, poetry, movie, theater, ballet).

The act of narration — the process of transferring the story to the reader which involves the readers into narrative discourse.

The psychological plane of point of view — the way of describing the events of the narrative world through the consciousness or perception of one of the characters.

The witness and the judge of the event — the mind which bestows the happening of life with the measure of the singularity, fractality and intentionality.

Unpredictability — the second characteristic of the degree of eventfulness that signifies deviation of the event from the norms generally expected in a story world.

Zero focalization — narrative situation when the reader obtains information about the narrative world that is not accessible to any character which results in the horizon of the narrator and the reader being wider than the horizon of the characters. The text in this instance is “zero focalized” or not focalized (not restricted).
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